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ABSTRACT

The subject of this thesis is the Agnyādheya, the Vedic ritual, through which are established the three or five sacred fires essential to Vedic sacrifice. The thesis aims at an understanding of that rite and proposes that the process of coming to an understanding is analogous to that of learning a new language. The ritual is taken as a syntactic unit and its actions and materials are viewed as a sort of symbolic vocabulary. The denotations and connotations of this vocabulary are then sought in parallel usage in other Vedic rites and the mythology of the Vedic texts.

The thesis suggests that establishment of the śrauta fires accompanied the sacrificer's accession to the head of his household. It then sets about to learn the significance of that event and how each segment of the ritual portrays various aspects of it. An identification of the sacrificer with his fire is discovered, and the transformation of his domestic fire into the "fire of the master of the house" and other śrauta fires is compared to the sacrificer's transformation to a new role. Within the spatial organization of the firehall is found an emphasis on the individual and independent life of the sacrificer as against social ties, the former represented along an axis extending toward the gods in the east and the latter along an axis extending toward one's ancestors in the south. The Vedic view that immortality consists in living a full life is placed
In this context, and the Agnyādheya is seen as the beginning of a sacrificial career which progresses toward heaven in the east. In pursuing its task the thesis has occasion to comment on folk beliefs concerning a variety of substances employed in the ritual including lists of soils which make up the fireplaces and trees which serve as fuel. It also offers new interpretations of a number of myths, the best known of which are those of Purūravas and Urvasī and of the boar Prajāpatī.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis will be a descriptive study of the Agnyādheya, the Vedic ritual for the establishment of the three sacred fires used in all śrauta sacrifices. Western scholarship has shown a long-standing, if somewhat sporadic, interest in the area of Vedic sacrifice. Thus the first work on a Vedic rite was published in 1879, and by 1907 the norms for each of the three types of sacrifice had been described. In this century interest has been less intense, but accounts have appeared of several more major rites and several minor ones. The earliest works were primarily descriptive in nature and often relied principally on only one śrutasūtra (Kātyāyana), using other texts, which had not yet been edited, merely to elucidate obscure points. This mode of presentation culminates in Dumont's work on the Agnihotra, which contains a complete set of descriptions of that rite on the basis of all known śrutasūtras.

It is with Heesterman that the first real study appears, however. In addition to presenting the various versions of the Rājasūya concurrently, rather than separately as in Dumont's work, he follows each section of narrative with an interpretation of its symbolism. His only major defect is that since he deals with such an extensive rite, his narration of it tends to be more of a summary than the complete and detailed description of earlier works. Bodewitz's recent studies of Brāhmaṇas concerned with the Agnihotra continue in Heesterman's vein, but the focus of these studies is more an exegesis of the
Brāhmaṇas than an interpretation of the Agnihotra, though the former has considerable bearing on the latter. Since his work on the Rājasūya Heesterman has added another dimension to our thinking about Vedic sacrifice. Viewing the material found in the extant ritual corpus as a sort of "classical" systematization, he has set about to discover what vestiges of "pre-classical" forms remain in that literature and what kind of social organization they evidence. This work consists of a lengthy and provocative series of articles, a sample of which is contained in the bibliography. Of special significance for our undertaking has been his most recent work "Other Folk's Fire", to which a number of references will be made throughout our study.

The only other major modern work on Vedic sacrifice is the Śrautakośa, an ongoing project which began in 1958. The Śrautakośa is an immensely valuable resource for the study of Vedic ritual, but it is neither a description nor a study of any of the rites with which it deals. It contains a complete translation of Baudhāyana with sutras from various sections of that text gathered and arranged in logical sequence under the heading of the particular rite in question. This is then followed by translations from the other extant Śrautasūtras of any portions which differ from anything which has preceded. While this is useful for reference work, it is still a large step from sutra material, even in translation, to a narrative description of a particular rite.

Against this historical backdrop a few remarks concerning the overall approach of the present author will be in order. To begin
with, we will side with those who insist that we try to understand a
given cultural phenomenon on its own terms and who take the position
that such understanding is possible. The basis for this position is
an assumption that all elements of the phenomenon under study partake
of a larger, culturally defined but inherently logical system of
meaning and that with time and patience we can uncover at least some
of that logic. In the case of our ritual this means that however
bizarre or nonsensical may appear the actions or objects it employs,
none of these is random or meaningless. The job of uncovering this
logic is not an easy one, and there is always the danger that we will
simply rediscover our own logic. If the culture in question is a con-
temporary one, we can ask questions of those living within its domain
as to the meaning of objects and events. If not, we are forced to
query texts and/or whatever else might remain. But the possibility
that our questions, understanding of the answers, and even our very
perception of those objects and events will be greatly determined by
the predispositions of our own culture is a problem not to be taken
lightly. In the case of a contemporary culture we will get some feed-
back, not only to our questions but also to their appropriateness
and importance. In dealing with texts the task is more difficult,
and we must try to discern what questions it is that the text attempts
to answer. To put it simply, we must try to understand the cultural
phenomenon in question as would members of that culture, while con-
stantly guarding against the biases which prevent us from doing so.
If our aim, then, is to understand the Agnyādheya on its own terms, what factors prevent us from doing so? First, it is difficult for us even to visualize the procedure of the ritual, as it is set forth by our texts in a language and style which are foreign to us. We are also largely unaware as to the ritual's context, both in terms of historical development and where it stands in relation to surrounding cultural phenomena. Finally, we need to know the mental associations which convert objects and actions into its symbols. The problems connected with visualizing the ritual and its historical context will become clearer when we examine our sources below, but for now it is sufficient to say that we will attempt to remove the first of these impediments to our understanding through a narrative description of the ritual and we will be forced to reserve a detailed treatment of the second for a later occasion. It is, rather, the last hindrance to our understanding which is the focus of this thesis, and in pursuing it we will also consider the relationship of our ritual to other Vedic sacrifices. Indeed, the stance with which we began, that particular symbols belong to a larger system of meaning, forces us to investigate practices in other rituals which parallel the ritual under study.

The task itself is analogous to that of learning a new language. Just as a new language appears to be a random set of nonsense syllables, so a new symbol system appears unstructured and meaningless. One will usually begin by acquiring a rudimentary vocabulary
and the most basic idea of how to string words together into intelligible phrases. One's native language will serve as a model and equivalences will be sought. As learning progresses, however, one will discover that much of what was taken to be equivalent is not. By observing speech patterns one will gain an increasingly sophisticated mastery of the grammar, and by observing the usage of words in a variety of contexts one will learn their meanings and eventually their connotations. Thus, in time one will acquire sufficient familiarity with a completely new system of symbolic manipulation that he can operate without reference to his native system.

Where, then, does the study of Vedic ritual stand in this process? Through the various descriptions of Vedic rites we have learned a few basic sentence structures. The basic pattern of an āstī, pāśu, and soma sacrifice have now been delineated, each of which serves as a building block for the next, and all of which may be recombined to form other rites of still greater complexity. We have also become aware of substructures such as initiation, spreading out of the fires, concluding oblations (pūrnāhuti), and the like. What we have not acquired is a very extensive vocabulary. Vedic sacrifice is extremely rich in the number and variety of objects and actions which it employs as symbols, and it appears that many carry the same or similar semantic value in different ritual contexts. As with actual words there are two major avenues of approach in deciphering this symbolic vocabulary; we can investigate usage, and we can investigate derivation. The
latter is more problematic than the former in that meanings can change with time and the question of derivation is simply that of historical development in another guise. But we are forced to resort to this approach where usage is scanty. In the case of Vedic sacrifice we may distinguish two types of usage. On the one hand there is the occurrence of similar ritual actions and materials in different rites, while on the other there are the myths and folklore which the Brāhmaṇas provide as a commentary to the former. Together, these two contexts will help us gain a sense of the associations which a symbolic act or object invokes when it is made a part of the Agnyādheya.

This linguistic analogy is particularly well suited to our study of the Agnyādheya because, at least in the case of ritual objects, it is often an attribute in the form of a single word or phrase which provides a key to the semantic value of the symbol in question. So, for example, the wood from which the churning sticks are made is taken from a śamīgarbha fig tree (Sect. 2), while that used as fuel in one of the preliminary rites comes from a citriya fig tree (Sect. 5). In the same preliminary rite rice is poured out on a "red ox skin with its neck to the east and hairy side up", a phrase found identically in several other rituals.

It will be helpful here to pursue a less involved example a little further. The night before the fire is churned (Sect. 6) a goat is stationed on the hearth, and this goat is given the attribute kalmāsa. The word kalmāsa signifies having variegated or spotted
coloration, especially with dark spots or may refer to the spots themselves. It occurs relatively infrequently and is used chiefly to qualify the above-mentioned goat and the bamboo from which is made a spade used to dig clay for a firepan at the Agnicayana. The question thence arises, how is a goat like a piece of bamboo? The answer comes from a myth told about the bamboo in which it becomes apparent that the dark spots are thought to represent places where Agni (Fire), already present in the wood, has started to burn through. The answer, then, is that goats and bamboo may have little to do with one another but a piece of bamboo which shows Agni's presence is appropriate for digging clay in which to house him, just as it is appropriate to station a goat which shows his presence on the hearth where he will be churned. The word kalmāsa thus links the goat with a set of associations based on a myth told about bamboo.

Like words too our ritual vocabulary can have more than one semantic value. So in other rituals kalmāsa goats are offered to several different deities, particularly the Maruts. Here I think it is important to know that the Maruts are often called prāṇi 'variegated'. We might therefore ask if kalmāsa also means prāṇi like the Maruts in the context of the Agnyādheya. But the answer, as I understand it, is that reference to the Maruts, who have no role here, makes no "sense", whereas reference to bamboo bursting with Agni does. The significance of the spotted goat like that of the word kalmāsa thus depends on the context in which it is used.
Against my emphasis on ritual vocabulary it will be argued that words have meaning only within the context of structured expressions. This is, no doubt, true, as we have just illustrated, though the converse, which is equally true, is less often stressed. Thus we must attempt to discover the overall intent of our rite and how its constituent elements are structured to serve that intent. And this task must go hand in hand with that of understanding the symbolism, each supporting and furthering the other.

Again let me offer a concrete example. The establishment of the third of the three main fires is accomplished while the priest is standing. Now we might assume this posture to be coincidental or a matter of convenience or even a means of showing respect, as "to stand close" (upa sthā) to an object denotes paying homage. But if we look at this practice from the standpoint of the ritual as a whole, we notice that the priest sits while establishing the first fire and squats while establishing the second. When we then discover that the first fire symbolizes the earth, the second the middle region, and the third heaven, we realize that the three postures of the priest stand in the same relation to one another as do the fires. That is, the significance of standing when establishing the third fire derives from a larger structure within the ritual.

We will also find that within our ritual are substructures which have parallels in other rites. A simple example might be the preparation of the sacrificer (Sect. 4), which has a number of elements in common with the dīksā at the soma sacrifice and the sacrificer's
preparations for the Darśapūrṇamāsa. Not only are all of these preparations procedurally reminiscent of one another, but each plays a similar role within the ritual in which it is found. A much more complex example will be dealt with in Sect. 10 where, on the basis of procedural and thematic similarities as well as equivalent roles within the ritual, we will argue that such diverse acts as taking fire from one fireplace to another and a chariot race are all metonyms of a fundamental paradigm of Vedic sacrifice.

In essence, then, our approach will be as follows. We will ask of each particular symbol what associations it calls forth within a global system of meaning and which of these associations makes sense within the logic of our ritual, that logic in turn being determined by the particular constellation of symbols which constitutes the ritual.

Let us turn now to our sources. The primary source for this thesis is the ritual literature of the Vedic corpus. This consists of three recensions of the Black Yajurveda, those of the Taittirīyas, the Maitrāyaṇīyas, and the Kāṭhakas, as well as the Vājasaneyin recension of the White Yajurveda. For the Taittirīyas I have used the Saṃhitā, Brāhmaṇa, and Āranyaka as well as the Āpastamba, Baudhāyana, Bhāradvāja, Satyāśāda-Hiranyakaśin, and Vaikhānasa Śrautasūtras, for the Maitrāyaṇīyas the Saṃhitā and Mānava and Vārāha Śrautasūtras, and for the Kāṭhakas the Saṃhitā and a collection of fragments entitled the Kāṭhaka-Saṅkalana. The Vājasaneyins are represented by a Saṃhitā, the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, and the Kātyāyana Śrautasūtra. Since the priestly
duties for the Aṣṇyādheya de almost entirely upon the Adhvarya, the
texts for the other priests contain little concerning this rite and are
therefore used only to shed light on the principal texts just enumerat-
ted.

The plan of the Taittirīya school, and of the Black Yajurveda
in general, is to be distinguished from that of the White Yajurveda in
that collections of verses, or mantras, and their corresponding inter-
pretations in prose, or Brāhmaṇas, are not separated into different
texts. Thus the Taittirīya Samhitā contains not only mantras but
brāhmaṇa portions, and the Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa contains not only brāhmaṇa
portions but mantras as well. To avoid confusion, we will use the term
brāhmaṇa with lower case "b" to refer to interpretive sections of prose
and Brāhmaṇa with upper case "B" to refer to texts of that name.

When initially considering this project, I had hoped to provide
a detailed analysis of those portions of these sources which deal with
the Aṣṇyādheya in order to further the as yet unaccomplished task of
source criticism of the Vedic corpus. This has proved to be a con-
siderable undertaking and one which must be reserved for the moment.
However, a number of things can be said about the interrelationship of
these texts, if only to elucidate the problems in using them.

Concerning the absolute chronology of these texts we may follow
the musings of Max Müller and others or we may remain silent; I choose
the latter course. As regards their relative chronology, linguistic
evidence shows the language of the mantras to be more archaic than
that of the brāhmaṇas, which is in turn more archaic than that of the sūtras. This suggests three major strata in the literature, though it says nothing about the redaction of our texts, and the possibility of deliberate archaism can not be discounted. Within each of these three main divisions are numerous substrata, and the likelihood presents itself that substrata from our three main divisions overlap.

Inconsistencies abound. If we postulate that Śāhītās are earlier than Brāhmaṇas we discover that the mantras and brāhmaṇas for the Agnyādhyeya are found in the TBr, while those for the Punarādheya, a modification of it, are found in the TS. And so Keith concludes that this along with other evidence "in some degree invalidates the ordinary view that the distinction of Śāhītā and Brāhmaṇa is one of time pure and simple".7

While the KS and MS mantra sections appear relatively homogeneous, that of the TBr (2.1.2 and 1.1.7) has at least three strata. The first 17 mantras of TBr 2.1.2 are not known to the earliest strata of Baudh, which otherwise diverges little from the TBr, and must therefore be later. The 7 mantras in TBr 1.1.7 duplicate three found in TBr 2.1.2 and must be either an earlier core or a later addition, possibly a yājamāna or section for the sacrificer.

Brāhmaṇa portions of all three recensions lack an orderly manner of presentation. Thus while some segments deal with a single topic, for instance TBr 1.1.3, MS 1.6.3 and KS 8.2 deal exclusively with materials for the fireplaces, others seem to touch on multiple aspects of the rite, and the same topic is sometimes treated more than
once. Nor is the ritual portrayed by these brāhmaṇas necessarily identical with that of the mantras. In the KS and MS the situation is much less clear-cut, but in the TBr the brāhmaṇas include new mantras and in one instance have reversed the order of two mantras from that found in the mantra section. That there are several strata in the KS brāhmaṇas is suggested by the fact that, while most of these brāhmaṇas consist of unaccented text, all of KS 8.12, a synopsis of the rite, is accented as is part of KS 8.2.

The Śrautasūtras too present problems. It has already been intimated that there are at least two strata in Baudh. Thus Baudh 2.12ff gives a complete description of the Agnīdheya, though one which does not include the first 17 verses of TBr 2.1.2, and Baudh 2.6ff details the use of these verses, but then merely sketches the remainder of the rite, clearly relying on 2.12ff and only adding details not found there. The other sūtras traditionally assigned to the Taittirīya school appear more homogeneous textually. It is rather their relationship to the mantra text of their school which is problematic. Whereas Baudh tends to follow the reading and arrangement of the mantras in the TBr, though not without exception, Ap, Bhar, and SH at times change the order of these mantras and also include mantras from the KS and MS. Further, there is often agreement among them as to the order in which these mantras are to be used even when that order differs from any of the three mantra texts of the Black Yajurveda. This may suggest that these three sūtras knew a parallel tradition now lost. Of the two sūtras traditionally ascribed to the Maitrāyaṇīyas, Mn is
clearly the more orthodox, but the deviations of Vṛ must await further study. No Kāthaka sūtra is extant.

Only the Vājasaneyin recension of the White Yajurveda gives the appearance of a coherent school. Thus the SBr adds no mantras to the list in the VS, and Kat adds very few. This is more remarkable in that the VS lists only 8 mantras, almost an order of magnitude less than the TBr. That the Vājasaneyins were a sort of "back to basics" movement is suggested by the fact that of the 8 mantras in the VS 6 are found in the RV, and the readings are identical, whereas the schools of the Black YV often present their own readings. Further, the SBr quite frequently gives injunctions found in the Black YV only to follow them with the instruction "tan nādiyeta", "that should not be heeded". Kat too is quite faithful to this simpler model of the ritual.

How, then, are we to get our bearings in this maze of strata and sub-strata so that when wandering through it we may know which paths are connected and where one enclave of material stands in relation to another? If we are to interpret the Agnyādheya, whose version are we to choose and on what basis? If we are to base that interpretation on material found in the brāhmaṇas, how do we know that a parti-brāhmaṇa is applicable and how do we avoid anachronism? Or, if our task is to understand the symbolic vocabulary of a Vedic rite on the basis of its various occurrences, how can we be sure that its semantic value is consistent and that no semantic development has taken place? Grammatical structures too undergo transformation. Finally, without at
least establishing a relative chronology, what can be done about any contradictions which these various texts may present?

When dealing with texts, such as the ritual literature of the Vedic corpus, in which external references are few and far between, the burden of establishing any sort of chronology must rest on internal evidence. This means that the task of chronologically ordering these texts and especially their constituent parts is posterior to, and in fact dependent on, an analysis of the historical developments present within their contents. Speculation on such historical developments is therefore a natural part of a study such as this one; for it will provide a starting point from which others may attempt successively better solutions to this problem. Accordingly we will feel free to posit developmental patterns as a means of dealing with textual inconsistencies. As broad principles, where evidence is not to the contrary, we will assume, on linguistic grounds, that mantra texts are older than brāhmaṇas which are in turn older than sūtras. We will also assume that the basic pattern of development is one of elaboration, since the sūtras show the most elaborate form of the ritual.

There is, of course, another possibility, namely, that textual contradictions represent not different stages of development but the divergent opinions of differing schools of thought. This is a real possibility but not one which is so divorced from the historical problem as might be imagined; for schism generally occurs when one group interprets the past differently from another. The past is then to be discovered in what all such differing groups have made of it, and a
line, or lines, of development, if difficult to discern, is still present.

The problem of relative chronology and its corollary, that of differing schools of thought, are also at the heart of our questions concerning semantic consistency and development of ritual symbols and the brāhmanas as a source of interpretation. In thinking about problems of chronology we are often tempted to conceptualize time as a continuous line of points and then assign individual events, in this case texts, to points on that line. While such points in time may be useful as theoretical constructs, our experience of time is in terms of intervals, and we measure these intervals in terms of change. This means that we assign texts not to points in time but to time periods and that we define these periods in terms of their relatively homogeneous character or lack of change. But this implies again that questions of chronology are posterior to and dependent on judgements concerning the relative similarity and degree of development present within our material. It is my judgement that the ritual literature of the Vedic corpus shows relatively little dissimilarity, at least so far as the Agnyādheya is concerned. Its various elements are, at worst, mutually intelligible dialects expressing different emphases of a common world-view. That developments, particularly in the form of elaboration, can be seen within this literature is no doubt true. But these developments are of a relatively minor nature; certainly neither the overall intent or basic pattern of the rite changes. It
is therefore, in my judgement, appropriate to take this literature as a whole and to assume, except where actual contradictions arise, that the semantic value of its symbols is constant.

One question remains, that of arriving at a description of the ritual from which to begin. Since it has been my intention to regard Vedic ritual literature as a whole, it was, initially, my hope to provide as comprehensive a narration of the rite as possible. Accordingly I attempted to weave together all available descriptions of the rite detailing their points of agreement and disagreement. This task has proved too time consuming in terms of the present project and too ponderous to impose on the reader. I have therefore been forced to alter the presentation of this material in the direction of simplicity. The reader who wishes a more detailed account of the Agnyādheya is therefore referred to the SrKos, pp 1-84, to Caland's translation of Ap with its excellent notes, and to the translations of Bhar by Kashikar and Mn by Van Geldner. The easiest means of simplifying this presentation is to choose a single text on which to base it, and the most obvious choice is one of the Śrautasūtras, as these are the texts most concerned with ritual procedure. But which sūtra is to be chosen? Ap would be a good choice in that it is more extensive than most and is representative to the extent that it is closely paralleled by Bhar and SH. Such a choice would, though, somewhat duplicate Caland's fine work.

There is another text, however, which offers some of the advantages of synthesizing our sources along with that of having a single
text from which to work, the Vaikhānasa Śrautāsūtra. The thorough discussion of this text in the introduction to Čaland's edition need not be repeated here, but Čaland's statement that it "has relatively little original matter: the author draws largely on the work of his predecessors: Baudhāyana, Āpastamba, Hiranyakesinī" is supportive of our choice. To this I would add that, in my estimation, Vkh not only draws largely on the work of its predecessors, but has attempted a synthesis of them. Further, its several areas of originality seem designed to amplify or clarify instructions which remain obscure in these other sūtras. Much more could, I think, be said concerning the principles by which this synthesis has been accomplished, but our purpose is to study the Agnyādheya not the Vaikhānasas. My point is simply that this text is well suited to our needs. It has one liability, however, and that is that it shows a sectarian (Vaiṣṇava) bias, which distinguishes it from all other Śrautāsūtras. Still, in its favour, this bias has had very little influence on the Agnyādheya, being confined there to a few minor insertions such as meditation on Viṣṇu before churning the fire. That this text is one of the latest of the Śrautāsūtras might also be a cause for concern, but it is this very posteriority to the other sūtras which allows it to synthesize them and better suits it to our purposes.

Owing to their terse style, the Śrautāsūtras, even in translation, are not easily comprehended and require a certain amount of digestion. Accordingly, I have chosen to present a narration of the Agnyādheya on the basis of Vkh's description of it rather than a
strict translation of that text. As notes to this narrative I have included the major variations of the other schools, especially where they are of interest for the interpretation. If the Śrautasūtras are difficult to comprehend, the brāhmaṇas are even more so, and here again I have preferred to narrate the material rather than provide literal translations. As for the mantras which accompany specific ritual actions, only those bearing on the interpretation have been included and, where feasible, the variants presented by the different sūtras have been passed over in favor of the readings of the mantra texts themselves. Here too the object has been simplicity, as a detailed discussion of the mantras is more appropriate to the task of establishing the relative chronology and interdependencies of the texts themselves. This is slightly problematic in light of our choice of Vkh as a starting point in that the Vaikhānasas apparently possessed their own mantra text, which is not yet available in print. But Caland does not notice any large discrepancies in the readings of this mantra text and indeed compares it favorably with the Tāittirīya mantra texts as supplemented by Ap and SH. Further, the Vaikhānasa school is not the object of this study, but rather their sūtra has been taken as a representative model from which to begin.

One final issue requires comment. In dealing with Vedic literature not only are we often unsure as to what these texts intend or mean, but at times we can hardly even manage a reasonable translation; the problems of language and transmission which give rise to this situation are well known. To aid us in overcoming these problems
commentaries on these texts are often available, authored by others more steeped in Indian tradition than we are. But these commentaries come from beyond the interval of time to which our ritual literature belongs, an interval which, we have argued, is relatively homogeneous. Therefore such commentaries carry with them the possibility of introducing developments subsequent to this period as well as the later biases of an evolving culture. Accordingly, in textual matters I have sought the assistance of such commentaries as were available to me, but in interpreting the ritual itself I have accepted only those views which seem substantiated in the primary sources for this thesis listed above. It would, of course, be interesting to trace the evolution of the Agnyādheya from our earliest records of it to the present, but such an undertaking is beyond the scope of this thesis.

In summary then, this thesis aims at an understanding of the Agnyādheya. It assumes that unfamiliarity with the procedure of the ritual, ignorance of its historical development and cultural context, and lack of awareness of the associations which its symbols convey all hinder such understanding. In response to these impediments it offers a detailed description of the ritual and then focuses its attention on the ritual’s symbolic vocabulary. In doing so it turns first to parallel usage within the Vedic cult and secondarily to derivation in the form of historic development. In the process it attempts to learn the ritual’s overall design and logic and where they fit into the overarching system of meaning reflected in the Samhitās and Brāhmaṇas. Still, when all is said and done, it must be admitted that we are un-
likely to understand everything, or even anything fully, but we may hope that in the end we will have understood sufficiently to do justice to our material. With these general remarks concerning approach and materials behind us we must now get acquainted with the subject of our study, the _Agni<dheya_.

The purpose of the _Agni<dheya_ is the establishment of Agni, Fire, specifically in the form of the three, or sometimes five, sacred fires which are at the core of all Vedic rites. Given the centrality of fire in these rituals, it comes as no surprise that we should find a proliferation of technical names for specific fires. Moreover, this terminology is not always consistent and is made more confusing by the existence of synonyms. It will therefore be of help to the reader to initiate our introduction to the ritual itself by distinguishing the various fires which we will encounter.

The best known of these are the three main śrauta fires: the _garhapatya_, _śhavanṭya_, and _dakṣiṇāgni_. The _garhapatya_ or "fire of the master of the house" is the first established, being churned out, and is, ideally, perpetually maintained. It is generally the fire on which offerings are cooked and ghee clarified and is identified with the earth. The _śhavanṭya_ or "oblatory" fire is, as its name suggests, the fire on which offerings are made. It is established the first time with embers taken out of the _garhapatya_, and this is its usual means of procurement in other rituals. The _śhavanṭya_ is identified with heaven. The third of these fires is the _dakṣiṇāgni_ or "southern fire", also called the
anvāhāryapacana or fire "for cooking (the rice) which is to be brought after (the Dāsāparṇamāsa)" or simply odanapacana, fire "for cooking the rice (etc.)". This fire seems to have a special relation to the Fathers, the south being their region, but Keith's view that it was particularly used to avert demons is not supported by his evidence at least. To a certain extent this fire stands apart from the other two as the various sources for its initial establishment indicate. Thus, the southern fire may be fetched from elsewhere or churned itself, though it may also be procured from the gārhapatya. Baudh, on the other hand, starts up this fire from the remains of the brāhmaud-anika fire, to which we will turn shortly.

In addition to these three main fires one may optionally establish the sabhya and āvasathya fires. The sabhya is the fire of the sabhā, usually rendered "assembly", but defined by the commentary on Ap 5.4.7 as dyūtasāla "gambling hall", and so the adhīdevana or gambling area is set up there as part of the rites ancillary to the Agnyādheya. KS 8.7 appears to refer to this fire as the madhyādhīdevana "mid-dicing area" fire, though the offering which that text enjoins on it is, by the sūtras, made in the middle of the dicing area, which is clearly different from the sabhya fire. The āvasathya, similarly, is the fire of the āvasatha, which the commentary on AP 5.4.8 explains as "atithīnām vāsabhūmiḥ", a dwelling-place for guests. In the aforementioned ancillary rites, however, it is the locus of the parisād "audience" for which Mn 1.5.5.6 uses the term āmantrana "council". As in the case of the daksīnāgni, these two fires may be procured from elsewhere or churned,
or they may be obtained from the śhavanīya. Finally, there is some discussion by the sūtras and especially the commentaries as to whether the sābhyā at least is appropriate only to a Rājanya (i.e. Kṣatriya), but no clear-cut agreement emerges.

The brāhmaudanika fire has been mentioned in connection with the daksīṇāgni. It is also in a sense the ancestor of the gārhapātya, and through that fire, of the śhavanīya. The brāhmaudanika, as its name implies, is the fire on which is cooked a meal of rice for the officiating priests (brahmaudana) as a preliminary to the ritual of establishing the fires. We will attempt to show that this rite has as one of its aims the conception and gestation of the three main fires, and it is in this sense that this fire may be considered their ancestor. There are again a variety of sources for this fire, some dealing with special desires of the sacrificer, but the most agreed upon source is the aupāsana fire, which may or may not remain afterwards.

With the aupāsana fire we enter the realm of domestic ritual, performed on a single fire often called simply grhyā, domestic, but also aupāsana, pertaining to worship or homage. This fire too may be procured from a number of sources or churned, but two sources seem to have been preferred. The most commonly agreed upon, and often the first listed, source for the domestic fire is the wedding fire, which is fetched home along with the bride. The second source, though less attested, is the fire on which the rites concluding studenthood are conducted.

The significance of both of these fires, it seems to me; is
that they mark the beginning of adulthood, the entry into the second stage of life. And so the adult sacrificer is accompanied by an unbroken chain of fire which leads to the Agnyādheya: the wedding or student fire gives rise to the domestic fire which in turn engenders the brāhmaudanika fire which finally gives birth to the śrauta fires. Nor does this chain stop with the Agnyādheya. When the sacrificer is about to die his fires are removed to a spot suitable for cremation, and the cremation fire is kindled from these fires. But this is his final fire; for his utensils, and notably his churning sticks, are burned on the pyre with him. Thus there is a continuum of fire which accompanies the sacrificer throughout his adult life.

How, then, are we to understand this life-long preoccupation with Fire, and where does the Agnyādheya fit into this continuum? Put simply, Fire is Life. Its essence is tejas, the principle of vitality; for what could better represent vitality than fire, perpetually active, generating light and flame? Moreover, Life is immortal, not in the sense that any one individual lives forever, but in the sense that one lives on through one's offspring. So RV 5.4.10 states, "I, a mortal who is pondering You with extolling heart, invoke You, Immortal; O Jātavedas, grant us eminence; may I attain immortality through offspring." Again, fire symbolizes this fact as its radiance (jyotis) shines off into the distance. Thus towards the close of the Agnihoṭra the priest states the identity "prajā jyotih", "offspring is radiance". Human beings are not only a medium for the continuance of life, we are agents, and so in kindling the fire one creates life and through this creation
receives continuation. Accordingly, the churning of fire is associated with sexual reproduction, and when the fire is first born the sacrificer breathes over it with the breath of Prajāpati, Lord of Offspring, to secure long life and establish immortal Agni in his breath.

There is another aspect of Life which Fire represents: Life consumes. Food must be eaten in order that there be new food to eat; generations reproduce and die to give rise to new generations. This cyclical aspect of life is also perceptible in the daily setting and rising of the sun, the monthly waning and waxing of the moon, and the yearly progression of the seasons, and wittingly or unwittingly human beings are participants in it. It is through ritual, however, that the married couple can actively participate in and further this process. Through the Agnihotra they participate in the cycle of night and day, through the Dāsapūrṇamāsa the cycles of the moon, and through the Catur- māsyas the seasons of the year.

Life is not only a process which transcends individuals, it is also the personal property of each individual, and so there seems to be a close identification between the sacrificer and his fire. The fire kindled at his wedding or departure from studenthood, or even at birth, is his own personal fire. At times it resides in his person, at other times in his churning sticks, and at other times it is manifest as established fires. Thus if the sacrificer makes a journey of sufficient length he places his fires either within himself or the churning sticks. Should the householder retire to the forest he consigns the fires to
his churning sticks in order to transport them there, and should he become a Sannyāsin he withdraws them into himself.

This close identification between the sacrificer and his fire is also apparent in the Agnyādheya. Towards dawn of the day on which the churning is to take place the churning sticks are warmed over the brāhmaudanika fire, and the fire is made to "mount up" into them before the brāhmaudanika fire is extinguished. The sacrificer and his agent, the Adhvaryu, also take the fire into themselves. While doing so they recite: "I first take into myself Agni for increase of wealth, for the having of many offspring, for a host of heroic sons. I deposit in myself offspring, lustre in myself; may we be sound, vigorous in our bodies. We take within ourselves, O Fathers, that immortal Agni who has settled in us, mortals, within our hearts. May he not leave us and go far off." Clearer still is the verse which some sūtras have the sacrificer recite when the fire is first produced and other sūtras after various of the fires have been established: "I am from you; you yourself are from me; you are my source (yoni); I am your source. Being truly mine, O Agni, bear my offerings, (like) a son preparing a world for his father, O Jātavedas."

Lest we overemphasize the identification of the sacrificer and his fire, Baudh informs us that a brāhmaṇa declares "The wife is, indeed, one-half of one's own self", and SB 5.2.1.10 continues that without her one is not whole (asarva). And most sūtras make her responsibility for maintaining the fires explicit. Further, though
the sacrificer is normally cremated with the śrauta fires and the wife with the domestic fire, MnSmr 5.167-8 states that if the wife dies before the husband, she is to be cremated with the śrauta fires, and if the husband remarries, he is to set up new fires. Therefore, the chain of fire that begins with the wedding fire is particular to that marriage. Thus, from the perspective of the sacrificer, the only perspective our texts provide us, there is an identity between oneself and one's fire, but the woman with whom one is united in marriage is part of that identity. If she dies and one remarries, one's self changes, and so do one's fires.

The role of fire in daily life also contributes to the sacrificer's identification with his fire. He will have grown up surrounded by fires which cooked his food, fires which gave him light and warmth, protection and comfort. All of the important transitional points in his life will have been marked with the presence of fire, and by means of fires the highest cultural expressions of his day will have been performed. It is no wonder that fire should bear great importance for him to the extent that the career of his fire should parallel that of his own life.

There is a final aspect to fire which deserves mention. If fire represents the spark of life, it also represents the spark of intellect or insight. So, for example, in RV 1.1.5 Agni is styled kavi-kratu, having the power of the sage, and many of his other epithets also connect him with wisdom. Accordingly, a frequent concern of the sacrificer in setting up his fires is brahmavarcasa, the illuminating
power of sacred knowledge. Here too, the association with fire is clear; for varcas or varcasa is the illuminating energy of Agni, as also of the sun. 38

Thus fire is an extremely potent symbol, laden with multiple and diverse meanings. It is vitality and life, procreation and lineage; it is also illuminating wisdom and a constant presence in daily life. And so it is natural that one should develop an intimate association with fire and seek to maintain it throughout one's life.

We come, then, to our second query, the place of the Agnyādheya in this continuum of fires. Here, surprisingly enough, we find no clear answer to our question. The brāhmaṇas and Śrautasūtras deal extensively with the seasons and asterisms under which the fires may be established, but contain very little concerning the period in one's life when it is appropriate to do so. The Gṛhyasūtras and Dharmaśāstras are more explicit concerning the domestic fire, but they too leave much unsaid as regards the śrauta fires. Still, a number of hints are forthcoming, and a broad outline emerges.

Marriage and the domestic fire are clearly requisites for establishing the śrauta fires, but it is equally clear that the Agnyādheya was not normally intended for the young married couple: the śrauta texts contain numerous references to sons, and there is often the implicit expectation that the sacrificer's father will no longer be living. It seems quite likely that then, as now, the joint family was the accepted norm. Accordingly, on marrying, a son would bring his wife into his father's household, where he might establish their wedding fire in their quarters as the domestic fire for cooking and oblations,
but larger rites to the Fathers, and above all śrauta rituals, would remain the responsibility of his father. The many alternative sources for the domestic fire further suggest that in actual practice even domestic rites were often performed communally in a joint family so that there was no need to maintain one’s own wedding fire. Thus the second stage of life, that of the Grhaśta, which begins with marriage and which is normally rendered as "householder", would be more appropriately translated that of "house-dweller", one who lives in a house with his wife, as opposed to with a teacher or in the forest. And a "house-dweller" is further to be distinguished from the "head of a household" (grhaśpati). It is, then, the Grhaśpati who is entitled, even obliged, to maintain the gṛhaśpatya and other śrauta fires.

Just how and when one becomes the head of his household is even more open to conjecture. Presumably, within the joint family there is only one possibility; one must succeed the previous head as a result of his death or debility. But as the joint family can have only one head, the majority of males will have to move elsewhere if they wish to become heads of their own households, and rivalry and friction may easily have motivated such a desire for independence. Thus we will see in Sect. 3 that the normal situation is that one who plans to establish his fires first secures a homestead. We will also see that even the eldest son may once have been expected to leave home with his inheritance. The basic principle of the Dharmaśāstras that one should not supercede an elder will tend to maintain the joint family by slowing departure from it. But one wonders if even the rules of seniority might not be circum-
vented by a change of venue. So it is that many of the Grhyasūtras
give the time of partitioning inheritance as an alternate time for
establishing the domestic fire, a prerequisite for the śrauta fires.
And MnSmr suggests, though less than wholeheartedly one feels, that
the brothers' merit increases if they separate; for, as the commentary
explains, each will establish fires and perform the obligatory rites. 42
I do not wish to imply by all of this that the head of a house-
hold is not also a "house-dweller", only that the reverse is not neces-
sarily the case. The Grhapatī still engages in the second stage of life,
which is characterized by the acquisition of a home, family, and property.
Nor is the son who lives with his father homeless; for he builds his
own quarters as evidenced by the rules for building a house in the
Grhyasūtras. So we will see in Section 8 43 that the sacrificer in
establishing the household which he will head is likened to a
Grhamedhin, and the reason seems to be that both the head of the house-
hold and the house-dweller are concerned with the process of acquiring
property and wealth, a process which begins with and is epitomized by
the second stage of life. The difference is that the Grhapatī has at-
tained a greater degree of independence and full rights to the sacrifi-
cial cult and enjoys, I think, a rise in status.

Of interest in this matter are Mandelbaum's observations con-
cerning the cycle of the joint family in contemporary India:

The whole constellation of family relations shifts in a
characteristic way, as we have noted, as the children grow up.
There comes a time when the daughter must be married and sent
off, when the son must receive a wife. The necessary growth
through incoming brides also guarantees eventual dispersal,
because there follows a time when the household becomes too cramped, psychologically and socially if not physically, to hold the brothers, their wives and children. Even if the brothers manage to stay together as one joint family through their lives, their sons almost certainly grow restive when they, in turn, become fathers, and then they separate to establish families of their own.

... among families of some substance, ... , the division does not usually take place all at once, in a clean decisive break. The strains mount, but at every stage there are countervailing forces and people urging continued cohesion. The first step in the process of family fission is usually that of establishing separate hearths within the household ... New walls may next be built inside the house as a physical partition foreshadowing the economic and legal partition to follow ... At any of these stages, the presence of the father tends to slow the process; the death of the father, and even more of both parents, tends to hasten the legal division. (44)

Here we see that even at present the establishment of one's own fire plays an important role in the transition towards establishing a separate household. In terms of our material this fire would correspond to the domestic fire, and when, either through succession within the joint family or more likely by departure from it, an individual were to become the head of his household, he would then elevate this domestic fire into the śrauta fires. In thus establishing his fires he establishes himself as a grhapati, a master of the house and full-fledged member of the community. And so each night at the close of his recitation following the Agnihotra the sacrificer prays, "O Agni, Master of the House, may I be a good master of the house with You as Master of the House; may You be a good master of the House with me as master of the house. A hundred winters- that radiant blessing I ask for my lineage; that radiant blessing I ask for [name of his son]." 45

The participants in the Agnyādhya, then, are the sacrificer,
Who as we have seen is the head of his household and who, moreover, must be either a Brahmin, Kṣatriya, Vaiśya, Rathakāra, or Niṣada, his wife, and a number of priests. However, the identification of these priests is not so easy a task as one might imagine. Western scholarship has handed down a tradition that there are four: Adhvaryu, Brahmaṇ, Agnaṭdh or Agnaṭhira, and Hotr as at the Dārśapūrṇamāsa. Of these four the Adhvaryu is the principal performer of ritual acts; the Brahman is a sort of overseer; the Hotr recites litanies from the RV, and the Agnaṭdh (literally "kindling the fire") plays only a minor role.

While it is most probably correct that these are the priests at the Adnyādheya, this view is difficult to substantiate as it is not stated directly by the Śrautasūtras but only by the commentaries on Kat, 48 Ap, and SH. 50 That there are four priests is mentioned in connection with their partaking of the Brahmaidana, and that one of these is the Adhvaryu is obvious. The Brahman is also mentioned directly by several texts. 51 Since sāmans or chants are sung both when the fire is churned and later when it is established in the fireplaces, we would expect an Udgāṭṛ or "singer", and in fact Baudh 2.16:60,13-14 has the Adhvaryu direct the Udgāṭṛ to sing these sāmans. Mn, the only text to name the four priests at the Brahmaidana, also includes the Udgāṭṛ, as well as the Adhvaryu, Hotr, and Brahman. 52 But Ap, Bhar, and Kat specify that it is the Brahman who sings the sāmans at the Agnyādheya. 53 Further, Laty, a Sāmavedin Śrautasūtra, also puts forth the view that the Brahman should sing the sāmans at the Agnyādheya and even refutes the counter view that the Udgāṭṛ should sing them. 54
The problem is more complex yet. At the end of the Agnyādheya proper are performed a number of ancillary īstiśīs. Since the Darśapūrṇa-māsa is the model for all īstiśīs and since the Adhvaryu, Brahman, Hotṛ, and Agnīdh are the priests for it, we would expect these same priests to perform the ancillary īstiśīs. This expectation is met in the fact that all of our sūtras except Baudh and Kat specify daksīnās for each of these four priests by name. Further, these daksīnās are stated by Ap, Vkh, and Vr to pertain not only to the īstiśīs but to the Agnyādheya as well, and this may be inferred to be the case in the remaining texts too as no other daksīnās are mentioned prior to this point. Still, it is surprising that Mn, which also mentions these four priests in this context, does not mention a daksīnā for the Udgātṛ in spite of having enjoined his presence at the Brahmaudana.

Since nothing is said to the contrary, it seems reasonable to conclude, then, that for all but Baudh and Mn there are four priests, the Adhvaryu, Brahman, Hotṛ, and Agnīdh, who are present at the Brahmaudana and remain to serve at the ancillary īstiśīs. The sāmāns would thus be sung by the Brahman. For Baudh and Mn it appears that the Udgātṛ is present at the Brahmaudana and Agnyādheya proper and is replaced or supplemented by the Agnīdh for the īstiśīs, though his exclusion from those receiving daksīnās in Mn is strange unless Mn intends those particular daksīnās to apply only to the īstiśīs. It is noteworthy that Laty, who has the Udgātṛ at the Brahmaudana but the Brahman sing the sāmāns, seems to effect a similar solution as he names all five priests as receiving daksīnās.
We come, then, to the Agnyādheya itself, of which a brief description will first be in order. The Agnyādheya begins with a series of preparations: the churning sticks are procured; a hall is got ready and fireplaces built; a declaration of intent is made and priests chosen, and the sacrificer and his wife are prepared for the ritual. When all is in readiness, the rite of the Brahmaudana or sacred rice is performed. A fire is kindled on which to cook the rice, the brāhmaudaniKA; the priests are fed, and fuel-sticks are smeared with the remains, and offered on the fire. This fire is maintained for a year, and the day preceding the establishment of the fires the Brahmaudana is performed again. That night a spotted goat, Agni's animal, is tied up near the fire, and the sacrificial party remains awake feeding the fire.

Towards dawn the brāhmaudaniKA fire is transferred to the churning sticks and internalized by the sacrificer and Adhvaryu, and the sacrificer restrains his speech. This fire is then extinguished or allowed to die out, and final preparation is made of the fireplaces by distributing various substances in them. When the rays of the sun appear, the churning sticks are set in place, and the fire is churned out and brought to life. By this time it should be nearing sunrise, and the fire which has been churned is established as the gārhapatyā. Now a firebrand is set ablaze in the newly established gārhapatyā and transferred to a vessel of sand in preparation for extending this fire to the āhavanīya. A procession, led by a horse, carries this vessel
towards the āhavanīya, stopping for the establishment of the daksināgni and again at the midpoint of the journey. The vessel is raised successively higher as the journey progresses, and meanwhile the Brahman rolls a chariot wheel to the south of the procession. On reaching the āhavanīya fireplace the horse is made to tread twice on the fireplace, and the firebrand is established as the āhavanīya fire when the sun is half risen. At this point the sabhya and āvasathya fires are optionally established. Each fire is then nourished with the addition of fuel-sticks, and the ritual is concluded with a silent performance of the Agnihotra, homage to the fires, and one or two "full-offerings" (pūrṇāhuti). This, the Agnyādheya proper, is then followed by a number of ancillary āstanti, and the daily Agnihotra is initiated and subsequently the bimonthly Dārsapūrṇamāsa. Each of these acts is accompanied by proper mantras, and each establishment is also done to the singing of sāmans and followed by the sacrificer's homage to the fires.

As a final prelude to our study and with the above outline in mind let us attempt a quick overview of what is to come. The Agnyādheya has as its purpose the first establishment of the śrauta fires and the initiation of a career of sacrifice for the head of a household. As his fires are established so the sacrificer is established as a full and independent member of the sacrificial community. Accordingly, in interpreting this ritual we will seek to show how each of its subsidiary rites articulates and brings about various aspects of that purpose. We will begin with the time chosen for the Agnyādheya and will see in it a reflection of the initiatory character of our ritual. We will
examine the way in which the fire drill is fashioned and will discover a concern for the personal immortality of the sacrificer, an immortality viewed as continuance through progeny and living a full life. Later we will find that the symbolism of churning the fire combines with that of the fuel placed on the fire at the Brahmaidana to portray the conception, gestation, and birth of the fire and so to make an analogy between sexual reproduction and the production of fire. We will propose that by engendering the fire with which he is identified the sacrificer recreates himself in order to further his personal immortality. Our study of the sacrificial arena will show not only that it is a miniature map of the cosmos but that the social and individual sides of experience are delineated by its orientation. We will consider the elements of transformation in the sacrificer's bodily preparations for our ritual in light of his new role as head of the household and will compare the transformation which his fire undergoes as it changes from the domestic fire to the three sacrificial fires. At the same time we will notice a tension between continuity and discontinuity in the life of the sacrificer and his fire. We will see that the three fireplaces represent the three worlds of the Vedic cosmos and that the materials used to ready them symbolize the elements of a new creation. As our ritual nears its apex we will watch the sacrificer carry forth his fiery essence, newly begotten, and place it in the immortal realm of the gods. Finally, we will observe the feeding and care of the infant fire and the start of its biorhythms, the Agnihotra and Darsapūrṇa-māsa. This overview of the exposition to follow completes our lengthy series of preparations for the Agnyādheya, and we proceed now to the ritual itself.
THE AGNYĀDHEYA

1. Time of Performance

We begin our account of the Agnyādheya, as does Vkh, with a discussion of the point in time at which the fires are to be established. Vkh states that a Brahmin should establish the fires in the spring (vasanta), a Rājanya (i.e. Kṣatriya) in the summer (grisma), a Vaiśya in the autumn (śarad), and a Rathakāra in the monsoon (varṣā) and adds that according to some all varnas may establish the fires in the cool season (śisira). 2 He continues that one should establish the fires on either the new or full moon under one of the following asterisms (nakṣatra): Rohinī, Kṛttikās, Mrgaśirās, Punarvasū, Uttara, Anurādhā, Śravaṇa, Hasta, or Viśākhā. 3 One of these is to be chosen, Vkh explains, in accordance with a special desire of the sacrificer, following the desires listed in the brāhmaṇa passage beginning "One should establish fire under the Kṛttikas . . ." 4 We are told that it is well if one can arrange to have the proper season, asterism, and phase of the moon, but that if there is a conflict, the proper season and asterism is the best combination. Finally, Vkh allows that one who is setting up his fires in order to offer a soma sacrifice need not trouble over the proper season or asterism. 5

It has already been suggested that a major concern of Vedic
sacrifice is participation in the cyclical aspect of life reflected in
day and night, new and full moon, and the yearly progression of the
seasons. It has also been suggested that the establishment of the
fires initiates this participation. Accordingly, we would expect that
the time specified for performing the Agnyaadheya would correspond to
the beginning of each of these cycles, that is to the beginning of
the first day of the first month of the year. Our task, therefore, is
to discover the beginning of the year in Vkh's list of seasons and
asterisms. However, before we attempt this difficult task, and as a
preliminary to it, let us see if the fires are to be established at
the beginning of the first day of the month.

In India sunrise seems to have marked the beginning of the day
since the times of the RV. But our ritual can not be performed in an
instant or even in the brief period of time from the first appearance
of the sun's orb to its full ascent above the horizon. Consequently
some event within the ritual must be chosen as its high point or epitome.
Now the climax of our ritual seems to be the churning and establishment
of the fires, especially the AhavanTya fire. So the TattirTya sutras
specify that the AhavanTya fire is to be established just when the sun
is half risen (ardhodita). Vr and Kat, on the other hand, bracket sun-
rise with the churning and establishment of the Garhapatya, which is
done just before sunrise, and the establishment of the AhavanTya, which
is done after sunrise. Thus, in both schemes the high points of the
ritual are clustered about day-break.

As we have seen, Vkh holds that the ideal time for establishing
the fires is either of the two parvan days, that is the days when the moon is either new or full, and this view is generally shared by the other sūtras. Since the Indian pākṣa or fortnight ends with the parvan day, lunar months may be defined as ending with the new moon or as ending with the full moon, and Kane informs us that at present both systems are in use in different parts of India. That both systems were also in use in olden times may be seen in the fact that months end with the new moon in the Vedaṅgajyotisa but with the full moon in the Arthaśāstra. Thus, both parvans may have been specified for the Agnyādheya in order to accommodate different calendars, though the sanctity of these two days, almost universally attested, must be admitted as a contributing factor in recommending them.

If the fires are to be established on the parvan days, this suggests that they are set up on the last day of the monthly cycle rather than the first. However, the Dārśapūrṇamāsa rites are also to be performed on the parvan days, and there the new and full moon days constitute the upavasatha, the preparatory or fast day, while the principal oblations are actually offered on the pratipad or first day of the following fortnight. Since the Dārśapūrṇamāsa is the general model for non-soma rites, and since the first day of the Agnyādheya is called upavasatha, it seems reasonable to conclude that the injunction to establish the fires at the new or full moon also refers to the preparatory day. The churning and establishment of the fires would then occur at daybreak on the first day of the following fortnight. In fact, this
seems to be the procedure if one establishes the fires at the time of the new moon.  

If one establishes the fires at the full moon, however, a problem arises; for the Darśapūrṇamāsa is to be initiated immediately after the Agnyādheya, beginning with the full moon rite. Therefore, the Agnyādheya, ancillary rites, Anvārambhanīyestyi (a prelude to the Darśapūrṇamāsa), and the full moon ritual will occur on top of one another; while if one establishes the fires at the new moon, these rites can be distributed over the fortnight from the new moon on which the fires are established to the full moon on which the Darśapūrṇamāsa is begun. Baudh and Kat eliminate this problem by allowing establishment of the fires only at the new moon. But the more common solution is to push the Agnyādheya back a day so that the establishment, ancillary rites, and Anvārambhanīyestyi are performed on the last day of the fortnight and the full moon rite on the first day of the next. Thus, if one's calendar months end with the new moon and one performs the Agnyādheya on the new moon day, the churning and establishment of the fires will occur at daybreak on the first day of the monthly cycle. If, on the other hand, one's months end with the full moon and one performs the Agnyādheya at that time, one's fires will be established on the last day of the cycle in order to accommodate the initiation of the new and full moon rites. But even in the latter case the establishment of the fires is clearly associated with the beginning of the lunar cycle. There may also have been a time when neither the Agnyādheya nor the Darśapūrṇamāsa was as elaborate as we know them and both could be performed on the same day.
With certain qualifications, then, we may say that the fires are to be set up at the beginning of the first day of the monthly cycle. We must now see if they are to be set up at the beginning of the yearly cycle. A rough specification of the time of year for establishing the fires is to be had in Vkh's statement that a Brahmin does so in the spring, a Rājanya in the summer, a Vaiśya in the autumn, and a Ratha-kāra in the monsoon, a statement with which the other sūtras mostly agree. Spring is generally the first season and is accordingly associated with the first varna or class. But the Brahmin is a model in ritual matters, and hence prescribing spring as the season for his Agnyādheya is equivalent to saying that the fires should be set up at the beginning of the year. The seasons for the other varnas are difficult to fit into this line of reasoning, though Hillebrandt suggests that there may have been different calendar years for the different classes. It is certainly possible that there might have been distinct priestly, royal and agricultural years, the beginnings of which corresponded to the seasons enjoined for these classes.

A more precise way of specifying the time of year for the Agnyādheya is to say that it is performed under a certain nakṣatra or asterism. But here too there is a problem in that tradition records a number of such asterisms, and so Vkh treats them as corresponding to special desires on the part of the sacrificer and refers to his brāhmaṇa for details. The brāhmaṇas do list a number of asterisms under which the fires may be established and the desires which correspond to them; however, one in particular, Uttara Phalgunī, seems to have received
special attention. MS 1.6.9:100.3-4 and KS 8.1 state that one should establish the fires on the full moon in Phalguna because it is the head (mukha) of the seasons. TBr 1.1.2.8 is more specific. It states that one should not establish the fires on (the full moon) in Pūrva Phalguna because that is the last (jagānya) night of the year. Rather one should establish them on Uttara Phalguna which is the first night of the year.

We have seen in our discussion of the monthly cycle that two days are associated with the full moon. These two days are at times called the full moon day (parvan) and pratipad and at other times the former (pūrva) and latter (uttara) full moon days. Now the moon moves approximately one nakṣatra east along the celestial sphere each day; so if the moon is in Pūrva Phalguna one night, it will be in Uttara Phalguna the next. Therefore, if on the night of the first day (pratipad) of the first fortnight of the year the moon is in Uttara Phalguna, the previous night when the moon was in Pūrva Phalguna will also have been a full moon day. The former (pūrva) full moon day will be the last day, and night, of the year, and the latter (uttara) full moon day will be the first day of the new year. Furthermore, months will end with the full moon and begin with the pratipad of the waning half of the month. Since months are generally named by the asterism in which the moon is full, the last month of the year will be Phālguna, and the next month, Caitra, will be the first month of the year. Kane notes that today too Caitra is the first month in some parts of India.
That this calendar was widely used for ritual purposes may be seen in the fact that the first of the Cāturmāsyas (four-monthly rites), the Vaiśvadevaparvan, was also to be performed on the full moon in Phalguna. Similarly, the year-long sattra of TS 7.4.8 and PBr 5.9 also seems to have begun on the first of Cātra. Thus, in observing the preparatory day for the Agnyādheya on the first full moon day in Pūrva Phalguna and establishing the fires at daybreak on the second full moon day one would set up his fires at the beginning of the first day of the first month of the year. One might, however, have to push the Agnyādheya back in order to accommodate his first Darṣapūrṇamāsa.

There were, apparently, other calendars as well. So the Vaiśvadevaparvan may optionally be performed in the full moon in Cītra, which would make the year begin with Vaiśākha. Concerning the year-long sattra TS 7.4.8 and PBr 5.9 go even further, criticizing the view that it should be performed on the full moon in Phalguna and favoring the full moon in Cītra. Thus the asterism Cītra may also have begun the year in some calendars.

Although TBr 1.1.2 and the other Taittirīya sūtras begin their discussion of the asterisms with Kṛttikās, Vkh begins instead with Rohini, seemingly indicating a preference. Nor is he alone in this preference. Baudh, after dealing with the seasons and asterism appropriate to the Agnyādheya, returns to Rohini, stating that of the entire year, the only new moon which conjoins with Rohini is that which follows the full moon in Vaiśākha and that one should establish the fires at that time. The SBr also criticizes the notion of allowing different
asterisms for different desires and stipulates that one should establish the fires at the new moon in Rohinī.³³ This suggests yet another calendar, one in which months end with the new moon and in which Jyaiṣṭha is the first month.

There is another way of symbolizing a beginning besides the first day of the year. At present Āśvinī is counted as the first of the 27 nakśatras, but in the early literature it is the Kr̥ttikās (Pleiades) which top the list.³⁴ Thus, in my opinion, it is because the Kr̥ttikās begin the zodiac that most sources recommend them as an asterism under which the fires may be established.³⁵ So TBr 1,1.2.1 states that the Pleiades are the head (mukha) of the asterisms and that one establishing the fires under them becomes foremost (mukhya).

It is also possible, however, that in enjoining the Pleiades our sources recall a much older tradition concerning the beginning of the year. It is clear that the present zodiac in which Āśvinī is the first asterism derives from a time when the spring equinox occurred when the sun was in that asterism, and this has led many to suppose that the same might be true for the earlier zodiac which begins with the Kr̥ttikās.³⁶ The tradition that one should establish the fires under the Pleiades, then, might stem from the remote era, about 2300 B.C.,³⁷ when the heliacal rising of the Pleiades marked the beginning of spring and hence the start of the year. Our texts need not date from this period, however; for today Aries is the first asterism in the West as is its equivalent, Āśvinī, in India, but neither has coincided with the spring equinox for almost two millenia. For our texts
the Kṛttikās are simply the first nakṣatra of the zodiac.

Thus we have seen that the beginning of the year may be associated with three different asterisms, four if we count the Pleiades, all based on different calendars, and it is quite possible that there were still other calendars of which we have no knowledge. These calendars may have been contemporaneous in different geographical regions or they may derive from different eras. However, regardless of their origins, they appear to have given rise to a variety of traditions concerning the asterism under which the fires are to be established. One way of coping with these inconsistencies would have been to declare optional, that is pertaining to a special desire on the part of the sacrificer, any asterism which did not fit one's particular calendar. This, I think, has been the strategy of our texts. But once the idea of special asterisms had been conceived, other nakṣatras could be added by analogy, and so the list of asterisms became longer in the sūtras than in the brāhmanas.

The process of development may have been something like this. The Kṛttikās, which once began the year for the foremost class, the Brahmīn, became a special asterism for a Brahmīn who wished to be foremost. Rohini, derived from ruh "to grow, increase", became a special asterism for one who wished increase of his goods. Uttara Phalguni, the deity of which is, in most sources, Bhaga, became the asterism for one who wished to be prosperous (bhagin), and Citra, associated with Indra, was for one who wished to overcome an adversary. Other associations were based on the name of the asterism. Thus, Punar-
vasu ("wealth again") was for one who, after set-backs, desired to become wealthy again, and Hasta ("hand") was for one desiring gifts. The remaining asterisms may well have similar explanations.

In summary, then, it is my view that the fires were to be established at the beginning of the first day of the first month of the year and that the lengthy list of asterisms for special desires probably began with differing traditions concerning the beginnings of the ritual calendar. As evidence I cite the fact that where our texts are most specific, they point to the first day of the year. Further, that many of the special nakṣatras began calendars is suggested by the statement in Ap 5.3.15 that some regard these asterisms as obligatory (nitya), not optional. It is also my view that the selection of this time for establishing the fires derives from a desire to symbolize the beginning of the sacrificer's participation in the sacrificial cult. However, within this overall context of marking a beginning there is an element of free choice which is not lost on our ritualists. So KS 7.15 tells us that a human's season is unpredictable (i.e. random), for one does not know in what season he will be born or under what asterism. But when one brings about the conception of the fires one obtains a suitable season and asterism for them. Thus even the scheme which sees the various asterisms under which the fires may be established as corresponding to special desires is consistent with symbolizing the beginning of one's ritual life with the time chosen for the Agnīyādeya. For, if the astrological premise be accepted, that the star under which one is born determines the quality of one's life, then it is natural to
initiate one's ritual life under the asterism favorable to the aspirations one's ritual is to promote. In this way the list of possible "beginnings" proliferates until, finally, almost any time may be chosen, and the sacrificer gains full control over the moment at which his sacred time will begin.
2. The Churning Sticks

Vkh begins his preparations for the Agnyādheya with the acquisition of the arañi or churning sticks.¹ He stipulates, in accordance with the unanimous opinion of our sūtras,² that, if possible, they are to be made of wood of a holy fig tree, (aśvattha)³ which grows out of a samī or "pod" tree.⁴ We will see that these trees play a key role in the mythology surrounding the churning sticks. If a holy fig growing on a pod tree is not available, the holy fig used should at least have fresh shoots, should not have been damaged by lightning or wind, nor burned by fire, should not have an excessive number of birds nesting in it, nor be withered or broken, and, finally, should not have been touched by a person of low caste (antyejati).⁵

Unlike the other sūtras, Vkh provides a ritual for collecting this wood:⁶ The Adhvaryu, after going to the tree and circumambulating it clockwise (pradaksinā) while reciting the Vaisvanara hymn,⁷ bows to it. With that same hymn he cuts a branch pointing east or north, cutting clockwise and beginning in the east, and fells it so that the tip is towards the east or north. Then, prior to stripping off the branches and leaves, he makes marks on it to identify the top and bottom sides and the base and tip.⁸ The wood is then split into two pieces, and the lower churning stick is made from the bottom piece. First the bark side is turned up and the bark removed, and then the wood is dried thoroughly. Afterward, the lower stick is fashioned 24 aṅgulas⁹ long, 8 wide, and 4 thick to the accompaniment of the Gāyatrī mantra. In the lower stick
8 añgulas from the base, 12 from the top, and 3 from either side, is made a notch (literally "womb", prajanana) for the first churning.\textsuperscript{10}

In the same way the upper churning stick is made from the top piece of wood.\textsuperscript{11} The churning tip (pramantha) is cut from the upper stick,\textsuperscript{12} 8 añgulas long and (?) of a suitable fastening.\textsuperscript{13} It is joined to the base of the mantha\textsuperscript{14} (the remainder of the upper stick), and their length together is 26 añgulas. We are also told that the part called the "hole" (chidra) is to be made to the appropriate specifications.\textsuperscript{15}

While the above account is certainly more detailed than anything found in the other sūtras,\textsuperscript{16} one is left wondering about certain features of the apparatus such as the means of holding the upper stick in place and the means of rotating it. I therefore present the, albeit later, description of making the churning sticks contained in the paddhatī or manual to Kat 4.7, 8, which is more complete.\textsuperscript{17}

The lower and upper arani are to be made from wood of a fig tree growing out of a śānti, and for this purpose a branch pointing east, north, or straight up (ūrdhvaga) is obtained. Both are made 24 añgulas long, 6 wide, and 4 thick. The pramantha, 8 añgulas long and 2 añgulas wide and thick, is taken from the north-east portion of the upper arani. From a piece of khadira (Acacia Catechu) wood is fashioned a spindle (cātra), 12 añgulas long and round or octagonal, which is bound on both ends with iron bands. An iron pin (kTlaka) is fastened to the top end of the cātra, and at the bottom is made a square hole into which the pramantha may be inserted. A handle (auvīḷ), 12 añgulas long is also
constructed of khadira wood, with an iron plate on the lower side; in this plate is made a cavity into which the pin on the spindle will fit. In order to rotate the spindle during the churning, a cord (netra) is provided formed of cowhair mixed with hemp; it is three-stranded but roundish and a vyāma in length. On the lower arani, 8 aṅgulas from the bottom and 12 aṅgulas from the top, is made the notch (here called tīrtha) and towards the east is made a channel (vāhinī) out of which the fire is supposed to issue. This description includes a number of features not covered by Vākh, but the main point on which it appears to differ is that the uttarārani, which in this case refers only to the upper half of the fig branch, serves only as a source for the churning tip (pramantha) and not the rest of the upper churning stick.

With the physical description of the arani behind us we move on to the more fascinating area of the rich and diverse symbolism which pervades these sticks. The most common statement made about them is that they are to be constructed of wood from a samīgarbha asavattha, that is a holy fig which grows out of a samī tree. So the two verses recited when the arani are brought to the place of sacrifice address them as a fig tree, the "embryo of a samī." In the brāhmaṇas, treatment of this samīgarbha fig tree and its relationship to the churning sticks centres around the well-known myth of Pururavas and Urvasī, and our examination of this myth will focus on two major themes. The first of these themes, that there is a mythological connection between the tree from which the churning sticks are made and the divine origin of fire in the form of lightning, has been discussed by Kuhn. Kuhn notes
a number of parallels in Indo-European mythology in which fire is churned with wood taken from a parasitic or epiphytic plant. His thesis is that by growing on another tree, such a plant symbolizes lightning, or lightning further represented as a fire-bird, which lights in a tree-top, thus bringing fire to earth. This wood is therefore said to contain fire and to be efficacious in the churning of fire.  

Our second theme is that the symbolism of the churning sticks and the wood from which they are made involves a paradox. This paradox finds expression in the fact that, although part of the symbolism of the churning sticks relies on an identification of the lower churning stick with the Śāma tree, all of our texts recommend that both sticks be made from the fig which grows out of a Śāma. We will see in this paradox two complementary views of immortality, that it consists in living on through one's offspring, and that it consists in living a full and independent life.

Let us begin, then, with a few remarks concerning the sources of our myth. Four versions of this myth exist in the Vedic corpus: RV 10.95, MS 1.6.12:106, KS 8.10, and SBr 11.5.1. Though the intent of the RVic account remains unclear, the other versions clearly have as their aim the etiology of the fig tree which grows from a Śāma and the churning sticks made from it. Further, the Agṇyādheya appears to be the context in which the story is told, and so the MS and KS include it among the brāhmaṇas which deal with the Agṇyādheya.
In the SBr, however, this myth has not been placed with the other brahmānas concerning the Agnyādheya but in a supplemental portion of the text which deals with a variety of topics. Since the section which follows our myth pertains to the Cāturmāsya, and since the formulas "You are Urvasī", "You are Purūravas", etc., apply to those rites, Sāyaṇa opines that the Cāturmāsya are the context in which the myth is related. But at the end of our myth there is a discussion of cooking a cātusprāṣya, a rice dish for four priests, a practice which is not part of the Cāturmāsya, and the description of it is identical to that of the ceremony which precedes the Agnyādheya. Further, I hope to show that within the myth itself are references to the procedure of the Agnyādheya.

The myth of Purūravas and Urvasī as narrated in the SBr, then, is as follows: A certain apsaras or nymph named Urvasī has desires on Purūravas, son of Idā. On marrying him, she informs him that he must not poke (han) her three times a day with his cane rod, (not) sleep with her when she does not desire it, and that she may not see him naked. She then lives with him for some time and becomes pregnant. Meanwhile, the gandharvas decide that she has been among mortals too long and scheme to get her back. A ewe (avi) and two young rams (uraṇa) had been tied to the foot of Urvasī’s bed, and the gandharvas steal (pra math) one of the rams during the night. She complains that her son is being carried off as if there were no hero or man of any sort around. The second ram is stolen, and she repeats her complaint. Purūravas finally gets the insult and wondering how there could be no hero
or man of any sort around when he is present, jumps up to the rescue. In his haste, however, he decides not to take time to get dressed. The gandharvas cause lightning to flash as bright as day, and Purūravas is seen naked. Immediately Urvāśī disappears.

Purūravas, returning to find her gone, sets out in grief, wandering about Kuruksetra in search of her. At last he comes to the shore of a lotus pond where a number of apsarases are swimming about in the form of water birds.31 Urvāśī, who is among them, recognizes Purūravas and points him out to the others, who convince her that they should reveal themselves to him. There ensues a dialogue taken from the 15 verses of the Bahvṛcas,32 in which she tells him he can not get her back, he threatens to kill himself, and she tells him not to take it to heart.

Now, however, as the SBr continues on its own, the mood shifts, and Urvāśī instructs Purūravas to return on the last night of the year.33 Then, she says, she will sleep with him for one night, and his son will be born. Purūravas returns on the last night of the year and finds a golden hall,34 into which the gandharvas bid him enter. They then send Urvāśī in to him.

Urvāśī now tells Purūravas that in the morning the gandharvas will offer him a boon and that he must decide what to take. He tells her to choose for him, and she says to ask of the gandharvas that he become one of them. In the morning, hearing this request, the gandharvas reply that no sacrificial body (yajñiva tanū) of Agni exists among men, by offering with which he would become one of them. So they pour fire into a vessel (sthālí) and tell him that by offering with this fire he will become one of them.
Now Purūravas sets off with this fire and his son, and leaving the fire in the forest (aranya), he takes his son to the village. When he returns, he finds that the fire has disappeared, but that the fire has become an āsvattha and the vessel a śāmi. Since he has lost his fire, Purūravas returns to the gandharvas. They tell him to prepare a dish of rice for four (cāṭusprāśya odana, i.e., a Brahmaidana) for a year and to place on the fire for cooking it three fuel-sticks of this fig tree, which have been smeared with ghee, reciting the appropriate verses. They tell him further that the fire which will be engendered from the cooking fire will be that fire, by offering with which he will become one of them. Then, however, they insist that such a procedure is obscure and that instead he should make the upper churning stick of the fig tree and the lower churning stick of the śāmi and with these produce the fire with which he would become one of them. But this too is obscure, and they finally instruct him to make both churning sticks from the fig tree in order to gain the fire through which he will become one of them. The story concludes that Purūravas made both churning sticks from that fig tree, and the fire which was produced was that very fire, offering with which he became one of the gandharvas. Therefore, one should make the upper and lower churning sticks from the wood of a fig tree, and by doing so one produces the fire whereby one becomes one of the gandharvas.

This myth clearly deals with the origin of the churning sticks. In fact, the stealing of the two young rams, an act which precipitates the events which lead to acquisition of the churning sticks, contains a pun which prefigures the outcome of the story. Thus the gandharvas
steal (pra math) the rams (urana) so that humans may churn (pra manth) the arani. At one level of meaning Pururavas and Urvasi themselves are the two churning sticks, and so in the Pasubandha and Caiturmasyas the lower stick is addressed as Urvasi and the upper as Pururavas. This fact and the sequence of events in the Agnyadhaya have, I think, influenced the course of our story.

In the myth Pururavas and Urvasi are together for some time, and she becomes pregnant. They are then separated and meet again in Kuruksetra. A year later, on the last night of the year, they are joined sexually for one night in a golden hall, and in the morning a boon is given which involves fire and a son. In the Agnyadhaya both churning sticks are made from an asvattha which has germinated on a saman tree; thus prior to being fashioned the two sticks are in a sense together, growing in the same shoot. The lower churning stick is also pregnant in the sense that it is said to bear the fire which churning will produce. The ritual parallel to the separation of Pururavas and Urvasi might then represent the cutting and splitting of the asvattha in the process of making the churning sticks.

We have already seen that in our ritual the fire is churned on the first morning of the year. The previous evening the Brahmaidana is performed, but many texts inform us that the Brahmaidana should also be performed a year before the actual establishment of the fires. According to the order of topics in these texts it appears that the sacrificial spot (devayajana) is obtained and a hall constructed prior to the first Brahmaidana and that the bringing of the churning sticks
to this spot also precedes the first Brahmaudana. Now in SBr 14.1.1.2 Kurukṣetra is said to be the devayajana of the gods; so the first reunion of Purūravas and Urvasī, as of the churning sticks, is on the sacrificial spot. When Purūravas returns after a year he finds a golden hall (hiranyavimita). Vimita is used by SBr 3.1.1.6 and Kat 7.1.19 to refer to the sacrificial enclosure built on the devayajana at a soma sacrifice, and although Kat 4.7.8 prefers the term agāra for the enclosure at the Agnyādheya, Baudh 2.12:54.5 gives vimita as an alternative. It is true that in our myth the golden hall appears at the second meeting, whereas in the ritual the fire hall is constructed before the first Brahmaudana, but practices may have changed. Also, in some texts the fireplaces within the hall seem to be constructed only the night before the churning, and this may be the reference. At any rate, the churning sticks have two meetings a year apart in conjunction with the two Brahmaudanas. Just before dawn on the night before the churning takes place the sticks are fitted together, as Purūravas and Urvasī are joined sexually, and at dawn, fire, the son of these sticks, is produced. Thus the story line of our myth closely parallels the procedure of our ritual.

But how did the churning sticks come to contain the fire which they are capable of engendering? In the SBr version of the myth Purūravas brings fire from heaven, leaves it in the forest, and when he returns the fire has vanished, the container having become a śamī tree and the fire a fig tree. KS 8.10 is more specific. There, Purūravas fixes the fire on the branch of a tree, and when he returns he finds fire
flaming on the tip of the tree. He reflects that this is the same fire as was brought from heaven and makes the churning sticks from this tree. In the SBhr the phrase is "punar emity et tirobhūtam", "(he returned thinking) I am back, and behold it had vanished". This phrase parallels Purūravas' return after retrieving the young rams: "punar emity et tirobhūtam (Urvaśīm)", "(he returned thinking) I am back, and behold she had vanished". Now in this latter instance lightning is the agent which brings about Urvaśī's disappearance and translates her from the human plane to the divine, and we may infer that in the former instance too it is lightning which brings about the disappearance, this time transforming divine fire into human. So the tip of the tree flames in the KS. Thus it is that the aśvattha, with its red coloration, sprouting from another tree, represents and contains this lightning, and the churning sticks made from this aśvattha can engender fire. This idea is also expressed in the Baudh version where Yajña, sacrifice or perhaps the sacrificial fire, descends from the gods to men onto the fig tree growing from a samī.

The symbolism of the churning sticks becomes clearer when we examine the boon which Purūravas requests and the form in which it is granted. Purūravas asks to become a gandharva, and the gandharvas give him a fire through which he may become one. Now in PBfr 19.3.2 the gandharvas, along with theapsarases, are said to hold mastery over whether or not one will have offspring. This mastery seems to derive from the sexual prowess and even lasciviousness attributed to the gandharvas. Thus in HS 3.7.3:77.16 they are said to be desirous of,
or lustful towards, women (strTkāma). Nor is their lust confined to their own wives, the apsarases; for while the gandharvas are distracted, preying (grdh) on the wives of the gods, the gods carry off the essence of the sacrifice. Human females too fall prey, and AV 4.37 threatens castration if the gandharvas do not leave the women alone. To become one of these over-sexed beings, therefore, means sexual potency and the ability to reproduce.

The fire which the gandharvas give Purūravas becomes the two churning sticks, and these sticks represent masculine and feminine sexuality, and their union in churning represents intercourse. So RV 10.184.3, used by some in the rite of conception, states "we would summon for you (the wife) that embryo (garbha) which the Āśvins churn out of two golden churning sticks, to issue in ten months". Similarly, AV 6.11.1ab, employed by Kaus S 35.8 in the rite to produce a male child (puṁsavana), reads "the fig (āśvattha) has mounted (ā ruh) the śāmī; therein is made the issuing of a male". Sāyaṇa explains that the śāmī is the woman and the fig the man and that the latter mounts for the purpose of reproduction. This recalls the verse used for fetching the churning sticks which speaks of them as taken from an āśvattha mounted on (ā ruh) a śāmī. Mounting" is also applied to human intercourse as in AV 14.2.37 "as a man a woman, mount her; may you two produce offspring" and verse 39 "mount the thigh... may you two produce offspring." Thus the physical relationship of the āśvattha growing, mounted on the śāmī is associated with the relationship of the upper churning stick to the lower during churning and that of a man and a woman during intercourse.
In becoming a gandharva, Purūravas gains sexuality not merely for sport, but for reproduction. So in the KS version of our myth Purūravas is told not that the fire which he is given will allow him to become a gandharva but that it will allow him to reproduce himself (pra jan). Now if churning is seen as the equivalent of sexual intercourse, then the fire generated must be the equivalent of offspring. Thus it is that Purūravas receives his son Āyu and the fire of reproduction at the same time as they are equivalent. Moreover, although Urvasī was previously pregnant with Āyu, the myth portrays his birth as resulting from the night which Purūravas and Urvasī spend together at the end of the year, and the fire also results from this union. Hence we return to the assertion that fire is life. Indeed, in the KS, when the gods give Purūravas his son Āyu they tell him "this is life (Āyu)" and the pun is intentional.

To say that Purūravas and Urvasī represent the two churning sticks is to specify only one aspect of a more complex relationship. It could also be said that Urvasī is the śāmī tree and Purūravas the aśvattha. We have already suggested that although both churning sticks are in practice made from the fig which grows on a śāmī tree, the sexual aspect of churning is made clearer by identifying the lower churning stick with the śāmī and the upper stick with the aśvattha which "mounts" it. The śāmī thus becomes the wife of the aśvattha. But this is only half of the relationship between the two trees; for the aśvattha is śāmīgārbha, the embryo of a śāmī, and the śāmī is therefore its mother. This dual relationship between the śāmī and aśvattha
trees is, I think, made part of the symbolism of the churning sticks by the fact that Urvasī is also both wife and mother of Purūravas in our myth.

That Urvasī is the wife of Purūravas we are told plainly; that she is also his mother requires further scrutiny. In the myth a ewe (avi) and two young rams (urana) are bound to the foot of Urvasī's bed, and we have already seen that the two uranas are somehow parallel to the two arani (churning sticks), both being the object of the verbs pra math/manth (steal/churn). Now as the rams are being stolen Urvasī complains that her sons (putra) are being carried off; this suggests that Urvasī herself is the ewe. Thus, if Purūravas is the asvattha from which are made the churning sticks, the equivalent of the rams, Urvasī is his mother. In the SBr and MS versions Purūravas is given the metronym Aīḍa, which is generally understood to mean "the son of Ṛdā"; being so explained in later versions of the story. But there is very likely a pun here; for ēḍa means sheep, and edā or edī would therefore mean ewe. Since Āḍa can be derived from edā, or edī, Purūravas becomes the offspring of a ewe, and this confirms that Urvasī is the mother as well as the wife of Purūravas.

In portraying this dual relationship between Purūravas and Urvasī our myth thus forges an important identity. By making Purūravas' wife also his mother, our myth asserts that Purūravas is his own son. That Purūravas and his son Āyu are equivalents may be seen in the fact that in the MS version it is Āyu who brings fire from heaven. Now if father and son are identical, then the father becomes immortal as long as he has an unending line of sons, and this must be another sense in
which Purūravas becomes a gandharva. Here too is the sense in which Purūravas' son is called Ayu, Life.

The identity of father and son is also present in the churning sticks. The āsvattha represents both fire in the form of lightning which impregnates the Samī and the fire burning in the tree top which is the result of that union. And this fire in the form of the churning sticks gives rise to the fire which is churned. So by asserting the identity of these fires as a continuity of one substance, fire, the identity of father and son as a continuity of Life is also secured.

Hence, immortality is continuance through the offspring with whom one is symbolically identified. So in AitBr 7.13 we are told that a father, on seeing the face of his son born living, gains immortality. So too, the passage continues, 'The husband enters his wife; having become an embryo (he enters) the mother; having become renewed in her, he is born in the tenth month. Thus a wife (jāyata) becomes (really) a wife when he is born (jāyate) again in her.'

We come, then, to the paradox to which we alluded earlier. On the one hand the identification of the lower churning stick with the Samī tree, which serves as a wife and as a mother, makes the point that in reproducing as in churning the father becomes identified with his son and so gains immortality through his lineage. But the other side of the paradox is that in actual practice the Samī tree forms no part of the churning sticks and therefore is excluded from the churning of fire. We might conclude that this exclusion of the feminine part of
the equation is consistent with the emphasis on male lineage and leave it at that, but the matter goes further. For, if the sacrificer's immortality consists in an unending line of male offspring, why churn the fire at all; why not hand it down from father to son? The answer to these questions will become clearer as our study progresses. We will see that within the scheme of Vedic sacrifice is an opposition between social relationships, which are negatively valued, and the individual life of the sacrificer. We will also see that there is another view of immortality as living a full and autonomous life. The reason, then, why wives and fathers are taken out of the picture is that they entail social relations and responsibilities. The paradox is that fathers need sons for their personal immortality, but sons require independence from their fathers. Husbands need wives to gain sons, but wives have no place in the male lineage but rather confuse it through ties to another family. So in engendering his fire each sacrificer begins anew and sees himself not as a link in a chain but as the founder of a line, a line which emanates from himself without the agency of his wife. The fire born becomes his alone, and his immortality is a personal matter.
3. The Sacrificial Arena

Sacred activity requires the delineation of a sacred space in which to perform it. So, as part of their preparations for the Agnyādheya our sūtras give instructions concerning the selection of a sacrificial spot (devayajana) and the construction of an edifice in which the fires will reside. In examining these instructions we will discover that a common theme emerges, an opposition between self and society, the former positively valued and the latter negatively. Accordingly, we will find that the selection of a sacrificial spot is equivalent to settling new land, and that the characteristics of the land chosen insure autonomy and independence for the sacrificer. We will also see that setting out on one's own is actively encouraged.

As for the sacrificial arena itself we will observe that space is organized along two fundamental axes which symbolize the social and individual dimensions of experience and that here too social relationships are minimized in favor of the individual. Finally, we will perceive that the plan of the firehall portrays a miniature cosmos within which takes place the sacrificer's personal quest for the world of heaven. We proceed, then, to the sūtras.

3.1 The Sacrificial Spot

The sacrificial spot (devayajana) is not mentioned in Vkh, and thus we must resort to other sūtras for information concerning it. Ap, Bhar, and SH state that a ṣāṇīna should go off (ud ava so), according to SH to the north or east, to establish his fires. A yāyāvara should
not heed this instruction (Ap and Bhar), but rather (SH) should perform the Agnyādheya at home. Ap adds that alternatively the yāyāvara should journey forth for one day. Finally, all three texts specify that the sacrificial spot should slope towards the east. The commentaries on Ap and SH explain sālīna as one who stays at home or in one place as opposed to a yāyāvara who normally travels, and the commentary on SH further explains that the yāyāvara establishes his fires in the home in which he happens to be staying. It would be natural to read these commentaries in the light of the Dhs where the sālīna and yāyāvara represent two different life styles, the sālīna living in a fixed place of residence, accumulating possessions, and the yāyāvara being a sort of mendicant who subsists on gleaned grain. We will discuss these two terms in greater detail later, but let us begin by pointing out that if we accept the understanding of the Dhs, then the instructions of the SrSs present us with problems. If the sālīna, who goes off to establish his fires, is contrasted with the yāyāvara, who does not, and if as an alternative the yāyāvara is to go off at a distance of one day's journey, then presumably a journey of one day's duration is a minimal distance, and a sālīna is to go that far or further. Now if the sālīna's fires are more than a day's travel away from his residence, how will he perform the Agnihotra twice a day? On the other hand, if the yāyāvara sets up his fires in the house in which he happens to be staying at the moment, where will he offer his Agnihotra when he continues travelling?

In the case of the sālīna I conclude that going off to estab-
lish the fires is tantamount to changing his residence. The verb ud ava so too suggests this. According to MW, ava so means to find a resting or stopping place, but also has the sense of "to settle".

Thus in KhadGrS 4.2.6 avasāna refers to the site for a house. Ud ava so, then, seems to denote moving to a different settlement or dwelling. So AsyGrS 4.1.1 states that if one who has established his fires is ill he should go off (ud ava so) to the north, east, or northeast.

There are two aspects to moving: leaving one's place, expressed by ud ava so, and settling on another, apparently expressed by adhy ava so. Both aspects are found in the soma sacrifice. Thus, in preparation for a soma sacrifice a site is selected, a hall built, and this hall is then occupied (adhy ava so) by the sacrificer, who brings his fires from his firehall at home. At the end of the soma sacrifice an udavasāntya rite is performed, after which the sacrificer goes off with his fires and takes up residence at home. This rite portrays the process of moving to a new location: the fires used in the soma ritual are first consigned to the churning sticks and the sacrificial party goes off (ud ava so) to the north or east. There a new enclosure is raised, the fires churned out, and offerings made. Then the fires are again consigned to the churning sticks, and the sacrificer goes off to settle (adhy ava sb) at his own firehall where he performs the evening Agnihotra. In fact the "new" place in which the sacrificer settles is his own home, but the transformation of the sacrificer and his fires which the soma sacrifice has effected renders his home a new place.
Settling on a new spot involves gaining title to it, and so Baudh gives a rite for asking the priests for a sacrificial spot. Prior claims of the deceased must also be eliminated, and Bhar has the sacrificer settle (adhy ava so) on his spot for the Agnyaādeya reciting: "Go off, depart, and slink away from here you old and recent (spirits) who are here. Yama has given this earthly spot (avasāna), and the Fathers have appointed this place for this (sacrificer)." One should also secure this spot from the encroachment of others.

Thus Baudh, in requiring that a site be chosen with a source of water to the east of it, states that the sacrificial spot should be located close enough to this water that there is not room for another sacrificial spot in between, but that one should leave space for another spot to the north. This allows for subsequent expansion without jeopardizing the sacrificer's water supply.

The rules for selecting a site on which to sacrifice set forth in the brāhamanas also intimate that such selection was associated with taking up a new residence. As in the case of the naksatras, variant traditions have been treated under the rubric of "special desires" on the part of the sacrificer or his priests, and this process has been so thorough that even characteristics of sites which are not mutually exclusive have been separated into alternative choices on the part of the sacrificer. Behind these texts, however, one can easily imagine a body of lore concerning good and bad places on which to settle. So, for example, what might once have been a recommendation to settle on level, verdant land as the former makes for a stable house and the latter
is beneficial to one's cattle becomes the injunctions that one desiring stability (pratisthākāma) should sacrifice on level ground and one desiring cattle (pāṣukāma) should sacrifice on land where a variety of plants intertwine. In KS 25.2 one desiring food (annakāma) is to sacrifice on land where water flows together from all sides, and in KS 25.3 one wishing to be prosperous sacrifices on a site around which water flows clockwise and gathers to the east. These two rules are remarkably similar to AsvGrS 2.7.6 which concerns the ground for building a house: "It (the house) is completely prosperous (on land) where waters gathering from all sides in the center go clockwise around the living quarters and flow to the east quietly." Within this rubric of special desires the attributes of bad land are treated as pertaining to special desires on the part of priests who wish harm to the sacrificer, since he would be unlikely to desire such land on his own. Thus the priest causes a sacrificer whom he hates (KS 25.2) or whose sacrifice he wishes to destroy (TS 6.2.6.4) to sacrifice on barren land. Again AsvGrS 2.7.2 where the ground on which one intends to build a house should not be saline, and therefore infertile, is comparable.

As with Baudh above, a major concern which emerges from these rules is that the sacrificer's land should be secure from encroachment on the part of others and thus provide independence for the sacrificer. So the sacrificial spot should be fully extended to the east, which is clarified to mean extending close enough to a road (panthan) or hole (karta) that there is not room for a cart or chariot to pass. The reason for this, MS tells us, is that if one leaves room for a
sacrificial spot adjoining his own spot, one leaves a space (loka) for his enemy. KS 25.2 adds two negative examples. A priest who wishes to separate his sacrificer from future offspring and cattle has him sacrifice on a place where a road runs through the middle of the sacrificial spot. If he hopes that the opportunity for another sacrifice will not present itself to the sacrificer he has him offer on a spot where a path runs between the site and its source of water.

Concern for security in the east seems to derive from the fact that ideally the water supply is located there. Thus the sacrificial spot is to slope down on the east side, and MS states that one who wishes that a subsequent sacrifice should fall to him should sacrifice on a site with water to the east, calling such a spot pūrohavīs, "having a (subsequent) offering in front". TS defines a pūrohavis devayajana as a spot where the Hotr, presumably facing east, can see the fire, water, and the sun at the morning litany and also enjoins such a spot for one who hopes to offer subsequent sacrifices. The idea, apparently, is not to be cut off from one's water supply and thereby prevented from offering further rites. In addition, the east is the region of the gods, and a secure eastern boundary prevents someone else from interposing his sacrifice between the gods and one's own ritual. So MS calls a spot which is extended fully to the east (purastād ēpta) sadeva "accompanied by the gods".

Though the sacrificer wishes to prevent another's expansion at his expense, he nevertheless wishes to leave room for his own expansion. Hence Baudh has him leave room for another sacrificial spot to the
north. MS too states that one, who wishes that a subsequent (uttara) sacrifice should fall to him offers on a spot to the north of which there is space for another sacrificial spot.

Let us summarize what has been said thus far. It has been pointed out that it will be impossible for the śāltña to offer the Agnihotra twice daily if his fires are more than a day's journey from his home and that this leads to the conclusion that going off to establish his fires means changing his place of residence. In support of this conclusion we have seen that the phraseology of the injunction to go off suggests moving to a new home. We have also seen that the rules for obtaining a sacrificial spot, as amplified under the heading of the soma sacrifice, are consistent with good advice as regards the selection of a homestead and compare favorably with the rules for choosing a site for a new house in the Asvgrś. Finally, we have noted that attending these rules is a concern for security and independence on the part of the sacrificer.

We must now return to the question of identifying the śāltña and yāyāvara. The understanding of these two terms provided by the commentaries to our sūtras has been cited above, and this understanding is consistent with the view of the Dharmāśāstras. Lakṣmīdhara, in his Krtyakalpataru, has collected and commented upon all of the relevant passages of Dhś, many of which are also discussed by Kane. Here the śāltña and yāyāvara emerge as the two principal types of householder, the latter superior to the former. Kane defines them:
The śālīna is one who dwells in a house, is possessed of servants and cattle, and has a fixed village and has grain and wealth and follows the life of worldly people; the yāyāvara is one who subsists by the best of livelihood, viz. picking up grains that fall down when the corn that is reaped is taken to the house or threshing floor by the owner and who does not accumulate wealth or who does not earn his livelihood by officiating as priest, or by teaching or by accepting gifts.

Prior to their inclusion in the classificatory system of the DhsS, however, the terms śālīna and yāyāvara seem to have lacked the above technical sense. Pan. 5.2.20 glosses śālīna as adhrīṣṭa, "lacking confidence", "shy", or perhaps "non-assertive", and the Kāśikāvyrtti offers the definition "one who is fit (only) to stay home". I suggest, therefore, the translation "home-body".

In the brāhmaṇas we do not find the opposition śālīna/yāyāvara; instead we find kṣemya/yāyāvara. But kṣemya, I think, is equivalent to śālīna as defined by Pāṇini. In TS 5.2.1.7 we are told that the attention of some creatures is set on gain (yoga or yama as KS 19.12 has it) and that of others on security (kṣema). KS 19.12 explains that when one sets forth, one is thereby bent on gain, and when one stays nearby, one is thereby bent on security. MS 3.2.2:16.15ff, after a briefer statement of these two views, says that therefore some creatures are yāyāvaras and some are kṣemyas. Thus the distinction seems to be between the timid, security-minded "home-body", the kṣemya or śālīna, and the active, aggressive "go-getter", the yāyāvara. TS and KS conclude that the yāyāvara is master over the kṣemya and settles on the kṣemya (i.e. takes over his land).
The basis of this polarity between gain and security is setting forth (pra kram) and staying nearby (upa sthā A.), and this is again reflected in the terms yāyāvara, from the intensive of ya "to go", and sāitna, from sāla "hall" or "home". Thus the "home-body" appears to be the timid settler who does not move on to new lands, while the "go-getter" is a sort of nomad or migrant who settles in one place, but then picks up and moves on. Moreover, the expansive character of the latter is clearly the ideal as he is master over the former and may even settle on the former's land. In fact, MS even goes so far as to state that the yāyāvara attacks the kṣemya and that the kṣemya has become fodder for the yāyāvara.  

This same preference for the migrant over the settler may be seen in AitBr 7.(3.3.)15 where the nrṣadvāra, one who dwells with men, is contrasted with one who roams (carant). There Indra tells Rohita, who has just returned from the forest to the community, that it is said that there is manifold wealth for the fatigued (srānta, i.e. one who has exerted himself). He continues that "folks who dwell with men are inferior", but "Indra is the friend of him who roams". Here again the migrant is superior to the settler, and it is his exertion or activity which is singled out. Sāyaṇa offers an interesting explanation as to why the nrṣadvāra should be inferior. He observes that "even one who is superior (śreṣṭha), if he remains always in the home of his relatives, would come to be regarded by them as pāpa, that is inferior", and he paraphrases Indra's instructions "therefore remaining in your father's house is not suitable".
Indeed there is some evidence that even the eldest son, who
might be expected to inherit the family estate, was to take his inheri-
tance in movable property and strike out on his own. In TS 1.6.9.2
it is said that in the beginning Sacrifice belonged to Paramēṣṭhin and
that by means of Sacrifice he reached the farthest pole (kāṭhā). 45
There follows what appears to be a series of inheritances in which
Sacrifice passes from Paramēṣṭhin to Prajāpati to Indra to Agni and
Soma, and in each case the phrase is "Paramēṣṭhin (etc.) sent Prajā-
pati (etc.) off to settle ("hirāvāsāyayat") with that (Sacrifice); with
that Prajāpati (etc.) reached the farthest pole". TS 2.5.2.7 picks up
the story, explaining that the Darsāpūrnamāsa sacrifice derives from
Prajāpati because 'With it he sent Indra, his eldest son, off to
settle" and adds that "therefore they send the eldest son off to settle
with his wealth (dhana, i.e. inheritance). 46

The ideal, then, is that one should not be a home-body, re-
mainig on one's father's land, but a go-getter, seeking one's fortune
in the settlement of new land. This explains why the home-body is
forced to leave home in order to establish his fires and why the selec-
tion of a sacrificial spot resembles the choosing of a homestead. It
also explains why this rule has no application for the go-getter as
he has already set out on his own. Our question as to where the yāyāvara
will offer his Agnihotra is therefore also answered; for we now see
that the yāyāvara is not perpetually on the go as a means of livelihood.
Rather, he is one who has already sought and obtained a homestead. What
this ideal stresses is the independence of the sacrificer, and so in
establishing one's fires one sets himself up as independent and autonomous. This autonomy involves eliminating or at least minimizing social ties, and we will see that the sacrificer actually creates for himself an independent world in which he moves beyond the nexus of social relationships.

3.2 The Hall

Though Vkh takes no notice of the sacrificial spot, it does agree with the other sūtras in prescribing an enclosure for the sacred fires. Vkh states: In a cool or pleasant (saumya) house (grha) (of the Adhvaryu) has prepared a firehall (agniśāla), with its length and beams running east-west and a door in the east and the south, of pure clay, after removing any bones, hair, fur, coals, chaff, wood, stones, clods, ants, and the like. These instructions show several points of divergence from those of our other texts. First, there is more detail as regards the removal of impure substances, bones and so forth, though the other sūtras do provide for digging up and sprinkling the ground for the fireplaces in order to remove impurity. But more importantly, Vkh is virtually alone in requiring that the beams of the hall run east-west; Ap, Bhar, SH, Mn, and Vr specify that the beams should run north-south. Further, Vkh's two doors are known only to Baudh and Kat, and while Ap, SH and Kat construct separate chambers (agāra) for the gārhapatya and āhavantya fireplaces, Vkh, which knows of the practice, makes no mention of it here in spite of an otherwise hearty appetite for detail. All of these last three discrepancies are, I think, related.
stemming from a common problem. To understand this problem we must understand the significance of the distinction between a north-south and an east-west orientation, and while we will want to investigate this distinction further when discussing the layout of the fireplaces, it is necessary to begin our investigation at this juncture.53

Heesterman has already noted that in listing the deities connected with the four cardinal directions and zenith the Samhitās are unanimous only as regards the south and east, their deities being Yama and Agni respectively.54 This suggests that these two directions are more important than the others as does the fact that these are also the directions toward which face the two doors in Vājra's firehall. In the four parallel passages TS 6.1.1.1, MS 3.6.1.60.1ff, KS 26.7 and SBr 3.1.1.6-7 various beings or their respective worlds are located in the various directions. If we eliminate the zenith, which is only mentioned by two of these texts,55 the following schemas occur:56

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Asuras (MS)} & \text{Humans} & \text{Rudras} \\
\text{Snakes (śarpa) (SBr)} & W & E \\
\text{etān diśan' (KS)} \ & \text{Gods} & \text{Humans. W} & \text{E Gods}
\end{array}
\]

Several things are readily apparent. First, there is again total agreement as regards the south and east. Secondly, there is also total agreement that humans should occupy one of the two remaining directions, but lack of agreement as to which it should be. And
finally, there is total disagreement as to the remaining class of beings, though some agreement as to which direction it should occupy. I suggest that the areas of disagreement derive from an attempt to map two fundamental oppositions onto the four compass points or, put another way, from an attempt to extend one quadrant into four. The two fundamental oppositions are between those of this world and those of the world of the gods and between those of this world and those of the world of the pîtras, the Fathers or ancestors. Moreover, these two oppositions are apparently perceived in spatial terms so that the gods are off to the east and the Fathers off to the south. This may be represented graphically thus:

```
Humans        Gods
     F
         
Fathers
```

If this representation in one quadrant is extended to four quadrants, the result is that we gain an extra point, or two if the center is considered. This gives rise to two problems: on which point do we locate humans and what is the fourth class of beings, which is somehow opposed to that pole to which humans have not been opposed? And it is precisely in the solution of these two problems that all of the discrepancies between our texts occur. In one quadrant humans are at the same time north of the Fathers and west of the gods. So MS, KS, and SBr locate humans to the north while TS places them in the west. MS then stations the asuras in opposition to the gods, SBr snakes, and KS has nothing to suggest. The basis on which the Rudras are opposed to
the Fathers is less immediately apparent and will require further discussion below. However, the main point for now is that using a scheme in which there are four directions disrupts the fundamental relationships humans/gods and humans/Fathers.

But the scheme of four directions must also have advantages; else it would not have been chosen. The four directions often represent wholeness or totality, and this suggests that here we get the complete picture. Moreover, the relationship between humans and Fathers is qualitatively different from that between humans and deities; for the relationship between humans and Fathers is one between humans and other, albeit dead, humans, while that between humans and gods is one between humans and superhumans. Further, there are positive superhuman forces and negative superhuman forces, just as living human beings are positive while dead ones are in a sense negative. This gives rise to two new pairs of opposites, which are related to our two fundamental oppositions but are now fully symmetrical: human/divine or superhuman and positive/negative. From this standpoint the schemes of all four of our texts are structurally the same, though pictorially different. Thus MS, KS and SBr have a human axis and a superhuman axis with positive and negative at opposing poles of each axis, and TS has a positive and a negative axis with human and superhuman at the opposing poles of each axis. Now if we view these two schemes, which are structurally the same, as different portraits of the same worldview, we discover that north-south represents the human dimension of
experience (MS, KS, SBr) and is negative (TS) and east-west represents the superhuman dimension of experience (MS, KS, SBr) and is positive (TS). As a result, then, of our four directional schemes, and especially their diverse representations, we have gained more information. We now see that not only does the human dimension of experience become more negative as it tends towards the Fathers in the south and the superhuman dimension become more positive as it tends towards the gods in the east, but the superhuman dimension is better than the human.

It is already clear that the north-south line, which symbolizes the human dimension of experience, comprises at least one social relationship, that of ancestry. For the Fathers are located to the south, and rites in their behalf are conducted in that direction. But other social relationships also occur on the north-south continuum. When the sacrificer and his wife enter the firehall at the Agnyādheya she sits directly south of him, and in other rites her spot remains to the south of the householder's fire. In two of the GrSs the north-south axis is prominent in rites which parents perform with a newborn child including the rite of name-giving. Co-operation too seems oriented north-shouth, and so the sadas, the hut in which sit the majority of priests who participate in the soma sacrifice, runs north-south.

Often it is enemies or rivals who are found to the north and especially the south, and here the negative or conflictual side of human relationships emerges. Thus SBr 2.3.2.6 states that the gārhāpatya fire has the sacrificer as its deity (vajamānadevatya) and the anvāhāryapacana or southern fire has his enemy as its deity (bhrātryadevatya). In the second of the Four-monthly rites, the
Varunapraghāsa, a second altar is created to the south of the uttaravedi, and the actions of the Adhvaryu on the northern altar are paralleled by those of the Pratiprasthātr on the southern altar. 63 Again TBr 1.6.5.3-4 tells us that the fire on the northern altar has the sacrificer as its deity and that of the southern altar has his enemy as its deity.

In the soma sacrifice there is no southern altar, but in at least one instance, the dvidevatyaścara, the Adhvaryu and Pratiprasthātr seem to play the complementary roles of the sacrificer and his enemy or rival. There, for each cup of soma the Adhvaryu draws, the Pratiprasthātr draws a counter or complementary cup (pratinigrāhya), 64 and these two priests then exchange and mingle these cups in a variety of ways. 65 Ap gives as alternatives that if the sacrificer feels that his enemy has transgressed against him the Pratiprasthātr should draw his cup, offer, and so forth first, while if the Adhvaryu desires to make the sacrificer equal in valor to his enemy the Adhvaryu and Pratiprasthātr should perform these acts simultaneously. 66 This suggests that the Adhvaryu stands for the sacrificer and the Pratiprasthātr for the enemy. When offerings have been made with these cups, the sacrificer, seated to the south of the uttaravedi, the location of the southern altar at the Varunapraghāsa, recites: "O Indravayu, Lords of Splendor, I stamp down here the enemy who is inimical towards us, who shows hostility, so that I may appear, O Indra, the greatest. 67"

The ambivalence surrounding social relationships may be seen in the fact that at the subsequent Sukra and Manthin cups the Adhvaryu and Pratiprasthātr go out of the hut for the soma cart (havirdhāna) arm in arm, 68 and this may also explain why at times one is to the
north and at times the other. In fact, these two priests seem to symbolize the complementarity of rivalry in general; for in the above passage from Ap if the Adhvaryu wishes that the sacrificer lose his realm to a rival or that a rival lose it to the sacrificer he removes his cup and replaces it with the Pratiprasthātṛ's. 70

This theme of the complementarity of rivals is further developed by Heesterman in "Brahmīn, Ritual and Renouncer". 71 Briefly, Heesterman finds evidence for a preclassical period of Indian ritual in which the concerns of renewal and continuance of life were furthered by ritual exchange of death and pollution on the part of competing sacrificial parties. What is defiling and encumbering in the hands of one party becomes productive in the hands of the other, and so renewal takes the form of continual exchange between complementary pairs of rivals.

Death must constantly be overcome in order to renew life. The preclassical dualistic system of ritual brought this about through the cooperation of the rival parties in endless rounds of 'qui perd gagne'. This meant that one was all the time doubly dependent on the other. One needed the other so as to be able to shed one's dead, impure self; but, on the other hand, to fill the vacuum thus created, one again depended on the other. Pāpurman had to be passed to the other so as to be reconverted into śṛṣṭi; but in order to receive it back one again depended on the other. (72)

From this perspective it is easy to see why exchange and social relationships in general should come to be negatively valued as involving conflict and pollution. So Heesterman opines that the classical ritual moved away from this mutual dependence of two rivals
to a scheme in which exchange was eliminated, and the independence of the sacrificer stressed. 73

Thus the north-south dimension symbolizes human relationships and exchange, social identity, and is primarily characterized by conflict and dependency. Further, we should expect that activity in this dimension will be minimized within the ritual and only employed to portray undeniable social realities. Even in such cases we would expect that the independence of the sacrificer will be stressed.

Juxtaposed to the line which stretches off towards the Fathers and death in the south, a line which symbolizes social relationships and their attendant conflicts and interdependencies, is a line which stretches towards the gods in the east. If this line represents the superhuman dimension of experience, it is also evident that the personal, as against the social, side of the individual, his development, prosperity, independence, and ultimately his personal immortality, find expression primarily within this dimension. Hence, changing phases in the sacrificer's life are portrayed as movement from west to east. When his domestic fire is transformed into the householder's fire the latter is placed to the east of the former. 74 Later fire again advances to the east from the gārhapatya to the ṣāhavanīya, an event which occurs daily through the Agnihótra. 75 Again in the soma sacrifice the consecrated sacrificer moves from the hall in the west to the mahāvedi in the east as part of his progression towards rebirth from the sacrifice. 76 Even his fires are transformed as the ṣāhavanīya in the east, which has been taken from the gārhapatya, be-
comes the new śārhapatiya fire and a new śāvaniya is carried further to the east. Material progress too apparently moves toward the east; for MS 3.8.4:97.19f states that when a sacrifice concludes one's prosperity goes to the east, lack of prosperity to the west.

There is thus a 90 degree shift in perspective as the sacrificer changes his bearings from the world of social relationships and orients himself toward the world of heaven. When the sacrificer and his wife first enter the firehall at the Agnīdhēya they sit north and south of one another. But later the sacrificer takes his place to the south of the śāvaniya so that he is directly east of his wife, and these relative positions continue at all subsequent rites. The social dimension of their relationship is thus minimized, and she becomes almost a stage in his personal development. Similarly, whereas the sacrificer might be said to descend from his ancestors in the south and in some domestic rites the newborn child is passed to the north, the churning of the householder's fire, which, as our study of the Purūravas and Urvasī myth revealed, represents personal immortality through offspring, is performed from west to east. Here again it must be emphasized that the sacrificer's reproduction is separated from its connection with his ancestral lineage and re-oriented toward the goal of his own personal immortality.

We have seen, then, that human, social relationships are portrayed along a south-north axis and the course of individual progress toward heaven and the gods along a west-east axis. In simple terms, the world of human beings is oriented south-north while that of the gods, into which the sacrificer wishes to enter, is oriented west-east.
So SBr 3.1.1.7 states that a hall or shed for human purposes is built with its beams pointing north, but for one who is consecrated (diksīta), and only for one who is consecrated, its beams should point east. This returns us at last to the issue with which we began, the orientation of the beams of the firehall for the Agnyādheya.

The significance of north-pointing as opposed to east-pointing beams is now clear. But our question concerned why our texts diverge as to whether the beams in the firehall should point east or north. The problem for our texts is the intersection between the human and divine worlds, and their dilemma is that although the entire sacrificial arena is sacred space and therefore the world of the gods, it is also a miniature cosmos and therefore contains both the human and divine worlds. The most popular approach seems to be to represent this intersection in the distinction between the permanent firehall at home, built at the Agnyādheya, and the temporary hall constructed for a soma sacrifice. So Ap, Bhar, Sh, Mn, and Vṛ have—the beams of the former pointing north and those of the latter pointing east, thus contrasting the everyday sacrificer with the consecrated soma sacrificer. This is not entirely satisfactory, though, as the permanent firehall is also sacred space, and at least one part of it, the Śhavanīya fire, is regularly equated with the world of heaven. One could build half the hall with its beams pointing north and half with beams pointing east, but only Kat mentions this approach and then only as an alternative. However, there are other ways of marking a division. One could divide the hall into two chambers, or one could
place doors in such a way as to indicate separate orientations, and all of our texts use one or both of these coding schemes in addition to that of the direction of the beams. Yet, the dilemma is insoluble, and the symbolism of the firehall remains inconsistent for the very reason that the paradox is thereby maintained. One final approach, that of Vkh and optionally of Kat, is to locate the juncture of the human and divine worlds on the human side of even the permanent firehall by making its beams point east. That such an approach, which most nearly eliminates the human dimension from the sacrificial arena, should be taken by the two latest of our texts supports our contention that there is a gradual trend toward increased isolation of the sacrificer from the world of human concerns. But even these texts retain something of the paradox; for both mention doors to the south and east.

There is one final aspect of the way in which space is mapped in Vedic ritual which deserves treatment. If the opposition between the social and individual dimensions of life is in simpler terms portrayed as an opposition between the relationships human/Fathers and humans/gods, we might go a step farther and say that the fundamental opposition is between death and life. So social relationships are perceived as conflictual, confining, and ultimately allied with the Fathers and death, while in the personal dimension one strives for the gods and immortality. But because a four directional schema conveys more information and perhaps to state a fundamental discontinuity and qualitative difference between events which tend towards life and
those which tend towards death, life and death have not only been opposed but have been set at right angles. Nevertheless, life is still perceived as opposite to death, and so in some instances north and east are equivalent. Principally this equivalence occurs in instructions concerning setting off for a sacrifice or resettling in which one is to go to the north, east, or north-east, that is north and/or east. In these specific instances I think that going away from death and the Fathers in the south is made the equal of going toward the gods in the east.

To recapitulate, then, we have said that the orientation of the firehall reflects two fundamental dimensions of human life, the social and the individual, and that the former is minimized in favor of the latter. It remains to be shown how the firehall contains a miniature cosmos, and so we proceed to a discussion of the fireplaces within the firehall.

3.3 The Fireplaces

Vkh is the most complete sūtra concerning the fixtures inside the fire hall, giving details which other texts relegate to the Sul-basūtras. We therefore return to Vkh's narrative where we find the following instructions:

In the west of the firehall the gārhapatya fireplace is made with the utterance bhūr (earth)⁸³ A circle is formed with a cord 18 aṅgulas long, and on it is built a base (stendila) 8 aṅgulas high. A periphery 4 aṅgulas wide is left for the upper girdle, and the center
is hollowed out to a depth of 6 añgulas. Surrounding all this a lower girdle is made, 4 añgulas wide and 4 high. East of that at 8 paces for a Brahmin, 11 for a Kṣatriya, or 12 for a Vaisya the āhavaniya fireplace is made with the utterance suvar (heaven): A square base is constructed 32 añgulas on a side, and the upper girdle, cavity in the middle, and lower girdle are built as before. With the phrase 'You are the altar', the altar is built in between the two fires. It is to be 4 añgulas wider to the south and north than the āhavaniya and at the other end 16 añgulas wider to the south and north than the gārhapatyā.

To the south of the altar in the western part the anvāhārya-pacana fireplace is made with utterance bhuvah(spaces): A circle is formed with a cord 25 añgulas long, and on the southern half of it a base is fashioned in the shape of a half-moon. The upper girdle, cavity in the middle, and lower girdle are then constructed as before. One pace to the north of the eastern part of the altar the rubbish heap (utkara) is raised with soil from the altar. To the east of the āhavaniya the sabhya fireplace is constructed with the utterance janah (?beings): A square base the size of the āhavaniya but 12 añgulas high is made, and the upper girdle is made as before except that the middle cavity is 12 añgulas deep. This time there are three girdles all 4 añgulas high and wide except the middle one which is 5 añgulas wide. To the east of that the āvasathya fireplace is formed with the utterance mahah (?might): This fireplace is triangular (trikōṇa), with corners to the west, south, and north, 45 añgulas on a side. The height, middle cavity and two girdles are as before.
The tripartite structure of Vedic cosmology has long been recognized and in its most basic form consists of this world, that is the earth, an atmospheric middle region (antariksa), and the world of the gods or heaven. To identify the firehall with this cosmos the three principal fireplaces are simply mapped onto the three regions. So SBr 12.4.1.3 calls the gārhapatya this world, the daksināgni the world of the middle region, and the āhavanṭya yonder world. Hence too Vkh has the gārhapatya constructed with the utterance bhūr, the daksināgni with bhuvah, and the āhavanṭya with suvar.

This scheme is not universally agreed upon, however. While virtually all texts concur in identifying the gārhapatya with the earth and the āhavanṭya with heaven, the world with which the southern fire is to be identified elicits less agreement. At times this fire is simply omitted from the formula. At other times, in the older texts, it is identified with the world of the Fathers (pitrloka), and this is to be expected in light of our previous analysis of the cardinal directions. In fact, the three fires here represent the three points of the single quadrant which we found to be fundamental to other, more complicated symbol systems involving the directions. In later texts, however, the southern fire is equated with the antariksa or middle region. Since the middle region is between the earth and heaven and not off to the south, this serves to bring this fire, at least symbolically, onto the west-east axis, thus minimizing the south-north axis. Thus the ambivalent attitude toward the sphere of social relationships is transmitted to the symbolic content of the southern fire.
The sabhya and āvasathya fires pose another problem for our miniature cosmos, namely, how can there be something beyond the world of heaven? The most common solution is to speak only of the three principal fires and leave these other two fires as vague options. There are, nevertheless, meager attempts to incorporate these fires into a symbolic cosmos. KS 8.8 intimates that Virāj's three strides are the three worlds, and KS 8.7 equates these three strides with the gārhapatya, āhavanīya, and madhyādhīdevana (i.e. sabhya) fires respectively. This approach omits the problematic daksināgni, but also does not account for the āvasathya fire. It would be nicer, therefore, if Virāj could have five strides, one for each fire, and so KS 8.7 follows its discussion of Virāj's three strides with the five strides of Virāj. There and in the parallel TBr 1.1.10 these five strides are equated less with regions of the cosmos than with areas of concern: food, offspring, cattle, and the like. But in both texts the myths related place each area of concern further east (TBr) or towards the gods (KS). Further, TBr 1.1.10.4 states that all this universe ("sarovam idam") is fivefold, and KS 8.7 calls these fires the courses (saṁkrama) of the gods and avows that one who knows thus ascends to better and better worlds (loka). Clearly these are attempts to extend the threefold universā in order to identify it with the five fires. The most successful attempt, however, is that of Vēkh when describing the construction of the fireplaces. There two new vyāhrtīs or utterances are added denoting higher heavens, and these are set in correspondence to the sabhya and āvasathya fires. Thus the sacrificial arena seems to be
conceptualized as a miniature cosmos, differences in formulation resulting only from divergent attempts to reconcile different symbol systems.

In summary, then, we have seen that in setting up his fires the sacrificer attains a greater degree of autonomy. Even the shy sacrificer is thrust forth to carve out for himself a secure niche. There he creates his own world in which the conflicts and dependencies of his social nexus are minimized and his personal aims furthered. There he and his fires become established.
4. Preparation of the Sacrificer

The motifs of transformation, renewal, and rebirth which pervade a wide variety of initiation rites are well known. In the context of Vedic ritual it is the initiatory rite for the soma sacrifice or dīksā which has received the most attention, but much of what has been said is also applicable to our ritual.¹ We therefore need not detain ourselves long with the preparation of the sacrificer at the Agniruddha. Our task will be only to present Vkh's description of it and to offer a few observations as to the role of various of its items in furthering the general theme of regeneration.

Most of our sūtras are quite brief as regards the sacrificer's preparation, modelling it on that of the Dārsapūrṇamāsa. Vkh, on the other hand, is more elaborate, prescribing almost everything mentioned by the other texts and more. Vkh is also a bit confusing as it seems to provide activities for more than one day of preparation.² The text sets forth the following series of rites.

The sacrificer, suitable (yukta), endowed with faith, and authorized by the priests (vīptra), after having the hair on his head, his bodily hair (roman) and his nails cut and after bathing according to precept, should perform his personal recitation (svādhyāya) of the text which begins 'you for sap, you for vigor . . .[4] Then, after performing breath-control (prānāyāma) 100 times and fasting while meditating on Nārāyana, he eats sacrificial food (havisya) mixed with ghee, prepared with milk, as does his wife. Now, acting in the prescribed manner, he⁵ should offer the Amātya and Kuśmānda homas for the
purpose of purification.

These homas and all that has preceded them, including the making of the churning sticks and the construction of the fire-hall, are apparently done in advance of the upavasatha; for Vkh next states that on the preliminary or preparatory day (upavasatha) the sacrificer, after declaring "I will establish the fires for the sake of all my wishes", cuts his hair, beard, and bodily hair (kesāmaśruroman). However, it is also reported that according to some he should not cut them at this point.

Then he performs the Abhyudaya Śrāddha, which is to be carried out entirely as a rite to the gods (daivikavat). He selects two Brahmins to represent the Viśvedevas and four to represent the Fathers and, after honoring them, gives them arghya (water offered to a guest). A pitcher of water containing dūrvā grass and unhusked grains of rice (aksata) is set aside; offerings are made to the gods and Fathers, and then the sacrificer bathes or anoints himself (abhi sic) with the water in the pitcher. Finally, the sacrificer has those present proclaim the day auspicious and binds a cord (pratiṣāra) on his wrist.

On this same preparatory day the sacrificer chooses Brahmins of suitable characteristics as priests, and after honoring them gives them madhuparka. The sacrificer and his wife are then adorned with new clothes (vastra), outer garments (uttarātya), flowers, and the like. Finally, the churning sticks are brought out and placed together, and appropriate matras are recited over them.

The most elemental form of these rites is to be seen in the
other sūtras which generally provide only for the removal of hair, a bath, and the putting on of new, linen garments, and here the resemblance to dīksā is the strongest. Heesterman summarizes the opinion of Lévi that "the purpose of dīksā is to prepare the sacrificer for his rebirth through the sacrifice by reducing him to the embryonic state." In support we may cite, as does Lévi, MS 3.6.7.68.10ff, "truly the dīksita's consecration hut is the womb, the black antelope skin the placenta, the dīksita's (linen) garment the embryonic membrane, the girdle the umbilical cord, the dīksita the fetus." In the Agnīdheya portion of MS too the text states: "Unborn indeed is a person so long as he does not establish his fires; when he establishes the fires, then only is he born". The passage continues that the sacrificer and his wife should establish the fires wearing linen garments and that these are representations (nirṛūpa) of the embryonic membrane. Though this statement is less detailed than the list of correspondences MS provides for the accoutrements of the dīksita, the theme of regression to an embryonic state is still clearly present. The condition of the embryo is further simulated by the removal of the sacrificer's hair, and his bath might symbolize entry into the amniotic fluids.

Into and around these simple actions Vkh places a profusion of rites. Some, like the statement of intent and election of priests, seem more perfunctory in nature and not directly connected with the theme of initiation, and we will therefore pass over these. Vkh's other major additions, the Amātya and Kūśmāṇḍa homas and the Abhyudaya Śrāddha, are more central to our inquiry. It is uncertain as to what the first of these homas refers, though its purpose must be similar
to the second, to which it is linked. The second, however, is easily identifiable and refers to the rite described in TA 2.3-8. Most of the verses employed for the Kuśmānda homas seek release from various faults (pāpa) as befits the purificatory function Vkh ascribes to these offerings. This is only natural since renewal and regeneration imply purification. The rite itself is associated with dīksā in TA, though dīksā here may mean more regeneration in general than specific preparation for a soma sacrifice: "One undertakes dīksā (for as long a time) as his sin (āṇas) is great; (while) undergoing dīksā he offers these obligations daily. One undergoes dīksā for a year; only after a year does he purify his (whole) self (ātman)."

As the year most often represents the period of gestation, these offerings must be the means of purifying the performer during the process of his regeneration.

The Abhyudaya or Nāṇḍīmukha śrāddha is in VkhSmS prescribed at the saṃskāras or sacraments with the exception of cohabitation. The text elaborates that this rite takes place on the day preceding such rites as the rite of conception (garbhādhāna, literally "establishment of the fetus") and so forth. Saṃskāras serve to mark points of transition in an individual's development from one stage to another, and it is most likely the association of the Abhyudaya śrāddha with these rites of passage which accounts for its inclusion in the initiation of the sacrificer. The ideas of regeneration and transformation are mutually suggestive of one another. Transformation to a higher state requires death to one role or identity and rebirth to another, and regeneration too is often represented as death of an old self and rebirth of a transformed renewed self. So it is that rites of passage which
punctuate transitions in personal development find common ground with rites which periodically renew the sacrificer.

As regards the anointing of the sacrificer in this śrāddha we may draw on Heesterman's view concerning theunction of the king at the Rājasūya which he considers to mark the king's rebirth. Not only is one regenerated through sacrifice, but one must be regenerate in order to perform it. Thus symbolic rebirth occurs within the preparatory rites as well as later in the ritual. Hence, in Vkh the sacrificer puts on the garment which represents the embryonic membrane after his rebirth, symbolized in the unction at the Abhyudaya śrāddha, and the garment and its means of disposal are again recalled at the point at which the fire, and so the sacrificer, has its birth.

Rebirth is also present in the case of dīksā, and not merely regression; for the 12 day period it occupies symbolizes full term pregnancy, and the emergence of the sacrificer from the consecration hut, which has been identified with the womb, is tantamount to birth. If the final stage of renewal, rebirth, takes place not only through the ritual but in preparation for it, the same must also be said of the process of renewal in the form of purification, which from one standpoint is brought about by the ritual itself and from another is preliminary to it.

We have seen, then, that in the rites of preparation for the sacrificer at the Agnyādheya, as in many initiatory rituals, the theme of regeneration is central. We might view the process of regeneration as consisting of three modes: regression to an embryonic state;
transformation, in our material in the form of purification; and rebirth. The first of these modes we found in the essential elements of the sacrificer's preparations as given in the other sūtras, especially when seen in the light of dīksā. As regards the second of these modes, we discovered that it consists largely of purification and is effected in Vkh through the Amātya and Kūsmānda homas. Finally, it was pointed out that while preparation for sacrifice may be considered only the first of these modes, transformation and rebirth occurring in the sacrifice itself, regeneration may also be seen as a prerequisite for sacrificing. Thus the symbolic rebirth of the sacrificer takes place in the Abhyudaya Śrāddha prior to his being clad in new garments which represent embryonic membrane.

The regeneration of the sacrificer serves two purposes. First, as in other sacrifices, it prepares him to enter the sacrificial arena, the sacred cosmos from which he will be reborn. Secondly, it begins the transformation which will lead him to a new stage of life, that of head of his household, which is initiated by performance of the Agnyādheya. This second function is underscored by Vkh's use of the Abhyudaya Śrāddha which normally prefaces the sāṃskāras. Thus the preparations of the sacrificer at the Agnyādheya ready him for ritual rebirth and signal that he is being reborn to a new role in life.
5. The Brahmanda

Towards sunset on the preparatory day is begun the Brahmanda or "Sacred Rice", a rite which consists essentially of a meal of rice for the four officiating priests followed by the depositing of three fuel sticks into the fire on which the rice was cooked. For the purposes of discussion we may distinguish three functions which this rite serves within the overall ritual, two of which are related and are common to other Vedic sacrifices, and one of which is unique to the Agnyādheya. First of all, the Brahmanda serves to initiate the performance of the ritual. Secondly, and in a similar vein, the Brahmanda begins the journey to the world of heaven, which will culminate with the establishment of the śhavanīya fire, by obtaining passage from the guardians of the path to the gods. Finally, within the fire on which the rice is cooked occur the symbolic conception and gestation of the three principal fires to be established, and we will need to investigate the relationship between this symbolism and that of churning. For a full description of the Brahmanda, then, we return to Vkh, which gives the following.

When the rays of the sun are on the tree tops, the sacrificer takes out into a vessel (śarāya) five pieces of kindling which have been set ablaze on the aupāsana fire and pays homage to them. Then he sweeps the ground to the west of where the gārhapatyā will be with three swaths toward the north by means of a branch of a śamī or palāśa tree, digs up the ground, and sprinkles it with water. There he establishes the fire taken from the aupāsana as the fire for cooking the Brahmanda (brāh-
Vkh also states the opinion of some that this fire is instead to be churned or taken from a frying pan or from an uttapaniya fire. If none of the aupāsana fire remains after the brāhmaudaniya has been procured, the evening domestic offerings are made on the brāhmaudaniya fire itself.

When it is night ('hisāyām') a red ox skin is spread out with its neck to the east and hairy side up, on which are poured out four vessels (śarāva) of rice for the Brahmacādita. The sacrificer touches the grains and sprinkles them with water and then, placing a mortar on the ox skin, threshes and winnows the grain. After cleaning the pot (sthālit), he pours the grains into it with the same four vessels used for measuring. Water is not to be added for washing nor is any of the fluid in which the rice is cooked to be poured off, the fluid specified being either milk or four potfuls of water. When the rice has been cooked, ghee is poured over it and the pot is removed to the north. Some of the rice is scooped out with a wooden ladle (darvī), sprinkled with a large amount of ghee, and offered on the fire; alternatively homage is paid to the rice in the pot without removing any. Then four portions are drawn out of the Brahmacādita, sprinkled with a goodly amount of ghee, and given to the four priests, who eat. After eating and rinsing their mouths, the priests declare to the sacrificer, "Accomplished (rāddha) is your Brahmacādita", whereupon he gives them a young bull (vatsatara, "more than a calf"). Now the remaining ghee is put into the pot, and three fuel sticks which are green (ārdra),
foliated (sapalāśa), a prādesa in length, and taken from a fig tree (aśvattha) which serves as a landmark (laksānyā) are smeared with the ghee and remains of the Brahmaidana by stirring them around in the pot. A mantra is recited over these sticks, and they are then deposited into the fire with three verses in the gāyatrī meter if the sacrificer is a Brahmin, the tristubh if he is a Rājārya, or the jagatī if he is a Vaiśya. The sacrificer gives the Adhvaryu a pair of cattle which have not previously copulated.

After the above rite is completed the sacrificer maintains the fire for cooking the Brahmaidana for a day, two days, three days, four days, twelve days, a season, or a year. If it becomes extinguished or the sacrificer leaves it or after a year the sacrificer has not been able to establish his fires, the Brahmaidana is to be performed again. During the time the brāhmaudanika fire is maintained the sacrificer undertakes the following vow: He abstains from sexual intercourse and does not eat meat. Fire is not taken from his house to another's house nor from another's house to his. Finally, the Brahmaidana is repeated on the day before the fires are established.

GopBR 1.2.16 states that sacrifice has two heads, the Brahmaidana and the Pravargya. KS 7.15 is more direct: "When this rice is cooked it is indeed a beginning which is made, a commencement indeed". In beginning the Agnyādheya we might expect that the Brahmaidana would serve to produce harmony and cooperation among the priests and to vitalize them for the tasks ahead. Co-operation and harmony are certainly
sought at the beginning of the soma sacrifice through the Tānuṇāptra rite,12 though any formal similarities between that rite and ours are not immediately apparent. But one might see an attempt at unity in the fact that in some texts the priests are given a single gift, held in common.13

That the Brahmaudana serves to fructify or vitalize the priests is more easily substantiated; the clearest indication is perhaps the fact that it is given to them symbolically still alive.14 One of the major points of the myth of Aditi and the Brahmaudana,15 of which more will be said later, is the fertilizing potential of the rice left after the priests have eaten. In discussing the symbolism of "remains" Malamoud points out that they are frequently the seeds of new creation and revitalization. He notes that only the remains of food which has been offered is considered proper food and concludes that food must be symbolically converted into "leftovers" before it becomes a source of vitality. By offering a portion of rice into the fire prior to feeding the priests, their portions become a "remains" and so fructifying. But the priests play a double role; for they in turn create the remains which, as we will see, impregnate the fire.

The red ox skin, on which the rice is measured out, also brings with it mental associations which, I think, convey the idea of vitality. The red ox skin, less common the black antelope skin, finds two other major applications in Vedic ritual, one in the soma sacrifice and one in the funeral rites.17 In the soma sacrifice the soma which is to be purchased is measured out on a red ox skin, as is the rice
for the Brahmaudana. The rice must therefore be associated with soma, which, as the king of plants and the drink of immortality, imparts vitality and nourishment. After the funeral rites have been carried out, a rite is undertaken between the village and the funeral ground in order to prevent an untimely death for any of the relatives of the deceased. In that rite the relatives are instructed to mount a red ox skin for full life. Here it is not simply a vegetative source of vitality but life itself which is meted out in full measure. So the Brahmaudana begins the performance of the Agnyādheya and imparts vitality to the priests, making them potent for the ritual ahead.

At first glance this association between measuring out vitality and a red ox skin seems entirely arbitrary. The basis for this association, however, is the ox's role as a means of conveyance; in fact the word anādyah 'ox' itself means 'cart-drawing'. Now the Vedic conception of immortality as continuance through offspring has already been stated, but there is another view of immortality in our texts, namely that it consists of living a full life. In our examination of spatial relationships within the sacrificial spot we have seen that the individual life of the sacrificer is portrayed along a continuum from west to east, the east being the abode of the immortal gods. A full life might, therefore, be represented as a journey to the east reaching the world of heaven. It is thus significant that in each instance where a red ox skin is used it is spread with its neck to the east, toward which it must therefore be facing. Moreover, it is placed with its hairy side up as if it were a beast of burden about to be ridden towards the east. That this is indeed the image may be seen in the
previously mentioned funeral rite where a red ox is stationed to the north of the fire facing east, thus paralleling the red ox skin. The relatives of the deceased touch this ox reciting, "We touch the ox for well-being; as such be for us a bearer, carrying across to the end (sāmpārāna), like Indra for the gods." They they proceed towards the east with the verse, "These living beings (jīva) have separated from the dead; our invocation of the gods has been efficacious (bhadra) today. We have gone toward the east to dancing, laughter, holding on to life still longer."24

The red ox, then, is a vehicle carrying the sacrificer toward the east and long life, and its skin is therefore an appropriate place on which to measure out vitality for priests and sacrificer alike. The presence of this skin at the Brahmodana also suggests that we are about to begin a journey, and we will see that this is another sense in which the Brahmodana serves as a "commencement".

The brāhmaṇas center their discussion of the Brahmodana around a myth in which Aditi cooks several Brahmodanas for the gods and by eating the remains conceives the Ādityas.25 The Brahmodana is therefore connected with Aditi and her sons the Ādityas. In the soma sacrifice an expedition is mounted to acquire the soma plant, and prior to its setting out a Prāyanīyestı ("offering for going forth") is performed. As the soma to be acquired is then on the uttaravedi, the ultimate site of the Śavantya fire, and since the Śavantya is symbolically the world of heaven, the goal of this expedition is the world of heaven.26 Now the principal offering of the Prāyanīyestı is a caru, that is a rice dish,
to Aditi. So, like the Brahmaidana, the Prayantiesty is a rite in which there is a rice dish associated with Aditi, and it is therefore quite possible that both rites mark the same event, setting forth for the world of heaven.

Returning to the Agnividhya brahmans, we find in TBr 1.1.9.8, "Truly the Adityas went first of all from this world to the world of heaven; surely they turn back one who goes forth from this world. Now these (priests) who are Brahmins verily are Adityas. One attains harmony (literally "togetherness" santva) with them indeed; they do not turn him back." 28 The Adityas are thus guards of the paths to the gods, and access to the world of heaven must be sought from them at the beginning of the sacrifice. 29

While TBr connects gaining permission to enter the world of heaven with feeding the priests, the other texts, strangely, place it in the context of depositing fuel sticks into the fire. The general explanation is that Adityas have as their portion the remains and that by offering the remains of the Brahmaidana, smeared on the fuel sticks, one announces oneself or one's Agnividhya to the Adityas, and they grant passage to the world of heaven. 31 In so saying our texts simply reiterate the myth of the Adityas' birth from Aditi's having eaten the remains of various Brahmaidanas. But there is an aspect of the fuel sticks, the tree from which they are taken, which, I think, has a role here, though as we will see it also contributes to the symbolism of engendering the fires.

The fuel sticks which are depisjted into the fire for cooking
the Brahmaidana are to be taken from a fig tree (aśvattha) called variously citriya "conspicuous", laksanya "suitable for a marker", and nirmarga "a boundary". The commentary on SH explains laksanya as "suitable for a mark by which a village, ford, boundary, or the like is designated", and citriya is similarly explained elsewhere.

The word nirmarga looks unusual in this context, being derived from the root mṛ which ordinarily means to wipe or rub. But since nirmarga parallels citriya and laksanya, it should have a similar meaning, and an examination of the etymology and usage of nirmarga suggests that this is the case. The origin of mṛ is not completely decided. Pokorny prefers a derivation from Indo-European *melo̞ but admits that some forms of mṛ could belong to the parallel root *mero̞. Under *mero̞ we find a variety of derivatives with the meanings "border", "boundary", "landmark" as well as words meaning "attention", "notice" just as the English verb "mark" can signify both making a mark and taking notice. Nirmarga could, therefore, mean something that marks off, namely a boundary.

The only occurrences of nirmarga, outside of the present context, are found in Tbr 1.5.3: "The gods measured out the Āgниtoma from that (juncture) which is after the last instant of morning and before the gathering of the cows (the second period of the day); that is that from which strength is derived, the boundary." Here "boundary" seems a much more plausible meaning for nirmarga than Śāyana's attempt to relate it to a cessation of cleansing. In the context of the Brahmaidana KS 7.15 tells us, "One deposits (fuel sticks) of (an aśvattha which
serves as) a boundary. By warning off truly strength is made; when one deposits (sticks) of (a fig which serves as) a boundary it is for warning off indeed.41 Here too "boundary" seems a likely meaning for nirmårga as something which warns off trespassers and provides strength and security.

It appears to me, then, that one purpose of the Brahmaudana is the gaining of access to the world of heaven. This is accomplished by propitiating the priests, who as symbolic representatives of the Ādityas, border guards of the world of the gods, then grant passage to heaven. This is also accomplished through announcing one's intention to cross the boundary by placing in the fire sticks of a tree which serves as a boundary, which have been smeared with the Ādityas' portion. Just how placing these sticks symbolizes one's intent to cross the boundary is not clear. It may be that they are simply an offering, sticks from a boundary marker being appropriate offerings for deities who guard a boundary. It might also be, however, that in placing these sticks one sets up a boundary and thereby acknowledges the border one wishes to cross. It appears, further, that just as the Ādityas who first went to the world of heaven attempt to keep back others who might follow, the sacrificer, in placing sticks from a boundary tree in the fire, seeks to set up a boundary to 'warn off' others who might follow him.42 So a boundary is set up which includes the sacrificer in the world of heaven, but excludes others. Thus it is that the Brahmaudana begins the journey which culminates in the establishment of the sacrificer's fire in the āhavanīya fireplace, the world of the immortals.
A brief digression is necessary before we move on to the engendering of the fires. The reader will have noticed that there are in fact two *Brahmaudanas*, one a year, or some lesser period, before the fires are established, and a second the day before the establishment. The reader may also have noted that the two principal parts of the *Brahmaudana*, feeding the priests and depositing the fuel sticks, are in a sense two separate rites, each followed by the giving of a gift. Now it has already been stated that the *Brahmaudana* serves two main functions, that of "setting forth", discussed above, and that of the engendering and gestating of the fires, to which we will turn in a moment. It is therefore tempting either to divide these two functions between the two *Brahmaudanas* or to assign one to each of the two separate parts of both *Brahmaudanas*. However, as both *Brahmaudanas* appear to be identical, it strikes me as untenable that the first should serve one function and the second another. Nor do any of our texts state this to be the case. As regards the two parts of our rite, since the fuel sticks have a role in the symbolism of both functions, it is not suitable to assign to that portion of the rite in which they are deposited the sole function of engendering the fires. Likewise, the remains of the rice fed to the priests, who represent the Ādityas, become a key ingredient in engendering the fires. It therefore seems preferable to me to consider the *Brahmaudana* a unitary rite with two main purposes, especially since the myth of Aditi and the *Brahmaudana* weaves together both the theme of the fructifying nature of the leftover rice, which engenders the fires, and that of the journey to heaven. That the rite has two functions is
then coded in the partial separation of its parts and its reiteration a year later.

The second major purpose of the Brahmaidana is the symbolic engendering and gestation of the sacred fires. In examining this purpose we must first see how it is brought about and then consider where it stands in relation to the production of fire by churning. The Brahmaidana is clearly connected with fertility and conception, and so it is invested with a variety of sexual images: Cooking rice creates a womb, while depositing the sticks impregnates. The ghee is semen; the fuel sticks are to be fresh because semen is sprinkled fresh. And, of course, Aditi becomes pregnant by eating the leftover rice. Tbr 1.1.9.3-4 summarizes: "One cooks the Brahmaidana, one thus impregnates indeed... Truly Aditi became pregnant from the remains; from the remains indeed (that) thus becomes pregnant." But who or what becomes pregnant? It could be the sacrificer's wife, and the rite therefore one of marital fecundity. It seems more likely, however, that it is the fire on which the rice has been cooked which is impregnated. Hence Tbr 1.1.9.7 tells us that "One should maintain this fire for a year; for semen which has been deposited grows for a year," and Ms 1.6.12:105.12ff states "Fetuses are born after having developed for a year; one establishes him (Agni) born (fully) developed." Further, it is into this fire that the fuel sticks smeared with rice and ghee, a semen-like mixture, are deposited. This raises the possibility that the fuel sticks represent phalluses, and while there are no direct statements to this effect, there is support for such an interpretation.
Thus the fuel sticks are said to be equal in length to the Lord of Offspring (Prajāpati) and to the Sacrifice's member (parus), and of the extent of virility (vīrya) in a person. In the mantra recited over the fuel sticks before they are deposited their number, three, is related to the number of principal fires to be established with the phrase "three (sticks), forming pairs with the threefold (fires) for generation". Now since the three main fires do not yet exist, "forming pairs with" must mean something like "in a one-to-one correspondence with" or "equal in number to". Hence the fuel sticks are not copulating with each of the three fires, as the phrase might otherwise suggest, but rather three times with the brāhmaudanika fire in order to produce the three fires a year later. To recapitulate, then, the fire on which the rice is cooked serves as a womb which is impregnated three times with phallic sticks smeared with a mixture of rice and ghee resembling semen, and thereby the three fires are conceived. These fires are then allowed to gestate for a year, through the maintenance of the brāhmaudanika fire, until they are ready to be brought to life.

If the Brahmaudana thus serves to engender the fires, the question arises as to why it should duplicate, at least symbolically, the function of churning the fires. In discussing the significance of the churning sticks we have already noted the centrality of the idea that immortality is continuance through one's offspring and that the production of fire by churning forges a symbolic identity between father and son. We have also seen that a major ingredient of this symbolism is, therefore, the modeling of the production of fire on sexual repro-
duction. One reason, then, why sexual generation of the fires is present in both the brahmaudana and the churning of fire is that such an important theme bears reiteration.

However, there is another, more important reason. If, for symbolic purposes, fire is to be produced in a way analogous to sexual reproduction, churning does not fully fit the analogy. Churning portrays sexual intercourse almost graphically, and the birth of the fire from the womb of the lower churning stick is also quite dramatic. What is absent is a period of gestation or growth. With the brahmaudana, on the other hand, intercourse is portrayed less clearly and birth not at all, but gestation is fully symbolized in the year long maintenance of the brahmudanika fire. Perhaps this is why KhadGrS 1.5.3 states that fire which is churned is meritorious but does not promote growth.

The brahmaudana and churning thus complement one another in symbolizing the conception, gestation, and birth of the sacred fires. Still, these two aspects of the same symbolism must be linked to preserve the unity of the fires engendered. So in order for the fires which have been gestating in the brahmudanika fire to be born from the churning sticks the brahmudanika fire is made to enter the churning sticks prior to churning, an act with which we will deal at a later point.

The brahmudanika fire is thus maintained for a year to gestate the threefold nascent fire. Hence, like the sacrificer as a result of his preparations, the sacrificer's fire is in an embryonic state, and so similar rules are applied to both sacrificer and fire. Both are
to remain isolated. The sacrificer must not go away from the fire and must not have sexual intercourse, while the fire must not be taken elsewhere to engender other fires nor must other fires be brought to it. If the sacrificer leaves the fire or the fire goes out it is as if the embryo dies, and the Brahmaidana must be performed again. Moreover, if the sacrificer is unable to establish his fires at the end of a year, the embryo misses its chance to be born, and the Brahmaidana must be begun anew. The gestation of the sacred fire, the sacrificer's alterego, thus replicates the sacrificer's own preparation, and we will see later that when this fire is taken from the Brahmaidanika fire into the churning sticks it is also taken into the sacrificer. So KS 7.15 states 'The fuel sticks are a span in length; for of this extent is the self, of the same measure as Prajapati'. Thus in engendering and gestating the fire with which the sacrificer is to be identified, the sacrificer in effect also generates and prepares himself.

There is one final way in which engendering the fires through the Brahmaidana contributes to the symbolism of giving birth to the fires. If the churning sticks are the archetypal male and female and their mating chiefly biological, the Brahmaidana presents the cultural aspects of reproduction and parentage. Thus the verses recited as the fuel sticks are deposited in the fire vary as to whether the sacrificer is a Brahmin, Rājanya, or Vaiśya, and Tbr informs us that this is "for the 'coming round again' (? = reproduction) of one's own meter", that is one's own kind. The fuel sticks taken from a tree which serves as a boundary marker also play a role here. A tree chosen to
serve as a marker will need to be conspicuous (citriya); it will stand out or have unique characteristics. Moreover, in serving as a marker such a tree will become well known, even highly regarded. So TBr 1.1.9.5 holds that depositing fuel sticks of a citriya fig tree brings about eminence (citra). The hope seems to be that the fires, born of eminent parentage, will also become distinguished, as will the sacrificer with whom they are identified. The Brahmaudana thus provides two important cultural or social considerations in reproducing, the specification of varna and the assurance of good parentage.

Let us conclude by repeating the major points which have been made concerning the Brahmaudana. The Brahmaudana plays three principal roles in the Agnyādhya, two of which may be grouped together. The Brahmaudana is a "commencement", both in the sense that it begins the ritual proper and prepares the priests for their part in it, and in the sense that it begins a journey to the world of heaven where the sacrificer intends to establish his fire. The latter sense involves, above all, gaining permission to enter the world of the gods from the deities who guard the paths leading there. The third role is that of engendering the fires. Here we have seen that the Brahmaudana complements the symbolism of churning by providing the fires with a period of gestation. It remains to be seen, then, the course that this journey will take and the manner in which the fires will come to be born.
6. **The Last Night of the Year**

In our discussion of the time frame of the **Agniṣṭheya** we discovered that the fires are churned on the first morning of the year. We have also seen that a year in advance of this day the **Brahmaudana** is performed and that the **Brahmaudana** is repeated on the last day of the year, thus punctuating a period of gestation for the fires. Our texts tell us little of the events which follow the second **Brahmaudana**, which is not long enough to extend very far into the night, until the pace of the ritual activity quickens again with the first appearance of light in the predawn sky. But the last night of the year is clearly not spent in slumber, and even our staid sūtras show hints of revelry. Still, apart from this revelry, there are several ritual acts which are symbolically important, and we will want to look at this symbolism at least briefly. Here, then, is **Ykh**.

The night before the fires are established the Adhvaryu observes the same vow that the sacrificer has undertaken during the previous year. After the **Brahmaudana**, the Adhvaryu ties up a goat with dark spots (**kalmāsa**) to the north of the place for the **gārhapatya** fire. Thereafter the sacrificer stays awake during the night and feeds the **bṛhmadani**ka fire with chips of wood. The sacrificer also gathers up a variety of substances which had been previously stored in the altar: He puts into a separate vessel (**sārāva**) a **kudva** measure of each of seven types of earthen (**pārthiva**) substances, which are pure, and puts together in bundles of 15, or as many as are available, eight arboreal (**vānaspatya**) substances, which are not dried out and are
devoid of worms and spots. He also gathers together pieces of gold and silver.\(^7\) Finally, the sacrificer reassembles all these materials (in the altar).\(^8\)

Let us examine each of these actions in turn. There is little to be said concerning the vow undertaken by the Adhvaryu except that he thus enters the sanctified state which the sacrificer has already entered by means of his preparations. The tying up of the goat is more interesting. The goat is frequently Agni's animal,\(^9\) and so SBr 2.1.4.3 cites the opinion of some that this goat belongs to Agni and that it is tied up to gain the wholeness of Agni.\(^10\) MS 1.6.4 amplifies the connection between Agni and the goat: "Truly, the gods dispatched Gāyatrī towards the sacrifice; she arrived exhausted (rikta). Agni gave her energy (tejas); that became the goat."\(^11\) Thus the goat stationed in or to the north of the gārhapatiya fireplace represents Agni or at least his energy.

It is of further interest that the coloration of this goat is expressed by all of our sūtras, except Kat, with the uncommon term kalmāsa "having dark spots".\(^12\) Several of the sacrificial animals at the Asvamedha are called kalmāsa, but little is said which would explain the significance of the term.\(^13\) It is, rather, with the spade used to dig clay for the ukhā at the Agnicayana that the purport of such coloration becomes clear. This spade is to be made from a piece of hollow bamboo with dark spots, and the following myth is told in support of such a practice.\(^14\)

Agni ran away from the gods\(^15\) through fear of the offering and dwelt in all beings.\(^16\) The dwelling place he took among the trees
was bamboo. There he roamed along the hollow center and tied on the nodes (parvan/ parus) as shields so as not to be discovered. Now, TS tells us, wherever he remained became dark (kṛṣṇa). KS is more explicit, "wherever he stayed he burned through, and there a dark spot (kalmāsa) occurred". Thus the dark spots on the bamboo used to make the spade mark the presence of Agni inside, rendering the spade suitable for digging the clay, also said to contain Agni.

Why the goat at the Agnyādheya should have such spots now becomes apparent. The goat is an embodiment of Agni and his energy which have been gestating and growing for a year. Now on the last night of the year the fire is beginning to make itself evident, and the dark spots on the goat stationed on this night show that in a short time the fire will burst out and come to life. Agni will be no longer hidden in the goat but in full view on the gārhapatya hearth.

We shift our attention now to the question of the night's revelry. If we search Vkh for hints of a New Year's Eve party we find only the innocuous statement that the sacrificer stays up all night feeding the fire, hardly a raucous event. The hints of a celebration appear only in the means the other sūtras provide for keeping the sacrificer awake. So Ap 5.8.2 specifies that the sacrificer be kept awake with lute (vīnā) and flute (tūnava), to which Bhar 5.4.2 adds sacred songs (punya nitha). SH 3.2:304 stipulates "fine arts" (śilpa) in general.

These instructions call to mind the celebrations at the Mahā-
vrata and to a lesser extent the Pārīplava Ākhyāna or "revolving legend" of the Aśvamedha. Following the release of the horse at the Aśvamedha a ten day cycle of legends is begun. On each day the Hotṛ is called upon to recite an account of a mythic king and his realm, and then the singers extol the king offering the sacrifice by likening him to the ancient kings to the accompaniment of lute playing. Finally, in the evening a Rājanya sings of the exploits of the king to the accompaniment of a lute. When the ten day cycle is completed it is begun anew and is thus continued for the entire year that the horse wanders. It is likely that such activity allows for the inclusion within the ritual of more popular entertainment, and it is therefore quite possible that the music at the Agnyādheya has the same origin.

The Mahāvrata day serves as an element of variety of Ahīnas and Sāttras, but its fullest treatment is found under the heading of the Gavānayana, the model for yearlong Sāttras. On this day are done a number of acts not in keeping with the normal sacrificial schemes; slave girls dance; instruments are played; the Hotṛ swings on a swing, and an Aryan and a Śūdra hold a tug of war. Now PBr 5.6.12 tells us concerning the playing of the lute, "They string the lute; the lute is the end and the mahāvrata is the end; thereby they salute by its music the end by means of the end." The sense in which the Mahāvrata is the "end" is supplied by the commentary, namely that it is the end of days, i.e. the last day of the year. Caland notes that the Mahāvrata is in fact that last day of the year but one, since the Gavānayana begins and ends with an overnight rite (atirātra) and the Mahāvrata precedes the last Atirātra. But the arithmetic seems to have gone
awry. The year in question appears to be a **savana** year of 12×30 days except that there is an extra day. However, if the two **Atirātras** are made to coincide, a 360 day cycle is obtained of which the **Mahāvrata** is the last day. On the other hand, if, as Keith thinks, the **Mahāvrata** was originally a celebration of the winter solstice, the year should be solar and four days longer.

Regardless of the arithmetic, the **Mahāvrata** is treated as the last day of the year and contains a variety of celebrations appropriate to such a day. It therefore seems likely that the singing and playing of instruments on the last night of the year at the **Agnvādheya** mark a similar celebration. However, since such activity came to be regarded as forbidden, it has been eliminated altogether in some of the sūtras and, even where included, is used only to maintain the wakefulness of the sacrificer who remains sedate, adding fuel to the fire.

Consideration of the earthen and arboreal substances which Vkh has the sacrificer gather together during the night disrupts our procedure of treating each element of the ritual as it occurs. For it is necessary to consider the gathering of these materials in light of the use which is subsequently made of them. Accordingly, I have elected to reserve a detailed examination of these substances and their symbolism until later in our study when their usage will have been fully described and so offer here only a preview.

We will see evidence later that, whereas Vkh calls for the construction of clay fireplaces into which earthen and wooden materials are subsequently deposited, originally the earthen materials themselves were used to fashion the fireplaces. This fashioning is then represented
as an act of creating the world, just as the fireplaces have already been identified with the three worlds of the cosmos. Further, since these worlds are Agni's abode, the theme of containing Agni is also prominent, especially as regards the wooden substances placed in the fireplaces as fuel, which will literally contain fire.

The technical term for these materials is *samhāra* from *sām bhṛ* "to gather together, assemble", and in this term is to be found the relationship between the themes of creation and the containing of Agni. Prior to creation Agni is dispersed, his various parts contained in a variety of substances which must be gathered together to bring about creation. Still, dispersal is also not necessarily the original state of affairs, and so the myths concerning these substances speak of Agni's hiding from the gods in various forms or of his parts entering various substances. Thus Agni hides as a rat and as a horse standing in a fig grove; his seed becomes gold, and his heart enters a tree struck by lightning, his eyesight the *vikāṅkata* tree, and his blood the *udumbara* tree. These elements must then be gathered together to form creation.

In the case of the arboreal materials which contain Agni one often gains the impression that dispersal and reassembly are recurring events and that Agni's creation is a sort of periodic renewal. However, in the case of the earthen materials the uniting of the elements of creation seems more like a primordial event. Both points of view are appropriate. From the standpoint of the sacrificer the creation of the fireplaces is primordial and represents the beginning of his own
personal cosmos. But from the standpoint of the community and its cult the sacrificer's fire is only one of a long series of fires which periodically pass into and out of existence. The fire must be gathered together for this particular sacrificer and will, presumably, become dispersed again at his death. Hence the creation of the fireplaces is portrayed as both primordial and periodic.

There are two aspects to creating the worlds which the fireplaces represent, the bringing together of the dispersed elements and the commingling of them into a single entity. The latter aspect occurs with the actual fashioning of the fireplaces, or in the case of Vkh with the depositing of the materials into the fireplaces already constructed, an act which transpires later in the ritual. The former aspect, however, consists of assembling these materials in one place in preparation for their later use, and this is what concerns us at present.

The majority of sūtras seem to prefer to gather these materials in advance, Ap and Bhar providing a formal rite for doing so.\(^{44}\) SH 3,3: 304, on the other hand, delays this rite until the night after the Brahmaudana. Vkh, then, combines these two practices in that, as in SH, the formal gathering together of the materials is performed on the last night of the year, but the fact that these substances are at that time stored in the altar implies that they were obtained earlier.\(^{45}\)

By moving the formal gathering of the materials to the eve of the establishment of the fires Vkh and SH achieve a dramatic effect. Throughout the year forces have been gathering for the creation of Agni and his worlds which begins with the depositing of the \textit{sambhāras}
in the fireplaces towards dawn. In bringing these materials together on the last night of the year Vkh and SH underscore the fact that conditions are now nearly ripe. And so the verse recited as the materials which have been measured out are finally again gathered together announces the imminent union of these elements into a new creation: "May you, O Jātavedas, whom they have gathered together, concealed in beings according to their (various) bodily forms, remain so gathered, beneficial to creatures (prajā). Wise, you bring along a broad world for us."  

The last night of the year, then, is one of potency coming to fruition. The goat, symbol of Agni and his energy, is fairly bursting at the seams as evidenced in the dark spots forming on the surface. The elements of creation are gathered, ready to be fused into a new union with the dawn of the new year. We have also seen that this night was once one of celebration, though our demure sūtras have toned the festivity down to an antisoporific. All that remains before the dawn of creation is that the fire, now ripe within the brahmaudānika fire, should be assimilated by the sacrificer and his churning sticks, and the old fire discarded.
7. Internalizing the Brahmaidanika Fire

As color begins to return to the eastern sky our ritual again comes to life with a variety of acts, the main objects of which are the fire on which the Brahmaidana was cooked and the churning sticks. Here the bahmaidanika fire is transferred to the churning sticks, which are formally presented to the sacrificer. He then internalizes the fire and restrains his speech, after which the bahmaidanika fire is extinguished. A major source for our discussion of these actions is the verses which accompany them, and so it will be necessary to include these verses in our description of this section of the ritual. In considering these actions we will want to pursue a number of topics already encountered. Thus we will be interested in the symbolic means by which the fire gestating in the bahmaidanika is transferred to the arani and in the identity of the sacrificer and his fire portrayed in his internalization of it. We will also be interested in the tension between continuity and transformation in the life of the sacrificer in view of the extinction of his bahmaidanika fire. Finally, we will look at the relationship between the sacrificer's vow of silence and his journey to the east. We continue, then, with Vkh's description of the ritual.

At the approach of dawn (upavysa), if the entire aupasana fire was established as the fire for cooking the Brahmaidana,1 some hold that the morning domestic offering is to be made on the latter. Now the Adhvaryu heats the churning sticks over the bahmaidanika fire reciting, 1)2 "O Svedas, you who cause delight, sprinkle here the seed of the world which will be born of this heat, producing in the
asvattha, offspring of a samā tree, the fire that bears the oblation.

2) This is your womb in proper season, born from which you once shone; recognizing it, O Agni, mount up on it; thus increase our wealth." He then takes the fire within himself repeating, "3) I first take into myself Agni for increase of wealth, for the having of many offspring, for a host of heroic sons. I deposit in myself offspring, lustre in myself; may we be sound, vigorous in our bodies. 4) We take within ourselves, O Fathers, that immortal Agni who has settled in us, mortals, within our hearts. May he not leave us and go far off." With the verse 5) "Both the one to be milked and the one which bears the milk are two for you; I present these as your lot (bhāgadheya); with them I establish you." he hands the churning sticks to the sacrificer. The sacrificer beholds them as they are being handed to him with 6) "May you two great protectresses of the household, abodes of rta, come forward, bearers of riches. Pregnant, you produce Jātavedas, belonging to our people (janya), the leader of rites." The sacrificer accepts the churning sticks reciting, 7) "May you two mount my tenfold able (fingers), O Agni, along with rta, life, lustre; (may we go on) living a long time, year after year, that I might (continue to) offer the full and new moon rite." He then repeats over them 8) "You two are in your proper season, possessing Agni's seed; conceive a fetus. I preserve you in that condition. This is sure: since you bear a heroic son, you will give birth to a heroic son. 9) As such you will give birth on my account at dawn; so having given birth you will regenerate me with offspring, cattle, Brahman splendor
in the world of heaven.\textsuperscript{9} At this point the sacrificer takes the fire within himself with the same two verses used by the Adharyu. Then, with the words 10) "Now I go forth from falsehood to truth; from the human I go forth to the divine; I hold in divine speech" he restrains his speech. Finally, the Adharyu recites 11) "Agni, of bright radiance, immortal, radiant purifier, to be praised, drives off Rakṣases"\textsuperscript{11} over the brahmāudanika fire and extinguishes it.\textsuperscript{12}

Let us begin with the internalization of the fire by the sacrificer since we have already discussed this topic in the introduction and are therefore familiar with it and because it is logically anterior to remarks we will make subsequently. In the introduction\textsuperscript{13} we pointed out that fire symbolizes Life in a variety of ways. As energy (tejas) it symbolizes the principle of vitality; as radiance (jyotis) shining off into the distance it represents continuance through offspring, and as lustre (varcas) it portrays the illumination of insight. We also said that just as fire in general symbolizes Life as a process which transcends the individual, in the same way the individual sacrificer is identified with his particular fire, and thus at times the fire resides within the sacrificer or his churning sticks. As one instance of this identification we cited the practice here under consideration whereby the sacrificer internalizes his fire with the verses V3 and V4.

There is little to add at this point; the verses recited are quite clear, and the texts are generally explicit that in reciting them one takes the fire within (stāmani graha).\textsuperscript{14} But in Baudh and Mn the identity between the sacrificer and his fire is demonstrated still more graphically. So Baudh, which omits V3 and V4, has the sacrificer
clutch the churning sticks to himself (upa ni grah) when reciting V8 and V9,\textsuperscript{15} and Mn has the sacrificer and Adhvaryu recite V4 holding on to the region of the heart.\textsuperscript{16}

One issue still requires our attention here. If there is such a strong identification between the sacrificer and his fire, and the evidence seems overwhelmingly in favor of such a conclusion, one might ask why the Adhvaryu also internalizes the fire. This is indeed a sore point, and the only answer I can give is that the Adhvaryu is the sacrificer's agent, almost his alter ego, performing in his stead all of the principal actions in the rite. It must be on the basis of this role that the Adhvaryu shares in the sacrificer's identity with his fire, to the exclusion, I might add, of the other priests.\textsuperscript{17} I therefore conclude that in taking the fire within himself the sacrificer affirms his identity with his fire, an identity which the Adhvaryu is required to share in order to function as priest.

We may now turn back to the transfer of the brāhmaudanika fire to the churning sticks. In heating the churning sticks over the brāhmaudanika fire the Adhvaryu performs a rite employed elsewhere in Vedic sacrifice whenever the fires must be consigned to the churning sticks in order to move the fires to a new location.\textsuperscript{18} But our examination of the Brahmaudana has shown that here this act has a more specific significance. It serves to transfer the threefold fire from the brāhmaudanika where it has been gestating for a year to the churning sticks from which it will be born.

The symbolic images upon which this rite relies are found in the verses used in it. At the most literal level of meaning V2 merely asks Agni to mount up onto (a ruh) the churning sticks from the fire
below. However, we recall from our discussion of the churning sticks earlier that āruh often has sexual connotations. So later in V6 the aranț are said to be pregnant and in V8 they are asked to conceive (dha) a fetus (garbha). Thus it appears that our texts again resort to sexual imagery to portray the transfer of fire from the brāhmaudanika to the churning sticks, that is, the churning sticks come to contain the embryo from the brāhmaudanika because Agni impregnates them. Hence, in V1 Agni is called on to sprinkle his seed in order to engender in the āśvattha which grew out of a śanti tree, the churning sticks, the fire which will bear the oblation. Or again in V2 (and V8) the churning sticks are said to be Agni's womb in proper season; in V2 Agni mounts this womb, and in V6 the sticks contain his seed.

Now in view of our exposition of the complementary relationship between the Brahmaudana and churning sticks in portraying the conception, gestation, and birth of the fires we might have wished for some means of implanting the fetus, fully developed in the brāhmaudanika fire, directly into the churning sticks. But no such means is presented. Rather, this transferral of the brāhmaudanika to the aranț is portrayed as yet another conception of the fires and so reiterates the analogy between sexual reproduction and the generation of fire. Employing the image of conception also reiterates the reason for this analogy, the identity of father and son; for it is Agni who fertilizes his own womb. Thus Agni again fathers himself and is his own son.

The motif of the identity of father and son is elaborated in the verses the sacrificer recites over the churning sticks after receiving them, V6 and V7. In V6 we are assured that the churning sticks
will give birth to a heroic son, and V7 makes it plain that this son is the sacrificer's fire which will be churned at dawn. Now the identification of the sacrificer with his fire has already been stated, and this suggests that Agni's son which will be born at dawn is the son of the sacrificer as well. Further, the fact that Agni engenders himself and is therefore identified with his offspring makes the same true for the sacrificer, and this forges the link necessary to insure the sacrificer's immortality through the continuance of his offspring.

Thus V9 affirms that in giving birth to the fire the churning sticks regenerate the sacrificer with offspring and cattle, that is the goods necessary for the continuance of his line, in the world of the immortal gods. But immortality is also viewed as living a full life, and this is another sense in which the sacrificer is regenerated in the world of heaven. Just as the sacrificer's fire renews itself through the medium of churning, so the sacrificer renews himself, not only physically but spiritually with the splendor of Brahman.

We move on now to the question of the tension between continuity and transformation on the part of the sacrificer and his fire, and here we encounter the extinction of the brāhmaudanika fire and the sacrificer's vow of silence. In order to orient our discussion we must gather together a number of ideas developed above. In examining the sacrificial spot we discovered that the individual life of the sacrificer is portrayed along an axis stretching toward the world of the immortals in the east. We enlarged upon this idea when considering the Brahmaudana to the effect that one view of immortality is that it consists
of living a full life, that is making a complete journey to the east, and we have just seen this idea reiterated in the verses recited over the churning sticks. We also noted that just as the sacrificer's life progresses from west to east, so too his fire moves successively towards the east. Now, our look at the preparations of the sacrificer suggested that one aspect of our ritual is that it marks a transformation in the sacrificer's life wherein he assumes a new social role, that of head of his household, and that as such it bears some resemblance to rites of passage. Thus, if the sacrificer's life is symbolized by a line extending toward immortality in the east, this line is punctuated by points of discontinuity and transformation. It is therefore of interest that we should find a similar discontinuity as regards the sacrificer's fire with the transfer of the brāhmaudanika fire to the churning sticks and extinguishing of the brāhmaudanika.

The significance of this discontinuity becomes apparent when we recall the origin of the brāhmaudanika fire, namely the aupāsana or domestic fire, which in turn derives most often from the wedding fire. The brāhmaudanika fire, therefore, is an extension of the fire which symbolizes the sacrificer's role as a householder who is not yet the head of his household. It is natural, then, that this fire should be extinguished to make room for the gārhapatya, the fire of the master of the house. But it is the same sacrificer who leaves the one role and enters another, and so provision is made for a link between the two fires in the form of the churning sticks. However, the link is not a direct one as when coals are taken from the domestic fire to start up the brāhmaudanika. Rather, by means of churning the fire is regenera-
ted and transformed as is the sacrificer with whom it is identified. So the yearlong gestation of the fire parallels the sacrificer's preparations and the transfer of the fire to the churning sticks parallels the sacrificer's internalization of it in order to indicate that a new self and a new fire have been engendered and are about to be born.  

Interposing the churning sticks between the brāhmaudanika and gārhapatya fires serves another purpose. The domestic fire, with which the brāhmaudanika is connected, derives from a social event, marriage. Further, the cooking of the Brahmaidana is a social affair wherein a group of people are fed. Now our study of the sacrificial spot revealed that social relationships, portrayed along a south-north axis, are negatively valued in the ritual, being regarded as conflictual. We also saw that in entering the sacrificial sphere the sacrificer orients himself away from the south and towards the east, embarking on a life of greater independence and autonomy. That the brāhmaudanika represents the sacrificer's social nexus may be seen in its origin, use, and the fact that two of our texts reserve it for establishing the daksināgnī or southern fire instead of extinguishing it. The transfer of the brāhmaudanika fire to the churning sticks thus begins the reorientation of the sacrificer's life toward heaven in the east. And we have seen that the Brahmaidana prepares for this reorientation by securing permission to journey to the world of the gods.

The sacrificer is thus ready to leave the world of human, social relationships and proceed toward the gods. Though he will not actually enter the world of heaven for some time yet, he is about to undergo the
transformation which begins the journey. Here, then, is the meaning of the sacrificer's last words before he restrains his speech, 'from the human I go forth to the divine'. The restraining of speech like the extinguishing of the brahmaudanika fire marks a break with the past and the severing of social bonds. Hence forth the sacrificer will be master of his house and free to pursue his immortality in the east.
8. **Refraining the Fireplaces**

With the extinction of the old, brāhmaudanika fire the stage is set for the creation of new fire, a creation which takes place in three stages. First the worlds the fire will occupy must be made ready; then the fire must be brought to life, and finally the fire must be established in the three worlds of the cosmos. The first of these stages has in a sense already been accomplished by Vkh with the construction of the fireplaces, but is now reiterated through the final preparation of these fireplaces. These preparations include a variety of acts such as digging up the soil, sweeping, and sprinkling with water, which serve to remove impurities, and the depositing into the fireplaces of earthen and arboreal materials (sambhāra) which were gathered together during the night. As we have already taken notice of the removal of impurities on prior occasions, there is little to add here, and we will instead focus our attention on the sambhāras and the themes of gathering Agni and creating his worlds.  

In Vkh the acts of assembling the fire and creating the fireplaces find representation in the simple pouring into the fireplaces of a number of soils and pieces of wood, which must symbolize the elements of creation. However, if one examines the mythology which surrounds these materials, especially in light of the paddhati or manual to Kat, one comes to the conclusion that behind the highly stylized creation found in Vkh was once the actual fashioning of the fireplaces themselves and stocking them with fuel. The symbolic creation of Agni’s worlds was then their actual creation, and the gathering of Agni the
laying of fuel to contain the churned fire.

Our procedure, therefore, will be to look first at Vkh's description of this segment of the ritual and then broaden our investigation to include the above-mentioned paddhati and the brāhmanas. Along the way we will also find it necessary to call on ritual practices outside the Agnyādheya to elucidate elements of our myths. To further simplify matters we will treat separately the earthen substances where the theme of primordial creation preponderates and the arboreal substances where the theme of gathering Agni is most noticeable. We will then conclude with the two materials gold and silver, which present further problems, where there are traces of both themes. We proceed, then, to Vkh's description of readying the fireplaces.

In order to set the final preparations of the fireplaces in motion the sacrificer forms a mental image of the three or five fires he is going to establish. Then the Adhvaryu smears the fireplaces with cow dung, sweeps them as he did the place for the brāhmaudaniya fire, and sprinkles water over them. He next puts down darbha grass in each of the four cardinal directions. With a gold or silver instrument (not specified) he digs out nine holes and connects them with three lines a prādesa in length, running west to east, and three running south to north. He again sprinkles water over the fireplace and sprinkles the materials (saṃbhāra). Finally, the Adhvaryu puts a piece of gold in each fireplace and makes an offering on the base (sthāndila) of each.

Now one of the materials, sand (sikata), is divided into two portions, and half of one portion is put into the garhapatya fireplace.
and half into the daksināgni. Then the other portion is divided into thirds and distributed among the Āhavanīya, sabhya, and Āvasathya fireplaces, or, if the last two are not being set up, all of it is put into the Āhavanīya. The same procedure is carried out for each of the other earthen materials: saline soil (ūṣa), the diggings of a rat, 10 an ant-hill (valmiṅkavapā), mud (sūda), the furrowings of a boar (varāhoddhata), and gravel (śarkara). The depositing of each of these materials into the fireplaces is accompanied by a verse. In addition, an extra verse is recited mentally while the saline soil is being deposited, and separate verses for the gārhapatya, daksināgni, and Āhavanīya fireplaces are provided for the ant-hill. Also, while gravel is being deposited the sacrificer concentrates on the slaughter (vadha) of someone he hates. Alternatively, pieces of iron or copper may be used instead of these earthen materials. 12 Then the Adhvaryu spreads out the materials in the fireplaces and mixes together the sand and saline soil. Afterward, he combines the various arboreal (vānaspatya) substances and deposits them in the fireplaces all at once or, in the opinion of some, one at a time. These substances are wood from the Holy fig (aśvaththa), 13 the wild fig (udumbara), 14 the palāsa, 15 the sāmi, 16 the vikaṅkata (a type of thorn), 17 a tree struck by lightning (aśanihata), and a lotus leaf (puṣkarpāra). 18 Then he tosses a piece of gold onto the gārhapatya fireplace to the north of the materials and "foists" (ati pra yam) a piece of silver on an enemy (dvēṣya). 20 If no enemy is available he throws the piece of silver away towards the direction in which there is an enemy, and it is not to be taken back again. 21 This procedure with gold and silver is then applied to the other fire-
places. Finally, the Adhvaryu signals the readiness of the materials which have been deposited with a recitation and instructs a guardian, "the fires have been gathered together; let no one pass among them."\textsuperscript{22}

8.1

One is tempted to see Vkh's method of building the fireplaces in the other sūtras. Like Vkh they express the depositing of materials with the phrase अयतने ni vap which the SrKos mostly renders "deposit in (once into) the fireplace".\textsuperscript{23} This suggests Vkh's procedure wherein clay fireplaces are prepared in advance, into which the materials are later deposited. But Vkh's details concerning the actual construction of the fireplaces are absent in the other sūtras, which treat only the distances between the three main fires. It seems quite plausible, therefore, that the other sūtras intend only that the location of the fireplaces should be marked when preparing the sacrificial spot and that their actual construction be performed at the present stage of the ritual with the earthen materials. In support of this view is the fact that Mn, Vr, SH and Kat discuss even the layout of the fireplaces in the context of depositing the materials, Mn and Vr specifically prescribing only the making of marks (लक्षण).\textsuperscript{24} Moreover, when the dhisniyas (individual fireplaces for various officiants) are built at the soma sacrifice, loose soil (पुर्तसा)\textsuperscript{25} is also "deposited" or "poured out" (ni vap), but there this soil is clearly made into a mound to serve as the fireplace.\textsuperscript{26} It therefore seems likely to me that Vkh represents a later stage of development and that the other sūtras must use the earthen materials to fashion the fireplaces as an act of crea-
tion just prior to churning the fire. Their procedure would then be to pour all of the earthen substances onto the spot for the fireplace and then mix them together to form a mound on which the fire is established. 27 We will see, however, that this procedure too is perhaps a later development and that various of these materials may once have had more specialized functions.

Turning now to the earthen materials themselves, if we add the water sprinkled over the ground to Vbh's materials we get the following list, a list identical in all the TaittirIya sūtras and their Brāhmaṇa: water, sand, saline soil, diggings of a rat, anthill, mud, furrowings of a boar, and gravel. Since this list includes every material mentioned by any of the other schools, 29 it seems likely that it may contain duplicates in the form of alternatives. Therefore, for the sake of argument, let us make the following groupings: water and mud; sand and saline soil; diggings of a rat, anthill, and furrowings of a boar; and gravel. Here mud is watery earth; 30 sand and saline soil are barren and infertile; 31 and the three diggings are loose, workable soils which are piled up by some creature-like fireplaces. Gravel, though infertile, is separated from sand and saline soil for reasons not yet apparent.

We may further justify these groupings in that all of the brāhmaṇas have at least one item from each group, and no group contains more than one item attested in all the brāhmaṇas. Thus all have water in one form or another, and all have saline soil, though the TBh and MS add sand to it. Moreover, all of the texts have one or more of the
loose, worked soils. The SBr has the diggings of a rat, and KS the anthill and furrowings of a boar, and the MS and TBr all three. Gravel is also maintained by all traditions.

We are now in a position to consider the paddhati to Kat 4.8, which, though it must be later still than the sutras, may very well preserve an early stage of development. An outline of each of the fireplaces has been previously demarcated, and now the five preparations of the ground are done. Following this lines are again drawn on each fireplace, water sprinkled over them, and gold placed in the middle of each fireplace. Saline soil and the diggings of a rat are in turn poured onto the place for each fire and fashioned into the proper shape: round for the garhapatya, square for the shavanīya, and semi-circular for the daksināgni. Finally, gravel or pebbles are lined around each fireplace to prevent the other materials from overflowing: 50 for the garhapatya, 73 for the shavanīya, and 22 for the daksināgni. Here again we have an item from each of our groupings above. Thus we have water to sprinkle the ground, saline soil and one of the loose soils to form the fireplace, and gravel or pebbles to line around it. Moreover, each group serves a separate function, except that we are not yet able to distinguish between saline soil and the group of loose soils.

If there ever was a single, ur-tradition as regards the materials which make up the fireplaces, it is another of the loose soils, the furrowing of a boar, which has the strongest claim to belong to it.
This claim is based on the fact that the myth concerning this material comes closer than any other to relating an actual procedure for building the fireplaces to the symbolism of creating the world. That this material serves to give form to the fireplace, like the rat’s diggings in our padhāti, may be seen in KS 8.2 where it is said to make the fire visible or manifest (pratyakṣa) on earth. Likewise, in MS 1.6.3 this material is first tossed (upās) on the ground, and the others, including gravel, are then spread out (upa kr) on top. The MS explains that the earth, which represents the fireplace, was at first the size of a boar’s tusks, that one therefore establishes the fire on the measure of the earth, and that thereby one does not range beyond, or perhaps outrank, the earth.¹

I interpret this to mean that by fashioning the boar’s furrowing into the proper size and shape of the fireplace and then spreading the other soils on top, one keeps each fireplace to its proper size and does not allow it to become larger than the earth was at first. This explanation by MS is a reference to the brahmanic precursor of the well-known myth of the boar avatāra of Viṣṇu, a myth in which Prajāpati in the form of a boar creates the world. The myth is as follows.

In the beginning the world was only waters, a torrent. Prajāpati roamed over the earth in the form of wind and spotted a lotus leaf, which he perceived as the earth, a suitable foundation for the world. Prajāpati became a boar, dove down into the waters, and re-emerged with the mud he had furrowed up on his snout. He then spread (prath) the mud out on the lotus leaf which he had spotted earlier, and it became the earth (prthivī). The earth was still soft (śīthira), however, and the wind blew it about; so Prajāpati made it firm and
stable with gravel. 52

Let us begin with two observations. First, this myth relates not only the furrowing of a boar to the creation of the world, but four other materials as well: water, mud, and gravel from our list, and a lotus leaf. Secondly, though saline soil is absent, our three other groupings of materials are all represented. These two facts suggest that the myth serves not merely to justify the use of one particular material in building the fireplaces but portrays the whole procedure of construction as an act of creation. Such a procedure might involve sprinkling the ground with water to represent the primordial waters, pouring out a mound of boar furrowings, and lining it with gravel. Or a lotus leaf might be included prior to the furrowings, and mud could also be added. This procedure could thus expand or contract depending on which of the five items in the myth one considers materials and which one regards as simply part of the story line. We will see that the various schools appear to have taken different positions as to which of these substances are to be taken as materials per se.

The largest obstacle in the way of interpreting the above myth as representing the construction of the fireplaces is the fact that none of our texts refers to it when enjoining either water or mud, and so we must examine these two materials further. Mud is listed only by the Taittirīyas, and even there water may at one time have been intended. The word used by the TBr and all the Taittirīya sūtras is sūda. 53 Sāyaṇa on TBr 1,1,3,5 explains the word as mud located in a place
where the water does not dry up, as does the editor's comment to Ap 5.1.7. The kārnāta portion of Baudh (24.14), commenting on the list of materials in Baudh 2.12, says that one should procure (? mud or water) from a sūda which will not dry up; so sūda here must be the source, a well or pond, and not the object procured, presumably mud since it is grouped with other types of soil. This is more in line with what we know of this word from the RV. Thus we find in RV 7.36.3b "the sūdas have swelled like cows" and in RV 9.97.44a "filter (for us) a sūda of honey, a well of wealth".

In TBr 1.2.1.3 sūda is compared to rasa or life-fluid, nourishment (is), and vigor (ūrj) which destroys hunger and is called fissured (upaprabhīna). TBr 1.1.3.5 explains that the food of the creatures created by Prajāpati became exhausted (upa ksī); so Prajāpati opened up a sūda for them. Thus sūda appears to be both the hole in the ground opened up to contain water and the water contained in it, much as the English word 'well'. But sūda, in the sense of well-water, begins to look like our other material, water, and in fact, where the Taittirīya sūtras have sūda, the Maitrāyanīyas specify water, Vṛ water from a well (autsa) and Mn water which does not dry up (anupadāsuka). Further, in KS 8.2 and SBr 2.1.1.3-4 water is considered one of the materials for the Agnyādheya, and in both passages it is said to be food. Moreover, the SBr explains that water produces food, and this suggests the TBr myth concerning sūda.

This water is used by the KS and SBr in sprinkling the fireplaces or perhaps the entire sacrificial spot (devayajana). MS 1.6.3:
89.14ff employs water in the same manner, but it is not clear if it is considered a material per se. The sprinkling of water is also mentioned in TBr 1.1.3.1, but the water itself does not appear to have been recorded as a sanbhāra.\(^{62}\) The situation, then, is this. The water sprinkled on the fireplaces is counted as a material by the KS, SBr, and possibly the MS, but not by the TBr, which instead has sūda, mud, or perhaps originally water, from a well. Further, this sūda shares some characteristics with the water of the other schools in terms of mythology. Thus, either the majority of schools have combined water from a well, which was to be put on the fireplaces, with the ordinary water used for sprinkling, or else the fireplaces were originally to be sprinkled with well-water, called sūda, and the Tāttirīyas later interpreted this term as "mud" and placed it with the other types of soil. However, it is impossible to determine which of these possibilities is historically accurate.

Returning to our myth of the creation of the earth from the primordial waters, I must confess that none of the brāhmaṇas makes any reference to this story in connection with either the water which is sprinkled or sūda. Instead they stress the usefulness of these substances in growing food, and we may therefore interpret them as providing fertility for Agni's world. Still, these substances may have some relation to our myth; for rasa, is, and ṣūri are epithets which might easily be applied to the primordial waters or the primordial ooze beneath them. Further, if one pictures, as our well a pond or tank with lotuses growing in it, a common source of water in India, one may have the
image behind this myth. If this is the case, though, the connection between these materials and the myth must have been severed quite early; for none of our texts record it.

The three remaining materials, the furrowing of a boar, lotus leaf, and gravel, are clearly part of our myth, and all the brāhmaṇas make reference to the myth when any of them is enjoined. But here again, not all of our texts enjoin all three materials. Thus the SBr has only gravel, the KS and MS gravel and the furrowing of a boar, and TBr all three. These absences are more remarkable in that there is evidence that all of these texts are aware of the roles of these various materials in the myth. Thus SBr 14.1.2.11, concerning the use of the furrowings of a boar at the Pravargya, says the boar, Emūṣa dug up the earth in the beginning. 64 Similarly, SBr 2.1.1.8-11, concerning the use of gravel in the Agnyādheya, gives as the reason for its employment that in the beginning the earth quivered like (though not on) a lotus leaf, being tossed about by the wind. MS 1.6.3:90.5 says one establishes the fire on the measure (mātra) of the earth, which in context refers to the furrowings of a boar, but which seems more appropriate to the lotus leaf which in our myth forms a base over which the boar's furrowings are spread. KS 8.2 has the boar spread the mud which he brings up from the waters, but does not tell us where, though subsequently the earth quivers, and in KS 22.9 Prajāpati quivers on a lotus-leaf. 65 None of these statements is random; each tells us some fragment of our myth.
The lotus-leaf, enjoined exclusively by the Taittirīya school, was, nevertheless, not without difficulties for the Taittirīya sūtra writers; for, though it is listed in the mantras with the soils, it is clearly not a type of soil. Thus Ap and Vkh have moved it down with the woods, and only the earliest stratum of Baudh retains the order of the mantras. Moving this material had an added advantage in that, while the ṬBr has a mantra for the lotus leaf, which the sūtras use to gather it, the KS does not, and it is predominately the KS mantras which the sūtras use to deposit the materials in the fireplaces. This allowed the lotus leaf to be deposited along with the woods, which also do not have individual mantras in the KS. Finally the uncertain position of the lotus leaf in the Taittirīya sūtras and its complete absence in the other schools are still more curious in that there seems to be RVic authority for its use in churning the fire. Thus RV 6.16.13ab states "You, O Agni, Atharvan churned out over a lotus", though this could be simply a metaphor based on our myth.

Just why there should be such diversity as regards use of the boar furrow, lotus leaf, and gravel is difficult to say. It may be that for some reason the SBr preferred the diggings of a rat to the furrowing of a boar as a representation of the fireplace and so used the boar myth only to justify gravel as a material. It may also be that the schools other than the Taittirīya regarded the lotus leaf as metaphorical and only part of the story line. There may also have occurred a complex cross borrowing between the use of these materials at the Agnīdheya and their use elsewhere at the Agnicayana and Pravargya. Nevertheless, the salient point is that we have in the
boar myth a cosmogonic myth, related largely in the context of the Agny-
ādheya, which closely parallels the construction of the fireplaces.
The central feature of building the fireplaces is therefore the creation
of the world.

We must now consider saline soil (ūṣa) which, though attested
in all of our sources, has no part in the boar myth. If the central
theme of the construction of the fireplaces is creating a world, we
would expect fertility to be a strong motif, and indeed that is the
case. But what role can such an infertile substance as saline soil
have in this creation, and how and why do our texts connect it with
fertility? To answer this question fully we must examine the mythology
surrounding saline soil in light of the procedure for constructing the
altar (vedi) at the Dorṣapūrnamāsa. However, let me anticipate our in-
quiry with a few remarks. First of all, the answer as to why saline
soil should be connected with fertility is clearly that our texts
wish it so, and indeed have developed their mythology to make it so,
precisely because of the creative aspect of building the fireplaces.
But there is also a natural basis for this connection in that if saline
soil is inhospitable to plants, salt is nevertheless necessary for
cattle. So the MS avows that cattle do not breed without licking sa-
line soil. We might, therefore, conclude that saline soil symboli-
cally endows our newly created world with livestock and leave it at
that. This, however, is not its principal function. Put simply, the
function of saline soil is to keep the fireplaces fit for sacrifice
(yajñiya) and ritually pure (medhya) by preventing plants from growing on them because killing those plants would be defiling.

The construction of the altar at the Dārśapūrnamāsa begins with a rite the main aim of which seems to be the removal of grass growing on the spot for the altar. A piece of grass is placed on the ground, the wooden sword (sphya) hurled at it, and the clod of earth dug up by the sword is thrown on the rubbish heap (utkara). This is repeated four times. Then the outline of the altar is traced out, and the top layer of soil is removed to the rubbish heap. Now loose soil (purṭsa) is brought from elsewhere and poured onto the altar, after which the boundaries are again traced out and the soil smoothed out and formed into the proper shape.73

This procedure bears a basic resemblance to that of readying the fireplaces; in both the ground is first dug up and new soil is then brought to form the altar or fireplaces as the case may be. The difference is that in the case of the fireplaces no details are provided concerning the rationale for digging up the ground except that it serves to remove impurities. We must therefore pursue the construction of the altar a little further.

The removal of plantlife from the site of the altar is evidently a traumatic event. It is portrayed as a slaughter in which the wooden sword, equated with Indra's vajra,74 is hurled at defenseless clumps of grass; yet the accompanying verse apologizes to the earth and hopes not to harm the plants' roots.75 But these roots are more than harmed; they are cut out of the soil when the top layer of earth is removed.
Now the digging out of the top layer of soil serves two purposes according to the TBr; it removes soil which is ritually impure (amedhva), and it gets rid of plantlife. Moreover, being ritually impure or unfit for sacrifice (ayajnya) results from contact with death (abhimrta, literally "over which something has died").

The problem for our ritualists is thus that, although they do not want a weedy altar, the removal of plants involves killing which defiles the altar. The solution to this problem is to root out completely any plantlife along with the top soil in which it was growing, and which could sprout more plants, and to replace this soil with new soil (prisa) brought from elsewhere. Still, in order for this solution to work the new soil must be infertile, else more plants, more killing, and more defilement result.

The source of this prisa is not mentioned in the sûtras, but Sāyaṇa gives an important clue in that he says it is sand-like soil. As this prisa is spread out over the altar with the wooden sword a verse is recited which is not entirely clear but which I translate as follows: "The wise sacrifice after beholding that earth of quickening drops which they removed, O Mighty One, before the spreading of (your) slaughter and transported to the moon with offerings (svadhā)." SBr 1.2.5.18 relates the myth behind this verse: Truly, the gods, who were about to get ready for battle, said, "come, let us deposit on the moon that (part) of the earth which is a sacrificial spot not defiled by death (anāmrta) so that if the asuras expel us from here we might conquer again from there, praising and tolling."
So they deposited on the moon that (part) of the earth which was a sacrificial spot undefiled by death. That (became) the dark (spots) on the moon. Thus they declare, "the sacrificial spot of the earth is on the moon".

The reason for our lengthy treatment of the function of the soil used to fill in and form the altar now becomes apparent; for the myth which the SBr relates concerning it is clearly a variant of the myth told elsewhere with regard to saline soil and its use in constructing the fireplaces. TBr 1.1.3.1-3 says that saline soil is fatness (puṣṭi), generation (prajānana), and also the harmony or concord (saṃjñāna) of cattle. In support of this a myth similar to that of the SBr above is related. Heaven and Earth (dīvāvāptvī) were at first together. When they were separating, they asked that the part of each of them fit for sacrifice (vajñiyā) might remain together; so the part of Heaven fit for sacrifice was placed on the Earth and the part of Earth in Heaven. The former became saline soil and the latter the dark spots on the moon. The verse in TBr 1.2.1.2 supplies the rest of the story; Heaven and Earth (rodast) united (saṃ bhū) (again), acknowledging or harmonizing (saṃ jñā) the part of each which was in the other.

AitBr 4.27(4.4.5), PBr 9.10.1-6, and JaiBr 1.145 provide more details. While Heaven and Earth were apart, AitBr tells us, it did not rain, and it (perhaps the sun, but more likely the sacrificial fire) did not heat, and the five classes of beings were not in harmony (saṃ jñā). Or, as the JaiBr puts it, the gods and men went hungry, because the gods live on gifts from earth and men on gifts from
heaven. Accordingly, the gods lead Heaven and Earth together, and they conclude a matrimonial alliance in the form of a divine marriage (daivavivāha). Various sāmans are then used by Heaven and Earth to quicken or fructify (jinv) each other (AitBr) or given (pra yam) to each other (PBr), and JaiBr actually uses the technical term sulka, dowry. JaiBr and AitBr continue this exchange: Earth quickens Heaven with smoke, Heaven Earth with rain; Earth places the sacrificial spot in Heaven as the dark spots on the moon, and Heaven places cattle, or as is subsequently said, saline soil on the Earth. 93

Through the medium of this myth an exchange in which soil defiled by death is traded for soil which is infertile becomes the basis of a living exchange which fertilizes both heaven and earth. We are assured that the soil dug out of the earth is in fact the living essence of the earth not defiled by death, which has been safeguarded on the moon. Its counterpart on the earth, saline soil, is therefore also fertile as evident in its benefit to livestock. Finally, this exchange becomes part of a cosmic cycle of renewal in which smoke from the sacrificial fire, established on saline soil, fructifies heaven, and rain from the heavenly sacrificial spot, located in the dark spots of the moon, fructifies the earth. Thus saline soil is the fertile, living part of the earth, to which gifts from heaven flow in the form of rain and which fructifies the earth by supplying cattle with the salt necessary to their existence. It is also, by way of exchange, the earthly node from which flows the smoke of the sacrificial fire, which fructifies heaven, and as such it is a suitable substratum for Agni's world, the fireplace. 95 So soil which is fertile and therefore
subject to death and defilement is exchanged for soil which is not subject to such defilement but which is therefore infertile. Our myth resolves this conflict between the desire to eliminate death but not bring about infertility by asserting the ultimate fertility of both soils. It thus affirms the centrality of the theme of creation in constructing the fireplaces and at the same time justifies the use of a substance which eliminates death and defilement from this creation.96

We suggested initially that sand should be grouped with saline soil, and we see now that the basis for this grouping is that, like saline soil, sand is an infertile substance which eliminates defilement through death by preventing the growth of plants on the fireplaces. We would therefore expect that in the case of sand too our texts would attempt to assert the symbolic fertility of this material in order to bring it into line with the theme of creation. While this assertion is made, there is no natural connection between sand and fertility like the need of cattle for salt on which to draw, and so other kinds of reasoning are pursued as well.

The simplest, and perhaps most common link between sand and fertility is based on a play on words. So sand (sikatā) is called seed because seed is sprinkled (sikta).97 However, there are also vague hints of a connection between sand and the myth concerning saline soil related above or at least the image of an exchange between heaven and earth which lies behind the myth.

TBr.1.2.1.1 informs us that on earth litter (parisrastā, literally
"What falls apart, breaks down") is the form or representation (rūpa) of Vaiśvānara, and TBr 1.1.3.1 explains that this is Agni Vaiśvānara and that the "litter" is sand. TBr 1.2.1.17, used by the sūtras to deposit sand in the fireplaces, addresses this sand as the ash (bhasman) of Agni and also as his rubble or excrement (purīta). While there have been numerous attempts to identify Agni Vaiśvānara, 99 I am inclined to accept the statement of MS 1.6.3:91.5ff that he is the sun (Ađitya), 100 though it must be added that it is the sun viewed as the universal hearth, and thus intimately connected with the sacred fire of each household, which receives the appellation "Fire Belonging to All Men." 101 The MS continues that sand is the ash of this Ađitya, which remains from the time when he was here on earth. 102 That sand is the ash of the celestial fire is further suggested by the myth in SBr 1.4.1.10ff where Agni Vaiśvānara escapes from the mouth of king Videgha Māthava and falls on the earth, where he goes about scorching or drying up (ati dāh) the rivers. Thus sand, the end-product of the dessication, or consumption by the celestial fire, of the rivers is regarded as the ashes of the sun. Similarly, sand is referred to as purīta, crumbling or loose soil. So SBr 7.5.2.59 calls sand the purīta of the waters, which Eggeling translates "sediment", 104 but which may be sand, soil which breaks down through being dried out. In fact this seems to be the sense of parisṛasa above. The association between sand and the sun's ashes is likely further strengthened by the fact that sand retains the sun's heat more than any other soil and might seem like ashes not yet extinguished.
In our myth concerning saline soil heaven leaves behind or gives to the earth saline soil in exchange for the dark spots on the moon, and this exchange parallels that of rain and smoke from the sacrificial fire. In our present myth heaven, or in this case the sun, leaves behind sand, said to be its ashes. But what does heaven or the sun get in return? We have seen that sand is likened to both ash and loose soil, and the answer to our question lies in the fact that an association seems to have been made between fine particles of soil, sand, and ash as well as water vapor when suspended in the air. That is, dust clouds, smoke, and mist were viewed as comparable phenomena. This association may be seen in the word pāṁsu "dust" which is also applied to loose soil dug out of the ground as well as ashes. Moreover, pāṁsu and mist or water vapor are associated in TS 4.5.9.1 where the deities belonging to both (pāṁsavya and rajasya) are praised together.

The above set of associations is seen even more clearly in the root dhū and its derivative dhūli and dhūma. According to MW dhū means "to shake, agitate" and less often "to fan, kindle a fire", which suggest a meaning "raise dust, smoke". Dhū derives from I-E ḏheu-, for which Pokorny gives a long list of derivatives with meanings from "swirl" as dust, smoke, and vapor to "blow" to "storm, shake". From this root comes dhūma, "smoke, vapor, mist" as well as dhūli "dust, dusty soil, powder, pollen". Thus there seems to have been an association between rising swirls of smoke, ash, dust, soil, sand, and water vapor.
In the myth pertaining to saline soil we saw that heaven and earth fructify each other in an exchange in which earth sends smoke from the sacrificial fire to heaven, and heaven sends rain to earth. We see now that this smoke is identified on the one hand with swirls of sand and dust and on the other with vapors rising from the earth. In North America we experience a vegetative cycle which alternates between poles of freezing and snow and thawing and rain. In India, however, the monsoon follows a hot, dry period, and the opposition is between dryness and dust and wetness and rain. So, as in the myth of Agni Vaśvānara, during the hot season the earth becomes increasingly parched as the sun moves across the land, drying up rivers and turning them to sand. Hot winds blow, raising dust and sand into the air. But towards the end of this season, when the swirls of sand are at their apex, clouds begin to form from the vapor from the earth in preparation for the monsoon rains. Thus it is that rising vapor, smoke, and dust lend themselves to the image of earth fructifying heaven that heaven might fertilize the earth. Sand, then, is connected with this fertile cycle in that it is evidence of the earthly half of the cycle. As the sun's ashes it is evidence that the sky, in the form of the sun, has drawn its sustenance, water vapor, from the earth, and as it blows skyward it represents the very passage of that sustenance. In this way sand, though a form of barren soil, is brought into the creative act of building the fireplaces. Further, by placing the sun's ashes in the fireplace they become also the fire's ashes, and this fortifies the sacrificial ideal that smoke from the fire, bearing oblations, fructifies heaven. For the fire on the hearth becomes one with the
universal fire, Agni Vaiśvānara, and the smoke from the fire becomes identical to the dust and vapor which give rise to the monsoon rains. So MS 1.6.3:91.6f concludes that in depositing sand one establishes the fire in its own ash, its very own womb (as fires may be started up from coals), thus binding together the natural and sacrificial schemes.

Two earthen materials remain, the anthill and diggings of a rat. Both of these materials are similar to the furrowing of a boar, with which we have grouped them, in that they are loose, workable soils which may be used to fashion the fireplaces. Also, like the fireplaces they are mounds which come about through the agency of some creature, perhaps even appearing over night as do the fireplaces. Like the fireplaces, too, these mounds are miniature worlds for their creators. However, these two materials also share the major feature of sand and saline soil, namely that plantlife does not generally grow on them, though this is due less to any inherent lack of fertility than to continuous working of the soil. So these soils are also undefiled by death. But whereas saline soil is the earthly counterpart of the portion of the surface of the earth removed to the moon before it could be defiled, the soil dug up by ants and rats is undefiled by reason of the fact that it lies beneath the surface. Thus these creatures bring up to the surface the living essence of the earth. Finally, the mythology surrounding the diggings of a rat also brings the cosmic theme of creating a world back into the personal context of the sacrificer's new fireplaces while at the same time introducing a theme which will dominate our discussion of the arboreal materials,
the gathering of Agni.

We begin with the anthill. The anthill is said to be the rasa of the earth, which the ants have brought up, and also its nourishment or vigor (urj). Like saline soil, it is the living part of the earth, fit for sacrifice, and not defiled by Vṛtra's death. That the shape of the anthill suggested a miniature fireplace is perhaps to be seen in the fact that it also suggested the breast (stana) of Prajāpati, the latter reiterating the nourishment theme.

The association of the ants with the nourishment or vigor of the earth seems to be based on their reputed ability to survive in harsh environments, supplying themselves with food and water even in the desert. Moreover, this association is quite possibly an etymological one, though such a view is not without difficulties. In TBr 1.1.3.4 the ants (upadīka) are said to plaster up (ud dih) the rasa of the earth; thus upadīka is explained as derived from ud (upa)+dih. The same word for ant is used in SBr 14.1.1.8 and TA 5.1.4 where the well-known story is told of how the ants gained the ability to find water in the desert by gnawing the string of the bow on which Viṣṇu's head was resting. This story is alluded to in AV 6.100.2 and 2.3.4, but in both cases the word used is upadīka, and it is this word which I think provides the key to the myth. The key is a lost root *ij/jyā related to itv and jinv "to live". Hence jyā "bowstring" could also at one point have been construed as a verbal noun meaning "life". Now the ants find their life-giving food and water in the desert (dhanvan), but dhanvan also means bow. So ants eat the string/life (jyā) in the bow/desert (dhanvan). Thus, though from the standpoint of
plantlife the anthill is barren like a desert and so undefiled by death, it is nevertheless to be associated with the life-giving essence of the earth. In this way the dilemma of creating a fertile world which is still untouched by death and killing, given the fact that lack of death implies lack of growth, is once again resolved.

Like ants, rats also bring up the rasa of the earth through their digging, and the remarks made concerning the anthill also hold for these diggings. However, the brāhmaṇas focus their interpretation of the diggings of a rat on the word purīsin (possessed of purīsa or loose, workable soil), a term applicable to the rat with its diggings, but which is also applied to the sacrificer and to Agni. So MS 1.6.3: 91.13ff says that they call a householder (qurhamedhin, literally 'whose rites are in a house') purīsin, and SBr 2.1.1.7 says that one possessed of wealth (śrī) is called purīsyā, a synonym. In TS 4.1.1.2 Agni is also several times called purīsyā. The reason given in TS 5.1.2.4 is that Agni has an abode (āyatana) made of purīsa or loose soil.

If Agni is called purīsin because his abode is constructed of loose soil, it is possible that a householder is called purīsin for the same reason. Now in present day India the process of building a house begins with the raising of a mound to serve as floor and foundation, and there is no reason to assume that this is not a very ancient practice. Further, we have seen that the establishment of the fires marks the accession to the position of head of a household on the part of the sacrificer and that this often involves moving to a new spot and building a home. There is thus a parallel between the raising of a mound on which to build a house and the construction of the mound.
which serves as a fireplace. Linking these two mounds are the diggings of a rat, whose small mound resembles a fireplace but is also the rat's home. The use of these diggings in constructing the fireplaces, then, makes two important points. It identifies the establishment of the fires with the establishment of a new home, and it asserts that the fireplaces themselves are the home of Agni, who like the sacrificer is called purūṣin. Thus, like the rat, whose mound is compared to a hoard, the sacrificer and his fire become possessed of śrī, wealth, property, status. Moreover, just as the rat's diggings are its domain and in a sense its world, so in the sacrificial scheme of things the fireplaces represent a private cosmos for the sacrificer and his alterego the fire.

Since Agni's abode is made of loose soil Agni is called purūṣin and purūṣya. But purūṣya is not only a synonym of purūṣin "possessed of purūṣa"; it also means "consisting of, or inherent in, purīsa". Thus Agni is said to be already present in the soil from which his abode, the fireplace, will be made. Here we encounter the theme of gathering Agni, or materials imbued with his nature, a theme with which we will deal more fully when considering the arboreal substances.

To account for how Agni first entered the rat's diggings TBr 1.2.1.2 explains that once Agni hid from the gods. Taking the form of a rat (ākhu), he wandered about hoarding up riches or, as SBr 2.1.1.7 has it, the essence (rasa) of the earth. TBr 1.1.3.4 tells us that these riches became the diggings of a rat, which, the TBr continues, are therefore imbued with Agni's nature. So KS 7.12.54, used by the sūtras when depositing this material on the fireplaces, calls Agni up from his abode (sadhashtha) in Mother Earth to enter the human community.
The diggings of a rat, then, offer an important contribution to the symbolism of fashioning the fireplaces. They represent the essence of the earth, undefiled by death, and so obviate defilement of the fireplace through further killing of plant life, thus protecting the fertility of Agni’s abode. They also provide a link between the construction of the sacrificer’s home, the raising of his fireplaces, and the building of his own personal cosmos. Finally, the rat’s diggings contain Agni’s nature, which is therefore incorporated into the fireplace.

Let us gather together once again what has been said concerning the earthen materials which Vkh has deposited in the fireplaces. We have seen that in the brahmānas and possibly the early sutras these materials were used to form the fireplaces themselves rather than deposited into already constructed fireplaces. We have also seen that this act of building the fireplaces is treated as a creation of the world, a theme expressed principally in the myth of the boar Prājāpati. Within this myth is a core list of materials which seems to have expanded or contracted in different sources depending on whether various substances were considered simply part of the story line and not materials per se. We further discovered that a major concern in constructing the fireplaces is that they should not be defiled through the killing of plant life and that this concern leads to a conflict between a desire for fertility and a desire for the absence of life and so death. To resolve this conflict certain inert substances have been incorporated into the fireplaces, about which myths are then related
which stress their symbolic fertility. Finally, we have seen that two of the earthen materials are mounds, like fireplaces, which are raised by certain creatures to serve as an abode or perhaps a world and that in employing these materials our ritual emphasizes the parallels between the sacrificer's new home, his new fireplaces, and his personal ritual cosmos.

One final theme deserves mention, a theme which derives directly from the fact that the earthen materials function to form the fireplaces which contain Agni. If on the symbolic level the fireplace as Agni's world is given cosmic proportion, on the level of practicality it is desirable that the fire not burn everywhere indiscriminately but be contained in a restricted space. So, common to a number of the substances used to build the fireplaces is a theme that Agni is potentially dangerous to the earth, as he may scorch her, and must be restrained. Therefore, the fire must be made more neutral, less active,¹²² and there must be prevention or buffering of its scorching effects (anati-dāha). This idea is frequently expressed mythically: Prajāpati has just created Agni, and the earth fears scorching. Prajāpati therefore employs some agent to neutralize the fire or sometimes to prevent the scorching of the earth.¹²³ Foremost of these agents is water. Thus TBr 1.1.3.1 says that one sprinkles the fireplaces with water for śānti, and MS'1.6.3:90.1-2 says the sprinkling prevents scorching of the earth. The same thing is also said of spreading sand in the Agnicayana.¹²⁴ In the Rājasūya the sacrificer puts on sandals made of boar-skin before descending from his chariot,¹²⁵ and in TBr 1.7.9.4 these sandals serve as a buffer between the sacrificer and
the earth so that they will not harm each other. Again, in the Agnicayana a lotus-leaf is placed on the ground where the fire-altar will be built, and MS 3.2.6 tells us that this is done to prevent scorching the earth. That the property of neutralization was also associated with anthills is suggested by AV 2.3.4 where the ants bring up medicine which neutralizes (śam) disease, and by AV 16.100.2 where the ants are said to spoil (duṣ) poison with the water they find in the desert. Finally, KS 8.2 states that gravel is placed to firm or stabilize the quivering earth, as do the other texts, but instead of wind, it is fear of scorching which causes the earth to tremble. Moreover, in TBr 1.1.3.7 and TS 5.1.6.2 gravel is placed for the purpose of śāntya, which I take to be a synonym of śānti. These materials thus serve to contain the fire and keep it from burning out of control.

8.2

We turn now to the wooden or arboreal (vānaspatya) materials which are placed on the fireplaces. These are pieces of wood from a variety of trees, which will serve as fuel for the newly generated fire. As this wood will contain the fire, Agni is said to be already present in it, and so the theme of gathering Agni or his parts dominates the mythology surrounding these materials.

The tree most naturally connected with fire is one which has been struck by lightning, concerning which KS 8.2 and TBr 1.1.3.12 give the following myth: Agni went away from the gods to be with men, and the gods thought he might become the whole world [i.e. burn everything] (KS). So the Maruts suffocated or extinguished (tām) him with
water (TBr) and split his heart, with thunder according to the KS.

His heart then became lightning. The TBr concludes that one establishes Agni possessed of a heart with wood of a tree struck by lightning, which the KS simply says is imbued with him. This scenario is not complicated. The Maruts or storm clouds quench fires, perhaps forest-fires, with rain, but they also put the essence of fire in lightning where it is preserved. This heart or essence of Agni is then provided for him when he is established. The āsvattha too is imbued with Agni; for he once hid from the gods, by taking the form of a horse (āśva) and stayed (stha) in an āsvattha (ro grove). \(^{130}\)

As the tree struck by lightning contains Agni's heart, so the vikaṅkata contains his vision, though this is not stated directly. The vikaṅkata appears to have been associated with blindness, most likely on account of its treacherous thorns. So in TS 6.4.10.5-6 and KS 27.8 Prajāpati's eye swells up, falls out, \(^{131}\) and enters the vikaṅkata, where it does not remain (TS) because it can not exist there (KS), and so enters barley. The TS continues that the manthin soma cup, which is made of vikaṅkata, should not reach (i.e. be passed to) the sadas or assembly because it is the cup of misfortune (ārta) and because the Adhvaryu would thus become blind or fall into misfortune ('ārtim ārchat'). In TBr 1.2.1.7 and 1.1.3.12 we are told that when he was created, Agni's bhās "reached" ("ārchat") the vikaṅkata, but we have just seen that ā + r/rch often has the connotation of "fall into (misfortune)". MS 3.1.9:12.8ff says that Agni's bhās went away and entered the vikaṅkata and that when one employs vikaṅkata fuel-sticks
one secures (?regains) that bhāt. Thus, whatever this bhāt is, Agni appears to have had the misfortune of losing it to the vikañkata.

The roots bhā/bhās mean to shine, illumine, but the notion of shining or illuminating seems also to be associated with those of appearing, the sight which appears, and perhaps even with seeing itself. Thus locana, eye, also means illuminating and is connected with what must be an old complex of roots, lok/loc/ruc, expressing various of these notions. Thus, just as Prajāpati's eye is taken by the vikañkata but can not exist there and the Adhvaryu can become blind on account of a cup made of this tree, so Agni's light or vision is taken by the vikañkata. By kindling fuel of this tree, however, Agni regains his "light" and can illumine the visible world (loka).

The idea of containing, that is providing an abode for, Agni is closely connected with that of restraining Agni, keeping him in check. Thus fuel provides him with a home by giving him something to burn, but also restrains him from burning indiscriminately. This returns us to the concept of śānti, with which the śāmi tree is very often associated. So TBr 1.1.3.11-12 and 1.2.1.6-7: Prajāpati created Agni, but feared that Agni would burn him. Therefore he neutralized (śam causative) Agni with śāmi (fuel). The TBr concludes that the material from the śāmi tree is for the purpose of śānti, that is, not being burned (apradaḥa).

With the pārṇa tree we enter the realm of Kuhn's thesis that there is an intimate association between fire (Agni) and the drink of immortality (Soma) in Indo-European mythology. Put simply, both are churned in the sea of storm clouds and come down to earth to light upon
the world tree. Fire, is sparked by lightning, and the drink of immortality falls as ambrosial rain which becomes a parasitic plant from which the beverage is obtained. Thus the lightning, which causes rain, is the bringer of both fire and soma. This lightning is then symbolized as a bird which steals fire and/or soma from heaven and brings it to earth to rest in the world tree,\textsuperscript{139} and the parasitic plant from which ambrosia is obtained is the embodiment of that bird.\textsuperscript{140} The species serving as world tree will then be chosen in relation to this myth: it will serve as host for the parasitic plant or have characteristics which suggest the fire-bird such as pinnate leaves, thorns for claws, or red coloration. Alternatively, the parasitic plant itself will have these characteristics. Finally, this tree, the parasitic plant, or both will be connected both with the production of fire and with the preparation of the drink of immortality.

This interpretation is particularly well suited to the myth concerning the origin of the parna tree found in the RV and told more elaborately in the brāhmanas. Assembling these fragments we arrive at the following: Soma was in yonder world or heaven or sometimes the third heaven. The gods and rṣis or sādhya\textsuperscript{146} instructed the meters to fetch soma, and the jagat\textsuperscript{T} and tristubh tried but failed.\textsuperscript{147} The gāyatrī became an eagle and flew up to the soma where she frightened the soma-protector and stole (ā dā) the soma, grasping it with her two feet and mouth.\textsuperscript{151} As she was bringing soma back to earth,\textsuperscript{153} the "footless archer" (apad astr),\textsuperscript{154} a soma-protector named Kṛṣānu,\textsuperscript{156} shot at her. Thence, a leaf (parna) of soma or a feather (parna) of the eagle gāyatrī was cut off, and it or
shoots/portion (aṃśu) of it fell down and became the parna tree. TBr 1.1.3.10-11 concludes that one who has parna wood as a material secures a draught of soma.

In light of this myth, it is surprising to discover that Butea frondosa does not have pinnate leaves like the majority of legumes. It does, however, have large leaves with pinnate veins, and this may be the association with the parna of our myth. Cohen calls it the "Flame of the Forest" and describes it when blooming as a "tree of flame, a riot of orange and vermilion flowers covering the entire crown". Such brilliant flowers might very well suggest a tree struck by lightning or in which the "fire-bird" had landed. In fact, these fiery flowers are associated with a bird and account for another name for this tree, kiṃśuka "quasi-parrot". Cohen states: "Each flower consists of five petals comprising one standard, two smaller wings and a curved beak-shaped keel. It is this keel which gives it the name Parrot Tree." Thus the parna tree also appears to be associated with a parrot, its green leaves perhaps representing the wings or body and its curved, red flowers the beak.

It is of great interest, therefore, when Banerjea states concerning Garuda, the medieval heir of our myth, "In the earliest period he is represented as a huge parrot-like bird..." Banerjea further subscribes to Grünwedel's view that "The parrot type on the one hand and the west Asian griffin on the other, are the bases upon which modern iconography developed its Garuda." One wonders, however, if instead of the half-eagle, half-lion griffin, the second "basis" of
this iconography is rather the śyena/sakuna of our myth. While this second model seems to have predominated, the Viśnudharmottara P. recalls that of the parrot in that Garuda is to be made emerald-colored (marakaṭaprajya), and the Parameśvara S. says he should have a red beak (raktatunda). That our "fire-bird" should have a red beak is not surprising; for elsewhere myths abound which explain red markings on a variety of birds as derived from their being burned while obtaining fire.

In our myth the connection between the fire-bird and paraṇa tree is secondary; the main theme is the association of this tree with soma. If the paraṇa was not the soma plant, it was at least a substitute for it, and it is in this context that Jaiṣṇa 1.355 relates our myth. According to Cohen the flowers of this tree do in fact produce a large quantity of nectar, which is at least prized by birds. As regards Kuhn's thesis that the soma plant should be a parasite on the world tree, though Butea frondosa is not a parasite, the two other species of Butea listed by Hooker are described as climbers.

To summarize, then, the paraṇa tree, owing to its suitable characteristics, seems to have been adapted to an old Indo-European myth in which a fire-bird, lightning, brings to earth fire and ambrosia, the two most highly prized substances of the brahmanical cult. These two substances are therefore contained, at least symbolically, in this tree. It is further possible that an indigenous myth in which a parrot, later Garuda, brings down fire aided in this adaptation.
There is a second myth, which is frequently told concerning the *parṇa*, that it is called *susravaśa*, "illustrious" or "renowned", but also "hearing well", because it overheard the gods discoursing on *brahman*. But I have found nothing which supplies any further details or background to the myth, except that this tree is quite often connected with *brahman*. Apte declares *brahmavādīna*, discoursing on *brahman* or sacred knowledge, to be an epithet of *gāyaśīrṇa*, which could provide a relationship with our first myth, though one hardly needs to look that far to find a relationship between the most sacred meter and *brahman*. If Sāyaṇa, commenting on TBr 1.1.3.11, is correct that the *parṇa* overheard the gods because they were conversing in its shade, this might be further evidence that the *parṇa* served as a "world tree". Due to this tree's association with *brahman* the sacrificer employing it is said to secure *brahmavācchas*, the lustre of *Brahman*, again a part or aspect of *Agni*.

The *udumbara* is least easily fit into the schema of gathering wood imbued with *Agni*'s nature. It is most often styled *ūrja* "nourishment, vigor", and SBr 6.6.3.3 explains that it produces as much fruit as all other trees, is always green (*ārḍra*), and milky (*ksTrīn*). The origin of this vigor is recounted in several ways. So, for instance, the *udumbara* arose from the place where the gods partook of their nourishment (*ūrja*).

SBr 6.6.3.2-3 offers a more elaborate etiology: The gods and asuras were warring with each other. All of the trees went over to the asuras; only the *udumbara* did not abandon the gods. When the gods had conquered the asuras, they wrenched (*vrj*) these trees away from them.
Then the gods said, 'Now then, let us put whatever vigor (ūrj), whatever rasa, is in these trees into the udumbara. (Then) if they should go away (from us again), they would go away spent (yātayāma), like a cow that has been milked, like a draught ox which has been drawing (a cart)'. It is by means of this vigor, the SBr concludes, that the udumbara produces as much fruit as all other trees and is thus always green and milky. Therefore it is the equivalent of all food, all trees.

The connection between ārj and Agni becomes more apparent when we examine Suśruta's description of human physiology. There, rasa, the sap or essence of ingested food, is colored through contact with the bodily fire and thus becomes blood. Now, in the above myth we have seen that ārj and rasa are used synonymously, or at least in senses similar enough to be equated. So, by assimilating the red color of the internal fire ārj becomes blood, and we will see that Agni is associated with red blood and that both fire and blood are associated with the udumbara on account of its red fruit.

Thus the MS and KS relate the following myth: In the beginning Prajāpati was this world (KS) and created offspring (MS), the first of which was Agni. The MS tells us that he created Agni from his forehead, and the KS explains that Agni flowed or ran out (ud dru) of the top of his forehead. This suggests that Agni was created in the form of blood, and the MS says that Prajāpati wiped around the area from which Agni had been created and brought down blood (lohita). The KS confirms that he wiped off the blood (lohita) from his forehead. Prajāpati then wiped the blood on the ground, and thence the
udumbara tree was produced. Because of this origin, both texts assert, the udumbara produces red fruit. We may conclude, then, that both Agni and the udumbara arose from Prajāpati's blood and that therefore they are linked to each other through their sanguine color and because both partake of the essence of bodily vigor. By adding udumbara wood to the fireplaces Agni is not only assembled but vitalized.

In summary, then, these wooden materials contain Agni or are imbued with his nature. So the tree struck by lightning contains the very heart or core of Agni, and the parna tree also contains lightning in the form of the firebird. The vikāṅkata contains his sight and luminance and the udumbara the fire-red blood which gives life. Again the parna bears the illumination of insight. The aśvattha contains Agni because he once entered it and because the churning sticks are made from this tree, and the sāmr contains Agni by offering him fuel to burn so that he will not burn where he is not wanted. In placing wood from these trees on the fireplaces one thus assembles Agni in the fuel which will contain him.

8.3

We come, finally, to the two precious metals, gold and silver, of which the first is deposited on or near the fireplaces and the second is foisted upon an enemy. But this practice appears to be a later development; for there is only one occurrence in the brāhmaṇas of this use of silver, though all speak of gold. We must therefore trace the development in usage and symbolism of these two materials in order to apprehend fully their meaning.
The use of gold (hiranya) in connection with the formation of the fireplaces is common to all of the brähmanas. Gold is perhaps most often styled as radiance (jyotis) and immortality (amṛta), the latter possibly due to its resistance to corrosion, and so TBr 1.2.1.4-5 calls gold candra, glittering, and the immortal in creatures or offspring (praja). But this passage also tells us that gold is Agni's seed, produced from (or on account of) the waters, and this is the focus of the discussion in the brähmanas concerning the Agnypādheya. Thus the TBr, SBr, and KS relate the following myth.

Agni desires the waters, who, according to the TBr and KS, are also the wives of Varuna. They copulate with him (TBr), or he with them (SBr), and he emits his seed (SBr), which falls away (into the waters) (TBr) and becomes gold. In the first of the KS's two versions of this myth no copulation is mentioned, but rather Agni's desire causes his tejas to fall away, and it is that which becomes gold. MS 1.6.4:93.9ff, which does not contain our myth, echoes the KS when it states "Agni's tejas truly is gold". Thus gold is the seed or vital energy of Agni.

SBr 2.1.1.5 includes the above myth in its treatment of the materials which make up the fireplaces. So in Kat 4.8.16 gold is simply placed on the spot for each fireplace and the materials which form the fireplace placed on top. The intent here is clear. Incorporating gold into the fireplaces serves to fructify the fireplaces with Agni's seed; an aim consistent with the theme of creation which permeates the earthen materials as well as that of gathering Agni which dominates the wooden materials.
Nevertheless, others of our texts show an ambivalence towards this gold. To begin with, in all of the other sūtras, gold is not simply set down in the fireplaces but is tossed (upās), which might suggest that prolonged contact is to be avoided. Moreover, in the Taittirīya sūtras it is tossed not directly onto the fireplaces but off to the side. TBr 1.1.3.8-9 explains that one tosses (upās) gold and thus establishes Agni endowed with seed; however, it continues that a man feels an aversion for, or shrinks from, his own seed, and that therefore one tosses the gold to the north of (and not directly into) the fireplace to prevent aversion (ābibhatsā). The MS appears to disagree with this view. MS 1.6.4:93.9ff, after declaring that one tosses gold to provide Agni with tejas, states that it is not to be thrown away (nir as) (i.e. off to the side), arguing that if one were to throw away what would be useful or wholesome later on (anuhita), one would later be sorry (anudhyāyin) and feel hunger (kṣodhukā). Here we see that there is a positive and a negative side to Agni’s seed. It is positive in the sense that it is fructifying and produces offspring, and it is negative in the sense that it is abhorrent. The Maitrāyaṇīyas then stress the wholesome side of this semen while the Taittirīyas take care to avoid contact.

It is, I think, this negative side of semen which has given rise to the use of silver which we find in all of the sūtras but Kat. In these texts one is to "get rid of" (ati pra yam)200 silver to an enemy (i.e. foist it upon him) or else throw the silver away (nir as). TBr 1.1.3.9 explains this practice, "'āti prāyacchati': one gets rid of misfortune (ārti)".201
Let us turn back to KS 8.5 where the above myth concerning
gold is related twice and with interesting differences. In the first
version, as we have seen, Agni desires the waters, and without any
mention of copulation, his tejas falls away and becomes gold (hiranya).
In the second telling, it is the waters, Varuna's wives, who desire
Agni, and here he copulates with them and emits his seed (retas),
which becomes gold (harita). The myth continues that the sexual fluid of
the waters became silver. Then, as if to justify this innovation,
our text states that both gold (harita) and silver (rajata) are hiranya.
This silver is impure (samala) and not to be worn by Brahmins, which
suggests that it should be thrown away.

Suśruta's view of sexual physiology is helpful here. The waters (ap) of the body, or rasa of digested food, become colored (raṇjita) by
the bodily tejas and are then called blood (rakta). The blood of
a woman, also produced from rasa, becomes rajas "menstrual flow", also
called āṛtava. In a man blood produces flesh, which produces fat,
which produces bone, which produces marrow, which, finally, produces
semen. So the male sexual fluid like the female ultimately derives
from blood. During intercourse, the circulatory principle (vāyu) ex-
cites or arouses tejas from the body, and with the mingling of vāyu and
tejas semen is emitted and falls into the womb (yoni), where it mixes
with āṛtava; and conception occurs. Notice that the same word
ārtava (from rtu, sense) is used for both the menstrual flow, which
occurs when there is no pregnancy, as well as the woman's blood or
"seed", which combines with semen to form a fetus, and that it comes
from the same root ṛ as does ārti 'misfortune'. So the KS tells us
that silver (\textit{dharvarna}, as opposed to \textit{survarna}, gold) is "yad garbhhasya samalam", "what of the womb is impure", that is menstruation. Here, then, is the sense in which one gets rid of misfortune in the TBr; for by getting rid of silver = \textit{\text{artava}} one gets rid of \textit{\text{artl}} (misfortune). Thus gold represents the male seed, which seems to be positively valued, while silver is the female "seed", which is negatively valued due to its identification with menstrual blood, a substance both defiling and infertile. But both are still "seed", having a common physiological origin.

The point that silver represents the negative side of Agni's seed is made in another way in a myth concerning the origin of silver in TS 1.5.1.1-2. The myth begins with a familiar scene. The gods, who are about to vie with the asuras, place some of their wealth with Agni so that they will have something left if they are conquered. Agni desires this wealth and absconds with it. After conquering the asuras, the gods chase after Agni, hoping to regain their property, and try to take it from him by force. Now the text says, "He (Agni) cried (\textit{rud}); in that he cried, that is the essence of the name Rudra." The tear which fell became silver (\textit{rajata hiranya})."

I think the full significance of this myth only becomes apparent if we understand silver as one half of the binary pair gold/silver. Indeed the fact that the myth terms silver \textit{rajata hiranya} when \textit{rajata} would have sufficed suggests that silver is "tainted gold". We must therefore place the identification of silver with Agni's tears in this myth within the context of the identification of gold with his semen elsewhere. The point then becomes that while gold corresponds to a
bodily emission associated with positive emotions, silver corresponds to a bodily emission associated with negative emotions. The reason for these negative emotions is also given; an anticipated gain, the wealth Agni received from the gods, has become a loss. The insertion here of a seemingly unconnected folk etymology of the god Rudra now makes sense as well; for the negative, destructive side of Agni is identified with Rudra. 213 "Tears", then, are "tainted gold", the negative side of semen which involves loss and may be dangerous.

On the basis of the several myths we have examined I suggest that gold and silver represent "good" and "bad" seed. Good seed is creative, producing offspring and increase. The bad side of seed consists in the fact that it may be abhorrent and defiling, and, since contact with such seed takes place outside the womb, it may involve loss without gain. One is also not certain of the results of procreation, and bad seed may produce a monster, the destructive and dangerous Rudric aspect of Agni. The ambivalent nature of semen and creation finds representation in the fact that gold is placed not wholly within nor wholly outside the fireplaces by the majority of sūtras. But the point is made even more forcefully by assigning the positive and negative sides of semen to two different materials, gold and silver. In this way only the positive life-giving aspects of creation need be brought into conjunction with the fireplaces. Bad seed can be disposed of where one may benefit from its negative potency, and so it is foisted upon an enemy.

Finally, it is interesting that no attempt has been made by our texts to incorporate gold into the myth of the earth's creation out of
the primordial waters, as to do so would not have been difficult. A simple 'Agni truly is Prajāpati' would have made it Prajāpati's seed which was shed in the waters. Since this seed is golden, it would not be unimaginable that it might produce a golden embryo (hiranyagarbha). Now if only this golden embryo could become a lotus, the stage would be set for Prajāpati to perceive that lotus as the foundation of the world, take the form of a boar, and so forth. The placing of gold after sprinkling the ground with water would then have re-enacted this myth. But perhaps the ambivalence associated with gold blocked such a formation or perhaps we are simply attempting to out-brahmanize the brāhmaṇas; for no such myth is related.

It remains, then, to offer a brief summary of our lengthy treatment of readying the fireplaces. With the expiration of the brāhmaṇa-danika fire the process of creating new fire is begun. Here impurities are removed from the places for the fire, and the material elements of creation, gathered together during the night, are brought to bear. In the case of the earthen materials, these were once used to fashion the fireplaces, an act analogous to creating the world. Thus not only is Agni's new home made ready, like that of the sacrificer, but the three-fold cosmos is fashioned in miniature. Within these worlds Agni is assembled in the wood which will serve as fuel, his various parts retrieved from the trees in which they are concealed. Finally, these creations are again fructified with Agni's golden seed, while the dangerous and defiling aspects of creation are disposed of on the person of an enemy. So the fireplaces stand ready, assembled, like
icons of Agni into which only the divine spark must be set. But this must await the churning of the fire.
9. The Gārhapatya Fire

At first light (prabhāta) the ashes are removed from the brāhmaudanika fire, and in their place a "nest" (kūtāya) of mūṣa grass is spread. On this nest is placed the lower churning stick with its notch to the west, and the upper churning stick is fitted into the notch while the Dasyahotṛ formula is repeated. As he performs these actions the Adhvaryu meditates on the lower churning stick, the upper stick, himself, Viṣṇu, and the fire to be produced. With a horse standing nearby, the Adhvaryu churns the fire reciting, "Together, O Agni, with fire be born, together with wealth, together with fatness, together with offspring, together with Brahman splendor." In the meantime he has the sacrificer recite the Caturhotṛ formulae. Homage is paid to the fire as it is being born (lāyamāṇa); the sacrificer releases his speech and, when the fire has been born, gives a gift to the Adhvaryu. Now the sacrificer "nuzzles" over the fire with the words, "I breathe over you with the breath of Prajāpati, with the fullness of Paśaṇ that there might be for me long life of a hundred autumns, life beyond a hundred autumns, splendor, vitality, merit. I establish in breath you who are immortal, an eater of food for food to eat, a protector for protection." He then declares, "I am from you; you yourself are from me; you are my source (yonī); I am your source. Being truly mine, O Agni, bear my offerings, (like) a son preparing a world for his father, O Jātavedas." Now the Adhvaryu performs a recitation over the fire, takes it in his cupped hands (? in the mūṣa nest), and places it in a vessel.
(sārāva) on dry cow-dung and the like where he makes it flame up with chips of wood. The sacrificer and his wife put on new linen garments. Then, while the Rathantara sāman is being sung, the Adhvaryu draws the fire toward the east and, seated, establishes the gārhapatyā fire before sunrise in the following manner: He adds the fire from the vessel into the materials on the gārhapatyā fireplace with the appropriate verses and builds up the fire with chips of wood. Afterward the sacrificer pays homage to the young fire. Finally, the Adhvaryu takes seeds from such cultivated and wild plants as are available, puts them in ghee, and with this ghee offers oblations to pacify (ṣam) the newly established fire.

Much of what there is to say about churning the fire has already been said. The symbolism of the churning sticks has been dealt with in Sect. 2, and the tension between continuity and transformation in the relationship between the brāhmaudanika and gārhapatyā fires has been treated in Sect. 7. We have also seen the conception and gestation of the fire, and it remains now to offer some remarks concerning the way the birth of the fire is symbolized. Let us begin with the observation that the process of producing the fire as also of the fire's coming into existence is expressed with the verb jān "give birth, be born". So the fire is referred to as "being born" (jāvamana) while it is churned, and a gift is to be given when it is "born" (jāta). Again in Tbr 1.1.9.10 the drawing out of the fire is explained as giving birth to the seed which has lain for a year
in the womb. The new fire, then, is viewed as a newborn infant, and KSank specifically calls it a child. Moreover, we will see later that the placing of fuel on all of the newly established fires is rubricated under the heading of such postnatal acts as removing the afterbirth and first feeding.

The symbolism of the new fire as infant also finds expression in the sacrificer's "nuzzling" over it. Here, though the image is primarily that of a cow and its newborn calf, it also expresses the affection of a father for his son. Thus the sacrificer is the procreator of this fire and the fire his son. Further, in the sûtras other than Vkh the creativity of the sacrificer is even more strongly emphasized. There the sacrificer exhales over the fire, breathing the breath of life into his infant son. This symbolism is reiterated by the Adhvaryu as he gently lifts the newborn child in his cupped hands.

But the fire's filiation is only half the symbolism; for the sacrificer also states his identity with the fire. Further, as at the fire's conception, verses are recited at its establishment which reflect the sacrificer's varna and even his family (gotra) in the case of some Brahmins. The importance of this identity between father and son has been stated before but bears repeating as it goes to the very heart of our ritual. The identity of sacrificer and fire as father and son secures the sacrificer's immortality in two ways. First, it provides the link with the sacrificer's future generations through which he will continue to live. Secondly, it means that the sacrificer has in fact engendered himself so that, renewed and revitalized, he may attain old age, living a full life. So in Kat 4.8.30 after the
sacrificer exhales over the fire, breathing out life, he inhales with the formula "I establish the immortal in my breath". The two conceptions of immortality as consisting of a full life and continuation through offspring thus coalesce in the production of fire.

The establishment of the gārhapatyā fire is accomplished simply by adding the flaming embers from the newly churned fire into the fuel on the fireplace to the accompaniment of numerous verses. Since these verses are large in number and many are obscure, we will not treat them in detail. However, there is a pattern to the employment of verses at the establishment of each of the three major fires, which is worth delineating. Thus one or more of the vyāhṛtis or sacred utterances are used for each fire: "būr bhuvasy" for the gārhapatyā, "bhuvasy" for the daksināgni, and "būr bhuvasy suvar" for the śhavanīya. A formula is also recited which varies with the class (vāṇa) and, in the case of Brahmins, the family (gotra) of the sacrificer, which has the general form "O Lord of Vows (vrata), I establish you with the vow of X". There X is Bṛgū or Āṅgirās or Indra or some other divine being associated with the sacrificer's class. A permutation of the four Queen of Serpents verses and one of the Gharma Siras verses are used for each of the fires as well. Up to this point there is general agreement. However, the liturgical pattern at the establishment of the fires includes a number of additional verses and the singing of a sāman where the various Vedic schools differ as to which verses are employed and which sāman sung.
One final point needs to be made concerning the establishment of the gārhapatya fire. If the gārhapatya fireplace represents this world and the fire the sacrificer's alterego, then establishing fire on the gārhapatya hearth symbolizes establishing the sacrificer on the earth. This is completely consistent with what we have seen throughout our study, namely that the Agnyādheya marks the elevation of the sacrificer to a new and more independent status as head of his household. In this role, the sacrificer becomes an established member of the community with full rights to the sacrificial cult. Moreover, we have seen the likelihood that the sacrificer now owns property which he hopes will prosper and which he must defend against the encroachment of others. So the sacrificer pays homage to the newly established gārhapatya fire, "As a good fire of the lord of the house, burning up enemies, may he ordain better and better dawns. O Agni, driving away rivals, bestow on us fatness of wealth, nourishment, vigor." 27

However, the symbolism of setting up the fires does not end with the elevation of the sacrificer's status and his establishment in this world. With a firm foundation on the earth the sacrificer sets forth to establish his fiery essence in the world of the immortals.
10. **Journey to the East**

With his fire securely planted on the *gārhaptya* hearth the sacrificer mounts a procession toward the east to establish the *āhavanīya* fire. We will examine four aspects of this expedition. First, we will consider its solar character and how it represents an ascent through the three worlds of the cosmos with the heavenly fire. Secondly, we will examine the ambiguous place of the *daksin-āgni* in that ascent. Thirdly, we will find it necessary to refine our model of the cosmos in order to accommodate the midpoint of the journey to the *āhavanīya* and the acts performed there, and in so doing we will discover the gate to heaven. Finally, we will broaden the scope of our inquiry to include a number of parallel practices from other rituals. There we will see that this journey to the *āhavanīya* expresses a fundamental paradigm of Vedic sacrifice which embraces such disparate events as carrying forth fire to the *āhavanīya* and the racing of chariots. With these aims in mind we continue with Vkh's description of our ritual.

The adhvaryu ignites the fuel for spreading the fire to the *āhavanīya* fireplace in the *gārhaptya* and stations a horse to the east. He draws the flaming embers which will become the *āhavanīya* out into a vessel (*śarāva*), supports this vessel with a pot (*pātra*) filled with sand, and raises it to the height of the knees. While the embers are held at that height, the *Āgni*dhra brings secular (*laukika*) or churned (*mathita*) fire into the firehale through the southern door and,
squatt[ing], establishes this fire as the anvāhāryapacana fire (i.e. dāk-
śingāgni). As he does so he recites the second vyāhrti, the Rṣi formulae, the second and third Queen of Serpents verses, the second Gharma Siras verse, and several other verses. The oblation of seeds and the sacrificer's homage are performed as they were for the gārhapatya.

Now the sacrificer is made to recite the Agni Tanu verses in the horse's right ear, and they go toward the east with the horse in front. During the first part of the journey the Adhvaryu carries the flaming embers at the height of the knees, during the middle part at the height of the navel, and during the third part at the height of the mouth (āsya), and he does not pass between the fire and the sun, which is about to rise. At the midpoint of the journey the sacrificer pays homage to the fire being carried and gives a gift. At the same point the Adhvaryu deposits a piece of gold, and the procession passes on (ati kram). To the south the Brahman rolls a chariot wheel three times uninterruptedly from the gārhapatya fire to the āhavaniya, and while he does so the horse, facing east, is made to tread with its right foot on the north side of the materials in the āhavanīya fireplace such that when the fire is established coals will roll down into the footprint. The horse is then led around the fire clockwise and made to tread again in the same fashion, after which it is stationed to the east facing west.

The Adhvaryu recites a mantra over the embers he has carried and, standing to the east facing west, establishes those embers on the horse's footprint in the fireplace as the āhavanīya fire. At the establishment of the āhavanīya all of the vyāhrtis, the Rṣi formulae, the first and last Queen of Serpents verses, the last Gharma
Siras verse, and several other verses are employed. When the Āhavanīya has been set up the sabhya and āvasathya fires are established with secular fire, churned fire, or fire from the Āhavanīya. Finally, the oblation of seeds and the sacrificer's homage are performed for these fires as before.

We would expect that since the Āhavanīya fireplace represents the world of heaven the procession which carries the fire to that fireplace might portray an ascent to heaven. This expectation is met in several ways. As the journey progresses towards the Āhavanīya the fire is carried first at the height of the knees, then at the height of the navel, and finally at the height of the head. If the symbolism of the fire ascending to heaven were not already obvious to us in these actions it would be made so by TBr 1.1.5.7 which identifies these three levels with the three worlds. This ascent through the cosmos is also conveyed by the postures in which one establishes the three fires. Thus one establishes the gārhapatya fire while sitting, the daksināgni while squatting, and the Āhavanīya while standing.

Just as the Āhavanīya fireplace represents the world of heaven, the fire burning there seems to represent the sun, and so at the simplest level of meaning the procession to the Āhavanīya fireplace serves to place the sun within the heavenly world of the sacrificer's personal cosmos. Accordingly, solar symbolism abounds. RV 1.163.1, recited as the horse is made to tread on the fireplace, speaks of a horse with the wings of an eagle and forelegs (bāhu) of a deer (haring), and the following verse makes it clear that the Vasus
fashioned this horse out of the sun. In GopBr 1.2.21 another verse recited to the horse declares it to be Agni Vaiśvānara, which also refers to the sun. 17 Again, according to Ap the horse should be white, red, or have white knees, colors which suggest the heavenly luminary. 18 In another vein, the chariot, and especially its wheel, which the Brahman rolls to the ŚhavanTya, are representations of the solar disk which rolls across the sky, and the fact that the wheel is made to turn three times again symbolizes an ascent through the three worlds. Finally, as the Adhvaryu carries what will become the ŚhavanTya fire towards its fireplace he must not pass between the fire and the sun, that is he must not separate the two. For the establishment of the sun in the sacrificer’s cosmos relies on an identity between fire and sun which the priest dare not sever. 19 The overarching theme of our procession to the ŚhavanTya is clear then; this journey is an ascent by which the celestial fire is carried to heaven. But our ritual contains more than one motif in its symbolic coffers, and we must examine this procession further to grasp the richness of its significance.

We therefore turn back to the establishment of the anvāhārya-pacana, the southern fire. 20 Our study of the sacrificial spot revealed a predilection for the west-east continuum within the sacrifice, and this predilection is reflected here in the theme of carrying fire to heaven in the east. The southern fire forces itself on this continuum like an unwelcome intruder. It would be more systematic if
the daksināgni, equated with the middle region, could be established with fire from the procession to the śhavantīya simply as a stage on the way to heaven. But none of our sūtras has enjoyed such an approach except as a last resort; for the social side of life can not be wholly eliminated from the sacrificer's personal cosmos. Rather, there is a tension between continuity and discontinuity with the other fires and so with the west-east continuum, a tension apparent in the divergent opinions concerning the source of the daksināgni and the exact point within the ritual at which it is to be established.

A variety of sources are given for the southern fire. The primary and most common source is secular (laukika) fire brought (ā hr) from elsewhere, and the principal alternative is churning. It seems to me that the import of both of these sources is that they set the daksināgni apart from the gṛhapatya-śhavanīya continuum, secular fire in that it is completely foreign to the other two fires, and churning in that it allows only an indirect link with the other two. Further, even this indirect link is severed by Vākh and Mś since in the former one is to fetch fire which has been churned, presumably elsewhere, and in the latter separate churning sticks seem to have been used for the daksināgni. Moreover, three of our texts have the Agni-dhra establish the southern fire instead of the Adhvaryu, who establishes the other two.

The nature and significance of these outside sources for the daksināgni are more readily discerned in two other sources given as...
special (kāmya). A sacrificer desiring food is to procure the daksināgni from a frying pan 26 and one desiring opulence from the house of a Brahmin, Rājanya, Vaiśya, or Śūdra who has great opulence, like an asura. 27 Yet in Mn the frying pan is not a special source but simply a general alternative as is the house of a Brahman, etc., who is rich like an asura; in SH. This raises the possibility that these two sources might once have been alternative ways of obtaining secular fire which were later relegated to special desires. 28 In both of these sources food is involved, directly in the case of the frying pan, and by implication in the second case since one is subsequently forbidden to eat at the house of the rich man from whom fire has been procured. 29 Further, in the latter instance food is shared in a social setting, and here we may recall that Baudh, and optionally Kat, reserved the fire for cooking the Brahmaudana to be used in establishing the daksināgni. 30

All of the sources of the daksināgni thus serve to separate it from the gārhapatya and Āhavantiya. If the gārhapatya fire, and through it the Āhavantiya, are transformations of, and therefore isolated from, the sacrificer's old social life, represented by his domestic and subsequent brahmaudanika fires, the daksināgni circumvents this transformation, bringing fire from the social side of life directly into the sacrificial arena. Even where this fire is also transformed through churning it is churned separately to minimize any connection with the gārhapatya and Āhavantiya fires. We also see in the sources of the southern fire that the social side of life is again portrayed as nega-
tive, asuric, involving conflict, exchange, and obligation. So Kšānyk 6 complains that fire from a frying pan is asuric because it eats anything, pure (medhya) and impure (amedhya), like the son of a Vṛṣala (low caste). In his social setting the sacrificer is not purely himself, free to pursue his own aims, but is to a certain extent a series of relationships with others, to whom he is bound.

Nevertheless, the above means of portraying a discontinuity between the daksināgni and the gārhapatiya-ahavantiya continuum are only half of the picture; for the sacrificial arena remains an integral cosmos. There is, accordingly, a tension between the distinctiveness of the daksināgni and its integration with the other fires. To a lesser extent this integration takes the form of another source for the dak-

sināgni which emphasizes continuity with the other fires, namely the gārhapatiya itself. The tension between continuity and discontinuity is also evident in the rule that the southern fire be churned which makes it similar but not identical to the gārhapatiya. However, this tension is reflected most clearly in the time at which the daksināgni is to be established.

In Baudh and Vṛ the daksināgni is established immediately after the gārhapatiya and before fuel is kindled for the procession to the āhavantiya, while in Kavi it is established after the āhavantiya so that in either case the daksināgni is isolated from the leading forth of the āhavantiya fire and the ascent through the cosmos. But the other texts seem to allow, or even require, more of an ambivalence as to whether the establishment of the daksināgni is part of the pro-
cession to the Ṣhavantya or not. This ambivalence is facilitated by a deliberate ambiguity as to what event marks the beginning of the procession. In Ap, Bhar, and Mn the following sequents of events occurs: establishment of the gārkapatya, recitation of the Agni Tanu verses in the horse's ear, igniting and drawing out of fuel for the procession to the Ṣhavantya, establishment of the daksināgni, and moving forward of the procession to the Ṣhavantya. Now the Agni Tanu verses, drawing out of fuel, and moving forward are each in a sense the beginning of the procession to the Ṣhavantya, the Agni Tanus because they instruct the horse to draw forth the three cosmic forms of Agni, identified with the three fires,33 the drawing out of fuel because it begins the symbolic ascent of the fire to heave, and the moving forward because it literally begins the journey. Establishing the daksināgni in the midst of these three beginnings says symbolically that the procession to the Ṣhavantya has begun and it has not begun, that the daksināgni is a stage on the journey and it is not a stage. SH and Vkh differ from Ap, Bhar, and Mn in that they move the recitation of the Agni Tanus to after the daksināgni has been established, further isolating that fire from the procession to the Ṣhavantya. But the ambiguous position of the daksināgni is perhaps best illustrated by the point on which all five of these texts agree, namely that the preferred practice is that the fire to be taken to the Ṣhavantya fireplace is drawn out of the gārkapatya fire, and while it is being held, fire from another source is established as the daksināgni. Thus, the fire rising through the three worlds to the heavenly
śhavanīya is held in suspended animation while outside influences enter the sacrificial arena, and the daksināgni remains ambiguous, neither wholly a part of the journey through the cosmos nor wholly external to it.

We continue now with our journey to the śhavanīya fireplace, and in doing so we encounter a somewhat more complicated map of the cosmos than has thus far been in evidence. While our texts speak most often of three worlds, each of these three worlds, and especially heaven, is at times itself divided into three regions. The third or highest heaven is the realm of the immortals and apparently was once also the abode of the dead, when Yama and the Fathers were not off to the south or in the middle region (antarikṣa) but in the highest heaven with the gods. Thus in RV 10.14.8 the fathers meet Yama in the paraṃ vyomā, and RV 1.35.6 states "three are the heavens (dvī): two the laps of Savitṛ, one harbors heroes in Yama's abode." We may presume, then, that it is this highest, immortal realm which is the object of our journey to the east. Now this cosmology would add two stages to our journey, the two lower regions of heaven, and so it is noteworthy that Vṛ prāścribes carrying the fire at five different levels instead of the three of the other sūtras. The names of these two other levels are uncertain, but there are two terms which appear frequently in discussions concerning heaven, nāka, usually translated "firmament, vault, sky", and bradhnā, "yellow, ruddy one". If the two additional stages are to find expression in our ritual they must occur somewhere
between the establishment of the daksināgni and the arrival at the āha-
vanīya, and thus the halting of the procession at the midpoint of the
journey is a likely candidate for at least one of these stages. This
candidacy is strengthened by the fact that the verse recited there
calls the midpoint nāka and bradhna as well as pratisthā and saṃkrātanā.38
We must, therefore, examine each of these terms more closely and find
its place in the journey to heaven.

The term nāka is variously rendered "vault (of heaven), firmament, sky" and occurs either alone or in the phrase "nākasya prṣṭha/
sānu", "ridge of the sky". Frequently nāka is simply a synonym for
heaven and especially the highest heaven. So TS 4.6.5.1 states, "Set
forth with Agni to the firmament (nāka), bearing in your hands the
vessel of fire; having gone to heaven (suvar), the ridge (prṣṭha) of
the sky (dya), sit mingling with the gods."39 But the very next verse
proclaims, "From the earth I have mounted up to the middle region (an-
tarikṣa); from the middle region I have mounted to the sky (dya); from
the sky, the ridge (prṣṭha) of the firmament (nāka), I have gone to
heaven (suvar), radance (iyotis)."40 Here nāka seems like a stage
on the way to, or perhaps even the entrance to, heaven. Hertel41 holds
that "originally" heaven, as Yama's abode of the dead, was depicted
as a three-story building in which there were three nākas, the vault
of one level being the floor of the next. He cites as evidence the
story of Yima's creation of heaven in Vendidad 2, but admits that such
a depiction is foreign to the RV.42 However, he finds a remnant of it
in RV 9.113.9 "make me immortal where one can wander at will (in that
region) of the sky with three nakas, three heavens, ... 43 An even clearer remnant would have been AV 9.5.10, especially with the variant of the Paip AV: 'The goat establishes its giver on the ridge of the firmament (in the world of the righteous) 44 Paip AV) consisting of three nakas, three heavens, three ridges ... 45 One wonders, however, if naka or prṣṭha refers not so much to levels in a house as to succeeding ridges in a mountain range, a prṣṭha or sānu being a ridge or plateau. The journey to heaven, then, would entail climbing to this plateau and then proceeding to heaven, or in the more complex cosmology, it would entail climbing three ridges. This ridge, or in the latter case the third ridge, would then mark the boundary of heaven, the realm of immortality. It is this boundary which, I think, the midpoint of the journey to the Šhavanṭya fireplace represents, standing as it does between the garhapatya and Šhavanṭya firehalls 46 and so it is called the (ridge of) the firmament. Finally, I suspect also that the ridge, the first stage of the journey, was at times identified with the first of the three heavens.

The adjective bradhna means "ruddy, yellow, bay" and when used as a substantive refers particularly to the sun. Just as naka by itself often connotes the fuller phrase 'nākasya prṣṭha' so bradhna connotes the phrase in which it is most often found, "bradhnaśya viṣṭap(a)", the "tip, height of the sun". Like naka too bradhna seems at times simply a synonym for heaven and especially the highest heaven. This is to be expected in that the Šhavanṭya fireplace represents
heaven and presumably the highest heaven, and the fire burning there represents the sun. But if the sun is the fire in the realm of immortality in one scheme, there is apparently another scheme in which the sun plays a different role and occupies a different place in the cosmos.

In Tbr 3.11.7.4 the sun is between the lowest and highest heavens, and in Tbr 3.11.9.7 the sun wins the world of heaven by piling succeeding firebricks toward the east. SBr 2.3.3.7 tells us that the sun is Death (mṛtyu) and that therefore creatures below it die while those beyond it are the gods who are immortal. Here the sun is not in highest heaven but between earth and the immortal realm. Further, Hertel has collected a number of passages which show that not only is the sun below heaven, it is in fact its gate so that one passes through the disk of the sun to reach heaven. Thus, for example, ChandU 8.6.5 calls the sun the door to the after world. MaitU 8 declares that one of the rays located in the heart extends upwards piercing the disk of the sun and passing beyond (ati kram) to the world of Brahman and that by way of this ray one goes to highest heaven (parā gati). From the standpoint of our ritual this passage is noteworthy for two reasons, first because the sun appears as a station on the way to heaven, and secondly because many of our texts make a point that the procession "passes beyond" (ati kram) the midpoint after halting there.

Here we must recall what was said in our earlier discussion concerning the Brahmaidana. There we examined passages in which the Adityas, nominally forms of the sun, were said to guard the path to heaven and the gods. We concluded that one function of the Brahmaidana was to gain advance permission from these Adityas to cross the
boundary into heaven. We see now that the midpoint of the journey to the east represents that boundary and the sun is stationed there as a gate guarding the path.51

The mantra recited at the point half-way to the Āhavanīya fire contains two further terms, pratiṣṭhā and saṅkramana. Pratiṣṭhā most often means "foundation" both in literal and metaphoric senses. But MW reports, and Apte concurs, that pratiṣṭhā can also have the meaning "limit, boundary"; perhaps the clay platform which serves as the foundation for a house is also its threshold. So we have another indication that the midpoint of the journey represents the boundary of heaven. Similarly, saṅkramana refers to crossing, passing over, and according to MW later carries the connotation of passing on to the next world at death. It is also a technical term in astronomy for the passage of the sun into a sign of the zodiac and therefore designates the passage of the sun through various heavenly stations. This is particularly relevant given the solar character of the fire which is carried to the Āhavanīya fireplace. Further, in the version of this verse found in Mn 1.5.4.10 we have the compound pratiṣṭhāsaṅkramana which must mean "highest crossing of the boundary"

Thus a consistent image is presented by all of the terms with which the point half way to the Āhavanīya hearth is identified, namely that it is the boundary of heaven. As a ridge it is the edge of the plateau on which heaven is located, as the tip of the sun it is the gate to heaven, as a pratiṣṭhā it is again a boundary or threshold, and as a saṅkramana it is a point of passing over or transition. The major inconsistency between this image and the cosmology with which
we are already familiar is the place of the sun. That the fire carried to the Ḡavāntya represents the sun as does the Ḡavāntya itself is not really a problem in that the former in time becomes the latter. The real inconsistency lies in the fact that the sun is located at the entrance to heaven and also in highest heaven and that the sun in the form of the fire passes through the sun to get to heaven. Perhaps we should not attempt to reconcile this discrepancy. That there should exist two slightly different visions of the cosmos in a single culture and that both should find expression in our ritual are certainly not beyond the realm of possibility. But since there is some evidence which points to a reconciliation of these two schemes let us carry our discussion a bit farther.

In carrying fire from the western gārhapatya fire to heaven in the east our procession follows the course of the sun, except in reverse, and in fact this anti-solar path seems generally regarded as that which leads to the gods. So Kat 9.8.22 prescribes recitation of the following verse to the sun: "O Path-lord (adhvapati) of the Paths (adhvān) pass me across; may there be well-being for me on this path which leads to the gods." Now if the journey we are retracing is that of the sun from sunrise to sunset, then the midpoint is the position of the sun at noon. Here we must turn to Hertel's discussion of the parallel Avestan tradition and in particular to the story of Yima in Vendidad 2. There Yima builds a vara or enclosure to protect the creatures of earth from an impending deluge of snow. Hertel sees behind this story, besides the Near-eastern flood myth, an Indo-Iranian tradi-
tion in which Yima builds a paradise for the dead in the firmament. In Vendidad 2.10, 14, 18 Yima goes forth to the light (regions)\textsuperscript{54} "upa rapi\textcircled{w}am h\=u pa\=u a\=\textl{\v{a}}\textl{\=u}nam". Darmesteter\textsuperscript{55} not very literally translates "southward, to meet the sun". Hertel\textsuperscript{56} objects to Barth-olomae\textl{s} translation of "upa rapi\textcircled{w}am", "at midday", on the grounds that "roacea" refers to stars which are not visible in the daytime. He proposes "toward midday", i.e. toward the position of the midday sun, which he takes to be southward, thus agreeing with Darmesteter. I suggest that "toward the midday sun" does not mean "southward" but "toward the height or zenith" and that this passage tells us that Yima, approaching the midday sun, went by the path of the sun to the light (regions), i.e. heaven. Thus in our ritual it is the midday sun which stands at the midpoint of the journey and marks the entrance into heaven, and it must be the sun in the east at dawn which sits in the highest heaven on the \textl{\=A}havan\textl{\=I}ya hearth.\textsuperscript{57} The journey to heaven, then, is a sort of ascent to the ridge of the sky, the position of the tip or height of the sun, and then, as it were, "straight on till morning". In halting at the point half way to the \textl{\=A}havan\textl{\=I}ya the expedition again seeks permission to enter heaven from the sun, who guards the path, and so the Adhvaryu places a piece of gold, and the sacrificer gives a gift. It is also possible, however, that the piece of gold itself is meant to represent the midday sun and that as it is placed the sacrificer's cosmos becomes endowed with yet another vital feature.

One problem remains, the relationship between the three heavens and the terms n\=aka and bradhna. One is tempted to equate the
ridge of the sky, as the first stage of heaven, with the lowest heaven; the height of the sun, which serves as a gate, with the second heaven, and reserve the highest heaven for the immortal realm. But the evidence which supports such equations is scanty, and here we are better off leaving the two schemes side by side. The imagery of our ritual is simply that the midday sun which serves as the entrance to heaven sits on the ridge of the sky; how many heavens there are beyond the gate does not seem to enter the picture.

In carrying fire to heaven back along the path of the sun our ritual employs a fundamental paradigm of the śrauta cult in general. Indeed one of the general terms for Vedic ritual is adhvara, related to adhvan "path (to heaven)"; and one of the principal priests is called Ādhvaryu. Further, this practice of "stretching apart" the fires seems to have been regarded by some as the defining characteristic of śrauta ritual. It is therefore incumbent upon us to examine, at least briefly, the procession to the śhavanīya fireplace in this larger context, especially since some of the symbolism which our texts provide in the present context relies on a larger set of associations.

The carrying forth of fire at the Agnyādheya in a procession with horse and chariot calls to mind two sets of ritual parallels within the Vedic sacrificial corpus. On the one hand we have the carrying of fire to the śhavanīya fireplace performed in every ritual from its simplest form in the Agnihotra to more complicated forms with several reiterations in the Soma and Agnicayana rites. On the other hand we have the sacrificer's chariot drive in the Rañjasuva and
Asvamedha and the chariot race in the Vajapeya. Now at first glance it would appear that the Agnyadheya is unique in combining elements from both sets into a single rite. But a closer examination of the Agnicayana reveals a similar, if more subtle, combination of elements, and the same is true of the Soma sacrifice. Further, if we turn to the three rituals in which a chariot is driven, we find that the theme of mounting to heaven and/or the sun is prominent, as it is in the journey to the Shavantya fireplace. We must, therefore, consider these two sets as more intimately linked than it first appeared and as partaking of common imagery, and we must inquire of each how it may enlighten us concerning the other and concerning our procession at the Agnyadheya.

Let us begin with the Agnicayana. The event in the Agnicayana which is functionally most parallel to our procession in the Agnyadheya is, of course, the carrying of fire to the completed Shavantya altar and establishing it there. And in fact the two events contain several parallel actions and verses. But it is two other expeditions in the Agnicayana which are procedurally most reminiscent of our procession, the expedition to get clay for fashioning the fire pan (ukhā), and the expedition which carries and establishes the foundational bricks for the Shavantya altar. Both of these expeditions take the form of a procession led by a horse, and to the south of this procession walks the Brahman, though without chariot or wheel. Further, in both cases the horse is made to tread with its right foot on the object of the journey, the place for digging the clay in the first instance and the place for the bricks in the second.
These two expeditions are of interest for two reasons. First, to the extent that these two processions parallel and prefigure the carrying of fire to the Šhavanīya altar, the theme that a horse should lead the carrying of fire to the Šhavanīya will already have found expression and will not need to be repeated when the fire is actually carried forth. The parallel between our procession at the Agnyādheya and these three processions at the Agnicayana, when taken as a unit, is thus strengthened.

The second reason for our interest in the expedition to fetch clay and to carry the first bricks for the altar is that they tell us something about the role of the horse and its treading. The fact that one is to think of an enemy, as being under the horse's hoof when it treads suggests that the treading is a militant act, and we will return to this theme when examining the chariot drives in the Vijapeya and other sacrifices. But there is another less obvious significance to the treading of the horse, which is revealed in a myth told not only in the context of the Agnicayana but also in the context of the Agnyādheya. The myth is as follows:

Sacrifice (medha) did not incline towards Śamyu Bārhāspatya; it entered Agni (TS). Agni, having become a black antelope, then entered a horse and went to where the 'deer hoof' is located (MS a, b; KS) or the 'intermediate hoof' (avāntarasāpha) according to TS. The moral of the story as variously given is that when the horse treads one thereby secures the sacrifice (TS), Agni (KS), or what is imbued with Agni (MS b), or the fireplace becomes possessed of Agni (MS a).
In Section 8 we noted the theme of procuring Agni, said to be already present in various of the materials used in the fireplaces. The moral of the myth here under consideration points to a similar concern. In fact the two expeditions at the Agnicayana serve to transfer Agni from the clay, out of which are fashioned the fire pan and bricks, to the altar, an act of transference whose principal representation is the treading of the horse. In the clay expedition the horse is made to tread on the spot where the clay is to be dug. The clay is then dug, placed on a black antelope skin, and transported back to the sacrificial spot where it is made into the fire pan and bricks, fired, and fumigated with horse dung. Later the foundational bricks are again transported by the horse, which is made to tread on the spot where they are to be placed and made to sniff the bricks. The purport of our myth, then, is that Agni, in the guise of the clay, takes the form of a black antelope, in whose skin the clay is carried, and enters the horse, which transports it to where it is fashioned and again to the spot for the altar. When the horse treads on the spot for the altar, one thereby secures Agni or even the sacrifice itself as the TS puts it. A link is also made by analogy between the clay in the fire pan and the fire carried to the altar in that the procession to the Āhavanīya altar is prefigured by the two previous expeditions. Finally, the horse also provides a link between the clay and the altar in that the fire pan is fumigated with horse dung and the horse is made to sniff the altar; for KS 8.5 tells us that the horse sniffs at its excrement wondering if it has excreted Agni or a Rṣī.
While there is no formal rite for securing clay and fashioning the vessel used to carry fire at the Agnyādheya, the treading of the horse on the Śhavanīya fireplace is, I think, nevertheless analogous to the above practices in the Agnicayana. The significance is again that the treading marks the transference of Agni from clay to fireplace. In this light it is noteworthy that one sūtra at least has the horse sniff the Śhavanīya fireplace as well as tread upon it.\textsuperscript{70}

If the horse is not present at the carrying of fire to the Śhavanīya altar at the Agnicayana, there is another aspect of our developing paradigm which receives full treatment, the stopping at the midpoint of the journey. As the procession wends its way to the Śhavanīya altar it pauses at the spot for the āgniḍhrīya, the Agniḍhī's altar, where the Adhvaryu sets up a stone.\textsuperscript{71} The verses recited are as follows: "Measuring off (vimāna), this one sits in the middle of the sky; it has satisfied heaven and earth, the middle region. It espies (cows = māhāvedis) rich in everything, rich in ghee,\textsuperscript{72} between the eastern mark and the western. Bull, ocean,\textsuperscript{73} red bird, he has entered the source of his eastern father; a variegated stone has been placed in the middle of the sky. He has stepped beyond\textsuperscript{74} and guards the two ends of the sky."\textsuperscript{75}

Looking first at the stone itself, we notice that it is characterized as prāni, "variegated", a word which is often synonymous with citriya. This brings to mind the citriya/nirmārga/laksānya fig tree used as fuel at the Brahmaudana, which, we argued, serves as a boundary marker. It seems likely, therefore, that this stone too is to be conspicuous by its coloration in order to mark off a boundary. This
interpretation is further suggested by the adjective vimāna, "measuring off", applied to the stone, which could even be taken as a noun in apposition meaning "marker". That this boundary marker is in fact the sun may be seen in such epithets as the "red bird" in the verses just cited and is stated plainly in MS 3.3.8:41.6f: 'one sets up a stone with the verse 'measuring off...'; for the sun is the boundary marker (vimāna) of the world of heaven". It appears likely to me that this sun-marker is again the midday sun, located in the "middle of the sky". Also the fact that the stone is placed to the north of the straight line running from the ṣārhapatiya fireplace to the āhavanīya indicates the ascent to the ridge of the sky on the path to heaven and dawn in the east. The variegated stone which represents the sun is thus the counterpart of the piece of gold placed halfway to the āhavanīya at the Agnyādheya, and the piece of gold, like the stone, must symbolize the midday sun through which one goes to heaven.

There is another important aspect of our procession at the Agnyādheya, the chariot or chariot wheel, which looks to be absent at the Agnicayana. But looks can be deceiving. The rolling of the chariot itself has been displaced so that rather than rolling a chariot to the āhavanīya altar a chariot is rotated over the altar after the fire has been established there. However there is a vestige of the chariot in the actual procession to the āhavanīya. There, as at the Agnyādheya, the Brahman goes along to the south, but instead of rolling a chariot he recites the Apratiratha or 'Unassailable Chariot' hymn. Again, at the Soma sacrifice, where the chariot is totally absent, the
Brahman follows the procession to the Ahavanśya fireplace along to the south, and one text has him recite the Apratiratha hymn. Apparently, then, the Brahman is somehow connected with the chariot, and his presence on the right flank of the procession constitutes the symbolic presence of the chariot as well.

This association between Brahman and chariot is clearer in the Vājapeya and Rājasūya. In the former instead of the Brahman rotating a chariot wheel, it is the wheel, placed on a post, which rotates the Brahman who sits on it. As he rotates a chariot race is run around another post so that the revolving Brahman clearly mirrors the circling chariots. In the Rājasūya instead of a race the sacrificer performs a chariot drive by himself, and SH 13.6.5 tells us that the Brahman accompanies him to the south or right (daksinatah), apparently guarding the right flank of the chariot. The role of the Brahman in these two rites thus supports our contention that there is a strong connection between Brahman and chariot and that merely the presence of the Brahman to the south of the procession is sufficient to represent a chariot drive and all that goes with it. We may therefore conclude that the image of a chariot drive is an essential part of the paradigm of carrying fire to the Ahavanśya, and so we turn to an examination of the three rituals in which a chariot drive takes place.

At the Āsvamedha there are two events in which the sacrificial horse is formally led forth to a pond and bathed, one before it is released to wander for a year and the other before it is immolated. It seems to me that these two events parallel one another within the
structure of the Ásvamedha and may therefore be taken as a unit. This is particularly advantageous for our study as each contains specific elements which we have connected with the leading forth of fire. In the first of these events the militant aspect of the treading of the horse, to which we alluded above, becomes apparent. A dog is led forth along with the horse, and after the horse has been bathed, this dog is beaten to death by the son of a harlot (paumācalesya) and submerged in the water under the horse's hooves. The dog is then left floating to the south of the horse. One could hardly ask for a more graphic portrayal of the significance of the horse's treading, except that the actual killing of the dog is too defiling for the sacrificial horse to perform it and must be done vicariously by some 'son of a harlot'. But it is the horse which symbolically tramples the dog as TBr 3.8.4.2 shows: 'one throws (the dog) under the horse's hoof; possessed of a thunderbolt truly is the horse dedicated to Prajñāpati; with a thunderbolt indeed one tramples (ava kram) one's evil enemy (bhrātrya)'. Thus the treading of the horse is a militant act against one's enemy.

Parallel to the above expedition in which a dog is trampled is another expedition to bathe the horse in a pond. However, in the latter instance there is no dog, but rather the militancy of the event is signalled by yoking the horse to a chariot and driving it to the pond. The purport of the journey is further indicated by the fact that prior to setting forth in his chariot the sacrificer is fully armed. We have, then, an alternation between the trampling
of a dog and an armored chariot drive in two segments of the ritual which are otherwise quite similar and serve as preludes to the two main features of the Asvamedha, the wandering of the horse and its immolation. These alternatives thus complement one another in demonstrating the militant character of these two expeditions and of such expeditions in general. Let us proceed, then, to the Rajasuya where the militancy of the chariot drive is even more in evidence.

After theunction of the king, and prior to his enthronement, the royal sacrificer undertakes a chariot drive. Heesterman narrates three versions of this drive based respectively on the sutras of the Black Yajurveda, excluding Baudh, Kat, and Baudh. In the first version the sacrificer shoots arrows at an armed Kshatriya stationed to the east or north and then returns, while in the second he raids a herd of cattle stationed to the north which belong to a relative. Baudh combines the attack on a Kshatriya with the cattle raid and places both in the context of a chariot race modelled on the Vajapeya. The heir apparent, substituting for the sacrificer, is instructed to vanquish the Kshatriya and carry off the cattle. These observances hardly require comment; the image of conquest and cattle raiding is clear. However, it is worth noting that Baudh associates this raid with the chariot race in the Vajapeya to which we therefore turn as a final step in examining the sacrificial context of the journey to the Aghanjya fireplace at the Agnyadheya.

With the Vajapeya we come full cycle in our investigation. We began with an expedition in which fire is carried to the Aghanjya
hearth, and we saw in that expedition a journey through the midday sun to heaven in the east. We followed other similar expeditions and noted the persistent presence, at least in symbolic form, of horse and chariot, and this led us to consider chariot drives in the Asvamedha and Rajasuya. In the Vajapeya we have not only a chariot drive but the unmistakable image of a journey toward heaven again.

The two principal distinguishing features of the Vajapeya are a chariot race and the subsequent ascent of the sacrificial post by the sacrificer. Dissimilar as these two events might appear, they are, I think, placed in apposition, linked by the actions of the Brahman. The purpose of climbing the post is announced by the sacrificer himself to his wife: "I will ascend to heaven for us both". Now as a prelude to the sacrificer's ascent the Brahman mounts a pole on which has been placed a chariot wheel, declaring, "... may I ascend to the highest ridge (of heaven) (naka)". That this ridge is the same as that symbolized by the midpoint of the journey in the Agnyadheya is suggested by the fact that according to SBr 5.1.5.2 it is situated at the level of the navel. Further, the post on which the wheel is placed stands in the cattvāla, which is located parallel to the āgniḍhrtya, elsewhere the boundary of heaven, and TBr 1.3.6.1 avows that from the cattvāla the Aṅgirasas went to the highest world of heaven (uttama suvarga loka). Of further interest still is the fact that the MS tells us that the sun (Āditya) used to be on the cattvāla before it was taken aloft to yonder world, for the completion of
Thus the Brahman's mounting of his post parallels the sacrificer's mounting of his, and the fact that the Brahman's post is on the boundary of heaven signals that he begins the sacrificer's ascent.

If the Brahman's mounting of a wheel placed on a pole is thus symbolically linked with the sacrificer's ascent to heaven, it is even more directly connected with the chariot race. This connection is suggested, first of all, because the Brahman sits on a chariot wheel and, further, because he and the wheel are rotated while the chariots circle the race course. Moreover, the Brahman is said to "accompany" (anu i) the chariots, not physically as in the Rājasūya but symbolically through his recitations and revolutions on the chariot wheel. Further, the cātvāla in which the post is planted appears to be the start of the race. We might also cite the fact that the mounting of the pole by the Brahman parallels the sacrificer's mounting of his chariot prior to the race, to the extent that SH reverses the mantras enjoined by the TBr and MS for these actions. Thus the Brahman's mounting of the post parallels the start of the race, and his rotation on a wheel parallels the race itself.

So the Brahman on his wheel links the chariot race with the subsequent climbing of the sacrificial post by the sacrificer, and we would therefore expect to find that these two events are also parallel symbolically. We have seen that climbing the post represents an ascent to heaven and must now seek such symbolism in the chariot race. We need not look far; for TBr 1.3.6.5 states, "The post (around
which the chariots race) is truly the world of heaven; they go to
the very world of heaven. Truly to the world of heaven do they go
who run the race. The purpose of this race to heaven is declared
by the sacrificer as he mounts his chariot, "... may I conquer (ji)
vigor (vāja)," a desire he amplifies when atop the post, "We have
gone to heaven, to the gods; we have become immortal... may I
be with offspring, offspring with me; may I be with wealth, wealth
with me." This, of course, reminds us that heaven symbolizes immor-
tality, which means not only continuance through offspring but long
life and vigor. What is new is that vigor and vitality may be won in
a race. And if we are correct in connecting this race with the mock
raid of the Rājasūya and the trampling of the dog in the Aśvamedha, the
winning of immortality may involve militant conquest.

We have, then, a complex of ritual acts with which are associa-
ted such ideas as taking fire to heaven, gaining vigor and long life,
raiding, conquest, and overcoming enemies. Further, each aspect of
this complex finds expression in our procession at the Agnyādheya. In
transporting fire to the Śavāntīya fireplace the sacrificer places his
own essence in the realm of immortality, thus ensuring long life and
vigor. But the chariot and treading of the horse invoke an image of
conquest. Here I must return to a view already put forth that estab-
lishing one's fires accompanies a rise in status and may often involve
setting off on one's own to homestead new land. To what extent actual
raiding or military conflict was a part of such migration is less to
the point than the fact that such acts represent an idealized form of
conquest, and the image of conquest is symbolically applicable to
settling new land. Thus in setting off on one's own one overcomes former rivals and indeed the effects of all social relationships and conflicts.

One final point requires comment. There is a distinction between circularity and linearity in the ritual parallels just described, the chariot race, for example, being circular and the various processions to the Āhavanīya fireplace linear. In his interpretation of the chariot drive in the Rajasūya Heesterman sees its rotary motion as central and as evoking a "renewing of the circulation of the productive forces of the cosmos." More recently he has proposed that behind such images of circulating goods and vitality lies an earlier pattern of transhumance and conflict. Within the classical ritual such circularity, representing social conflict and reciprocity, has been minimized in favor of a more personal and individualistic linearity. Nevertheless, the social dimension of life can not be wholly denied even within the sacrificer's personal fire ritual. If the procession to the Āhavanīya fireplace is essentially linear, it retains a circular feature in that the horse is made to circle the Āhavanīya prior to its second treading, and there is an ambiguity as to whether the chariot is rolled to and from or simply to the Āhavanīya fireplace. Similarly, the chariot is rotated over the Āhavanīya altar at the Agnicayana. But the complementarity of the personal and social sides of existence receives its most profound treatment in a discussion of the reason for carrying fire from the garhapatya to the Āhavanīya.

The gods were unable to separate Agni (MS, KS), because the
ShavanTyā fire longed for (ni kam) the gārhapatya and the gārhapatya longed for the ShavanTyā (TBr). When they carried Agni to the east everything came to be in the east; when they carried him west everything came to be in the west (MS). They used a horse to take him east (TBr, MS, KS), which served to separate the fires (TBr, KS).

Here existence is reduced to two fundamental poles, this world with its social realities, and the world of heaven toward which the sacrificer progresses in the course of his life, pursuing his own aims. When these poles are not distinguished and the fires refuse to be divided, either this world is wholly excluded and all endeavour occurs in the world of heaven or else the reverse is the case. But the gods in their wisdom have realized the necessity of setting these poles apart, a circumstance which is first brought about by the horse at the Agnyādheya and is later repeated at every other ritual with the spreading out of the fires. A place is thus created for this world and yonder, for social ties and personal desires.

With the establishment of the ShavanTyā fire our ritual is nearly complete. The sacrificer's personal cosmos in the form of his firehall has been rounded out to include the fire in heaven, and at the same time the sacrificer's fiery essence has been established in the immortal realm which promises long life and vigor. It remains only to ensure that the infant fire glowing in the three worlds will grow to maturity.
II. Concluding Rites

The main objective of our ritual, the establishment of the fires, is now accomplished, and after several concluding rites the Agnyādheya proper will come to a close. In examining these closing rites our attention will fall on two major themes. One of these themes we have encountered at various points throughout our study, namely that the production of fire is rubricated in terms of biological reproduction, and here we will observe the fire's postnatal care. The other theme, that there is a malevolent as well as a benevolent side to Agni, has been only slightly in evidence and finds its fullest expression in the final moments of the ritual.

Following the Agnyādheya proper are a number of ancillary rites which can continue for as long as a year. These we will regard as ancillary to our study as well, and so we will offer only a few brief comments concerning reiteration of themes already stated and the task of phasing the new fires into the liturgical calendar. In addition, for the sake of completeness, we will include our text's treatment of the giving of daksinās and the vows incumbent upon one who has established the fires, though without comment. We proceed, then, with Vkh's concluding narration of the Agnyādheya.

The Adhvaryu deposits three fuel sticks of a fig tree (aśvattha) on each of the fires in the order they were established or in the order Āhavanīya, gārhapatya, daksināgni, sabhya, and āvasthya. In either
case the same order is maintained when adding fuel at all succeeding rites. He then deposits on each fire three sticks of sāmī wood smeared with ghee, a stick of udumbara, a stick of vikaṅkata, and another of sāmī. Now he offers the morning Agnihotra silently or in its place makes an offering of ghee, meditating on Nārāyaṇa. When this is completed the sacrificer stands to the west of all the fires and pays homage with the Śiva Tanū verses. Then, after reciting "go to (my) evil (enemy) with those which are your malevolent (ghora) forms, O Agni", he recites the Ghora Tanū verses, inserting the name of his enemy where appropriate and washes his hands. Next the Adhvaryu offers two pūrnāhūtis or "full oblations". The sacrificer, after giving a gift (?) to the Adhvaryu again pays homage with the Ghora and Śiva Tanū verses and then with the Virāṭkrama verses. Here ends the Agnyādheya proper.

When the grains for the first ancillary rite, an īsti to Agni on eight potsherds, have been readied, a dicing area is created in the sabhā, dice placed there, and oblations offered on the dice and in the gallery (āvasatha) for the onlookers (pariṣad). The sacrificer, having won at dice, cooks the food won and presents it to the Brahmins sitting in the assembly (sabhāsad), who eat it in the āvasatha. The īsti to Agni continues, and when the "rice brought out afterwards" (anvāhārya) has been set out, the daksinās for the Agnyādheya are given: to the Agni Śdh a cushion with threads of all colors, the goat (stationed in the gārhapatya), and a full pot (?) of grain; to the Brahman the horse (which led forth the fire); to the Hotṛ a cow; and
to the Adhvaryu an ox. A pair of cattle, the (?) consecration garment, and the chariot are given to all the priests in common.

For the next twelve days the sacrificer, who has now established his fires, should not eat meat, have sexual intercourse, nor speak falsehood. He should not drink from a clay vessel; he should wash his feet himself; he should not eat salt or alkalines or any pulse (śamīdhānya) except sesamum, and he should fetch his own fuel and dwell in his firehall. His fires should all be kept burning during this period, and any Brahmin staying in his house should be fed. Also during this time the sacrificer is to offer the Agnihotra himself, with ghee instead of the usual milk.

When twelve nights have elapsed the Pavamāna or Tanū offerings are made to the three forms of Agni, Pavamāna, Pāvaka, and Śucī. The dakṣinā for these offerings is 30 measures of gold for the first two and 40 for the last. There follow two more īṣṭis including a rice dish for Aditi. On the next parvan day, the last day of the fortnight, the Anvārāambahantiyēṣṭi, which initiates the monthly cycles of offerings at the new and full moon, is performed in conjunction with the preparatory day for the Darśapūrnamāsā, and on the following day, the pratipad, the Darśapūrnamāsa itself is performed.

Finally, the vows to be observed by one who has established the fires (āhitāgni) are given. A guest arriving at sunset for lodging is not to be turned away, and should the āhitāgni do so his fires would go out. He should not eat food cooked in a pit, nor add damp fuel to his fires, nor consume water in the interior of a boat. He should neither choose as a sacrificial spot nor sacrifice in a place...
multiply barren or in a crevice (pradara). He should have intercourse with his speech restrained (vāgyata) after uttering the syllable "hiṃ". He should not take his meal until the Agnihotra has been offered, and in the evening he should not give anything other than food (to a guest). During the year after the establishment of the fires he should not eat meat as long as he has not offered an animal sacrifice, but if he is obliged to do so he should eat only after reciting "I direct (this) to the fires." 

According to Ap, Bhar, and SH one should not come in contact with the newly established fires until they have been neutralized or appeased (śam) with offerings of ghee and plants. Apparently there is a dangerous or harmful side to Agni which must be eliminated. So, for example, each of the Gharma Sūras verses asks Agni to be on friendly terms with cattle, and the TBr explains that the fire which is being established is Rudra and has the ability to harm the sacrificer's cattle.

Several strategies are employed to overcome these harmful effects. First, the fires are appeased by means of the above offerings of plants and ghee. But these offerings also serve to purify the fire of its harmful aspects, and accordingly they are known as the Pāvamāni oblations, dedicated to the three forms of Agni, Pavamāna (Self-purifying), Pāvaka (Purifier), and Śuci (Gleaming). Again, dispersal weakens Agni's potency, and so the identification of these three forms of Agni with the three worlds, with cattle, water, and the sun, and with various sāmans and meters disperses Agni throughout the cos-
mos. TBr 1,1.8.1 elaborates that "should the fires be established without having been separated they would bring the sacrificer to grief . . . ." Hence the apportioning of the fire among the various hearths, like its symbolic distribution over the various worlds of the cosmos, insures the sacrificer against too potent a fire. Finally, while the sacrificer summons the benevolent (śiva) forms of Agni, he implores the malevolent (ghora) forms to go to his enemy. 29

We shift our attention now to the various fuel sticks deposited after the fires are established, the significance of which is set forth in the MS. We are told that Agni, newly created, was unable to get rid of his embryonic membrane; so Prajāpati removed it with the Āgneya Pāvamāṇī verses. 31 Depositing sticks of aśvattha wood with these verses is said to bring the same result; it purifies Agni and is compared to a cow licking her newborn calf. 32 As regards the sticks of śamī wood we are told that Agni, newly created, was babbling, not yet being fed with fuel. Prajāpati, fearing Agni might harm him, fed the fire with śamī wood and quieted him. 33 So the fire becomes śam "benevolent" for the sacrificer and his cattle. Lastly, the udumbara is as usual said to contain ṛṣi "nourishment, vigor", which is thus secured for the fire. The treatment here of these various fuel sticks under the rubric of postnatal care is quite clear. The aśvattha sticks symbolize the cleansing of the embryonic membrane from the infant fire. The young fire babbles from hunger and is fed śamī fuel to quiet it, lest it burn indiscriminately, and then udumbara fuel to impart vigor.
While it is helpful for the purposes of our understanding to distinguish the theme of caring for the infant fire from that of purging the fire of harmful effects through purification, the two processes are really complementary. In fact the reader will already have noticed a certain amount of overlapping between the rites which accomplish these two aims. Here we might recall that purification is a major component of vitalization and especially renewal as evident in the sacrificer's preparations for our ritual (Sect. 4). Indeed a variant tradition of the three Pāvamāṇī verses used when depositing āsvattha fuel forms a part of the mantras for the Kūsmāṇḍa homa, offered at the preparation of the sacrificer, and Ap 5.17.2 prescribes this reading of the verses for the āsvattha sticks as well. In the same light must be viewed the specification of these verses for oblations which precede several of the domestic rites of passage (saṃskāra) in AsvGrS 1.4.4 and especially the recitation of these verses over a child at its first feeding of solid food (annaprāśana) in SankhGrS 1.27.8.

The depositing of fuel sticks and oblations for neutralizing harmful effects find their greatest convergence in the three principal ancillary rites, the so-called Tanū or Pāvamāṇī offerings (havis). Even the alternative names for these offerings suggest that they are concerned with the welfare of Agni's various bodies as well as with purification. The deities are again Pāvāna, Pāvaka, and Šuci, and in two texts the "after-verses" (vājyānuvākyas) are again the Pāvamāṇīs.
Under the heading of nurturing, the SBr, which omits the adding of fuel, says of these offerings that the one to Pāvamāna is breath and that breath must be placed in the newborn who no longer breathes its mother’s breath, that the one to Pāvaka is food which must be given the newborn, and that the one to Śucī is vitality (vīrya) which follows the growth food produces. Further, the daksinā for these offerings totals 100 measures of gold, and MS 1.6.4:93.4 explains that a human has a lifespan of 100 years and 100 vitalities (vīrya), both of which are thus obtained. Moreover, the nurturing and vitalizing qualities of these offerings may be seen in the fact that they are to be repeated every year because the fires gradually become worn out and must be renewed periodically. For the same reason the Pāvamāni verses are made a part of the homage to the fires (Agniypasthāna) which follows the daily Agnihotra.

At the same time these three offerings are connected with purification and so the elimination of harmful effects. Hence they are also connected with the dispersal of Agni’s forms to the three worlds and especially to elements of those worlds in which Agni is said to reside: cattle, the pluvial waters, and the sun. Thus the process of vitalization and purification extends beyond the fires to the sacrificer’s personal cosmos and through that to the world at large.

Finally, we should take notice of the way in which the conclusion of our ritual is signalled and the easing of the fires into the cyclical patterns of Agnihotras, Darśapūrnāmasas, and so on.
which will occupy the rest of their days. The Agnyādheya proper is brought to a close with one or more pūrnāhutis or "full oblation", a device used for this purpose in instances too numerous to recount. However, the last of the ancillary rites, a rice dish (caru) to Aditi, also provides closure in that it parallels the rite with which our ritual began, the Brahmaidana, thus providing our ritual with a sort of symmetry. The parallel nature of these two rites consists in the fact that both involve a rice dish and that in both either the Ādityas or their mother Aditi plays a key role. Further, as at the Brahmaidana, the caru is divided into four portions and fed to the four priests, and this occurs after it has been giveto the Brahman, so that the rice is a sort of brahma-odana. Even the time for performing this caru mirrors that of the Brahmaidana as it follows the Agnyādheya by a year or a symbolically equivalent period.

If during the period of time from the Brahmaidana to the establishment of the fires the fires were gestating, during the period from their establishment to the Aditi Caru they gain in vitality and strength. Following their postnatal nurturing the fires receive their first Agnihotra. But the fires are not yet mature enough for the full power of the Agnihotra and its mantras, and so the Agnihotra is performed silently with enriched oblations of ghee instead of milk. Alternatively the pūrnāhuti itself serves as an Agnihotra. During the time interval up to the Tānū offerings and Aditi Caru the sacrificer himself must spoon-feed the Agnihotra, still with ghee, but now the mantras may be recited. Only after this enrichment and the various
forms of Agni have been strengthened with the Tanū offerings can the regular cycle of Agnihotras begin and the Darśapūrṇamāsas be initiated with the Anyārambhaṁyayet. Now the fires are healthy children who in time will be allowed meat and finally their portion of soma.
CONCLUSION

Let us conclude our study of the Agnyādheya by drawing together its major points. In the Introduction we said that our goal was to understand the Agnyādheya, and in pursuing that goal we have put forth a number of interpretations concerning the meaning which the ritual expresses. We began with the assertion that Agni, Fire, represents Life. We related tejas, Agni's energy, to vigor and vitality, Agni's radiance (jyotis) to offspring radiating into the future, and his illumination (varcas) to the spark of insight. We also observed that like Fire Life consumes, new life feeding on old, and that this cyclical quality of Life finds a ready representation in day and night, the phases of the moon, and passage of the seasons. We then suggested that the sacrificial cult, which begins with the establishment of the sacrificial fires, affords an opportunity to participate in, affirm, and finally to transcend such cycles. From Life and Fire as abstract phenomena which go beyond the particular forms in which they are manifested we moved on to the personal life of the sacrificer. We noted the continual presence in the adult life of the sacrificer of a fire with which he is personally identified and that the history of his fire parallels the course of his life.

Having thus set the stage for a consideration of our topic, the establishment of the sacred fires, we wondered where that event
might fit into the life of the sacrificer. We concluded that it did not follow immediately on his marriage and entry into the second stage of life and suggested that it marked his ascension to the head of his household. We also suggested that this event was, in most cases, preceded by separation from the joint family and signalled an interest in pursuing personal aims as an independent agent. The bulk of our task, then, has been to see how the various segments of our ritual express one or more aspects of its purpose, the establishment of the sacrificial fires for the new head of a household. Let us therefore review the several themes we have encountered and how different parts of the ritual have contributed to our understanding of these themes.

We have seen that the Agnyādheya represents a new beginning. The time at which the fires are established coincides with the beginning of the daily, monthly, and yearly cycles. Through his preparations for the ritual the sacrificer is purified and reduced to an embryonic state in order to be regenerated by and for the ritual, and this procedure is comparable to rites of passage which mark a transition to a new role. In parallel fashion the sacrificer's domestic fire, which in most cases derives from his wedding fire, is transformed into the "fire of the master of the house" and other sacred fires. It is reborn through churning after its conception and gestation in the fire for cooking the Brahmaidana. Continuity in the life of the sacrificer is maintained by the symbolic transfer of his fire from the domestic fire to the brähmaidanika to the gārhapatya. But the discon-
tinuity and transformation of the sacrificer's role is expressed by the extinction of the brāhmaudanika fire and assimilation of that fire by the sacrificer and his churning sticks, from which it again issues forth. Again, the fireplaces for the sacred fires are treated as a new creation, the elements of which are gathered together during the course of the ritual and finally fused into a new world.

We have also seen a preference for striking out on one's own. The "homebody" is told to go off to establish his fires, and the language used suggests resettlement. The rules for selecting a sacrificial spot seem equally applicable to finding a new homestead, and a personal cosmos is provided for the sacrificer in the form of his firehall. In accordance with this emphasis on independence social relationships are minimized within the ritual and are only admitted where undeniable. When fire is generated, relations of descent and marital kinship, though acknowledged, are played down or else slanted entirely toward the sacrificer. The sacrificer continues through his offspring, but is not simply a continuation of his father; his wife is necessary to obtain sons, but the lineage is wholly his. The north-south line in the sacrificial arena, along which social relationships are portrayed, is devalued in favor of the west-east line, which represents the independent life of the sacrificer extending toward personal immortality. The "southern" fire, the most social of the sacred fires, is given an ambiguous place within the cosmos of the firehall. The place of sacrifice, like a homestead, is to be secure from the encroachment of others and lies off to the east, away from social entanglements. Our ritual also attempts to overcome or eliminate those with whom the
sacrificer might have conflicts by foisting its negative side effects on rivals and enemies.

In becoming an independent head of his household the sacrificer is free to pursue his personal immortality, and this immortality has two modes of expression. First, the sacrificer founds a line of progeny through which he will live on. The complex symbolism of the churning sticks provides the equation whereby the sacrificer's wife is also his mother and he is his own son, so that by engendering the fire with which he is identified the sacrificer equates himself with his offspring. Secondly, immortality consists in living a full life, and so as he begins his sacrificial career the sacrificer reorients the course of his life towards the immortal gods in the east. His domestic fire becomes the brāhmaudanika fire which moves eastward as it is transformed into the gārhapatya and further eastward as it is carried to the āhavanīya. This progression toward the east is repeated at each sacrifice as fire is spread from the gārhapatya to the āhavanīya fire-place and is made even more evident in the soma paradigm where at each performance the old āhavanīya fire becomes a new gārhapatya from which a new āhavanīya fire is carried east. This quest for the gods, although a lifelong process, finds expression in our ritual as a journey which begins with the Brahmaudana and culminates in the establishment of the āhavanīya fire. At the Brahmaudana a full measure of vitality is meted out on the skin of an ox, which stands as a beast of burden bearing the sacrificer toward heaven, and permission to enter heaven is obtained from the guardians of the path. Later, an expedition is
mounted toward heaven which ascends through the three worlds, pausing at the gate to heaven. This procession carries forth the Śhavanīya fire, which is at the same time the vital essence of the sacrificer and the solar fire which daily rises within his firehall. Associated with this expedition are images of raiding and conquest, and so in winning heaven's vitality the sacrificer puts rivals and social conflict behind him. The fire carried forth is the sacrificer's personal essence, which he renews through churning and places in the immortal realm, but it is also the immortal spark of life which the sacrificer takes within himself. Hence the sacrificer breathes over the newly churned fire, exhaling life into the fire and inhaling immortality.

Our ritual thus blends various aspects of the experience of becoming a new head of the household into a symbolic whole: the identity of the sacrificer and his fire, his desire for independence from others, and his hope for immortality in the form of a long and fruitful life. The unity of this symbolism is perhaps best summarized by SB 2.2.2.8-14. The story begins that the gods and asuras were vying with one another, and because only Agni was immortal the gods were wasting away in their fight. But the gods perceived that the Agnādhya was immortal. Then, verse 14 tells us, 'The gods established (Agni) within themselves; having established this immortal (fire) within themselves and having become immortal and indestructible, they overcame their destructible rivals (sapatna) who were mortal. So indeed this (sacrificer) establishes within himself this immortal (fire). For him there is no hope of immortality, (but) he attains
a full life; he becomes indestructible. Indeed his rival, even though desiring to destroy him, does not destroy him. Therefore when one who has established the fires and one who has not vie with one another, the one who has established the fires wins; for he is indestructible. In this way he becomes immortal.\(^{49}\) So in establishing his fires the head of a household begins a life of sacrifice through which his fires reach out for the gods; he creates his own world where, free from the vicissitudes of social bonds, he can attain the full measure of life.

We have seen, then, that far from being a random set of events, the Agnyādheya is a meaningful sequence of ritual acts so arranged as to express the rich significance of establishing the sacred fires. We have also seen that this significance is at least partly intelligible to us. To convey its meaning our ritual draws on the symbolic lexicon of the sacrificial cult as a whole, choosing its ritual vocabulary in accordance with its purpose and fashioning that vocabulary into a syntactic unit. The denotative and connotative associations which this vocabulary calls forth rely in turn on a broad spectrum of myths and folk beliefs and the instances of parallel usage within the corpus of Vedic ritual. So composed the Agnyādheya articulates the sacrificer's new beginning and gives expression to his hopes and aspirations for a full and independent life.
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20Ap 5.13.8, Bhar 5.7.15-16; SH 3.4:314.

21Baudh 2.17:61.10-11, 2.16:58.17.

22See further Renou, op. cit., p. 159.

23The other sūtras mention both sābhāsads and pariṣads, the former presumably in the dicing hall, and the latter a larger audience in the guest-room. See also Renou, p. 30.

24KhadGrS 1.5.1, AsvGrS 1.9.1, SankhGrS 4.15.3.

25HirGrS 1.26.1, ParGrS 1.9.1, VkhSmS 6.15:98.16. It is curious that ParGrS 1.2.1 and AsvGrPar 12 should call this fire āvasathya, a name already encountered as one of the sārauta fires. Laugh, GrS 47.1 uses the term upasada, and the commentary says that upasad means āvasatha. But the āvasathya fire of the Agnyādhyeya cannot be the same as the domestic upasana fire; for the latter is clearly present before the former comes into existence, and Bhar Pitṛmāhas 1.7.2 lists the āvasathya and upasana as two separate fires. Upasad might be a synonym for upasana "homage", however, and perhaps āvasatha later came to have the same meaning through the practice of honoring guests. Against my view Kane, Hist. Dh., 5., 11, pp. 678-9, seems to identify the āvasathya of the Srautasūtras with that of the Gṛhyaṣūtras and later literature as does K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar in the introduction to vol. 11 (p. 48) of his edition of Lakṣmidhara's Kṛtyakalpataru, G.O.S. Cl (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1944).

26Neither of these fires has a clearly stated origin, but we may infer that they come either from the fire of the father of the bride or the teacher, respectively, or that they are procured from such sources as the house of a one who is learned (śrotiśya) or a wealthy Vaiśya or through churning as these are the usual alternatives for procuring fire. However, the genesis of these fires is not important, and this explains the silence concerning it; for the salient point remains that the adult's fire begins with the event which signals his transition to adulthood.

27In some texts this chain begins with the individual's birth, and thus the fire on which the sacrament of birth (Jātakarman) is performed becomes the first link. See, for example, Mn 8.4 where the fire for the Jātakarman is churned, and this fire is maintained for all of the child's sacraments including his wedding, thus becoming the upasana and so forth.
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28 See SrKos, II, pp. 1033ff. Alternatively the fires are consigned to the churning sticks and churned out again at the cremation spot. In the case of one who has maintained only the domestic fire, this fire serves the same purpose; ParGrS §.10.11.

29 SrKos, Idem; if the bones are to be re-cremated the churning sticks are reserved, but they are then destroyed at the second cremation (ibid., p. 1089).

30 Sect. 6 of the Agnihotra in SrKos, pp. 88ff passim; some authors allow the fires to be consigned to a piece of fuel. See also HirGrS 1.26.12 and SankhGrS 5.1.1ff.

31 Kulluka's commentary to MnSmr 6.4.

32 MnSmr 6.38.

33 TS 5.7.9.1.

34 TBr 2.1.2.20; the order of verses in the TBr suggests the former usage.

35 Quoted in SrKos, p. 98; see TS 6.1.8.5.

36 A similar view is given in BharParS 182-6.

37 See MacDonell, Vedic Mythology (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, (reprint)), p. 97.

38 See RV 1.23.23.

39 Cf. Ā哈尔abhāṣya 1.3.3 which cites śrutis to the effect that one should establish the fires after one has sons but while one's hair is still dark and a similar quotation in BaudhDhS 1.(2.)3.5; cited in Aiyangar (ed.), Krtyakalpataru, II, p. 3. Vyāsa Śāhātā 2.16 states that śrauta fires are established after some wealth has been set aside.

40 The major weakness of this interpretation is the fact that the term grhastha occurs not in the brāhmaṇas or śrautasūtras but only in the Gṛhya and Dharma sūtras. However, there is another term in brāhmaṇas and śrautasūtras which, although its usage does not seem wholly consistent, may signify the performer of domestic rites as opposed to the head of a household who engages in śrauta ritual. This term is grhamedhin, and there are two things in particular which support the meaning I suggest. The first is that the Grhamedhya offering to the Maruts at the Sākamedha is to be performed like a pāka-
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yajña, the norm for domestic rites; KS 36.9 "grhamedhvo vai pākayajño", cf. MS 1.10.15:155.2ff. In TBr it is to be performed pākatr̥ṣ which Sāyaṇa glosses pākayajnavat. The second point comes from AV 8.10.2ff where Virāj ascends and then descends into each of the fires, and in each case "one who knows thus" gains something appropriate to the fire in question. In verses 2-3 Virāj descends into the gārhapatyā fire, and a Grhamedhin who knows thus becomes a Gṛhapati. Thus grhamedha appears to refer to domestic rites, and the elevation of one who performs such rites to a Gṛhapati revolves around the gārhapatyā fire.

41 Cf. the commentary to SH 3.1:279 which holds that one whose father is still living may establish his fires only if the father has already established his. In Baudhāṇika 4.6.7 and Apōdhaka 2.5.22 it is an offence to establish the fires before one's elder brother.

42 SBE, XXV, p. 347.

43 Below, pp. 149-151.


45 TS 1.5.6.4. The new role and transformation of status of one who thus becomes the head of his household is underscored by MS 1.6.4:93.6 which states that a person remains unborn so long as he does not establish his fires.

46 See sect. 1, p. 36; the Niṣāda is permitted to establish the fires in SH 3.1:279. The significance of Rathakāra (literally "chariot-maker") and Niṣāda ("a wild non-Aryan tribe" according to MW) is not clear here as both are explained as mixed castes in the later literature. Kane pursues the issue further in Histōdhakas, II, pp. 45f, 86f, 94.

47 This view likely begins with Weber, Ind. Stud., X, p. 327, who does not give his source, but may have followed the paddhati which he includes in his edition of Kat, p. 355. It is repeated by Hillebrandt, Rit. Lit., p. 97, and by Eggeling, SBE, XII, p. 274.


49 Mysore edit., I, p. 494, which reports that some include the Udgātṛ.

50 Anandāśrama edit., I, p. 293.

51 Ap 5.16.6, Bhar 5.10.6, Kat 4.9.8, Vṛ 1.4.2.17, and Mn 1.5.3.8.
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52 Mān 1.5.1.21.

53 Ap 5.16.5, Bhar 5.10.6, Kat 4.9.8. Actually Kat has the Adhvaryu or Brahman sing the sāmans.

54 Laty 4.10.1-20. One of the objections of the pūrvapakṣa is that since the Udāgīṛ takes part in the Brahmaidana he must, therefore, sing the sāmans. It is interesting to note that Laty does not refute his participation in the Brahmaidana but only the extension of this fact to include the singing of the sāmans; see 4.10.11, 20.

55 Again this is often left implicit, but each of these priests and only these priests are mentioned by all sūtras in describing this rite.

56 Baudh and Kat merely provide for the number of dakṣīṇās without naming the priests.

57 Vṛ even puts these dakṣīṇās before the īṣṭis; so they clearly apply to the Agnyādheya.

58 A number of gifts (vara) have been given, but they are not called dakṣīṇās. Bhar may have to be excluded from these remaining texts. See Ap 5.20.7-10, Vkh 1.15;17.3-4, Vṛ 1.4.3.36-8, Bhar 5.12.15-18.


60 Some reserve the building of the fireplaces until closer to the time of establishment; see Sect. 8.

61 It is not clear if the preparatory acts precede the first Brahmaidana, the second, or both, though the order of presentation in the sūtras suggests the first. Also, Mān, Vṛ, and Kat mention the period of a year as a possible amount of time to maintain the brāhma maidanika fire but do not mention a second Brahmaidana, and Baudh takes no notice of either practice (except in karmānta 24.15.199.4ff); see Sect. 5.

62 Opinions vary as to whether the dakṣināgni is to be established before the procession begins; see Sect. 10, pp. 180 ff.
Notes to Section 1

1 See Introd., note 46.

2 For a discussion of the earliest references to the seasons in Indian literature see Kane, Hist. Dh., V, pp. 492-3. In the main there are six seasons in India, the five listed here plus winter (hemanta).

3 The term nakṣatra applies to the 27, or occasionally 28, divisions of the Indian zodiac as well as to the star groups which mark them. In the brāhmaṇas the latter, less technical usage seems likely, though our author in repeating brahmanical tradition may have understood nakṣatra in a more technical sense. In the identification of individual asterisms I have consulted E. Burgess, "Sūrya-Siddhānta" JAOS, VI, p. 468; Richard H. Allen, Star Names (N.Y.: Dover Publ., 1963 (reprint)); and A. L. Basham, The Wonder that Was India (N.Y., Grove Press, 1954), p. 490. Kane, Hist. Dh., V, pp. 501-504 has also tabulated the number of stars in each asterism according to the TS, TBr, AV, KS, MS and Vedāṇgajyotisa. For reasons which will become apparent, I assume Uttara in Vkh's list to be Uttara Phalguna.

4 This must be TBr 1,1,2; see also MS 1,6,9, KS 8,1, and SBr 2,1,2-3.

5 Vkh 1,1:1,1-8. The other sūtras prefer to treat the asterisms in detail rather than refer to the brāhmaṇas; see Ap 5,3,2-21, Baudh 2,12:53,13-54,4, Bhar 5,1,7-5,2,8, SH 3,2:294-7, Mn 1,5,1,1-8, 31, Vr 1,4,1,1-4, and Kat 4,7,1-7.

6 B. G. Tilak, Orion (Poona: Tilak Bros., 1955 (4th edit.)), p. 12 supports this conclusion, citing in evidence Baudh 2,4,23 and MnSmr 4,25-26. He even goes so far as to suggest that the yearly round of sacrifices served to maintain the calendar.

7 Kane, Hist. Dh., V, pp. 675-6, 11, p. 644; I exclude the more recent adoption of midnight as the starting point of the civil day.

8 Vkh does not state this directly, but his other time references are consistent with those of the remaining Taittīrya sūtras; see Ap 5,13,1, Baudh 2,17:62,1-2, Bhar 5,9,1, and SH 3,4:312. This approach appears to follow TBr 1,1,4,3.

9 Vr 1,4,2,9, Kat 4,8,21-23; Mn probably does the same, but only specifies that the Āhavaṇīya be established when the sun has risen (1,5,4,14). This approach is found in KS 8,3 and TBr 1,1,4,3. SBr 2,1,4,8 states that the churning of the Āhavaṇīya (accomplished vi-
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cariously in the churning of the gārhapatya) is to be done when the
sun is risen (udita), and this may be the sense of Kat’s "utsṛpte
(sūrye) agnimanthanam" (4.8.21). But the latter is distinguished
from "udite (sūrye)" (Kat 4.8.23) so that "utsṛpte" may mean when the
sun’s orb appears and "udite" when it is fully risen. This may also be
the distinction in MS 1,6.10:102.1-2, which likewise focuses on the
churning as the high point, stating that it should not be done before
the rising of the sun ("nā purā sūryasyādetor") but rather as the sun’s
rays are rising ("udyātsu raśmiṣu"). This multiplicity of views might
further demonstrate that synchronizing the establishment of the fires
with the beginning of the day was a major concern of our authors.

10 Ap 5.3.17, Bhar 5.2.7, SH 3.2.296, Mn 1.5.1.8, Vr 1.4.1.1.
SH adds the half of the month in which the moon is waxing as an al-
ternative; Kat 4.7.1 allows only the new moon day.


12 A.K. Chakravarty, Origin and Development of Indian Calen-
drical Science (Calcutta: Indian Studies: Past and Present, 1975),
p. 24.

13 I follow the SrKos, p. 211, in this general formulation of
the rules. In actual practice things can become more complicated
because the exact points at which the moon is new or full can occur
at any time during the solar day, and which solar day is selected
as the upavasatha will be determined by how early in the day the moon
actually becomes new or full. In fact it appears that one reason for
making the new and full moon sacrifices two day affairs is that a lunar
day can span two solar days. For more particulars see SrKos, pp.
217f, Hillebrandt, Das Altindische Neu- und Vollmondosfer (Jena:
Gustav Fischer, 1879), pp. ixf, and Max Müller’s commentary to Ap’s
paribhāsa in SBE XXX, pp. 332ff.

14 Hillebrandt, Rit. Lit., p. 105.

15 See the commentary to Kat 4.7.1.

16 Hillebrandt, Rit. Lit., p. 114.

17 Baudh 2.12:54.2-4, Kat 4.7.1; the karmāṣṭa sūtras, Baudh
20.16:200.11-20.17:201.1, appear to allow both.

18 See, for example, Ap 5.24.9-5.25.1. Nevertheless, Vr 1.4.
4.40 seems to imply that the fires are established on the first day
of the fortnight even at the full moon pārvan. It states that one
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establishing the fires at the full moon should prepare for the Agnyādheya on the first full moon day, that is the last day of the fortnight.

19 Baudh 2.12:53, 16-17, Bhar 5.2.1-4, Ap 5.3.18, SH 3.2:296, Mn 1.5.1.1, Vr 1.4.1.1, Kat 4.7.5-7. Ap, Bhar, and SH add winter (hemanta) as an alternative for the Rājanya; Kat gives the monsoon for both Vaiśya and Rathakāra, while the latter is not mentioned at all by Mn. See also TBr 1.1.2.6-7, MS 1.6.9:100.3-6, KS 8.1, SBr 2.1.3.5.

20 Kane, Hist. DhS., V, p. 659 and the references cited there; this is also implied in MS 1.6.9:100.3ff.


22 Obviously, to say that the Agnyādheya is performed under a certain nakṣatras means that the fires are established when something is in conjunction with that asterism. Since, discounting precession of the equinoxes, the sun moves through all 27 nakṣatras in a year, conjunction of the sun with a particular asterism will occur at a specific time of year. So TBr 1.5.2.1, which deals with the asterisms in another context, describes the method for determining the heliacal rising of a nakṣatra. However, in order to be new, the moon must be in conjunction with the sun, and in order to be full, it must be 180 degrees from the sun. Therefore, the points of the new and full moon will also pass through all the asterisms during a year, though not continuously as in the case of the sun. Thus it is that the sūtras seem unclear as to whether conjunction with the sun or the full moon is intended (see Bhar 5.1.18, SH 3.2:296), and it is likely that our list of nakṣatras derives from both methods of marking time.

23 See note 3 for references.

24 Pūrva and Uttrā Phalgunī are identified as delta and theta leonis and beta and 93 leonis respectively by Basham, p. 480, and Allen, pp. 258, 260. The number of stars in either is not clear as both are dual in the TBr, but plural in the MS and KS; see Kane, V, p. 502.

25 A Brahmin in MS.

26 See note 72.

27 Kane, Hist. DhS., V, p. 659; in other parts, he tells us, it is Kārttika.
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28 Vkh 8,3:80,12 specifically places this in the spring. See SrKos, 652 ff, Ap 8,1,2, SH 5,1:448, where other options are also given. The phrase "phālgunyāṁ caitryāṁ vasante vā" in Mn 1,7,1,5 is strange, but it must mean "in the spring on the full moon of Phālguna or Caitra" rather than "in the full moon of Phālguna or Caitra or in the spring", as Caitra and Vaisākha, which would follow the full moon in Citrā, are normally the two spring months.

29 This, I assume, is the origin of the addendum in MS 1,6,9: 100,12 to the effect that one should establish one or two days before the full moon in Phalguna. It is repeated by Ap 5,3,16 and Mn 1,5,1,3.

30 See the references cited in footnote 28.

31 This is interesting in light of Chakravaraty's statement (pp. 31-3) that the conventional starting point of the zodiac in India has been 180 degrees from Citrā since the third century A.D., at which time this point coincided with the spring equinox. Thus, at that time the moon would have been full in Citrā on the day of the spring equinox, which might, therefore, have been regarded as the beginning of the year. Though surprisingly absent in Vkh's list, Citrā is mentioned by all the other sūtras except Vr, which gives no asterisms, and by all the brāhmaṇas; see footnotes 4 and 5 for references.

32 Baudh 2,12:54,2-4.

33 SBbr 11,1,1,1-7; this explains why Kat 4,7,1 does not allow the fires to be set up at the full moon.

34 See Kane, Hist.Dh.S., p. 501.

35 The references have been given in footnotes 4 and 5.

36 The argument is perhaps best set forth by B. G. Tilak in Orion, pp. 33ff.

37 Kane, V, pp. 507-8.

38 For similar instances of associating variant traditions with special desires on the part of the sacrificer see Sect. 3, p. 65 and Sect. 10, pp. 178f. Renou takes notice of this device in "La Valeur du Silence dans le Culte Védique" JAOS vol. 69 (1949) pp. 12f.

39 See above, p. 6, where spring begins the priestly year.

40 The relevant passages from the brāhmaṇas and sūtras for this and subsequent asterisms have been cited in footnotes 4 and 5.
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41 There may be a second factor in associating Rohinī with increase and growth. If the year begins with Čaitra or Vaiśākha, Rohinī will rise later in the spring when the year has “grown” and also when cattle might be calving. Certainly increase of cattle is a favorite subject of our texts.

42 Kane, V, p. 502.

43 Idem.

44 The text actually speaks of depositing fuel sticks, but the context is the Brahmaudana, and we will see in Sect. 5 that this act symbolizes the fires’ conception.

45 “abhaktartur vai puruso na hi tad veda yam ātum abhijāyate yan nakṣatram yat samidha ādadhāti ya evāsyartur yan nakṣatram tad āpnoti.”
These constitute the fire drill with which fire is generated by the friction of one stick rotating in a hole in the other.

Vkh 1.1:1, 1.8-10; see also Ap 5.1.2, Baudh 2.6:42, 16f, 2.12: 53.7, Bhar 5.1.1f, SH 3.2:293f, MN 1.5.1.9f, Kat 4.7.22f.

Ficus religiosa, also known as the pippala or bodhi tree. J. D. Hooker, The Flora of British India (Delhi: Periodical Experts, 1973 (reprint)), V, pp. 494-537, suggests that there are about 600 species of fig, of which he names something over 100. The later Sāṁhitās and Brāhmaṇas appear to have distinguished four main varieties: the banyan (Ficus Bengalenis or Indica, nyagrodha), the holy fig (Ficus religiosa, aśvavattha), the wild fig (Ficus glomerata or racemosos, udumbara), and the less mentioned plakṣa (Ficus infectoria or lacor); see TS 3.4.8, 4 and AītBr 7.27, 32. The banyan seems to have been known for its aerial roots "growing down" (nyagrodha), the aśvattha for its epiphytic characteristics, that is the ability to germinate on other trees, the udumbara for its reddish fruit (see Ap 5.2.4), where the commentary glosses udumvara as tāmra, cuprous, and the plakṣa possibly for its latex (see TS 6.3.10.2 and MS 3.10.2 where plakṣa is explained as "plava (=pra) kṣarayati", "causes to flow"; these four trees are later known collectively as the kṣTravrksas or latex trees. SB 3.8, 3, 12 explains the name plakṣa as prakṛya, visible, which may be a reference to a plakṣa which once marked the head-waters of the Sarasvati; see PB 25.10.20-21). However, aerial roots, epiphytic propagation, reddish fruit, and latex are common to most varieties of fig, and these four species, or at least the banyan and aśvattha, are often confused. In the RV only the holy fig is mentioned (aśvattha: RV 1.135.8, 10.97.5; pippala RV 1.164.20, 22, 5.54.12), and this and the udumbara are by far the most common in ritual usage. The reader is further referred to the excellent article by M. B. Emeneau, "The Strangling Fig in Sanskrit Literature", Univ. Of Calif. Publ. In Classical Philology, vol. XIII (N.Y.: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1971 (reprint)), pp. 345-370, with which, however, this thesis will be found to disagree on several lesser points. These trees, as well as the Sāṁhitā, are discussed further in connection with the gathering of materials for the fireplaces; see below, pp. 154f.
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which C. F. Brockman, Trees of North America (N.Y.: Golden Press, 1968), p. 182, states: "This family contains more than 500 genera and about 13,000 species of herbs, vines, shrubs, and trees found throughout the world. Many species have thorny branches. Leaves are alternate, compound in most [pinnately so in the Acacia and Prosopis pictured]. All produce a legume, or pod." Though the etymology is problematic, there seems to have been a connection between samī, simī, and simī. The first two with accent on the first syllable are used in the sense of "toil, labor"; with accent on the second syllable, as in the samī tree, they appear to have meant "legume" or "pod", as does the third. So SBr 1.1.1.10 mentions samīdhānya, pulse; cf. Nepali simī, bean. Since all of the trees with which the samī has been identified are members of the legume family, I have dubbed it the "pod" tree.

5The text is not entirely clear: "yathopapādam samīgarbham aśvatthām yady aśamīgarbham śuklāṅkuram . . . antyajātyanupahatam gatyā . . . (the rite for gathering the wood)". I take "śuklā . . . upahatam" as modifying "aśamīgarbham", but both "samīgarbham" and "aśamīgarbham" as the object of "gatyā" so that the rite of gathering the wood applies whether the aśvatthā grows out of a samī or not. Caland's punctuation of the text, takes the phrase up to "aśvatthām" as a separate unit, but if that were the case I would have expected a nominative instead of accusative.

6Vkh 1.1.1.8-3.5.

7According to Caland, VkhSmS, trans., p. 37, this is VkhSamh 11.10 = TBr 1.2.1.1 ("vaisvānarasya rūpam"), but the SrKos, pp. 22 gives "vaisvānaro nā uṭyā" (= TS 1.5.11.1).

8Since the lower stick is to be made from the bottom half of the branch and the upper stick from the upper half and since stripping the branch will disturb and obscure its orientation, identifying marks are made beforehand.

9Vkh 1.3.5.4-5 states that the middle section of the middle finger of the right hand of either the sacrificer or the Adhvaryu is to be used for all measurements pertaining to the sacrifice, which I take to be an operational definition of one āṅgula.

10As churning wears out the notch, it may subsequently be moved. At this point Vkh intersperses a brahmaṇa which maps the parts of the human body onto the lower churning stick and gives the result of churning on its various members. The conclusion is that the loins are the source (yoni) of the gods. This passage is remarkably similar to Kathaka-Saṁkalana, p. 21.
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11 Apparently the similarity lies in the removal of bark, drying of the wood, specification of dimensions, and recitation of the Gāyatrī mantra.

12 The term uttarārani seems to be applied both to the top piece of wood from which the upper churning stick is made and to the upper churning stick itself, but see below. Though the churning tip is made a separate part, it is apparently not to be replaced; for the Karmapradīpa (1.7.1-14), cited in Kuhn, p. 66, states that it is to be used always and that one who churns with another acquires the stain of mixed descent (yonisaṁkaradoṣa).

13 The printed text reads "... yuktānāham yathāyogaparinānāham ..., though none of the mss actually gives this reading; Vkh 1.1.3.2. Rather five of the mss have "yuktānāham" and a sixth "yuktānāham", while three add or have instead "yathāyogaparinānāham". I therefore suggest that "yuktānāham" is the correct reading and that "yathāyogaparinānāham", "of suitable circumference", is a later gloss. The idea seems to be that the pramantha should be of such a diameter as to fit tightly into the bottom of the upper churning stick.

14 Mantha also appears to be a general term for the upper churning stick, referring to it with or without the pramantha.

15 "tathā chidram iti", 'thus (is explained) the 'hole' (in the bottom of the upper stick)'. I take this to mean that the diameter of the hole must correspond to that of the pramantha and that the depth of the hole is to be such that when the pramantha is fitted into the mantha the overall length of the two together will be 26 aṅgulas.

Vkh concludes its treatment of the churning sticks with the statement "uttānā prākṣirā aranis tathā vedih", which is not clear to me. If it is an addendum with regard to the lower arani, it could mean "(it is fashioned) lying (on its back) with its head to the east; the altar has the same orientation". Cf. Baudh 2.6:43.3-4 "tasyā uttānāya anulomam adhastāt pratīnāpravāṇām prajānavām kurvantī", "they make the notch, sloping to the west, in the lower part of the arani lying on its back, following the grain".

16 The majority of sūtras mention only the upper and lower arani, though some of Vkh's treatment is found in Mn 8.2.7 and especially in Baudh 2.6:42.17-43.4.

17 Weber edit., pp. 356, 366: my understanding of this text has benefitted from Roth's treatment of it in "Indischer Feuerzug", ZDMG, vol. 43 (1889), pp. 590 ff. See also Karmapradīpa 1.7.1-14 and Atharvavedapariśiṣṭā 22.
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18 According to MW a vyāma is the span of both outstretched arms equalling 5 aratnis; 1 aratni = 24 aṅgulas.


20 The two verses are found in TBr 1.2.1.8-9, though in the reverse order from that of the sūtras; see Ap 5.1.2-4, Bhar 5.1.1-3, SH 3.2.293f., Vkh 1.4.6.5-7, Baudh 2.6.43.4-7, 2.12.53.11-13, and Mn 1.5.1.9-10 for minor variations in the application of these verses. We would expect the compound śamīgarbha to be a bahuvrīThi "having a śamī as its womb or source", especially in light of the pun śantāyoni "possessing an auspicious womb", based on the brahmānical derivation of śamī from śam in the second of these mantras. But the accent of this compound is ordinarily that of a tatpurusa, and its gender in our second mantra is not that of the word it would modify if it were a possessive adjective. Accordingly, I have rendered it "embryo of a śamī". It may be that a sharp distinction was not made between the womb and its contents as evidenced by the fact that garbha can mean "womb" as well as "embryo", "fetus", and "offspring".

21 Kuhn, passim and especially p. 40.

22 Kuhn cites as a major example the myth of the eagle Gāyatrī, with which I have dealt below, pp. 154 ff., in considering the parna tree.

23 Though my formulation of this paradox differs somewhat from that of Heesterman, "Other Folks' Fire", I must acknowledge an indebtedness to this work.

24 KpS 7.6 is very nearly identical to KS 8.10. The absence of this myth in the Taittirīya tradition is remedied by Baudh 18, 44-45.

25 The SBr attempts to assimilate a 15 verse version of the Bhāvṛcasas, perhaps our RV 10.95 or another recension of it, even quoting directly, but the intent of the RVic version need not necessarily be the use which the SBr makes of it.

26 In the case of Baudh, while the etiology of the churning sticks is a strong motif, the context in which the myth is related is an explanation of two one-day rites (ekāha), the Sāda and Aupasāda.

27 These formulas are addressed to the churning sticks; see SrKos, pp. 667 ff.
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28 It is also interesting that he argues that the essential form (sadbhāva) of churning occurs in these rites.

29 See the Introd., p. 33, and SBr 2.1.4.5, the source of Kaṭ 4,8,11 which states that as an alternative to churning fire with the ṣāṁgarbhā churn sticks one may perform the Brahmaudāna daily for a year and establish the fires directly from the fire for the Brahmaudāna. In the MS too there seems to be a relationship between our myth and the Brahmaudāna as they are found in the same anuvāka.

30 The text is ambiguous as regards the first two of these conditions as the word mā can be taken as either an enclitic pronoun or a prohibitive particle; the accent of the printed edition is no help. Since the syntax is relatively parallel in all three conditions, I have taken them all as negative. Eggeling, SBE, XLIV, p. 69, takes the first as positive; cf RV 10.95.5.

31 śī; the word is uncertain, but Eggeling, SBE, XLIV, p. 70, proposes that it is the same as śī, a type of water-bird.

32 RV 10.95.1,2,14,15,16 are quoted verbatim.

33 śāṁvatsatam rātri; Eggeling, SBE, XLIV, p. 72, translates "last night of a year from now". Both ideas are intended, namely that he come a year hence and that it will be the last night of the year.

34 viṁitāni; Eggeling, idem, translates "palace", which is certainly possible, but I prefer "hall" for reasons which will become apparent.

35 paroṣa; Eggeling, p. 74, suggests "esoteric".


37 See note 27 and SrKos, pp. 805ff.

38 See Ap 5.7.15, SH 3.2;303, Vkh 1.6:8.6-7, Baudh 24.15: 199.10-11, and TBr 1.1.9.10.

39 See also MS 2.1.4, 4.5.9; SBr 4.1.5.13; and TA 5.1.1.
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40 In our myth *vimita* is plural while in the other locations cited it is singular. But this plurality as well as the fact that the hall is golden simply make it more grandiose as befits the fire all of the *gandharvas*. Note also that Ap 5.4.6, Bhar 4.5.1, and Kat 4.7.8 mention separate halls (agāra) for the *gārhapatiya* and *āhavanīya* fires and that the commentary on SH 3.3:306 states that the *sālās* for the *sabhyā* and *āvasathya* fires are different yet from those two.

41 See SH 3.3:305ff, Vr 1.4.1,23ff, and Mn 1.5.2.9.

42 SBr 11.5.1.13; the phrase continues "(ed) yo 'gnir aśvatthān tāṁ yā sthālī śāmī tāṁ', '(behold) what was the fire, that (had become) an aśvattha, what the vessel, a śāmī'. KS 8.10 'purnaṁ tīty ed vṛksasyāgre 'gniṁ jvalantam' is similar; see Raghu Vira's edit. of the KpŚ, p. 90, fn. 4, regarding the restoration of 'aid' of the printed edition to 'ed' of the mss.

43 SBr 11.5.1.4.

44 Baudh 18.45:400.4-5. In this version Urvaśī pours out Purūravas' semen into a container which is buried, the container becoming a śāmī and the semen an aśvattha. Men then make the churning sticks from the aśvattha thinking it to be *yajña*.


46 AV 4.37.7.

47 SBr 3.9.3.20.

48 See especially verses 7 and 9.

49 Note also that the *gandharva* form of marriage is for lovers; MnSmr 3.32.

50 See HirGrS 1:25.1 and BAU 6.4.22.

51 He also notes that the image is that of the churning sticks, the son being the fire which is produced.

52 See note 20; cf. ApGrS 6.14.10 where the shoot from a fig tree (here *nyagrodha*) used in the *Pumsavana* is to have two figs, likened to testicles.
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53 adhi ruh causative; Whitney's translation, II, p. 760 suggests that the causative refers to making the penis mount her.

54 According to the commentary on ApGrS 3.8.10 the latter verse is used in the rite of conception. The verb here is ā ruh.

55 It is further worth noting in passing that this is also the relationship of the linga and yoni in later Hinduism.

56 In the KS and MS the gods occupy the role played by the gandharvas in the SBr.

57 Alternative spellings are Aila and Iīā, respectively. A convoluted explanation of this metronym can be found in Sāyaṇa's preface to RV 10.95, which goes to great lengths to make Aīḍa both metronym and patronym; the passage is taken from the Saḍgurūṣisya according to MacDonell, Brhad-Devatā, transl., p. 290.

58 I am indebted to Prof. Heesterman for this suggestion. Since edaka is a member of the ajāḍigana (Pan. 4.1.4), we might infer that the feminine of eda too is formed in ā. However, aida can be derived from either edā or edī, and Edi actually occurs in MBh 9.45.13 as a member of Skanda's retinue. It must be admitted that neither eda, edā, or edī is in fact used in any of the brahmaṇas to the best of my knowledge. But SBr 12.4.1.4 has the derivative aidaka, and Kat 25.4.18 substitutes eda for the aidaka of the brahmaṇa. Further, lack of usage does not rule out the existence of a word, and it is difficult to account for the ewe and rams in our myth without the pun I have put forward.

It is noteworthy in this connection that MW reports edikāksi as a plant mentioned in the commentary to the Brhat Samhitā and wonders if it might be the same as edāgaja (? corrupted from edakaja), which he identifies as Cassia Tora or Alata. MW further reports that edaka itself is a medicinal plant in Suśruta, though I am unable to locate it. Apte agrees that edagaja is Cassia Tora or Alata and that edaka is a medicinal plant, but he also gives the view that urānakṣa, urānakṣaka, and urānakṣhya are names of Cassia Tora or Alata as well. This implies that an urāṇa is the same as an edika, the offspring of a male and female eda.

59 It is not clear if the gandharvas are immortal, though they are certainly non-mortal as heavenly beings. However, the fact that their role is taken by the gods in other versions of the story supports the idea that they represent immortality here. In fact they are better suited to our myth's purposes than the gods since they combine immortality with sexual prowess.

60, patir jāyām pra viśatī garbho bhūtvā sa mātaram tasyām punarnavo bhūtvā daśame māsi jāyate taj jāyā jāyā bhaveyī yad asyām jāyate). The accentuation of the printed text has too many errors to be worth restoring.
Notes to Section 3.

1 This edifice is variously designated a hall (śālā, Bhar, SH, Vkh), a shelter (śāraṇa, Ap), and a chamber (agāra) or shed (vimīta) (Baudh); Ap 5.4.1,6; Bhar 5.2.12; SH 3.2:298; Vkh 1,2:3,6-8; Baudh 2,12:54,5-7.

2 Ap 5.3.22f; Bhar 5.2.11; SH 3.2:297f.

3 "śālīna ekasthānaniyāsti" the commentary on Ap, "śālā gṛhās, teṣu nivasati" the commentary on SH.

4 The commentary on Ap glosses this word nityayātr, that on SH 'yātraśīla, yātva yātvā vṛttiṁ sampādyā jīvati'.

5 "Yatra tiṣṭhati gṛhēṣu teṣv eva . . . ādadhāta".

6 I follow Oldenberg who quotes 'gāure bhūmibhāge brāhmaṇo . . . avasānāṁ joṣayet' (transliteration normalized), SBE XXIX, p. 428.

7 I use the English phrase 'settling on' as it connotes the idea of selecting or agreeing upon a place as well as that of taking up residence as does, I think, adhy ava so.

8 See L'Agnistoma, I, pp. 6-8, 9-10, which terms the occupation of this site adhyavasāna.


10 Thus it is that a new firehall is constructed for the udavasāntya rite before the sacrificer returns home. In this light too must be seen the discussion of the brāhmaṇas and consequent disagreement among the sūtras as to whether the offering is a cake to Agni on five or eight potsherds. The cake to Agni on eight potsherds is characteristic of the Agnyādheya while that on five is characteristic of the Punarādheya; so the controversy concerns whether the sacrificer is a completely new being who must now set up his fires or whether he maintains a continuity with his former self and must only re-establish his fires; TS 3.5.4.3, HS 4.8,6, KS 29.4, SBr 4.5.1,13 and L'Agnistoma, II, p. 411. See further J. C. Heesterman, "Brahmin, Ritual and Renouncer" WZKS0A, XIII (1964), p. 7 concerning the transformation of a sacrificer of any varṇa into a Brahmin.
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11 Baudh 2.2; in most sutras this is placed in the context of acquiring a spot for a soma sacrifice. See SrKos, 11, pp 4ff and L'Agnistoma, 1, pp 6-7 where the king is asked to grant a sacrificial spot and cursed if he does not do so.

12 The readings of TS 4.2.4.1 and RV 10.14.9 show that 'vasāna should be substituted for vasāna in the printed edition.

13 This verse is TBr 1.2.1.16 and is used by Ap and Vkh when readying the fireplaces for various earthen and wooden materials and by Vkh also when preparing to establish the brāhmaṇḍanika fire; see below, pp. 94, 127. The variants in RV 10.14.9 and AV 18.1.55 are part of funeral hymns and are so used by Kraus 80.42.

14 Baudh 2.2:36.3-5.

15 TS 6.2.6, MS 3.8.4, KS 25.2-3; the context is the soma ritual. Though residence is temporary at the place of a soma sacrifice, the substance of these rules seems to derive from practices more applicable to permanent or long term settlement.

16 The end result seems to be the canonization of whatever land is available. So special desires are given for land raised in the middle, raised to the south, and raised in three places, and finally we are told that the sacrificial spot is any place where the Brahmins are satisfied and where the fires are established.

17 TS 6.2.6.3-4; KS 25.2 specifies level ground for one who has lost wealth (sataśrī). Cf Asvārśa 2.7.3-4 where the site for a house should be possessed of plants and trees (ausadhanaspativat) and have profuse kuśa and vrīna (Andropogon hircatus) grass (yosmin kuśavrīṇam prabhūtam).

18 "yatrapas sarvatas samavdraveyus".

19 "yatrapo daksinā pariplūya pasćat prācī rameraṁ".

20 "yatrapa sarvata āpo madhyām sametya pradaksinām sayanīyam partītya prācyāḥ syanderann apravadatīyas tat sarvam samṛddham".

21 TS reads "sadṛṣya satyā ṛkṣam" which Sāyana explains as "a barren spot, that is a place devoid of grass etc., belonging to ground which is the same by reason of the absence of hollows or rises." KS has simply "barren, bald", "ṛkṣam alomakam".
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22 anūkhara: the commentary on SH 10.1:101ff notes concerning anūṣara (non-saline) land that some texts read anūkhara. The latter is glossed as land which does not produce a crop ("dhānyotpattirahita bhūmir"). Most likely we have here an example of a shift from ś to kh, and in fact the glossary to AsvGrŚ, Shāma edit., p. 213, reports the word as anūṣara. Cf. Nepali bikha and okhati for skt viśa and osadhi and perhaps āmukha in MS 3.8.3:95.4 for emūsa.

23 KS 25.3 "purastād āptam", see also TS 6.2.6.1-2 and MS 3.8.4:97.13ff. In all three cases this instruction is given for one possessed of an enemy (bhṛatravyavant).

24 TS 6.2.6.1-2 "pānthāṁ vā dhisparsāyet kārtāṁ vā yāvan nānase yātavai nā rāthāya"; MS adds a bare spot (irīna) as a possible boundary.

25 "yād dhī devayājanāṁ devayājanam ucśiṁsēd bhṛatrivyāya lokām učśiṁset" MS 3.8.4:97.15; KS 25.3 has the same view with slightly different wording.

26 "yat samayā devayājanāṁ panthā vidhāvet"; "yad antarāpaś ca devayājanam ca panthā vidhāvet".

27 See Baudh above and MS 3.8.4:97.3 "yād vāvā prācīnāpravānanāṁ tād devayājanam".

28 MS 3.8.4:97.11ff.

29 TS 6.2.6.1; a similar site is prescribed in KS 25.3 and MS 3.8.4:98.14ff for one who desires Brahman-spendor (brahmavarcasa).

30 MS 3.8.4:97.14.

31 MS 3.8.4:97.5ff.

32 Bhatta Lakṣmīdhara, Krtyakalpataru, K.V., Rangswami Aiyangar, ed. (Baroda: Oriental Inst., 1944) hereafter abbreviated KKT. All references are to vol. II (Grhaśthakānda).

33 Kane, Hist.DhŚ, II, pp. 641-3.

34 Hārīta: "dvidham eva grhaśtham prāhuḥ- śālīnām yāyāvaram ca/ śālīnāt punyataro yāyāvaraḥ sreyān" quoted in KKT, p. 168. In Baudh DhŚ 3.1.1 a third type, the cakracara or "circle-goer" is mentioned, though the commentary considers it an explanation of the yāyāvara. VkhSmŚ 8.5 names four types including a śālīnavṛtti and yāyāvara.
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35Kane, pp. 641-2. It is interesting that Hārīta gives as an alternative definition of the yāyavāra "one who travels spending ten nights in each place" ("dāsa dāsa rātriḥ vasaḥ prayāti"). This is significant in that if one spends ten nights or more in one place one is obliged to set up his fires; see SrKos, pp. 100 ff passim.

36"sālāpraveśanam arhati"; we might translate "one who is worthy of going home", but the tone is clearly derogatory as is that of the following phrase explaining kauṭīna as "one who is fit to be thrown into a well" ("kūpāvataram arhati"). The Padamanjari clarifies that "he is unable to stay elsewhere on account of his timidity; he is fit to stay only at home" ("anyatra prāgālābhāyād āsitum aṣaktaḥ sālām eva praveśṭum arhati"). S. D. Shastri, K. Shukla (eds.) Nyāsa or Pañcikā Commentary of Ācārya Jīnendrabuddhīpūṣa and Padamanjari of Haridatta Miśra on the Kāśikāvṛtti (Varanasi: Tara Publ., 1967), vol. 4, pp. 139f.

37yoge nyāsāṁ prajānāṁ mānaḥ kṣāme nyāsāṁ".

38yat prakraman prakramati yāmām tena dādāra yad upatiṣṭhate kṣemam tena".

39yogakṣemāṁ vā etāt [setting forth and staying nearby] prajānāṁ dādāra".

40Note that the verb is adhy ava so.

41Cf. Hārīta's definition, fn 34 above.

42tāsmād yāyavaraḥ kṣemyām abhiprāyāti; tāsmād yāyavaraḥ kṣemyāṁ 'nnavām babhūva' MS 3.2.2:16.16f.

43"pāpo nṛṣadvaro janaḥ"; Sankh 15.19 reads niṣadvara "settler" nṛṣadvara.

44"sreṣṭho 'pi bandhughreṣu sarvadāvasthitah [sic] tair ava-jnātah pāpah tucchā bhavet/ atas tava pitṛghe vāso na yuktah". Sāyaṇa reads nṛṣad and vara as two words and sees in vara the phrase "sreṣṭho 'pi". I have followed Keith's transl. p. 302 in taking it as a single word which then finds a ready parallel in yāyavara. Also the variant niṣadvara in Sankh 15.19 is regarded by the commentary there as one word. However, this difference of opinion concerning nṛṣadvara does not invalidate Sāyaṇa's observations about the liabilities of remaining in one's ancestral home.

45See Sect. 10, pp. 199 f, where the pole around which a chariot race is run symbolizes the world of heaven and below, pp. 79ff, where movement toward heaven in the east represents pursuit of personal desires and autonomy.
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46. "śevāsāyayad iti. tāsmāj jyeṣṭhāṁ putrāṁ dhāneṇa niśvāsāyayanti". I must admit that my interpretation of "niśvāsāyayat" is at odds with Śaṅkara. This passage is of special importance for the Dhśa as it is taken to authorize sole inheritance by the eldest son; see Apdhś 2.14.12, Baudhādhś 2.2.5. Accordingly Śaṅkara assumes that inheritance of the family estate is intended and attempts to isolate the prefix niṣ "away, off" from the verb "cause to settle". But his first explanation "niśvēsiṣṭadānena sthirani-vāsam akarot", "he provided a stable home by giving his acquisitions without exception", and his second explanation "niśvēsiṣṭam āyuso 'vasānaṁ dhanena yukti yathā prāpnoti tathā kurvanti", "they act such that after their lifetime (the eldest son), possessed of wealth, acquires the estate without exception", both seem fanciful to me. Just what sort of economy would permit such a strong emphasis on migration is unclear. Nomadic cattle raising and slash and burn agriculture are possibilities. However, it is worth noting Srinivas' claim that prior to 1800 there was still plenty of arable land available in India so that it was easy to escape political and caste pressures simply by resettling; M. N. Srinivas, Social Change in Modern India (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1969 (reprint)), pp 42-45.

47. Vkh 1.2.3.6-8. It is also possible that by saumya Vkh means "as at a soma sacrifice".

48. See Baudh 2.6.41.12ff; Ap 5.4.1; Bhar 5.4.12; SH 3.3.305; Mn 1.5.1.14.

49. Ap 5.4.1; Bhar 5.2.12; SH 3.2.298; Mn 1.5.1.13; and Vr 1.4.1.6. Baudh is silent, and Kat 4.7.8-9 gives both opinions.

50. Baudh 2.12.54.5-7; Kat 4.7.10.

51. Ap 5.4.6; SH 3.3.306; Kat 4.7.8.

52. See Vkh 6.9.39.17ff where separate gāhapatya and āhavanīya agāras are called for at the Darśapūrṇamāsā. This practice is in fact recorded by all of our sūtras except Baudh; see Ap 4.4.17; Bhar 4.5.1; SH 6.1.509; Mn 1.4.1.11; Vr 1.1.2.11; Kat 2.1.14; and SBr 1.1.1.11. In Baudh 2.16.59.19f materials for the āhavanīya fireplace are carried out (upa nir hr) through the eastern door, which suggests that only the gāhapatya is enclosed unless we assume a second unnamed enclosure for the āhavanīya.

53. It may be of interest to the reader to include here the means by which the cardinal directions are determined. These are essentially two, the one stellar and the other solar. Thus in Baudh 25.5.233.3ff one marks off the east by sighting either the Kṛttikās (Pleiades), Śrōṇa (=Sravanā, Altair), or the midpoint between Čitṛā and Svāti (Spica and Arcturus). Mn 10.1.1.3 and 10.3.1.11 appear similar, though the first
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of these passages is not completely clear to me and several additional stars are given as options. The solar method is found in Kat Sulbas 1.2 and is as follows: On level ground a peg is fixed (A) around which a circle is inscribed with a cord equal in length to the peg. At the two points (B and C) where the end of the shadow cast by the peg (b and c) falls on this circle (i.e. early and late in the day) two more pegs are driven. The line between these two pegs (BC) runs east-west.

The simplest means of finding east might have been to mark the direction of the sun at sunrise, but it was early discovered that the sun moves north and south of east during the course of the year. The relatively fixed positions of the stars therefore made the stellar method preferable. However, the results obtained by this method will vary according to the latitude and time of observation. The solar method solves both of these problems and, discounting inaccuracies due to measurement, produces a line very close to east-west. Nevertheless, the importance of the stellar method may have been that it integrates temporal and spatial frames of reference for the ritual; see Section 1.

So far we have only an east-west line. In Kat Sulbas 1.3 the midpoint of a cord longer than the distance between the pegs at B and C is marked. Its ends are then fastened to B and C, and it is stretched south and a peg driven at the midpoint. The same is done to the north so that these two new pegs define a north-south line. The familiar geometrical method of bisecting a line by means of arcs drawn from both of its ends is used in Baudh Sulbas 1.24-25.

54Rajasūya, p. 31 fn 5. The passages in question are TS 1.8.7.1; MS 2.6.2:65.4ff; KS 15.2; and VS 9.35, 36.

55KS places the world of heaven above (Urdhwa) and SBr says that the direction from whence the gods ascended is the "complete" (ahūna, i.e. central) direction.

56MS does not actually name any of the directions but only uses the pronoun "I'mām" for each. However, since the first two directions are associated with the gods and pītras and all the other texts agree in assigning to these beings the east and south respectively, and because two of the three texts (TS and SBr) begin with the east and proceed clockwise around the compass, I have assumed that MS too begins with the east and then proceeds to the south and so on clockwise around the compass.

57In KS the pattern is one does such and such to the sacrificial animal which is in such and such a direction and thereby conquers the world of such and such beings. But for the western direction the text says merely that one thereby conquers "etum diṣṭam" "this direction".
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58 See, for example, the Pindapitryajña, SrKos, 480ff, and Mahāpitryajña, SrKos, 713ff where all of the principal actions occur south of the east-west line between the gārhapatyā and śhavānīya fires.

59 Kat 4.7.21.

60 Cf. the diagrams in L'Agniśtoma, I, plate IV (following p. 256) and Hill, NVHond, p. 191.

61 KhadGrS 2.3.1ff, GobhGrS 2.8.1ff. This namegiving is further significant in that it involves the social name by which the child will be generally known as opposed to the secret name whispered in its ear at birth and known only to the parents.

62 See SrKos, 11, pp. 280ff.

63 SrKos, pp. 679ff passim. It is here that the sacrificer's wife is made to declare her lovers, and Heesterman remarks that the position of the wife is ambivalent in that she is of the sacrificer's household but also from another, possibly rival clan; J.C. Heesterman "Kauṭalya and the Ancient Indian State" WZKSOA, XV (1971), p. 13.

64 Also written pratinirgrāhyā.

65 L'Agniśtoma, pp. 199ff.

66 Ap 12.21.18-22, cited in translation in Bhar, Kashikar trans., p. 391. See also Sh 8.6:869f which, however, differs somewhat on the first alternative: 'yādy kāmāyeta pāpaṃ āṣya sāṃśyād iti etc.' (?) "if he desires that his (enemy's) misfortune should occur, etc."

67 Or Mitravaraṇa or Aśvins depending on the offering.

68 L'Agniśtoma, p. 200; the verse is TS 3.2.10.2.

69 L'Agniśtoma, p. 207.

70 One wonders further if the opposition between the Adhvaryu's cup for Śukra (the pure) and the Prātiprasthātra's cup for Manthin (mixing, mingling) also characterizes the dichotomy between the individual and society, social relationships and conflict somehow polluting pure identity.

71 See note 10 above.

72 Ibid., pp. 10-11.

73 Ibid., p. 12. It is significant for our inquiry that he finds
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a vestige of the rival in the person of the Brahman priest, who is most often seated to the south; ibid., p. 3.

74 See below, Sect. 9.

75 See below, Sect. 10 and SrKos, pp. 88ff passim, Section 1 of the Agnihotra.

76 See L'Agnistoma, pp. 109ff.

77 I refer again to the diagrams cited in note 60 above.

78 KhadGrS 2.3.1ff, GobhGrS 2.8.1ff.

79 See below Sect. 2.

80 We will see subsequently that even the Fathers in so far as they are associated with the southern fire, are brought into the west-east continuum.

81 This assertion will be dealt with more fully in our discussion of the fireplaces.

82 See note 49 above for references; the soma hall is universally said to have its beams oriented toward the east; L'Agnistoma, pp. 7f.

83 Normally there are three vyāhrtis or sacred utterances: bhūr "earth", bhuvah "spaces" or "spheres", and s(u)var "heaven". Vkh adds two more, janaḥ and mahāḥ, which are found in the Purāṇas and correspond to higher worlds.

84 These distances are also given by Ap 5.4.3; Bhar 5.2.14-15; SH 3.3.306; Vr 1.4.1.23; and Kat 4.8.19. Other distances based on the diverse views of TBr 1.1.4, KS 8.3, and MS 1.6.10 are given in various of the sūtras.

85 My thanks to Prof. Heesterman for deciphering this difficult passage. The text reads "... gārhapatyaḥavaniyaṃ saṃbandhām dakaśīnottarayoṣ caturaṅgulivistārṇnatām tadantare śoḍaśaṅgulivistārṇm vedim kurute", which we might render "... he makes the altar, which in relation to (the measurements of) the gārhapatya and āhavaniya fireplaces is bowed out (an additional) width of 4 āṅgulas to the south and north (of the āhavaniya) and opposite that is of (an additional) width of 16 āṅgulas (south and north of the gārhapatya)"; Vkh 1.2.4.4ff. Cf. Vkh 4.12.51.8ff where the "hips" and "shoulders" of the altar are extended on either side of these two fireplaces. We might have taken the 4 āṅgula extension as referring to the gārhapatya instead of the āhavaniya, but in
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that case the altar would be wider at the eastern end than at the western whereas the reverse is true in the other texts. In most sūtras the construction of the altar is treated as part of the Dārśapūrṇāmāsa, for which see Hillebrandt, NVMond, pp. 44ff, 189ff.

86 The text reads "vedyām daksinasyām pascime bhāge", but it seems unlikely that the dkṣing fire is actually within the altar. The SrKos, p. 22, translates "towards the south [of the altar of the previous sentence]. in the western part".

87 One wonders if by trikona, literally "three-cornered", is meant three-sided, i.e., a square with one side open. The "corners" are said to be in the west, south, and north, and this is exactly the location of the paridhīs or enclosing sticks for the Āhavanīya at the Dārśa-pūrṇamāsa, where the sun forms the enclosing stick in the east; see TS 1.1.11m and Keith's note (trans., p. 12) as well as Hill. NVMond, p. 67. Further, Vkh reports that some consider the āvasathya square; Vkh 1.3:5.3f. The other texts seem to be silent except that the paddhati to Kat 4.7 holds that the sabhya and āvasathya fireplaces are like the gārhapatya i.e., round; Weber edit., p. 356.

88 Vkh 1.2,3:3.6-5.4. See also Hill. NVMond, pp. 197ff which discusses the firehall for the Dārśapūrṇamāsa on the basis of two prayogas.

89 See for example MacDonell, Ved. Myth., pp. 8ff.

90 The same view is found in KSank 6:15.

91 TS 6.1.8.5, MS 3.7.7:84;4ff, SBr 9.2.3.14.

92 TS 1.6.7.1, MS 1.4.10:58;1ff, KS 32.7.

93 The SBr and KSank passages cited above.

94 As far as I am aware the texts never go so far as to equate the antarikṣa and pitrloka and thereby spoil the paradox.

95 Additional examples abound. The problematic character of the daksināgni can be seen in discussions concerning its source, which varies from worldly (laukika) fire to the gārhapatya, the source of the Āhavanīya; see below Sect. 10. Here again the issue seems to be whether or not the sphere of human relationships lies within or outside the sacrificial arena. And so, while Vkh and most of our sūtras clearly place the daksināgni within the firehall, there are hints that some do not regard this as its proper place. In Baudh 2.16:59,14f and 2.17:61,10f various items are carried out (upa nir hr) through the southern door to the daksināgni. Further, SBr 2.3.2.4 considers remembering the daksina.
fire while exiting the firehall as a symbolic homage; I follow Eggeling, SBE XII, p. 33 and the commentary on Kat 4.15.32 in this interpretation of the verb sam vraj. The SrKos, p. 133, takes it as referring to passing through the firehall. The myth of Iḍā and the order of establishing fires (MS 1.6.13, TBr 1.1.4, KS 8.4) too seems an attempt to place the fires into a straight, west-east line and eliminate the south-north dimension. One might also expect that, as in Vkh's description of constructing the fireplaces, one of the vāhrtis would be used for establishing each of the fires. But TBr 1.1.5, MS 1.6.5, KS 8.4 and SBr 2.1.4.10-14 make no mention of the daksināgni but rather take great pains in distributing the three 'utterances' between the two fires, the gārhapatyā and abhavaniya.
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2 Ap 5.4.9f, Bhar 5.2.22f, SH 6.5.527, Baudh 2.12.54, 10-13, Vkh 1.4.1,5. Some simply refer directly to that rite; Mn 1.5.1, 11f and Kat 4.7,11.

3 The other sūtras have only one preparatory day. Most confusing in Vkh is the fact that there are two haircuts (see below) which seem unnecessary unless these two days of preparation are substantially separated in time. Our author may have recognized the problem as he notes that some do not enjoins the second haircut; see Vkh 1.4:5.6f, 10-12.

4 This is the opening line of the TS, but perhaps also that of the VkhS.

5 Ordinarily when the performer is not named the Adhvaryu is understood, but as the priests have not yet been chosen it must be the sacrificer who offers these obligations. The "prescribed manner" (uktavrata) probably refers to the treatment of the Kūsmāda offerings in TA 2.8.

6 It is possible that the first set of preparations precede the first Brahmaudana (Sect. 5), but no priests have yet been chosen.

7 The Nāndimukha or Abhyudaya Śrāddha is described twice in VkhSmS, VkhSmS 2.1-2 and 6.2, and the few details given here by the SrS should represent only modifications of one or both of these two passages. However, the relationship between these two passages is not clear, and it is therefore uncertain as to which should be the model. On the basis of the material surrounding it the latter should be an expiatory rite for the former. But the fact that the SrS is more in tune with the latter mitigates against this conclusion; see Caland, VkhSmS, trans., p. 153 fn 7.

8 This refers to such matters as whether the sacred thread is worn over the left or right shoulder, whether circumambulation is clockwise or counter-clockwise, and whether offerings are followed by the expression svāhā or svadāhā. In each instance the first option is the practice in rites to the gods and the second in rites to the Fathers.
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9Proclaiming the day auspicious (punnyāha) is described in detail in VkhSmŚ 1.6-7, transl., pp. 13-16.

10Rules concerning the choosing of priests are given at the beginning of Vkh's Agnistoma section, Vkh 12.1-2, but it is not clear to me whether or not they are to be applied here. They are, however, similar to those in Baudh's Agnyādheya section; Baudh 2.3-4. The problem is that Baudh is the only sutra to include detailed rules for the selection of priests within the context of the Agnyādheya and even then the rules are applicable to a variety of rites.

11For a discussion of varying opinions concerning which substances are used to make madhuparka see Kane, Hlist Dhs., 11, p. 545. Generally yoghurt, honey, and ghee seem to be involved, though the phrase "ghrtaadhiksTramiśratam madhuparkam" in VkhSmŚ 8.4:114.6f suggests that only honey is in the madhuparka itself. The rite for its giving and receiving with appropriate mantras is found in VkhSmŚ 2.16, transl., p. 63.

12Vkh 1.4:5.6-6.7.

13See note 2 for references.

14Heesterman, Rājasūya, p. 97.

15Lévi, op. cit., p. 104.

16"yónir vái dīkṣitāsya dīkṣitavimitán jarāyu kṛṣṇajinám úlbaṁ dīkṣitavośo nábhīr mékhalā gŕbhbo dīkṣitáh".

17"ajāto vái távat púruṣo yāvad āgnim nádbhate; sá tārhy eva jāyate yārhy āgnim ādbhate; kṣāume vásāna āgnim ādadvyātāṁ; té adhvarya vā déye; úlbasya vá étāṁ nīrūpāṁ yāt kṣāumam; úlbaṁ evā-

palumpetē" NS 1.6.4:93.6ff; These garments are given to the Adhvaryu at the end of the ritual to get rid of the embryonic covering; see Heesterman "The Significance of the dākṣinā", 111, 111 (1959), pp. 250f concerning the disposal and reintegration of this covering and its creative energy through the mechanism of dākṣinā.

18One might also compare the food eaten, predominately milk and ghee, to baby food.

19Both the statement of intent and selection of priests are given in more elaborate form in Baudh to which the reader is referred for further details; see Baudh 2.1, SrKos pp. 7-8 and Baudh 2.3-4, SrKos pp. 8-12.
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20 The word amātya derives from amā 'at home' and apparently denotes members of the same household; see for example Bhar 12.16.12f where the amātyas are the sons and brothers of the sacrificer. However, I find no other mention of homas by this name in Vkh. According to Baudh these homas are offered as part of the rite to the Fathers which text alone enjoins on the day of preparation for the Agnyādheya; SrKos p. 30. In this context Baudh states that they (the mantras for the Amātya offerings according to the SrKos) are called the Kūśmāṇḍas, the Kājāvas, the Amātyahomas, or the Atimoksas; Baudh 2.11:52.1ff. The Atimoksa offerings are detailed in Baudh 14.20-21, being based on the verses in TS 3.5.4, and are by some texts included in the Viṣṇu steps at the Darśapūrnamāsā, which seem directed against enemies; see SrKos p. 430. The Kājāvas appear to be MS 2.1.4:6.9ff, a special offering for one who is hostile towards his neighbor (smāntam abhidruhin), though also for one who is ill (āmayāvin). Perhaps the more peaceful stance of Baudh 24.12:195.8ff is to be compared: 'One who is going to establish the fires should make himself suitable for regeneration (prajya); he should make good relations with him whom he might have bad relations'. It may be, then, that these offerings have as their purpose the settling of domestic, worldly conflicts within the household or with neighbors, which must be dealt with as a prerequisite for regeneration.

21 The verses are found in TA 2.3-6 and brāhmaṇa and injunctions in TA 2.7-8. Kṣank 20:87ff, 125ff has a similar treatment, and the verses are also contained in MS 4.14.17 and partially in TBr 3.7.12.

22 Concerning broad application of the term dīkṣā see Gonda, op cit., pp. 318f.

23 Yāvad ēno dīkṣām úpaiti; dīkṣitā etāḥ [hōmaiḥ] satati juhoti; sahmatsāram dīkṣitō bhavati; sahmatsarād evā 'tamanāḥ punīte' TA 2.8. The text goes on to reconcile shorter periods of time symbolically to the year.

24 The term used is actually "bodily" (sārṭra) saṁskāras, but these as defined in VkhSmŚ 1.1 comprise the usual list of saṁskāras or sacraments enumerated in the GrŚs; see Kane Hist Dhs, 11, pp. 188ff.

25 VkhSmŚ 2.1.21.1ff and Çaland trans., p. 37.

26 See Renou Ved. Ind., p. 114.

27 Rājasūya, p. 66. Heesterman notes numerous parallels between royal consecration and dīkṣā or initiation in general as rites of renewal.
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I assume that the new "clothes and outer garments" (vastrottaṁ-srivraṁśa) in the preparatory rites (Vkh 1.4.6.4) are related to the two linen garments (kṣauma) mentioned after the fire has been churned (Vkh 1.11.12.10) since the garment worn for dīkṣā is normally linen.
Notes to Section 5.

1 In the Kausū of the AVic tradition the Brahmaidana has become the model for a series of rites called Savayajnas, and Gonda has discussed the Brahmaidana in general with reference to these rites; J. Gonda, The Savayajnas (Amsterdam: N.V. Noord-Hollandische Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1965).

2 Concerning the problems in the text see Vṛkṣa, Caland trans., p. 127, notes 15-17, where the same action, but with directions reversed, is performed in the funeral rites. In both that and the present instances the accompanying verse is that used by Bhar to obtain the sacrificial spot from the spirits, above p. 65. In the Darṣa-pūraṇamāsa a branch of either a śāmi or a palaya tree (Butea frondosa) is used to drive off the calves, and such a branch here must serve to drive off spirits.

3 The VPAK, 1, p. 437 glosses ambarisā (frying pan) pākapātra, bharjanapātra "cooking vessel, frying vessel". An ambarisā is also one of several sources for the daksināgni in Ap 5,14.3 for which the commentary gives bhrāstra and the parallels in SH 3,4:315 and Vṛ 1,4, 3,6 bharjana and bhrāstra respectively, all from the roots bhṛj/bhrājī "fry, roast". In the index to his edit. of Baudh. p. 45, Caland reports the opinions of two of his commentators concerning uttanāṇīya. According to one it is produced from a glowing ceramic vessel or the like (kapalādiśamātāpa). The other explains that a handful of grass is kindled on a glowing vessel; then a second handful is kindled on the first fire and a third on the second, and the fire burning in the third handful is called an uttapanīya fire. "kapalāgni darbhamuṣṭim adīpya tasminn aṅgau muṣṭyantarām adīpya trītyaṃ sūgātāṅgan uttanāṇīyaḥ khye . . . juhuyāt". A similar, though less complicated, procedure is found in Vṛkṣa, 3,15:46.5f where a vessel is put on the kitchen fire and the uttanāṇīya started with balls of bull dung; "culliyām kapalām ēropaya vṛṣabhasakapitānāh jātaṅgāṇiṃ saḥhayet tam enam uttanāṇīyam ity udāharanti".

4 The same view is found in Ap 5,7,8 and Baudh. 2,7:44,3ff. In Ap 5,4,14 a rite is prescribed in this case in which a cake of rice and a cake of barley are placed on either side of the fire to propitiate it at its destruction; see MS 1,6,5:93,13ff. The same rite is given in Kat 4,11,8 for the removal of the old fires at the Punarārdhaya.

5 ha niñenekti nānvasrāvayati payāsi śrapayati caturṣu vā pātreṣu śrapayitvā . . . "; Vṛkṣa, 1,5:7,ff. We might think that the rice is cooked either in a single large vessel (sthūṭ) or four
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smaller pots (pātra), one for each priest, but the alternative is rather between cooking in milk or four potfuls of water. Cf. Baudh 2.13:56,1ff "athaśtenaiva pātreṇa catura udapātrān ānayati yadi viṣāṭā sthālī bhavati yady u vā avīśitā paṇca vā bhūyasa vā", "then with the very same pot (used to measure the rice) he pours four potfuls of water (into the cooking vessel) if the cooking vessel is strong (i.e. of thick sides); however, if it is not strong (he pours in) five or more"; see also Ap 5.5.4; Bhar 5.3.7, SH 3.2.300, and Vr 1.4.1.7. The point both in regulating the amount of liquid and in prohibiting washing the rice seems to be that one must avoid adding too much liquid, which would overcook the rice. So Baudh takes into consideration even the thickness of the vessel. The reason behind all this is that the grains of rice are to be served "as if still alive", that is still possessed of their fructifying potential; see MS 1.6.12:104,10 "jīvāntaṇḍulam ivōpaharet". One may also not pour off any excess liquid as some of the fructifying essence of the rice may be lost.

6 I follow the commentaries to Ap 5.5.8 and SH 3.2.301 in this interpretation.

7 According to the commentary on SH 3.2.302 a pradeśa equals the span between the extended thumb and forefinger or else 12 añgulas.

8 It is not clear whether only the Adhvaryu, who performs the act of depositing the fuel sticks, or all the priests receive this gift. The commentary on Ap 5.7.1 holds that the gift following placement of the sticks belongs only to the Adhvaryu, while that on SH 6.5:527 holds that it belongs to all the priests.

9 Vkh 1.4:6.6-1.6:8.7; see also Ap 5.4.12-5.7.15, Bhar 5.2.26-5.3.20, Baudh 2.7:44.1-4.2.13-14:54.14-57.9, SH 3.2.298-303, Mn 1.5.1.14-30, and Kat 4.8.3-12.

10 "dvē śīṛṣa iva brahmaudanaprauvargyā eva . . . etad vai yajñasya śiro yān mantravān brahmaudano"; the comment is made with regard to RV 4.58.3 "four are its horns . . . two its heads . . . " The Pravargya is frequently called the head of makha, the sacrifice; see van Buitenen, Pravargya, pp. 16ff.

11 "ya aṣa odanāḥ pacyata īrambhanam evaitat kriyata ākramanaṁ eva".

12 SrKos, 11, 150ff passim.
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13 Cf. Ap 5.7.3 "prāśitavadbhyas [sic] samānāṁ varāṁ dadāti" as well as Bhar 5.3.11 and Vṛ 1.4.1.9.

14 See note 5.

15 The several versions of this myth are told by Gonda, Savayajñas, pp. 55ff.

16 Charles Malamoud, "Observations sur la notion de 'restes' dans le brāhmanisme" MZKSOA, vol. 16 (1972), pp. 5-26. He holds that such food may be offered not only to the gods but to guests, teachers, and the like. The paradox that "remains" are at other times considered polluting and the social implications of this paradox go beyond the present ritual context.

17 In the GrSs the bride is made to sit on a red ox skin upon arriving at her new home, and the mantras, where recited, refer to offspring and fertility; see for example AsvGrS 1.8.9.

18 SrKos, 11, 102, 114ff passim. This skin, located on the uttaravedi or at the pressing site, is subsequently placed over the boards on which the soma is pressed; SrKos, 11, 284ff passim.

19 SrKos, 1110ff; the verses are in TA 6.10.

20 See Lévi, Doctrine, p. 94, who cites a number of passages in support of this contention. Among them are Pīr 24.19.2 (=22.12.2) "etad vāva manuṣyaśaṅkṛtattvāṁ yāt sarvam āyur eti vaśyāṁ bhavati" "this indeed is a human's immortality that he attains a complete life, that he becomes better off" and Sīr 10.2.6.8 "ya eva śataṁ varṣāni yo vā bhuyāṁśi jīvati sa hailvandāṁtām āśpnoti" "only he who lives 100 years or who lives more (and not the lesser periods previously mentioned) obtains this immortality'.

21 In the soma ritual this is not entirely appropriate since the skin is, at least symbolically, already in the world of heaven; see below. But soma's celestial origin may have forced this discrepancy, and even when the sacrificer is symbolically with the gods he still desires that his life continue.

22 BharPitṛmedhaS 1.11.7-9.

23 TA 6.10.1 "anādāḥam anārāḥbāḥmaḥ svastāye/ sa na īndra i va debēhyo vāniḥ sampāraṇo bhava"; note that "devēbhya" could also mean "towards the gods".
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TA 6.10.2 "śīva vi mātār śāvartinn (?śāvartann) ābhūd bhadrā devāhūtī (?r) no adyā/ prāṇjo (?prāṇa) gāma mātāye hāsāya drīghiyā āyuḥ pratarām dādhānāh"

25See note 15 and TS 6.5.6.1-2, TBr 1.1.9.1-3, KS 7.15 (KpS 6.5, GopBr 1.2.15), and MS 1.6.12:104.10ff.

26SrKos 11, pp. 105ff passim.

27As noted above, the soma is alternatively at the pressing site on the mahāvedī, but the whole "high altar" likely stands in opposition to the consecration hut as the world of heaven to the earth. Heaven is also the mythic abode of soma; cf. the myth of its theft by the eagle Gayatri, below pp. 156ff. It may be that this offering prepares not only for the immediate expedition to heaven but, in a larger sense, for the whole ritual which moves progressively towards the ŚāvanTya in the east.

28"ādityā vā itā úttamāḥ suvargāṁ lokāṁ āyan/ tē, vā ito yāntam prātinudante/ ete khālu vāvā 'dityāḥ/ yad brāhmaṇāḥ/ tāir evā saṁtvāṁ gacchati/ nāināṁ prātinudante".

29MS 1.6.12:105.9f "devayānāṁ pathō gopāyanti"; in KS 7.15 they are called pathirakṣis.

30Cf. the opinion of MacDonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 121, that aditi means boundless, like the sky, that is without boundaries.

31MS 1.6.12:105.9ff, KS 7.15, GopBr 1.2.15. In the soma sacrifice the Āditya cups are also made up of the soma remaining from Dvidevatya cups; TS 6.5.6.3, KS 28.6.

32TBr 1.1.9.5, Ap 5.5.10, Bhar 5.3.12; Mn 1.5.1.24 reads caityya, and though the printed edit. of Vr 1.4.1.10 has caītya, the note p. 37 indicates that the ms (first hand) had caita. Notice that the commentary on ApGrS 3.9.3 explains cūtiya vanaspati as either lokaprasiddha "widely known" or cāyanamūla "having a mound at the base".


34KS 7.15, GopBr 1.2.15.

35"lakṣānapayogyo lakṣānyo yena grāmatTrhasāmādi lakṣyate"; commentary on SH 3.2:302. The editor's note to Ap 5.5.10 (Mysore edit., I, p. 404), taken from Rudradatta, is similar as regards
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citriya: "citriyah- lakṣmanyah graṁatīrthādyapadeśija ity arthah", while the commentary understands "designate" not simply in the sense of "to mark off" but in the sense of "to name", giving the example Āśvattha village.

36Pokorny, II, p. 298.

37Ibid., pp. 283-4.

38That nirmārga is paralleled by citriya is further interesting in light of Lithuanian mārgas, which Pokorny, II, 275 renders with the German word bunt, which in turn carries most of the connotations of Sanskrit citra, "brightly colored, variegated, spotted", that is conspicuous as befits a marker. However, Pokorny derives mārgas from mēra "glitter, sparkle", with which he also connects Sanskrit maryādā: "boundary" (Pokorny, II, pp. 273, 275). In any case, it is clear that the ideas of marking and conspicuousness are frequently associated. Finally, we might add that a panthan "road", a synonym of mārga, can serve as a boundary for the sacrificial spot above, p. 66.

39yāt pratīcinām prātaśțanāt/ prācinām sangavāt/ tāt devā agniṣṭomām niraimata/ tāt āttiviryam nirāmgah"; TBr 1.5.3.1.
The passage consists with the gods creating other forms of the same sacrifice from the junctures between the various periods of the day, the phrase "tāt ātt..." being repeated for each juncture.

40mārgo marjanām suudih, tato nirgato nirmārgah"; idem.

41nirmārgasyādadhātā: apeagūryā vai ātryam kirrote; yan nir-
mārgasyādadhāty, apagūryā eva". The word apeagūrti requires comment (GopBr 1.2.15 reads avakūti, though the VPĀK, II, p. 247, takes it as avagūrti, presumably on the strength of KS and the parallel KP).

Hayrhofer, I, p. 340 glosses the root gur "salute" and gūrta as "welcome, agreeable" to which he relates Latin gratis "erwünscht, wilkommen" (p. 342). Now, while gur, especially with such prefixes as abhi, a, bra, signifies positive salutation, greeting or welcoming, with the prefixes apa, ava, and ud it seems to denote negative salutation, warning off or threatening, and this may take the form of verbal threats as well as gestures, the latter often involving a show of arms.
(I think Mayrhofer (p. 340) is wrong in positing a second root gur with the meaning "raise", as in a weapon, of which his only examples bear the prefix ud.) So RV 5.32.6d "... uccair īndro apeagūryā jaghāna (vṛtram)" is rendered by Griffith "Him, after loud-voiced threats, the Hero Indra... slaughtered" (p. 251), though Śāyana explains "uccair īrdhva apeagūrya vajram udhyama" "after raising up the thunderbolt". On TS 2.6.2.5, however, Śāyana says apeagūryoccaire dhamam kṛtvā apeagūrya, (that is) having made a loudly voiced sound, while again on TS 4.5.9.2 he glosses apeaguramāna
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as udyatāyudha 'with weapon raised'. A final example is TS 2.6.10.2
'One should not threaten a Brahmin; one should not strike (him); one
should not draw (his blood'); "brāhmaṇāya nāpā gureta nā nī hanyān
nā lōhitam kuryāt". Here both verbal and visual threats or warnings
may be involved.

Mayrhofer, loc. cit., Whitney, Roots, p. 37, and Pokorny, I,
p. 686, all regard gur as another form of āgr, and in this context the
case of the apagara and abhigara, the so-called 'reviler' and 'praiser',
is of interest. In the Mahāyātrata rite the 'praiser' praises actions
within the ritual while the 'reviler' reviles them in the form of un-
welcome comments. However, in light of the distinction between apa gur
and (abhi) gur it is possible that the apagara is himself an unwelcome
outsider. In one form of the rite the abhigara is an Aryan stationed
within the mahāvedi, and the apagara is a Śūdra stationed outside to
the south. These two hold a tug of war with a piece of white hide,
which must therefore stretch over the boundary of the mahāvedi, said
to be the form (rūpa) of the sun (śaḍitva), and one wonders if part of
what is at stake is the delineation of the boundary and whether the
apagara is welcome to cross it or whether he will pull the Aryan out-
side it. See PB r 5.5.13 ff with Caland's notes (trans., pp. 82 ff)
and Heesterman 'Vṛtāya and Sacrifice' WZKSOA XII/XIII (1968/69),

Finally, one might, I suppose, attempt to refer nirūmārga to
the remains of the rice; I take it that is what the VP A K, I, p. 1824
means by the gloss jīta which often signifies the residue left after
the soma has been pressed. But I must object that it is the fuel
sticks, not the remains themselves, which are deposited (ā dhā) in the
fire, as is what is 'nirūmārgasya' in our passage, whereas the remains
are smeared (aṇj) on the sticks, a fact clearly stated in this same
passage.

42 The verb ā dhā can mean both 'to deposit' and 'to establish'
as in the name of our ritual.

43 It is worth mentioning in this context the Brāhmaṇa
which precedes the releasing of the horse at the Aśvamedha as it too
marks the beginning of a journey, which again may well involve the
crossing of boundaries; see SBr 13.4.1.5, Ap 20.2.4-6. We might also
mention VṛGrS 15.4 where one pays homage to either a laksāṇya or a
cāitya tree when setting forth on the journey to fetch the bride home.

44 If these gifts (yara) are to be construed as daksinās,
daksinās are usually given following the rite to which they pertain.
The separation of these two parts of the Brahmaṇa by a gift is not
unique to Vīkh, being found in all but Kaṭ; however, Bhar, Ma and Vṛ
do not provide for a second gift after the fuel sticks have been
deposited. See note 9 for references.
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46Cf. the karmãnta section of Baudh (24.15:199.10ff) "some declare there to be a double Brahmaidana, the former for the remainder (smeared on the fuel sticks), the latter to cause togetherness (of the sacrificer and priests)" "dvibrähmaidanam u hiike bruvata uccheṣāntyo hetaraḥ sāntvakaśaṃta uttarah". The commentary on SH 3.2:303 also holds that fuel sticks are not to be deposited at the second Brahmaidana, but the sutras do not seem to me to support this view.

47Whether or not the 'gifts' are dakṣinās is left purposely ambiguous.

48KS 7.15.

49TBr 1.1.9.4.

49TBr 1.1.9.5.

50TBr 1.1.9.1-3, MS 1.6.12:104.10ff, KS 7.15.

51"bhrāmaidanāṃ pacati réta eva tād ēdhāti . . . uccheṣāntad vā ēdit réto 'dhatta/ uccheṣāntad eva tād réto dhatte".

52See Gonda, Savayajñas, p. 46.

53"tāṃ sāmvatsaratām gopāyeta/ sāmvatsaratām hi réto hitām vārdhate".

54"sānvatsarē vṛddhā gārbhāḥ prájāyante; prájātam enām vṛddhām ēdhate".

55Our texts seem to prefer to identify the sticks with semen since like semen and unlike the penis they are not withdrawn.

56TBr 1.1.9.4-5 "fyaṭīr bhavanti/ prájāpatinā yajñamukhēna sāṁmitaḥ/ fyaṭīr bhavanti/ yajñaparūpā sāṁmitaḥ/ fyaṭīr bhavanti/ etāvad vāi pūruṣe vīryāṃ/ vīryāsāṁmitaḥ".

57TBr 1.2.1.8 "(samīdhaḥ) tisrās trivṛdbhir mithunāḥ prájātyai".

58Notice also that in TBr 1.6.3,1 a pairing is said to consist of mother, father, and son "mātā pitaḥ putrāḥ/ tād eva tān mithunāṁ". The emphasis here is on the three sons, the three fires to be.

59So a lesser though symbolically equivalent period such as twelve days.

60The duplication need not be merely symbolic as the fires could be taken directly from the brāmaidanika fire. Kat 4.8.11 mentions such a possibility, albeit as an alternative to churning.
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61 This theme is also reiterated with the second Brahmaidana.

62 nirmanthyo vā (grhyāgniḥ); punyas, so 'nadhuko' (transliteration normalized and punctuation added), quoted in the notes to Oldenberg's trans., SBE XXIX, p. 385, Gobh 1.1.17-18 is similar.

63 See Sect. 7.

64 prādesāmātrīs samidho bhavanty etāvān hy ātmā prajāpatinā saṁmito.

65 The gṛyātrī, triṣṭubh, and jagatī meters, employed here for a Brahmin, Rājanya, and Vaiśya respectively, are frequently associated with these varnas. The reader will also recall that the distance between the gṛhāpatya and bhavanīya fires is to be 8, 11 or 12paces depending on the sacrificer's varna, these being the number of syllables per pāda of these same meters.

66 'svāya chaṁdasaḥ pratyayanaṁstvāya'. Sāyaṇa glosses pratyayanastvā, which is not found elsewhere, punahprāpti 'regaining'. The 's' is puzzling, and the VPAK, II, p. 988, considers it an upajana, 'an additional phonetic element' according to K. V. Abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar (GOS no. 134), p. 78. The word is therefore equivalent to the more recognizable formation pratyayana, which as a derivative of prati should have something like the meaning I have given.

67 Cf. the commentary to ApGrS 3.9.3 which gives as one gloss for citriya 'widely known', above note 32.

68 citriyasyāśvatāsya 'iddhāti/ citrām eva bhavati'. Sāyaṇa even goes so far as to render citra 'lordship' (aśvārya).

69 Given that caitya is found as a variant for citriya or is at least put in the same category as citriya and laksānya trees, we might cite the view of O. Viennot, Le Culte de l'Arbre dans l'Inde Ancienne (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1954), esp. pp. 92, 128, that at the time of the epics there were sacred trees known as caityas which served as the focus of identity for local communities. She suggests further that this tree likely had ancestral connections with the leading family of the community. I am, however, unable to locate the two key pieces of her argument (p. 90): R(āmāyaṇa) IX, 42-44 (?) and Sabhāparvan 816-817 (?). The latter could be MBh (Crit. Ed.) 2.19.12ff, esp. 17-19, which relates the destruction by the Pāṇḍavas of a caitya revered by the inhabitants of Girivraja, though this caitya appears to be a mountain.
Notes to Section 6.

1 We have observed the same time sequence in the myth of Pur-
Gravas and Urvaśī, pp. 54f.

2 According to Mn 1.5,1.32 and the commentary on Ap 5.7.1
all of the priests observe this vow, while SH 3.2.303 agrees with
Vkh 1.6:8.7 in specifying only the Adhvaryu. Bhar 5.3.23 gives both
views.

3 See Sect. 5, p. 96.

4 In Bhar 5.4.1 and SH 3.2.303f. the goat is tied within the
fireplace.

5 The mss vary between kudupa, kumduva, and kuduba, kuduva
being Caland's reconstruction; Caland edit., p. 8. I assume this is
another variant of kudava/kudapa which MW, p. 289, defines as the
"4th part of a Prastha, described by some as a vessel four fingers
wide and as many deep and containing 12 Prakritis or handfuls".

6 For details see below Sect. 8, p. 123. Unlike the other
śūtras Vkh counts the 'hearth' of muñja grass (muñja kulāya), used for
churning, as an arboreal substance.

7 Vkh notes that some fetch the churning sticks at this point
rather than previously; see Sect. 4, p. 89.

8 Vkh 1.6:8.7-1.7:9.8; see also Ap 5.7.16-5.8.4, Bhar 5.3.21-
5.4.3, SH 3.2.303f, Baudh 2.15:58.6ff, Mn 1.5.1.32-1.5.2.1, Vs 1.4.

9 There may have been a real or imagined etymological
connection of the sort aja < ai = ang > agni; see Mayrhofer, 1, pp. 18,23.

10 Itad haike 'jam upabadhantaḥ āgneyo 'jo 'gner eva sar-
vatvāyeti vadanatas"; however the SBr disagrees with this practice.

11 gāyatrīṁ vai devā yajñām ācha prāhiṇvaut sa riktāgachat
tāsyā agnis tējah prāyachat so 'jā 'bhavat"; MS 1.6.4:92.10f. This
connection is further strengthened by the fact that the goat is
given to the Agniḥ as a daksinā; idem.

12 See note 8 for references.

13 Ts 5.5.22,24; 5.6.22; the victims are dedicated to the
Maruts and Tvāṣṭr.
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14 TS 5.1.1.4, MS 3.1.2:2.16ff, KS 19.1 (KPS 29.8), Sbr 6.3.1.31.

15 All sources.

16 MS.

17 MS.

18 "yām (vasatīṁ)vānaspatīśyāvasat tām vēṇā avasat"; MS 3.1.2:2.17f. The other texts make no mention of other beings or trees, stating simply "sā vēṇuṁ právīśat".

19 TS, MS, KS.

20 Sbr, KS.

21 Sbr.

22 "sā yātrayatrávasat tāt kṛṣṇām abhavat".

23 "sā yātrayatrávasat tan nirādhahat tat kalmaśam abhavat; in his edition of KPS, p. 157, Vira suggests emending "kalmaśam" in KS to "kalmāsam". See also MS and Sbr "yātra nirādhahat (yātrayatra nidadāha Sbr) tāti kalmāśany abhavan".

24 The commentator explains śīla as "song, playing of instruments, etc.", "gītavādyādi". He refers to this passage again in the yājamanā section (6.5:527), where he gives "lute, flute, drum, etc.", "vīṇāvenumṛdaṅgādi".

25 Sbr 13.4.3; Eggeling, SBE, XLIV, pp. 360ff.

26 Manu Vaivasvata, Dharma Indra, as well as the kings of snakes, fish, and birds are mentioned. However, each is brought into relationship with a segment of the population, e.g. snake-charmers, fishermen, and bird-catchers.

27 "Vīṇāgaṇaṅgīna upasametā bhavanti tān adhvaṛyuh sampreṣyati. . . . purāṇair imām yajamānaṁ rajābhīḥ sādhukṛdbhiḥ saṃgāyaṭeti"; Sbr 13.4.3.3. The commentary (Weber edt. p. 1013) explains the possessive Vīṇāgaṇaṅgī as referring to the master (ācārya) of the Vīṇāgaṇagāsas, those who play a variety of Vīṇās; "Vīṇānām alāvuvīṇā trītantīṁ saptaptantā ityādaṁ Vīṇāgaṇaṅghātena ye gāyantī sābāyantī te Vīṇāgaṇaṅgāh". But gāl means more "to sing" than "to play", and it seems more plausible to me that a Vīṇāgaṅga is a singer who sings accompanied by a lute ensemble. Otherwise, if there are no lyrics, how will the comparison with ancient kings be made? As for the likening of the sacrificer to ancient kings the commentary on SH 14.2.16 mentions "Yudhiṣṭhīra and so on", and the
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commentary on Kat 20.3.2 speaks of Rājarṣis.

28 Vīnāgarthin, applied to this Rājanya, presents problems similar to those of vīnāganaga. Perhaps it signifies a minstrel who sings and plays.

29 We might cite the telling of the Śunāṣeṣa legend during the Rājasūya as another example; see Heesterman, Rājasūya, pp. 158ff.

30 See Hillebrandt, Rit. Lit., pp. 147f, 154ff. These are extended rites which can last up to a year or more.

31 Cf. AitAr 1.1.3, 1.2.1 "bahu vā etasminn ahani kīṃca kīṃca vāraṇām kriyate" which Keith renders "Much indeed is done on this day that is forbidden"; transl., pp. 167, 169.

32 TS 7.5.8-10, KS 34.5, PBr 5.5-6.

33 Caland transl., p. 88, "Vānāṃ vītanvanty anto vai vāno 'nto mahāvṛtam antenaiva tad antam abhivādayanti". Caland notes that "abhivādayanti" means both to salute and to make music. The commentary glosses vāna as mahāvīna, the great vīna, and offers the interpretation that it is the ultimate and best of vīnas as of all instruments; "vāno vīnānām antah paramah ōreṣṭha ity arthah/ vānāh khalu sarvaśām vādyaviśeṣānām anto ... "

34 "mahāvṛtam ahnāṃ antah".

35 PBr transl., p. 88.

36 Eggeling provides a chart of the various days which make up this yearlong Sattra; SBE XXVI, p. 427.

37 The rite consists of 2+(5x30)+28+1+28+(5x30)+2 days, the initial and final sets of two days combining with the last two 28 day months to form 30 days each; idem.

38 Alternatively the Mahāvṛata itself could be performed as an overnight rite.

39 Keith, TS transl., p. cxxxi.

40 It may be that the two 28 day months were artificially shortened because of the two initial and two final surplus days, which in turn originally served, along with the Viṣuvant or central day, to bring the year to (12x30)+5 days, a solar year. See further Eggeling's note, SBE XLIX, p. 167, where he regards the Mahāvṛata as the last day of the year.
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41 See note 31 above.

42 For details and references see below Sect. 8.2, pp. 153 ff; for other versions of the myth of Agni's dispersion see O'Flaherty, Hindu Myths, pp. 98 ff.

43 Similarly SBr 6.3.3.5f speaks of the search for Agni in the materials used to make the ukhā at the Agnicayana, and we might compare the verb ni ỉt 'hide' with pralaya (from pra ỉt), the periodic dissolution of purānic cosmology.

44 Ap 5.1.7-5.3.1, Bhar 5.1.4-6; the oldest strata of Baudh (2.12:53.3ff) simply lists the materials without any formal rite, while Baudh 2.6:42.1ff supplies the same rite as Ap and Bhar, but places it just prior to the Brahmanda, Mv, Vr, and Kat say nothing of the acquisition of these materials, though they are employed subsequently, the implication being that they are obtained in advance of the ritual.

45 In each case where a formal rite is given, whether for acquiring the materials (Ap, Bhar, SH), or for gathering them up where they are stored (Vkh, Baudh), the rite is based on the verses in TBr 1.2.1.1-9.

46 yām tvā samābharam jātavedo yathāśartrām bhūtēsu nyāktam/ sā sāṁbhṛtaḥ stīda sivāḥ praśābhya yuṛum no yokām ānuneṣi vidvān"; TBr 1.2.1.9. The verse is similarly used in Ap 5.3.1, Bhar 5.1.6, and Baudh 2.6:43.7ff.
Notes to Section 7.

1 See Sect. 5, especially note 4.

2 For ease of reference the verses employed in this section will be numbered consecutively and cited as V1, V2, and so on.

3 jātavedo bhūvanasya rēta ihā śiṅca tápas yāj janiṣṭye/agnīṃ aśvatthād ādhī havyavāhām śaṁgarbhāj janāyan yo mayobhāh/ ayām te yōnir ṛṭviyo yāto jāto árocathāh/ tām jānann agna árohaḥa no vardhaya rayīm// TBr 1.2.1.15-16. There is a play on "ároha" which here means "mount up" but can also mean "grow, increase", hence the phrase "increase our wealth".

4 máyi grhnāmy āgre agnīṃ rāyaspoṣaḥya suprajāṣṭvāya suvīryāya/ máyi prajāṃ máyi vārco dadvāmy āriṣṭaḥ śvāma tānuvā subīṛaḥ [sic]// yō no agnīḥ pitaro hṛtṣv āntār āṁrtaṃ mártyaṃ śvīvāya/ tām ātmān pārī grhnīmahe vavāya mā so asmāṁ avahāya pārā gāt// TS 5.7.9.1.

5 I follow Caland's transl. of Ap 5.8.7 p. 144, and Whitney, Grammar, p. 440 in rendering urvārī "tow", that is unwoven plant fibres; see also Kausās 107.2, a rite for unravelling tangled threads. The "one to be milked" is the upper churning stick, and the "one which bears the milk" is the lower. This verse employs a complex mixture of images. Manipulation of the upper churning stick in churning is compared to milking which produces milk, often equated with semen, which the lower stick bears, thus becoming pregnant with the fire. Again the sticks are compared with plant fibres which are fashioned into rope by rubbing them between the palms of the hands in a manner similar to primitive methods of churning fire. Both metaphors would seem to refer to a time before a cord was used to rotate the upper stick; cf. above, p. 48.

6 dhōhya ca te dugdabhīc corvārī te te bhagadheyaṃ práyachāmi tābhyaṃ tvādaḥhe" MS 1.6.1:86.2.

7 mahī viśpātī śādana ṛtāyārynā cī ātaḥ dharūṇe rayīnām/ antārvatīnā jānyaṃ jātavedasam advharānām janayathaḥ purogām" TBr 1.2.1.13.

8 arohaḥaṃ daśātaṃ śakvarTr mámartenaṅga śyuṣā vārcaśah/ jyog jīvanta Ṽttarāṃ uttarāṃ sāmāṃ dārṣaṃ ahāṃ pūrṇamāsaṃ yajnāṃ yāthā yāja" TBr 1.2.1.14.

9 ṛṭviyaḥvaṭi stho agnīretasau gārbaṃ dadvāṭhaṃ te vam ahāṃ dade/ tāt sathyām yād vrām bhirbhṛto vrām janayasyaṭhaḥ// tām mā prājāṃ prājānasyethe te mā prājāṃ prājānayasyathah// prajāya paśūbhīr brahmavarcasena suvargē lokē//" TBr 1.2.1.14-15. The TBr appears to consider these two a single verse as does Vkh which gives only the pratīkā for the first.
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10. "(idam aham Vkh) āntāt satyām úpāimi/ mānuṣād dāiṣyam úpāimi/ dāivām vācam yacchām!" TBr 1.2.1.15. Vkh gives only the phrase "Now I go forth from falsehood to truth", which, if a pratīka, does not fully agree with the TBr. But Baudh, which is usually quite faithful to the Taittirīya mantra text, and SH give the entire TBr verse with "idam aham" at the beginning; Baudh 2.15:58.5f, SH 6.5:528. I assume, therefore, that Vkh too intended the complete verse, giving, as is its practice, only the pratīka.

11. 'agni rakṣāṃsi sedhati śukraśocir āmartyah śucih pāvaka Tdyah" Ap 5.8.6 = SH 3.3:305. The verse does not appear in the Agnyādheya section of our mantra texts.

12. Vkh 1.7:9.8-1.8:10.1; see also Ap 5.8.1, 5-8, 5.9.1; Baudh 2.15:57.10-58.6, 2.16:58.13-17; Bhar 5.4.4-11; SH 3.3:305, 6.5:528; Mn 1.5.2.2-9, 1.5.3.7; Vr 1.4.1.17-22, 1.4.2.12; Kat 4.7.22-25, 4.8.15.


14. Vkh 1.8:9.15, Bhar 5.4.11, SH 3.3:305 and 6.5:528; Ap 5.9.1 and Vr 1.4.2.12 state only that these verses are recited (jap) as the internalization of the fire is evident in the verses themselves. In the latter the internalization is done just prior to churning.

15. Baudh 2.15:57.20ff; the SrKos, p. 30 renders upa ni graham "hold to his heart".

16. Mn 1.5.3.7 "hṛdayadeśam ārabhya"; in this case the fire internalized is the fire which has just been churned.

17. The separation of the Adhvaryu's internalization of the fire from that of the sacrificer is unique to Vkh. Notice also that the middle knuckle of the middle finger of the right hand of either the sacrificer or the Adhvaryu can serve as the basic unit of measurement in the sacrifice; Vkh 1.3:5.4-5.

18. See TS 3.4.10, MS 1.5.13, and SrKos, pp. 98ff passim, where the context is journeying away from home for more than ten days. V2.1 is found in these passages while VI is unique to the present context.


20. Note that this image is even extended to the sacrificer's taking hold of the churning sticks as in V7 he asks them to "mount" his fingers. The implication seems to be that thereby his fingers become productive or perhaps dexterous in providing the means for
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life, lustre, and the performance of the ritual. We might also note in passing the theme of creating a world in constructing the fire-places or, as VI has it, in engendering the fire which occupies that place.

21 See Sect. 2, pp 59ff.

22 Sect. 3, pp. 79ff.

23 Sect. 5, p. 98.

24 Sect. 3, pp. 79f.

25 Sect. 4.

26 See Sect. 5, p. 94 and Introd., p. 22.

27 In Baudh. 2.13:55.12f, Mn 1.5.2.9, Vr 1.4.1.23 and Kat 4.7.15 the gārhapātya is put where the brāhmaṇadanika was, while in Ap 5.10.7, Bhar 5.6.1, SH 3.3:310, and Vkh 1.10:11.17ff it is simply churned there. See Sect. 9, p. 169.


29 Sect. 3, p. 80.

30 Baudh. 2.16:58, 17, 2.17:61.10f; Kat 4.8.15. In Kat this is given as an alternative to extinguishing the fire.

31 Renou has shown that restraining one's speech (vāgyamana) does not refer to all speech but only to profane speech and is used to preserve the solemnity of key parts of the ritual; Louis Renou, "La valeur du silence dans le culte védique" JAOS, vol. 69 (1949), pp. 11-18. However for practical reasons the sacrificer is permitted profane speech during less intense portions of the ritual. This may be why the Taittirīya sūtras allow the sacrificer to release his speech once the churning has been accomplished; Ap 5.11.2, Bhar 5.4.10, SH 6.5:528, Vkh 1.10:12.3, Baudh. 2.16:60.7f. But in Mn, Vr, and Kat the sacrificer's speech is to remain restrained until the end of the ritual, that is until the journey to the east is complete; Mn 1.5.4.21, Vr 1.4.3.35, Kat 4.7.24. See further Kat's Darsāpūrṇamāsa, where at the end of the rite the sacrificer says "now I am that which I am", i.e. a man again (VS 2.28), which is regarded as a modification of the phrase "now I go forth from the human to the divine"; Kat 2.1.11, 3.8.29; see ŚBr 1.1.1.4-6. See also TS 1.6.6.1 and the brāhmaṇa in TS 1.7.6.2 where the formula is different, but the intent appears to be the same.
Notes to Section 8.

1See Sect. 3.3, pp. 83ff.

2See Sect. 6, pp. 109, 113ff.

3Similar actions are performed to remove impurities when building the firehall (Sect. 3, p. 72) and prior to kindling the brāhmaṇdanika fire (Sect. 5, p. 94). Though we will not be concerned with these acts themselves we will have occasion to refer to the removal of impurities in so far as it relates to one of our materials, saline soil.

4"saṃkalpayati" can mean both "imagine, visualize" and "make arrangements for". Cf. VkhSmS 6.1:89.8f "ṛtvijor abhāve ... kūṛcām nidhāya brahmaṇosamau saṃkalpayati" which Caland, transl., p. 151, renders "If the two priests (the Brahman and Soma) are absent, he lays down ... a bundle of grass ... and imagines these as the Brahman- and Soma-priests ... " In VkhSmS 2.15:33.10f this verb is used in the latter sense: "viṣṭaram kūṛcām pādyam ... saṃkalpayati", "he arranges for grass to strew, water for washing the feet ... " I think both usages are implied here in that the sacrificer's act of visualizing the fires, indicated by the recitation of a verse, signals the Adhvaryu to begin final preparations. The SrKos, p. 35, differs, translating "pronounce his intention!".

5Sect. 5, p. 94.

6Cf. VkhSmS 1.9:10,2ff. Caland, transl., p. 18, is no doubt correct that the lines are meant to connect the holes, thus forming a grid pattern.

7See Sect. 6, p. 109.

8See Sect. 3.3, pp. 83ff. Virtually all of the above is unique to Vkh, an elaboration on the basis of grhyā practices. The other sūtras simply have the Adhvaryu dig out the ground and sprinkle the area with water to remove impurities; see note 22 for references. However, Bādh 2.16:59,1 also mentions smearing the fireplaces with cow dung, and Mn 1.5.2.9 and Vr 1.4.1.23 mention marks (laksana) when laying out the position of the fireplaces, though nothing so elaborate as Vkh's practice is intimated.

9Here begin the earthen substances of Sect. 6.

10The akhūddhata of the printed edition (Vkh 1.9:11,2) should be ākhuṭṭhata; cf. Bādh 2.12:53.3 ākhuṭṭara, Ap 5.1.7 ākhuṭtara, and
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Mn 1.5.2.17 ākhuśā. The word ākhu is variously translated as "mouse", "rat", and "mole", and probably means "the burrower", being derived from the root khan "to dig"; Mayerhofer, 1, p. 301. Eggeling, SBE XII, p. 278, translates ākhuśā "molehill", a translation which fits English idiom nicely in that it conveys the emphasis placed on the mound raised by the ākhu. Unfortunately, it appears unlikely that ākhu means "mole", but rather that it means "rat". According to P. Ray and H. N. Gupta, Caraka Samhita (A Scientific Synopsis) (Delhi: Nat. Inst. of Sci. of India, 1965), pp. 36, 30, Caraka classes the ākhu, which the authors gloss "rat", among "creatures with poisonous fangs or stings", while he places the mūsika/mūsaka, which they term "mouse", with "creatures which grab and tear off their food". The ākhu is not named in Suśruta's classificatory scheme (sūtrasthāna 46.78) where mūsika is used as a generic term; apparently covering a variety of rats and mice, within the larger group of "hole-dwellers". However, in kalpasthāna 7, which deals with treatment of the poisonous bite of the mūsika, of which 18 varieties are named, ākhu occurs as a synonym of mūsika (7.6). The word ākhu is also found in MnSmr 12.62 where the commentary glosses it mūsika, and the parallel, YajSr actually reads mūsika. Finally, Sāyāna on TBr 1.1.3.4 and TS 6.6.4.5 again explains ākhu by mūsaka. We may therefore conclude that ākhu is a synonym for mūsika/mūsaka, a generic term including various rats and mice, but that when rats and mice are distinguished, it refers to rats, which are known for their treacherous bite. The terms utkara, kariṣṭa, kiri, or uddhata, mostly from kṛ "to scatter", then suggest the scatterings or rubble around the rat's hole, which have been dug out of the ground, a point stressed in the mythology. We will therefore refer to this material as the "diggings of a rat". The reader is cautioned, however, that the English word "rat" may carry more negative connotations than does Sanskrit ākhu, though the latter too has a negative side in the severity of its bite and the fact that it is Rudra's animal; see MS 1.10.20:160.2 ff and TBr 1.6.10.2.

11 The other sūtras read varāhavihāta; see note 22 for references.

12 Cf. SH 3.3:308; in Ap 5.2.4(3) this alternative applies only if only five earthen materials are used and then only to the fifth, which the commentary takes to be gold.

13 See Sect. 3, note 3.

14 Idem.

15 Butea frondosa, also called the palāśa or kīṁśuka. We might refer to this as the "feather-leaf" tree; see below p. 156.
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17. Flacourtia sapida is the prevalent view, though Gupta and Ray, op. cit., p. 77, prefer Gymnosporia montana; see J. D. Hooker, The Flora of British India (Delhi: Periodical Experts, 1973 (reprint)), I, p. 193. This tree is less widely mentioned than the khadira (Acacia catechu), which is also thorny and remarkable by its absence in this ritual.

18. See below p. 137 for the anomalous inclusion of a lotus leaf among the vānaspatyas.

19. sauvarna rukmaśakala; this may be a coin or ornament; see further note 190.

20. See pp. 163ff.

21. The text says simply "tāṁ diśam prati nirasyet", and one wonders if "tāṁ diśam" could be the south, since gold is tossed to the north, that is away from the south; Vkh 1.9.11.13.

22. saṁbharta agnayo mā kaścāntareṇa saṁcāriṣṭa"; Vkh 1.9.11.16. Vkh 1.8.10.1-1.10;11.17; see also Ap 5.9.1-5.10.6; Baudh 2.16;59.1-60.3, 61.3-5; Bhar 5.4.12-5.5.16; SH 3.3:305-310; Mn 1.5.2.9-20, 1.5.3.8-10; Vr 1.4.1.25-1.4.2 17-20; and Kat 4.8.16-18.

23. SrKos, pp. 31ff passim. For Vkh's treatment see Sect. 3.3.

24. Mn 1.5.2.9, Vr 1.4.1.25, SH 3.3:305f, Kat 4.8.19f.

25. The word purTsa derives from the root pr "to fill" and must have originally meant something like our "land-fill" or "filler". We will see that it is applied to sand as also to the rat's diggings and the ants' hill. It seems to refer to any loose, crumbly soil, sand, or ashes, especially to soil which is loose by reason of having been worked by rats or ants. In the Agnicayana it is used to make bricks and mortar. See Renou, 'Vedique purTsa', IJJ, IV (1960), pp. 104ff. Such soil would be easily molded into a fireplace.


27. I find no mention in the SrSs other than Vkh or the SulbaSs of "girdles" (mekhalā) or tiers to the fireplaces for which, rather, one must have recourse to the later literature; cf. Rauravāgama 14.4, Agni Pur. 24.
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28 See TBr 1.1.3 and references note 22.

29 See SBr 2.1.1, MS 1.6.3, KS 8.2.

30 Other reasons for placing these two together will be seen below.

31 It may also be that sand and saline soil were regarded as similar in that Śuśruta (sūrasthāna 46.321) considers salt extracted from saline soil (ūpāsūta) and salt from sandy soil (vālukailā) to have the same properties.

32 Weber edit., pp. 365f.

33 See Eggeling, SBE XII, p. 2, who enumerates these as sweeping, smearing with cow-dung, drawing lines with the wooden sword, removing dust, and sprinkling with water. An abbreviated form of this procedure is found in the Dārśāparṇamāṣa (SrKos, p. 236) and is also common to the GrSs. See also Vkh's practice, above p. 127.

34 Scoring the ground with a grid of lines is common to the GrSs and may have developed out of simplier marks made to locate the position of the fireplaces prior to construction.

35 The other three schools reserve the placement of gold until after the fireplaces are prepared.

36 Concerning the shapes of the fireplaces see Sect. 3.3.

37 śarkara: Eggeling, SBE XII, p. 279, is probably correct, at least for the Vājasaneyins, in translating this word as "pebbles"; for here they are countable, whereas gravel implies bulk material.

38 trisaptati: a square figure should yield an even multiple of four.

39 This procedure, naturally, accords quite well with the account of the materials in SBr 2.1.1.

40 In similar fashion we often line campfires with stones. That this is an ancient practice may be seen in RV 3.29.6d which speaks of Agni escaping beyond the stones and burning the grass ("pārī vrñakty āṣmanas tīṇā dāhan"). The Agnicayana remembers this practice in that even the large brick Agvanija altar is surrounded with gravel; see Keith's note to TS 4.2.7, TS transl., p. 318.
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41. "napārād": the meaning of this word is not certain as it occurs only here and in MS 4,8.3:109.19. I follow the VPAK, I, p. 337 in deriving it from apa-rāj, which must mean something like 'over-rule', 'have dominion beyond', or 'outrank'. In the present passage the point seems to be that by fixing the size of the fireplace to the extent of the earth one keeps the fire from spreading beyond its proper sphere and thus outranking the earth.

42. In the mantra portion of KS (7.12) the verse used by the sūtras to deposit the boar's furrowings occurs prior to the verses for the other soils. This suggests that the furrowings are to be deposited first to give form to the fireplace. However, the soils are given in a different order in the brāhmaṇa (KS 8.2).

43. TBr 1.1.3.5-8; MS 1.6.3:90.4-6; 91.7-9; KS 8.2, 22.9; SBr 2.1.1.8, 14.1.2.11; TS 5.6.4.2, 7.1.5.1. O'Flaherty, Hindu Myths, pp. 185ff narrates the fragments in TS 7 and SBr 14 as well as two purāṇic versions.

44. TBr, KS, TS.

45. TS, KS 22.9; in TS 5.6.4.2 and KS 22.9 Prajapati as the wind also quivers on a lotus leaf, perhaps because he lacks a firm earth. However, in SBr 2.1.1.8 and KS 8.2 it is the earth which quivers, being blown about by the wind, and this part of the narrative probably belongs below. We might note in passing that the physical act of birth is compared to the quivering of a lotus in BAU 6.4.23, RV 5.78.7.

46. TBr.

47. The fact that the mantrā used to gather the lotus leaf follows that used for the boar's furrowings (TBr 1.2.1.3-4) suggests that the spotting of the lotus leaf belongs below. In TS 7.1.5.1 it is the earth that Prajapati sees, while in TS 5.6.4.2 and KS 22.9 it is a kulāya, presumably the 'nest' of web of muṇja grass, over which the fire is churned. In KS 8.2 the boar is said to spot food on the earth.

48. TBr calls what is brought up furrowings (upahata), and SBr 14.1.2.11 says the boar dug up (ud han) the earth. KS 8.2 calls it mud (mṛd) as large as the boar's mouth (mukha), which explains the statement in MS 1.6.3:90.4 that in the beginning the earth was as large as the tusks of a boar as well as a similar statement in KS 7.12.53: 'Instead of mentioning mud (mṛd), MS 1.6.3:90.6 has the earth become soft (vi mṛd) for the boar. Gonda, Aspects of Early Visnuism
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(Delhi: Motijal Banarsidass, 1969; 2nd edit.), p. 133, has shown that the furrowing of a boar in the earth is often compared to sexual intercourse, the furrow being the earth's genital, the snout or tusks of the boar the phallus. Here the furrow becomes soft or turns to mud to allow the boar to penetrate. TS 7.1.5.1 has a variant in which the earth does not become soft (vi mrad) for the boar, but rather the boar strokes (vi mraj) the earth; she spreads (prath); he toils (śram), and the gods are created.

49TBr; in TS 5.6.4.2 and KS 22.9, where the myth is told in connection with the Agnicayana, Prajāpati instead piles the altar, in the middle of the water according to KS, and that becomes the earth.

50MS 1.6.3:91-7.

51TBr; in SBr 2.1.1.8-11 the earth quivers, the wind blowing her about like a lotus leaf, and the above statement of the TS and KS (note 45) that Prajāpati quivered on a lotus leaf may belong here in the narrative. In KS 8.2 also it is the earth that quivers, and the reason given is that she is still fresh (ārdra) and fears scorching by Agni. MS 3.2.6 concurs that one places a lotus leaf on the altar in the Agnicayana because the earth feared that Agni would scorch her.

52TBr, MS, and KS 8.2 use the verb drāmī "to firm"; SBr 2.1.1.8-11 speaks of the earth becoming dhruva "fixed" and aśīthila "not soft"; TS 5.6.4.2 and KS 22.9 use the verb prati sthā "to found, establish". In KS 8.2 and SBr 2.1.1.8-11 it is the gods who do this.

53SrKos, p. 5, translates "mud from a pond".

54"asōyajalapradēsāvasthitam kardamam".

55"sūdāḥ jalāśayasya mata [mrdr?] asōyasya".

56"yo 'nupadāṣī sūdāḥ syāt tata āhārayet".

57Griffith translates "springs" and "fount" respectively. There are only two other occurrences of this word in the RV; in one, RV 10.62.2, Sāyaṇa's gloss himsaka śāstra "an injurious weapon" is plausible given sūdāna "destroying". The other, RV 8.69 (58.3), contains the compound sūdodhas, for which the verse is named, and its quotation constitutes the only occurrence of this word in the other Śāhātās. NW renders this compound "yielding milk like a well".
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58 MW, after Sāyana, translates upa pra bhid "to crumble and scatter", and Sāyana elaborates that Prajāpati took mud from an area of the earth where the water did not dry up and spread it around in other areas of the earth so that his creatures' food would not become exhausted. The primary meaning of bhid is "to split, pierce", however, and it seems to me more likely that the image here is one of opening up the ground to form a well.

59 One wonders if KS 7.12.52, used by the Taittirīyas to deposit süda and by the Maitrāyaniyas to deposit water, has been read "ūt samudrān maḥumām ūrmiḥ āgat", "a wave of honey came forth from the ocean", by the Taittirīyas, but "ūtsam udrān ..", "a wave of honey came forth from the water to the well" by Vṛ and perhaps Mn. Samudra "the collective waters" could be subterranean here. Cf. English 'well' as a place where water billows up, beside German wellle 'wave' and Sanskrit ūrmi; C. D. Buck, A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1949), pp. 40, 45.

60 Cf. "anupadāsti südhaḥ" of Baudh 24.12.

61 This is clear because both specify five as the number of materials, and water must be included to attain that number.

62 This departure from the other schools was also noticed by Eggeling, SBE.XII, p. 280.

63 The passage deals with the verse in KS 7.12.53, used by the sūtras to deposit the boar's furrowing at both the Aṇvādheya and the Pravargya, though by the SBr only at the Pravargya.

64 Eggeling even translates "raised up", SBE XLIV, p. 451.

65 The latter passage concerns the placing of a lotus leaf on the altar at the Agnicayana.

66 While the mantra text of the TBr provides a verse for the lotus leaf, the brāhmaṇa appears not to have regarded it as a material, in spite of including it in our myth. The brāhmaṇa concludes its narration of the myth with the statement 'When the furrowing of a boar is present as a material, one establishes the fire unfailing on this very earth; the gravel is for steadfastness and, moreover, for neutralization' (TBr 1.1.3.7), but nothing is said concerning the lotus leaf.
67Bhar and SH simply make reference to the mantra text of the TBr; so we do not know in what order they collected the materials. But in other matters they generally agree with Ap.

68This is remarkable in that the earliest stratum of Baudh does not seem to know these mantras, or at least chooses not to use them. The later stratum simply makes reference to the mantral text; so again the order is uncertain.

69The lotus leaf is used at the Agnicayana in two ways. First, it serves as a receptacle for gathering clay used to make the ukhā or firepan. A black antelope skin is placed on the ground, on which is put a lotus leaf, on which is put the clay; Mn 6.1.1.25f and Keith, TS transl., p. 292. The procedure for gathering clay for the mahāvītra at the Pravargya is similar, but no lotus leaf is put on the black antelope skin. There, however, the furrowing of a boar and an anthill are mixed with the clay, and these are gathered in the same way as the clay (vañ Buitenen, Pravargya, p. 57). Secondly, a lotus leaf is placed on the ground over which the āhavanīya altar will be piled; Mn 6.1.7.1 and Keith, TS transl., p. 320. Extrapolating from these practices, one wonders if originally the lotus leaf served as a receptacle for gathering the soils for the fireplace, especially the furrowing of a boar as indicated in our myth, and was then placed on the spot for the fireplace with the soil still on top.

70Notice that the sacrificial spot and site for a house are to be anūsara (Sect. 3.1, p. 66), as is the place for growing medicinal herbs; Śuśruta, śūtrashāna 36.3.

71MS 1.6.3:91.3f ‘hā vā anūṣarihaḥ pāsavo réto dadhate’.

72The making of the mahā- and uttara-vedis is similar.

73SrKos, pp. 291ff passim.

74TBr 3.2.9.10.

75TS 1.1.9.1.

76SBr 1.2.5.10, TBr 3.2.9.10.

77TBr 3.2.9.9 'ūddhanti/ yād evāśyā amedhyām/ tād āpa hanti/ ūddhanti/ tāsmād ēṣadhayāh pārābhavanti''.

78Cf. Kps 39.4 concerning digging soil out of the uttaravedi 'yan nihsārayati yad evāsya ābhimṛtam amedhyām yad ayajñīyaṁ tan nihsārayati". See further below, pp. 148f, where ants find the living (ītva) part of the earth noted by death (anabhīmṛta) and fit for sacrifice (yajñīya); KS 8.2.
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79 This same ambivalence over the presence or absence of plants can be seen in TS 6.2.4.5 where after plants have been vanquished by digging them out of the the altar they are brought back by strewing the altar with grass.

80 "śikatayā sadrśī mrđ"; TS AAS edit., I. p. 116. The comment concerns TBr 3.2.9.12.

81 TS 1.1.9.3 "purā krūrasya baisāpo [sic] virāpsinn udādāya prthiviṁ jīrādānur yām āirayaḥ candrāmasi svadhābhīś tām dhīrāso anudīśya yajante"; cf. MS 1.1.10:6.9f, KS 1.9, KPŚ 1.9, VS 1.28.

82 MS, VS read "anudīśya", "pointing out".

83 "jīrādānur" should be accusative as the other texts read. See further note 91.

84 Perhaps the gods as in the myth below.

85 Virāpsin in the RV frequently refers to Indra, and Keith, TS transl., p. 10, is probably correct that it here refers to the wooden sword which is equated with Indra's vajra.

86 "purā krūrasya baisāpo": Keith, idem, with Sāyaṇa translates "before the cruel foe slips away" and makes reference to the demon Araru of a previous verse. Eggeling, SBE XII, p. 64, translates "before the bloody (battle) with its rushings hither and thither", following his commentary and the exegesis of SBr 1.2.5.19, though he regards this interpretation as "more than doubtful". While I agree that "with its rushings hither and thither" is doubtful for "visāpo", which is most likely an ablative infinitive, I think the interpretation essentially correct that krūra refers to a bloody event, namely, the killing of plants in constructing the altar.

87 The word is often used in the sense of "genital", at times male, at others female.

88 Sāyaṇa suggests that, because they like the flavor of grass grown on saline soil, cattle eat it zealously, thus becoming fat and producing offspring. He explains saṃjñāna by the fact that cattle recognize saline soil on account of its smell. But the parallel seems to be TS 5.3.1.3-4 which states that cattle are of various tastes and behavior and agree only as regards water; nānāmanasaḥ khālu vai paśāvo nānāvratās tā 'pa evābhī sāmanasaḥ'. KS 20.10 is more explicit: "this truly is the concord or harmony (saṃjñāna) of cattle which is water"; "saṃjñānam vā etat paśūnah yad āpah". The difference is that in the present context it is the need for salt and not water over which cattle are in agreement. Moreover, it is salt which makes them fat and prolific.
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89. This verb often expresses sexual union.

90. According to the commentary these are the gods, men, Gandharvas and Apsarases, serpents, and Fathers.

91. As Caland explains in his translation of the PBr, p. 159, these are offerings carried up by the smoke from the sacrificial fire and food produced by rain respectively. Pradana, Caland idem "what is given" might also mean "what flows"; see MW 2. dānu "drop" and 2. dāna "rut-fluid". Both of these words come from the root do "to cut, mow" and perhaps refer to the sap which forms on cut vegetation. See further SBr 1.2.5.19 where the earth is called Jtvadānu "having the drop of life" and TS 1.1.9.3 and elsewhere where it is called Jtvadānu "having quickening drops". (Jtra may be related to jīny or is at least synonymous.) Thus these "gifts" are perhaps the living sap which flows between Heaven and Earth. Did this sap form when Heaven and Earth were cut apart?

92. I follow Caland, p. 158, in so interpreting the middle voice of vi van. A dāivavivāha is defined in MnSmr 3.28 and elsewhere as the offering of a daughter to a priest of one's sacrifice, though the word may be used here in a non-technical sense suggested by the fact that the gods arranged the marriage.

93. AitBr also reports that men look for saline soil when finding a suitable place for cattle. In JaiBr it is smoke and saline soil which are exchanged, followed by rain and the devayajana.

94. In accordance with the fertilizing function of saline soil it is in several places called seed (see MS 1.6.3; 91.2ff, 3.2.3; 18ff, SBr 13.8.1.14) and also the embryonic membrane (ulba, see SBr 7.1.1.6-8 where one pouring out saline soil is said to become of the same ulba as the gods.)

95. Cf. KhadGrs 2.3.2-4 where one of the verses recited over saline soil at the Agnyādheya is among the verses recited as a newborn child is handed from mother to father to mother again. The problem of death and infertility, though dealt with somewhat differently, is again treated in terms of the opposition between soil dug up and saline soil in a variant of the well-known myth of Indra's killing of Viśvarúpa found in TS 2.5.1. There Indra asks the earth to take a third of his guilt of slaying a Brahmin. The earth expresses a fear that she will be destroyed by digging and asks for a boon to alleviate the situation. So Indra grants a boon to the effect that soil dug out of the earth will sprout again in less than a year. The earth
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takes a third of the guilt which becomes a place naturally barren (svakra irina), which Sāyaṇā glosses āsura, saline soil. (One wonders with Hayrhofer, I, pp. 91ff, if irina/trina is not related to Tr since in Mn 1.5.2.13 saline soil is deposited with the phrase "transport (Tr causative) here that (which is) the dark (spots) on the moon", "candramasi kṛṣṇam tad iheraya"; cf. the use of ā Tr in TS 1.1.9.3 to transport the living part of the earth to the moon.

96 The practice of building the fire altar at the Agnicayana also reveals a conflict between fertility and defilement through death. There the ground is plowed and sown with seed, actions which we must interpret as stressing the fertility involved in creating the fire altar. But on top of this ground sand and saline soil are later poured, which must prevent the seeds from sprouting and eventually dying.

97 See SBr 7.1.10-11, TS 5.2.6, MS 3.5.3, and KS 20.4.

98 I am not convinced that Renou is correct that purīṣa does not yet mean "excrement" in the early language; see note 25 for reference. The connection seems to be that the breakdown of soil into small particles is likened to the breakdown of food in digestion. Cf. SBr 6.6.4.1-2 where ashes are what remain from Agni's food, the fuel.


100 "esa vā agrīr vaisvānaro yād asa ādityāh". Heesterman, Rājasva, pp. 46ff, is no doubt correct that Agni Vaiśvānara is very often identified with the year, as in MS 2.1.2 where this identity is stated no less than eight times. However, the passage concludes with two statements that Agni Vaiśvānara is the sun (āditya). It is not surprising that the sun, which determines the length of the year, should be connected with it.

101 In the RV, where the name Agni Vaiśvānara already appears, it is not clear how many fires were used for offerings. Keith, op. cit., pp. 158ff, discusses this problem, noting that only the gārhapatya is mentioned by name, though there may be indirect reference to the other fires. Nevertheless, it is most likely the round gārhapatya fire in the sky which is Agni Vaiśvānara, as this is the fire which is kept burning perpetually. The identification between sun and fire can be seen clearly in the Agnihotra where in the evening fire is spread from
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the gārhapatya to the āhavanīya, into which the sun enters, and in
the morning is again spread from the gārhapatya to the āhavanīya, from
which the sun is reborn; see Sbr 2.3.1.2-5, 2.3.4.24.

102 "sā yād ihāsit tāsyaitād bhāṣmā yat sīkatā". This sounds
as if Agni Vaiśvānara was first on the earth and then became the sun,
while in RV 6.8.4 he is brought here from afar, or from the sun as
Śāyaṇa interprets it.

103 It is not clear why he should have been in the mouth of the
king, though in RV 6.7.1 the gods produce Agni Vaiśvānara as a vessel
to be their mouth (to consume offerings), and in later speculation
he is converted into the fire of digestion; see BhG 15.14.

104 SBE XLI, p. 416. Again I disagree with Renou, op. cit.,
p. 106. Sand in this passage is not the "abode" of the waters but
the 'residue' of dried up bodies of water.

105 The soil taken from the "sounding holes" (uparava) at the
soma sacrifice is so called; SH 7.6.704, Mn 2.2.3.4. In the latter
citation this soil is used to form a mound as is purīṣa in the case
of the dhīṁṣiyas (above, p. 129).

106 Sbr 2.3.2.3, 4.5.1.9. According to MW pāṁsu also means
sand; cf. Old Church Slavonic pęšukʹ "sand"; Buck, op. cit., p. 19.
Buck derives these cognates from pēs "blow" and cites Old Church
Slavonic pęчатi "toss, fan", i.e. raise dust or ashes.

107 As we have already connected sand with saline soil as two
types of barren soil, we might note that Caraka (gūtṛasthāna 27.304)
lists pāṁsuja (=pāṁsuja) as a type of salt.

108 Pokorny, I., pp. 835ff.

109 MS 1.6.3:90.14, Tbr 1.1.3.4.

110 MS 1.6.3:90.12-14, KS 8.2.

111 MS 1.6.3:90.17.

112 SBR 14.1.1.14 tells us that water is in fact food; so we
are to understand the ants' ability to find water as the ability to
find life-giving nourishment.

113 See Bhattacharji, Ind. Theog., p. 305. The ants thus
aid the gods whom Viṣṇu has defeated in contest. In passing we
might mention that in TA 1.5.1-2 it is Indra who takes the form
of ants to perform this deed, and this is used to explain the origin
of the rainbow (indradhanus).
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114 See Pokorny, 1, p. 668, and especially Avestan ġaya and jvāiti.

115 Cf. Greek βίος "life" and biós "bowstring".

116 The verb in both the SBr and TA is ad.

117 Bloomfield, Amer. Journ. of Philol., 7, pp. 482ff, holds that upajīka is derived from upadīka as jyut from dyut. Emeneau in H. Birnbaum and J. Puhvel, Ancient Indo-European Dialects (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1966), p. 130, explains this phenomenon as a case of the Middle Indic pronunciation of Old Indic "dy", "j", being borrowed back into Old Indic. However, the fact that the above play on words works only with upajīka suggests a transformation in the opposite direction. Now, if Old Indic "dy" or "di" as Bloomfield asserts, and "j" fell together, and if a root ji/jyā, the etymological basis for upajīka were lost, some speakers might understand upajīka as upadīka, reconstructing a form which could be explained by the root dih, as in TBr 1.1.3.4. Other attempts to explain upajīka might be seen in RV 8.102.21 upajihvika (before the dy to j shift allowed the back-formation upadīka) and the several instances of upacika (?) from ci "to pile up" in the PaipaV. On the other hand, the root dih is also associated with ants in the RV; for in 1.51.9 their hill is called sāndhī.

Concerning the connection between ants and water see further Brhat Samhitā 53.9ff where the presence of anthills is used to divine water; apparently water percolates up through the holes ants make. Heesterman, Rājasūya, p. 19, focuses on the motif of fertility and interprets the ant hill as the earth's womb through which the remains of several offerings are returned to the earth for renewal; see KS 35.19, HS 2.2.1:15.12ff, and SBr 2.6.2.17. This motif is also found in the brahmanical treatment of the rat's diggings; see HS 1.10.20:160.5ff and SBr 4.5.2.15.

118 SBr 2.1.1.7.

119 TBr 1.2.1.2 and see next note.

120 "Ṛṣṭū kuruṇā" involves a pun. Ṣti has a number of meanings among which are "wealth, riches". However, there seems to be another word Ṣti, "hole, shaft", found in the myth of the black spots on bamboo; see Sect. 6 note 14 for references. There TS reads Ṣti where the other texts read susrā, the hollow centre of bamboo, and Sāyaṇa holds that in the present passage too Ṣti means "hole". The image suggested is that in making holes for himself the rat makes riches for himself and that the soil heaped up around these holes is similar to a hoard. This may be a reference to mūṣika "stealer", another word for rat.
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121 Nyakta has both the sense of "imbued with" and "hidden or concealed in".

122 The word sānti is used in this context and means less "tranquility" than the "neutralization of harmful effects"; see Kane Hist.DhS, V, pp. 719-814, especially p. 728.

123 See for example MS 1.6.3:89.15-90.2.

124 Sbr 7.11.9. Eggeling, SBE XL1, p. 300, interprets this scorching as referring to the saline soil, here called the embryonic membrane, which has just been deposited. But the context is the preparation of the ground for the gārhapātya pile, and it is likely the ground that is being protected.

125 Heesterman, Rājasīya, p. 130.

126 She by stealing the virility or potency he has acquired and he, perhaps, by scorching her with his potency, though this is not stated outright.

127 While Śāyāna may be correct that this is from 2. saṁ "happiness, prosperity", it is also possible that saṁtvā is a synonym for sānti, as Kane, loc. cit., seems to hold that 1. and 2. saṁ are the same.

128 While the foregoing discussion of the soils employed in building the fireplaces has attempted to identify the function of these soils, at least in so far as it bears on their symbolism, time has not permitted a thorough investigation of the technology involved. However, I should like to make two observations which might serve as a basis for future research. First, these soils are remarkably similar to the components of cement. Thus we have water, sand, gravel, and powdered clay in the form of loose soils. Only lime is missing, but the frequent compound usaksāra suggests that saline soil had alkaline properties. The main problem here is the fact that water is not mixed with these soils but is instead sprinkled on the ground, though the treatment in KS 8.2 of water after the soils implies that the Kāṭhakas sprinkled it on top.

A more profitable line of inquiry might be to investigate the relationship between these soils and known techniques of making ceramics. Here an article by Meera Mukherjee, "Gharua of Bastar", Roopa-Lekha, vol. 35, pp. 76ff, especially p. 82, is of interest in that it describes the Gharua procedure for making ceramic molds for casting bronze. Besides clay and sand, anthills and (?) molehills (the term
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is not given) are mentioned as soils used to provide a "stickier clay" to form larger molds. The reader will recall that anthills and the furrowing of a boar are also mixed with clay when fashioning the mahāvīra at the Pravargya; see note 69. Apparently these loose soils are friable, that is easily reduced to fine particles, and so produce a more consistent and therefore cohesive clay. I am indebted to Phyllis Granoff for this reference. Finally, we should take notice of an article by Hyla Stantz Converse, "The Agnicayana: Indigenous Origin?", Hist. Rel., 14, pp. 81ff, in which the author compares the methods for constructing the fire pan and bricks at the Agnicayana with what archeology reveals of the Indus techniques of making bricks and pottery.

129 See A. Kuhn, Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Götterdranks (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1968 (reprint)), who interprets much of the mythology surrounding Agni and Soma in light of the phenomenon of procuring fire from a tree which has been struck by lightning.

130 TBr 1.1.3.9, KS 8.2; that Agni stayed in an āśvattha suggests the large, spreading banyan more than the Holy fig. KS explains that where the horse stayed the āśvattha arose. In the TBr Agni remains in the āśvattha for a year, a period of time which often represents gestation.

131 In the KS it is the pupil (kaṇṭhikā) which falls out.

132 Literally "is not borne, maintained (dhr) there".

133 MS reports that Dhātupada 33.104 gives as one of the meanings of loc in the causative bhāsa.

134 See TBr 1.2.1.7; loka from lok is the apparent, visible world which surrounds us.

135 Cf. above, pp. 152ff.

136 See also MS 1.6.5:95.6ff, 4.1.1;1.1ff; KS 30.10; SBr 9.2.3.37. KS 8.2 differs that the samī fuel-sticks are for the purpose of making a pair (mithunatva, i.e. Agni and his fuel) because they are Agni's very own fuel-sticks (samidh) with which Prajāpati first built up (sam idh) Agni after creating him. This is a poor pun (samī-samidh), but it does register disapproval of the idea of neutralizing (sam) the fire.

137 See note 129 for reference.
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138 Space does not permit a detailed description of Kuhn's careful development of this thesis, to which the reader is therefore referred for elaboration, clarification, and substantiation.

139 See RV 7,15,4 where Agni is called the eagle (śyena) of the sky. The world tree is at the same time the vault of heaven from which fall the ambrosial drops and sparks of fire.

140 Kuhn holds that this symbolism is also to be seen in the churning sticks; see Sect. 2, pp. 49ff.

141 RV 4,26-7; AitBr 3,25-6; MS a) 3,9,3:116,10ff, b) 4,1,1:1,4ff; TBr 1,1,3,10f (=KS 30,10= TS 3,5,7= TBr 3,2,1,1); PB r a) 8,4,1, b) 9,5,4; SBr a) 1,7,1,1 (= 3,3,4,10), b) 11,7,2,8; JaiBr 1,355.

142 RV, AitBr.

143 SBr b.

144 TBr, MS b.

145 AitBr.

146 PB r a.

147 In the RVic account there is no mention of the meters, but only a bird which brings down the soma; whereas in the brāhmanas, except the JaiBr, the bird is called gāyatrī. AitBr and PB r a seem to make the meters' role the central feature of the story: the jagatī, tristubh, and gāyatrī are each instructed to fetch soma, and in order to do so they become birds. The jagatī tries first, but only flies half way up and loses three of her four syllables in the process. (We are told at that time these meters consisted of four syllables (per pāda) each.) Now the tristubh tries; she fares a little better and only loses one syllable. Finally the gāyatrī has a go; she not only brings back the soma, but also picks up the four syllables lost by the other two meters, thus becoming of eight syllables per pāda (as now constituted). The other meters complain (AitBr) and ask to join the gāyatrī (PB r a). She joins the tristubh's three syllables to become 11 (as the tristubh is now) and adds the jagatī's one syllable to become 12 (as it is now). Thus the origin of the number of syllables in these meters becomes a major concern of this myth, and these two brāhmaṇas go on to explain the relationship of these meters to the three soma pressings in light of it.

148 MS b; SBr b speaks of the gāyatrī becoming a bird (vayās), while the other brāhmaṇas, but JaiBr, simply name the bird gāyatrī. JaiBr calls the bird suparna, of beautiful wings, and the RV uses this term, bird (vī), eagle (śyena), and śakuna, apparently a large
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bird of prey, though "vulture" in the later language. TBr 3.2.1.1-2 suggests that the parna tree is connected with the gāyatrī meter because the former is trifoliate and the latter has three pādas (as opposed to the four of most meters).

149 AitBr, SBr a.
150 AitBr.
151 RV.
152 AitBr; PBr a states that she had the first two soma pressings in her hands and the third in her teeth.
153 Ait.
154 SBr a.
155 PBr b, AitBr.
156 RV, AitBr. Kuhn, p. 152, derives krṣānu from krṣ "to be lean, emaciated" and thinks a demon of drought who withholds the ambrosial rains is meant.
157 TBr, MS b, SBr b, JaiBr.
158 MS a, RV, ? PBr a. SBr gives both alternatives, and PBr b is ambiguous; the play on the word parna, leaf/feather, is so complete that in most cases the direction of the original pun has been lost. In AitBr it is a talon (pakha) which is severed, and this becomes the śalyaka, which Keith (AitBr transl., p. 181) translates "porcupine", after the commentary, but which Kuhn (p. 131) thinks means "thorn (tree)". Parnās are also mentioned in the AitBr version, but these are said by the commentary to be the feathers of the arrow which was shot (other parts of it are included in this version), and these become manthāvalas, MW "flying fox" (fruit bat).
159 PBr a, b.
160 TBr, SBr a, b, JaiBr; in MS a, b the parna tree grew from where it fell. In PBr a, b the shoots or portions of the falling parna become instead the pūtika plant, and the myth is used to justify the pūtika as a substitute for soma.
161 The above myth is paralleled to a certain extent by that found in TS 6.1.6, MS 3.7.3, KS 23.10, and SBr 3.2.4.1-6, 3.6.2.2-12 in which it is a contest between Kadrū and Suparnā which leads Suparnā,
region) of the sky with three nakas, three heavens, . . . An even clearer remnant would have been AV 9.5.10, especially with the variant of the Paip AV: "The goat establishes its giver on the ridge of the firmament (in the world of the righteous) Paip AV) consisting of three nakas, three heavens, three ridges . . . One wonders, however, if naka or prṣṭha refers not so much to levels in a house as to succeeding ridges in a mountain range, a prṣṭha or sānu being a ridge or plateau. The journey to heaven, then, would entail climbing to this plateau and then proceeding to heaven, or in the more complex cosmology, it would entail climbing three ridges. This ridge, or in the latter case the third ridge, would then mark the boundary of heaven, the realm of immortality. It is this boundary which, I think, the midpoint of the journey to the Ahavaniya fireplace represents, standing as it does between the gārhapatya and Ahavaniya firehalls, and so it is called the (ridge of) the firmament. Finally, I suspect also that the ridge, the first stage of the journey, was at times identified with the first of the three heavens.

The adjective bradha means "ruddy, yellow, bay" and when used as a substantive refers particularly to the sun. Just as naka by itself often connotes the fuller phrase "nakasya prṣṭha" so bradha connotes the phrase in which it is most often found, "bradhaşıkṣaṃ viṣṭap(a)"; the "tip, height of the sun". Like naka too bradha seems at times simply a synonym for heaven and especially the highest heaven. This is to be expected in that the Ahavaniya fireplace represents
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or Gāyatrī at her behest, to bring soma from heaven. There is an added variant in that while soma is being fetched it is stolen by the gandharva Viśvāvasu. This myth and the one with which we have been dealing seem to be behind the epic and purānic myths concerning Garuḍa’s procurement of soma; see Gonda, Aspects of Early Visnuism, pp. 101ff.

162See D. V. Cohen, Flowering Trees and Shrubs of India (Bombay: Thacker & Co., 1957 (3rd ed.)), plate 1 (facing p. 3).

163Ibid., p. 3.

164Ibid.


166Grünwedel and Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, p. 51 quoted in Banerjea, op. cit., p. 531.

167The model of a predatory bird may be seen in the Viṣṇudhar- mottara P., quoted in T. A. Gopinath Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography (N.Y.: Paragon, 1968 (reprint)), Appendix C, p. 73, where Garuḍa has the nose or beak of an owl (kausīka) and the legs, knees, and feet of a vulture (grdhra) and in the Paramesvara S., quoted in Alain Daniélou, Hindu Polytheism (N.Y.: Pantheon Books, 1964), p. 430, where he has the face of a vulture (grdhra-vakra).

168Rao, idem.

169Daniélou, idem.

170See J. Frazer, Myths of the Origin of Fire (London: MacMillan & Co., 1930), pp. 207-12 for the mythic associations between the procurement of fire and the red crest of the cockatoo, the red patch on the fire-tail wren, the red streak around the mouth of the black-cockatoo, the red feathers on the kingfisher’s neck, the robin’s red breast, and so forth. Concerning the woodpecker see C. Lévi-Strauss, The Raw and the Cooked, John and Doreen Weightman transls., (N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1969), p. 292. A similar etiology is often given for the black of the raven and vulture.

171At this point it must be admitted that Kuhn’s thesis, which I have accepted, is to a certain extent at odds with the identification of the soma plant in R. Gordon Wasson, Soma: Divine Mushroom of Immortality (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich). Kuhn offers no opinion regarding the “original” beverage of the Indo-Europeans, nor even the “original” Indian soma, though his evidence suggests that at one point at least
the fig tree may have served this purpose. Rather, it is the nature of soma as a parasitic plant or creeper, an epiphyte propagated by the droppings of birds, which emerges from his analysis of soma mythology, and it is this characteristic which contradicts Wasson. Thus, however persuasive is Wasson's pictorial argument, it must be reconciled with what the mythology reveals, even if that reconciliation occurs only through positing the use of different plants at different points in time.

172 The myth is told again in this same passage as a justification for using any plant at hand. In PBr 8.4.1 and 9.5.4 this myth justifies the use of the pūtika plant as a soma substitute; so there is a clear connection between the falling leaf/feather and soma.

173 Loc. cit.


175 However, Garuda seems to be connected with the śālmali or silk cotton tree (see the epithet śālmalin), which Cohen (p. 6) describes as also having large, crimson flowers with much nectar and producing a cottony fluff which is used, among other things, for tinder. If such an indigenous myth existed, perhaps the role of the śālmali was assimilated by the pārṇa.

176 TBr 1.1.3.11; TS 3.5.7.3; KS 30.10; MS 4.1.1, 4.4.2.

177 TBr 1.1.3.11. It may be that suśrayas is no more than a gloss on varcas so that brahmavarcasa, having the illumination or lustre of Brahman, is taken to mean brahmasuśrayas, illustrious with Brahman, and the whole myth has been concocted to elaborate this gloss.

178 See Introd., pp. 26f.

179 According to AltBr 5.24 it ripens three times a year.

180 That is to say full of sap; the udumbara is one of the ksītrāvrksas or latex trees; see Sect. 2 note 3.

181 TBr 1.1.3.10, MS 1.6.5:96.9f. Śāyana on the TBr passage holds that the udumbara arose from the pieces of food which fell.

182 Milking removes nourishment from the cow as the exertion involved in pulling a cart removes vigor from the ox.

183 Suśruta's physiology is treated more fully below, p. 164, and references will be given there.
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184 See also KS 8.2 which states that without āṛj food does not nourish (MW 3. dhi).

185 āṛj is also the essence of blood as blood is of flesh, fire being in both cases the agent of transformation; see the translator's note to K.K. Bhishagratna's trans. of the Suśruta Saṃhitā, vol. 1, p. 109. We may imagine that in the less technical physiology of the non-physician rasa, āṛj, and blood were all viewed as relatively similar vitalities. See further the cosmogonic myth in SBr 12.7.1.1-9 where Indra disintegrates on account of forcibly drinking the soma which Tvāṣṭr had withheld from him for killing his son Viśvarūpa. Indra's indriya or ṛtṛya, vital power, flows out from all his limbs becoming various trees and animals. In verse 9 the āṛj flows out of his flesh (māṃsa) and becomes the udumbara.

186 MS 1.8.11:114,11ff, KS 6.1.

187 In the Taittirīya version of this myth (TBr.2.1.2.1-2) what Prajāpati wipes from his forehead becomes ghee, while in SBr 2.2.4,10 it becomes the viṅkaṅkata tree.

188 In light of the udumbara's connection with food it is interesting that Cohen (p. 65) describes Ficus glomerata as "the wild fig with edible fruit which, although always full of crawling insects and dangerous to eat, is much relished by the country people." However, it is the fruit of the banyan which he describes as "bright red" (p. 64).

189 F. B. J. Kuiper, Proto-Munda Words in Sanskrit, Kon. Ned. Akad. Wet., Verh. Afd. Letterk. Deel LI, No. 3 (Amsterdam: N.V. Noord-Hollandsche Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1948), pp. 23-7, attempts to show that the word udumbara or udumbara is derived from a proto-Munda d/tumb- "ovoid, round" or "full of seeds", which he supposes to be the distinguishing characteristic of this tree's fruit and which is also to be seen in Skt. tumba "gourd" and gudumba 'watermelon'. It is this derivation, he holds, that brings about the udumbara's association with vigor and vitality. While I am not qualified to judge this view on etymological grounds, my reading of the mythology suggests that it is their red color which distinguishes the udumbara's fruits "in popular belief". Further, the adjective audumbara is used in the sense of red or copper-colored in Ap 5.2.4, Vāk 1.3:11,6, and SH 3.3:308 as well as in Mn 9.1.4.1 and Baudh 12.14:106.7.

190 MW reports that originally hiranya referred to uncoined gold and other precious metals, but that in the later language it means gold coinage. It is not certain in which sense the brāhmaṇas
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use the term, TBr, SBr, and MS speak of hiranya, MS hiranya survarna, which probably means simply gold; see note 191 for references. In KS 8.5 hiranya is used in the sense of "precious metal" so as to include both gold (harita) and silver (rajata). The sūtras are perhaps best represented by Baudh 2.12:53.9 where one gathers "śaḍ dhirmaśaalkāms trīn survarṇāms trīn rajātāṁ". Here one is tempted to see a development of hiranyaśalka (=śakala), "gold-piece", to "coin" in general, which may then be either gold or silver. However, the SrKos, p. 5, prefers the more literal interpretation "piece of precious metal". In Vkh 1.10:11.11 the term is ruknaśakala (both gold and silver) which could mean "ornament".

191SBr 2.1.1.5 states that one collects (sam bhr) gold, meaning that it is a sāmbhāra or material, and TBr 1.1.3.8-9, though it does not use the technical term sāmbhāra, does include gold in its section on materials. The MS and KS are less clear, however. Gold is not mentioned in MS 1.6.3 or KS 8.2, both of which deal exclusively with the materials for the fireplaces. But MS 1.6.4 and KS 8.5, though they are primarily concerned with the giving of gold as a dakṣiṇā, speak of gold as being tossed (upās), and in MS this is said to be done prior to establishing the fire. Further, upās is the verb used by the TBr and all the sūtras but Kat to express the tossing of gold onto the fireplaces, and the myth told in this context by the KS is the same as that of the TBr and SBr.

192See for example TS 5.2.9.3, MS 3.2.6, KS 21.6, and SBr 12.5.2.6. Jyotis and amṛta are often equated, and the idea that continuous radiation, especially of the fire, was viewed as representing immortality in the form of the continual generation of descendants has already been noticed.

193The ablative can have either sense. "adhyah saṃbhūtam" could-mean "produced from the waters", but since it is Śaṅkī's desire for the waters, or sometimes theirs for him, which causes him to emit his seed, "on account of the waters" may be the intended meaning.

194TBr 1.1.3.8-9, SBr 2.1.1.5, KS 8.5.

195This may refer to the golden glitter of sunlight on water, though the SBr's conclusion that one thus finds or obtains (vid) gold in the water almost suggests panning.

196The word tejas means something like "vital energy", but often has sexual connotations.
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19K Kat 4.8.17 notes that some place the gold on top of the other materials, which is the practice of the other sūtras. Vākh actually follows both procedures by putting down a piece of gold before the other materials are placed and tossing another piece on top; see above pp. 127f.

198See note 22 for references.

199"bhatsate" (badh desiderative): literally "desires to drive away or repel".

200Pra yam in Ap 5.10.4 and Mn 1.5.3.9.

201Mn 1.5.3.9 and Vṛ 1.4.2.19 read apa vyadh, perhaps to avoid confusion with the injunction against throwing away (nir as) gold in the MS. Bṛh 5.5.14 reads ati pra vyadh.

202While no silver is mentioned directly in this passage, I am inclined to agree with Sāyaṇa that it is the injunction of the sūtras which is explained here. The situation is made more complex by the phrase "tāt [hīranyak] sāmbhārann uttaratō nidhāya/ atiprayācchan dūritiṁ tareyam", "gathering that (gold), and after putting it down to the north, getting rid of (? gold or silver), may I avoid misfortune", in the mantra of ṬBr 1.2.1.4-5. But it may be that hīranya means "precious metal" and refers to both gold and silver, and that the ambiguity in this passage results from compressing everything into a single verse and serves to convey the bivalence of this material.

203Yad agne reto 'sicyata tad dharitam abhavat, yad apām tad rajatam'. In this context we should supply 'reto 'sicyata" to the second phrase; so that it is the seed of the waters which became silver. This accords with the traditional Indian view that both males and females emit semen during intercourse.

204See note 190.

205Samala derives from the root sam and signifies something whose ill effects must be neutralized and so not only what is impure but what is dangerous.

206But the passage suddenly, and somewhat surprisingly, concludes "when one tosses hīranya, one increases Agni with his very own seed". Nothing is said about getting rid of misfortune or throwing away silver, and it is almost as if silver had been mentioned only parenthetically in the myth.
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207 Sūtrasthāna 14.3.5. *Rakta* derives from raṅj as does raṅjita "colored", rajata "silver", and rajas "menstrual flow".

208 Sūtrasthāna 14.6-7.

209 Ibid. 14.10.

210 SarTrasthāna 3.4.

211 See note 205.

212 "yād ārodtt tād rudrasya rudratvām"; this is the standard form in which our texts give their etymologies.

213 See Sect. 11, p. 206.

214 The transformation of hiranyagarbha into a lotus is not implausible. SB 11.1.6.1ff begins, as does our myth, that at first this world was waters, a torrent, but continues that the waters produced a golden egg (hiranmayā āṇḍa), which floated about for a year (? like a lotus) and served as a foundation for Prajāpati. Further, in the later literature Brahmā is sometimes born from hiranyagarbha, which his seed has engendered, and sometimes from a lotus. However, the most common purānic synthesis of these various creation myths is to allot separate kalpaś for each. Thus there is a Brahmā kalpa in which Brahmā is born from a golden embryo, a Boar Kalpa in which Viṣṇu as a boar brings the earth up from the primordial waters, and a Lotus Kalpa in which Brahmā is born from a lotus, which grows out of Viṣṇu's navel. See for example The Brahma-Vaivarta Purāṇam, Rajendra Nath Sen, trans. Sacred Books of the Hindus, vol. XXIV (N.Y.: AMS Press, 1974 (reprint)), Part 1, pp. 10-11. Concerning hiranyagarbha see F.D.K. Bosch, The Golden Germ ('s-Gravenhage: Mouton & Co., 1960).

215 Practices in the Agnicayana come even closer to enacting such a myth. There a lotus leaf is placed on the spot for the fire altar and a piece of gold placed on top of it, to the accompaniment of a mantra which speaks of the birth of Brahman. On top of this piece of gold is placed a golden man, and here the mantra refers to hiranyagarbha; SH 11.7.18ff.
Notes to Section 9.

This must be after the approach of dawn (upavyuṣa), when the sky is slightly tinged (Sect. 7), but before the sun's orb becomes visible, at which time the āhavanīya fire is to be established (Sect. 1, p. 37). Ap 5.10.8 and SH 3.3.310 use the phrase "udyatsu raśmiṣu", "as the rays (of the sun) are rising", and Vṛ 1.4.2.9 specifies that the fire is to be churned when the rays become evident, "prādurbhūteṣu raśmiṣu".

2TA 3.1.1.

3I agree with the SrKos, p. 35, that this is the most literal interpretation of the text: "adhrāṃ arañīṃ mantham ātmānāṃ viṣṇum janyam agniṃ ca dhyāyān"; Vkh 1.10.11.19-12.1. Caland, Vkh p. xxii, holds that when churning the performer "should think himself as the mantha, and the fire as Viṣṇu", but does not indicate the meaning of adhrāṇ with which the lower stick must them be associated. If, however, a set of equivalences is intended, it seems more logical that he should meditate "on the lower churning stick (and) mantha as himself (and) Viṣṇu and on the fire to be produced". The commentary on SH 3.3.310 is equally ambiguous "vaikūnasenoktad adhrāṇim ardham ātmānāṃ viṣṇum ardham agniṃ dhyāyān". Meditation of this sort is not found in the other sūtras.

The performer of this meditation is also unclear, the subject being as usual unexpressed, which should likely the Adhvaryu. The SrKos, p. 35, takes the sacrificer to be the subject, but there is no change of subject between here and a subsequent phrase "yajamānam vācyati", the subject of which can not be the sacrificer. Perhaps this is yet another indication of the extent to which the Adhvaryu doubles for the sacrificer.

4KS 7.13.60.

5TA 3.1-5, for a philosophical interpretation of which see Dipak Bhattacharya, "The Hotṛ-formulae in the Agnyādheya", VIJ, XVI.1 (1978), pp. 10ff.

6Vkh does not specify who receives the gift, but according to the commentary on Ap 5.11.4 it is the Adhvaryu.

7abhi  ghṛṣa, literally "sniffs over". The image is that of an animal, especially the cow, nuzzling its young; cf. TS 6.4.11.4 which speaks of the cow as nuzzling its newborn calf, in Pṛṛ 7.10.15f Prajāpati nuzzles his offspring, creatures, and in Hṛ GrS 2.4.17 and Gobh GrS 2.8.22 the householder is to nuzzle his son when returning from a journey, while reciting a verse which refers to cattle nuzzling
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and lowing over their offspring. See further E. Washburn Hopkins, "The Sniff-kiss in Ancient India", JAOS XXVII, pp. 120-134. In the other sūtras, except Kat which speaks of abhīśvāsa, the verb is abhiṣpra, as it is in TBr 1.2.1.19-20, which means "to breathe out over".

8 jīvātu: Sāyana suggests "life-potent" (jīvana/vasadha).

9 TBr 1.2.1.19-20.

10 TBr 1.2.1.20; see Intro. p. 25.

11 According to Caland, Ap trans., p. 149, this is Ārañyā-gāna 2.1.21.

12 See below, p. 172.

13 Vkh 1.10:11.17-11.11:13.4; see also Ap 5.10.7-5.12.3, Baudh 2.16:60.3-61.9, Bhar 5.6.1-5.7.8, SH 3.3:310-3.4:313, Mn 1.5.2.21-1.5.3.18, Vr 1.4.2.9-1.4.3.3, and Kat 4.8.21-4.9.9. The majority of texts reserve the pacificatory oblations until all of the fires have been established; see Sect. 11.

14 Another noticeable feature of churning, the stationing of a horse nearby, will become clearer when we discuss the procession to the śāhavāntya fireplace which the horse leads, Sect. 10.

15 "samvatsaram eva tād réto hitām prājanayati".

16 "bālo vā eṣa 'gnis"; KSank 8:20. The comment is made in order to argue against the singing of śāmans at the Agnyādhaya as they are too powerful for a young child.

17 Below, Sect. 11, p. 207.

18 See note 7 for references.

19 Sect. 5, p. 107.

20 See p. 172.

21 This pattern applies to a lesser extent at the establishment of the sabhīya and śāvasāthya fires as well.

22 See Sect. 3.3.

23 See TBr 1.1.4.8, MS 1.6.1:86.7f, KS 7.13.60. These are the so-called Rṣi formulae.
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24 TS 1.5.3.1-2, KS 7.13.61, 68, 72, MS 1.6.1:85.9ff, VS 3.5-8. All but the first in TS, which MS and KS also omit, are approximately RV 10.189. These verses are fascinating for their obscurity, numerous variants, and almost universal inclusion in the Agnyādheya, all of which suggest a very old tradition.


26 See the Introd., p. 31 for the complex issue of who sings the sāmans. In some texts the singing of sāmans is excluded at the Agnyādheya; above, note 16.

27 TBr 1.2.1,20-21.
Notes to Section 10.

1 In the other sūtras the embers appear to be placed directly on the sand so that there is only one vessel involved; see note 11 for references. "jānudaghna udāyačatī" is Caland's emendation, but he reports that the majority of mss read "jānudaghna nodyačatī", "one does not raise it above the height of the knees", which there is no reason not to accept; Vkh, p. 13.

2 Vkh notes that some take this fire from the gārhapatya; other sources given by the other sūtras are dealt with below, pp. 178ff.

3 Īrdhvajānu, literally "with knees raised".

4 See above, Sect. 9, p. 172.

5 Sect. 9, p. 169.

6 Kṣ 7.13.65, MS 1.6.2:86.12ff.

7 It is not clear who "they" are besides the sacrificer and Adhvaryu. The commentary to Ap 5.14.4 holds that the plural is used because the horse is included, while that on SH 3.4.315 suggests that there are more priests than one.

8 dakṣinato brāhmaṇa rathāṁ rathacakraṁ vā gārhapatyaṁ āhavanīyaṁ saṁtataṁ triṁ parivṛttaṁ āyānti; yāvat triṁ parivṛttaṁ tāvād ... aśvam, ... ākramayati"; Vkh 1.12:14.5ff. This passage, which is supported by only one ms, is ambiguous; nor are our other texts unified as to what transpires here. That the Brahman's course parallels that of the fire is spelled out more clearly in Mn 1.5.4.7-9, which, if we omit the mantra, reads "(7) agnipraṇāyanāṁ ādāya ... aśvapraṇāmāṁ prāṇo 'bhīprāvrajeti (8) prāṇyamāṁasyottarato yajamāno vrajeti (9) dakṣinato brāhmaṇa rathāṁ vartayati rathacakraṁ vā": I translate "(7) Having taken (the coals) for leading forth the fire... they go forth with the horse at the fore. (8) To the north of (the fire) being carried forth walks the sacrificer. (9) To the south the Brahman rolls a chariot or else a chariot wheel." This also seems to be the sense of Ap 5.14.4-5, "... prāṇo 'śvaprāthamā abhīprāvrajeti (5) dakṣinato brāhmaṇa rathāṁ rathacakraṁ vā vartayati yāvac cakraṁ triṁ parivṛtate", except that the chariot's journey ends with three turns of the wheel. We might be tempted to see this addendum in Vkh's "yāvat triṁ parivṛttaṁ ...", but the question is what then does "gārhapatyaṁ āhavanīyaṁ saṁtataṁ triṁ parivṛttaṁ" mean? It could mean "he causes (the wheel) to revolve three times uninterrupted from the gārhapatya to the āhavanīya fireplace." But it could also mean "he causes (the chariot or wheel) to circle
around uninterruptedly three times from the gārhapatyā (to the āhavan-
Tyā) and from the āhavanīya (back to the gārhapatyā)." The question,
then, is whether Vkh intends that the chariot be rolled from the
gārhapatyā toward the āhavanīya until the wheel turns three times or
whether it is to circle around both fireplaces three times. The com-
mentary to SH 3.4.316, which cites Vkh, takes the latter position, holding
that the chariot goes from the gārhapatyā to the āhavanīya and back
three times and that in the meantime the fire is led forth and the
two treadings of the horse are performed. To make matters worse, in
TBr 1.1.5.5.8 it appears that the whole procession goes to the
āhavanīya, returns to the gārhapatyā, and goes back to the āhavanīya,
or so Sāyana would have it, though none of the sūtras mentions this
practice. Finally, in MS 1.6.6:96,14f we are told that "they should
roll a chariot wheel around afterwards three times for one who has a
rival or adversary", "yāh sapātnavān bhṛatravyāvān va svaṣ tāsya ratha-
cakrāṁ trīr anu pārivartāyeyus", and Mn 1.5.4.16 and Vr 1.4.3.18
place the rolling of the wheel in this context. Ap 5.14.6, Bhar 5.8.8,
and SH 3.4.316 add the three turns of the wheel for one who has an
enemy to the three already given to make six, presumably on the strength
of "anu" in the MS passage quoted.

In spite of all this diversity of opinion several aspects of
the symbolism remain constant. A chariot or chariot wheel accompanies
the procession to the āhavanīya fireplace; the journey has three seg-
ments, and the journey is longer for one who has a rival or adversary.
The main source of ambiguity is whether the journey to the āhavanīya
is circular or linear.

9 Here alternatives to the horse are given, an ox or goat, or
according to some a kāmāndala. More often a kind of vessel, kāmāndala
is taken by Rudradatta on Ap 5.15.1 to be a type of animal, apparently
on the analogy of the other alternatives, and this interpretation is
accepted by the VPAK, IV, p. 844.

10 In some sūtras the fire is established to the side of the
footprint in accordance with TBr 1.1.5.9, and Vkh seems to have for-
gotten that he too placed the footprint to the side. The printed
text reads "... tiṣṭhan ... ārdhva-jānūr eva ... ādadhati", seemingly a contradiction, and "ārdhva-jānūr", "squatting", is not
found in any of the other texts. Further, ārdhva-" is supported
by only three mss and "-jānū" by only one; Vkh, p. 14. Perhaps the
text should read "ārdhva-sthūr"; cf. Mn 1.5.4.14 "... ārdhvas tiṣṭhan
... ādadhati".

11 Vkh 1.12-13; see also Ap 5.13.1-5.15.2, Bhar 5.7.9-5.10.5,
SH 3.4.313-318, Baudh 2.17, Mn 1.5.3.19-1.5.4.17, Vr 1.4.3.4-1.4.3.32,
Kat 4.9.10-4.10.2.
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12Sect. 3, p. 85.

13"ifaty ágrá harati/ áthényaty áthényati/ tráya íme lokáh/
esv évāinām lokéśu prátiṣṭhitam ādhatte".

14See for example SBr 7.1.1.35 and Eggeling’s note, SBE, XL1, p. 309. This identity is less often stated than that of the áhavanīya hearth and heaven but may be inferred from the latter and from the numerous references to the sun in verses addressed to the áhavanīya fire.

15Variants occur in TS 4.2.8.1, 4.6.7.1, MS 1.6.2;86.15f, KS 39.1 and elsewhere.

16"sūrād āśvān vasavo nírataṣṭa"; RV 1.163.2d.

17Sect. 8, p. 144.

18Ap 5.10.10.

19Cf. the AgniHotra where the same rule is given and where the sun actually enters the áhavanīya fire from which it is reborn in the morning; see Sect. 8, note 101.

20For the following treatment of the southern fire and that of the procession to the áhavanīya fireplace which concludes this section I owe a special debt of gratitude to J. C. Heesterman for our discussions and for his publication "Other Folk’s Fire".

21The source and times for establishing the daksināgni here under consideration are found in Ap 5.13.8ff, Bhar 5.7.15f, SH 3.4: 314ff, Baudh 2.17: 61,10ff, Vkh 1.12:13.9ff, Mn 1.5,4.4, Vr 1.4.3.4ff, and Kat 4.9.19.

22This is the first named source in Ap, SH, Vkh, and Bhar (simply "from elsewhere") and an alternative in Vr and Mn (specifically "from a frying pan").

23Ap, Bhar, SH, Mn (first choice), Vr, Vkh (churned fire is fetched).

24See Mn 1.5,2.5 where the sacrificer holds the regular churning sticks and his wife holds the churning sticks for the daksināgni. The priest churns this fire facing north, whereas the gārhapatya is churned while he faces east.
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25 Ap., SH, Vkh.; Mn has the Adhvaryu establish the dakṣināgni while the Agniḥdra holds the fire being carried forth, and the other texts are silent.

26 Ap. (ambarsa), SH (bharjana), Vr (bhraṣtra); see Sect. 5, note 3 concerning these terms.

27 Ap. "yo brāhmaṇo . . . śūdro vā 'sura (SH vā sura) iva . . ." is ambiguous due to sandhi and could mean "like an āsura" or "like a sura, i.e. god"; the commentary on SH gives both interpretations. However, the phrase in KS 8.12 "yo . . . puṣṭo 'sura iva" can only mean "like an asura".

28 See Sect. 1, p. 44 and Sect. 3, p. 65, for similar situations in which alternatives have been placed under the rubric of special desires.

29 SH 3.4:315.

30 Baudh. 2.16:58.17, 2.17:61.10; Kat 4.8.15. Concerning the social connotations of the brahmādanika fire see Sect. 7, pp 123ff.

31 Yathā vai vrṣalayonijah putraḥḥ sarvam atti medhyāṁ ca medhyāṁ vai bhrāṣṭraṁḥ sarvam atti . . . "; cf., Sect. 3, note 70 concerning the Śukra and Manthin cups.

32 Vr., Kat. (commentary and paddhati), Baudh and Mn as an alternative, and Vkh according to some.

33 Actually the three fires are not mentioned. Rather the horse is asked to bear forth Pavamāṇa, the pleasing form of Agni in cattle, Pāvaka, the form in the waters, and Śuci, the form in the sun. But SBr 2.2.1.14f connects these three forms of Agni with the three worlds, which are associated the three fires. Concerning the form of Agni in cattle see SBr 2.2.4.15 where Agni copulates with the cow, and his seed becomes milk, which is therefore said to be cooked even though the cow is raw. The gāṛhapatiya fire, though already established, is carried forth in the sense that it is the source of the ṣāvaniya.

34 MacDonell, Vedic Mythology (N.Y.: Gordon Press, 1974 (reprint)). Heaven and earth are so divided in RV 2.27.8, 4.53.5.

35 "tisrō dyāvah savitūr dvā upāsthāṁ ēkā yamāya bhūvane virāṣat"; for vira-vīra see Grassman, Wörterbuch zum Rig-veda (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964 (reprint)), column 1290. Sāyana tries to reconcile this statement with later cosmology by making
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Yama's abode the antarikṣa and Savitṛ's two 'laps' earth and heaven, but I trust such an interpretation will become increasingly less convincing as our discussion progresses.

36 Vṛ 1.4.3.13; the heights indicated are the ankles, knees, navel, shoulders, and ears. The source of this rule must be MS 1.6.6: 96.3ff in which the fire is first placed on the ground, perhaps while the daksināgni is being established, and then lifted to each of the levels mentioned by Vṛ. The MS first attempts to reconcile all these heights with three worlds by making the ground the earth, the ankles a higher world (uttara loka), and the rest another higher world, but then rejects the whole scheme in favor of one in which the fire is carried at three heights.

37 The three heavens are called udanvātī, pṭīmatī, and pradyū in AV 18.2.48, but these names seem not not to have gained currency.

38 'nāko 'si bradhnāḥ pratisṭhā saṃkramaṇam'; KS 7.13.71.

39 krāmadhvam agnīnā nākam úkhyām hásteṣu bíbhṛataḥ/ divāḥ prṣṭhāṃ svāra gatvā miśrā devébhir ādhvam'.

40 prthivyā ahám úd antārikaṇām 'ruham antārikaṣād dīvam 'ruham/ dīvā nākasya prṣṭhāt svāra jyótir agam'; TS 4.6.5.1-2.

41 Johannes Hertel, Die Himmelstore im Veda und im Avesta (Leipzig: H. Haessel Verlag, 1924).

42 Ibid., p. 66; see especially Vendidad 2.30,38, SBE IV, 18f.

43 iyātānukāmām cāraṇām trīnākē tridivē divāह/ ... tātra mām anītaṃ kṛdhī ... 'Hertel notes that most take trīnākē as a karmadhāraya, i.e., as tritiya nāka, but proposes that it and tridivē be taken as bahuvrīhīs; op. cit., p. 68. In either case heaven must have three nākas whether all three or only the third is meant here.

44 suktā: literally 'doing good', those whose good deeds earned them the world of heaven.

45 vajās trīnākē tridivē triprṣṭhā nākasya prṣṭhā (sukrtān loke Paip AV)-dādvāṃsām dadhāi!'. The Paip AV variant is from the VPAK edit. of the AV, pt. II, p. 1182. The VPAK knows the compound trīnākā only in these three instances from the RV, AV and Paip AV.

46 See Sect. 3, pp. 72ff, where providing separate fire chambers is one of several means used to distinguish the realm of the gṛhapatya from that of the āhavanīya. 
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47 This is confirmed by SBr 8.7.1.17 in which the visvajyotis ("all radiance") brick of the top layer of the Agnicayana is to be placed before the svayamantrāna ("with natural holes") because the latter represents the sky (dyū) and the former the sun (Aditya), and the sun is below the sky. Note also that in RV 1.35.6, cited above, only two of the three heavens are called the "lap of Savitri".

48 Hertel, pp. 44ff.

49 "Anantā rasāmayas . . . hrdi/ . . . // Ārdhvat ekaḥ sthitas teṣām yo bhittvā suṛyaṁandalam/ brahmālokam ati kramya tena yānti parām gatim": HaitUp 6.30. In this and the other Upanisad citations given by Hertel the cosmology in which we are interested is becoming internalized and combined with yogic physiology; see ChandUp 8.6.2 and Yogaśīkhā Up. 1.5-2.2 where splitting the sun is now a meditation technique.


51 Notice that in AV 11.5(3).1(50) the odana itself is called the "height of the sun".


53 "Adhvanām adhvapatē prā mā tīra svasti me 'smīn pathī deva-vāne bhūyāt"; VS 5.33b. See also PBr 1.4.1, Sankh 6.13.2.

54 "Rocārā": Hertel, p. 20, translates "stars", but cf. RV 5.69.1 which speaks of three light (rocana) regions of heaven. The difficulties presented by the fact that after going to heaven Yima touches the earth to make it wider are discussed by Hertel, pp 14ff, and by Darmesteter, SBE IV, p. 13.

55 Idem.

56 Hertel, p. 20. Hertel argues further, for reasons of meter, that the phrase "upa rapiṭhām" is a later gloss on "towards the path of the sun" and should be struck. But even if this phrase was not part of the original it is nevertheless a valuable interpretation.

57 Cf. SBr 1.9.3.15 "atha sūryam udāktāte saīṣā gatīr eṣā pratiṣṭhā tad etām gatīṁ etām pratiṣṭhāṁ gacchati tasmāt sūryam udāktāte", "then one looks up at the sun; that is the gati, the pratiṣṭhā; thus one goes to the gati, to the pratiṣṭhā; therefore one looks up at the sun". Eggeling, SBE, XII, p. 271, translates gati "final goal", but Apte gives as another meaning "entrance, access"; and this is consistent with what we have said regarding pratiṣṭhā. Note also the verbal prefix ud "up", which suggests that it is the midday sun at which the sacrificer looks.
See TS 7.5.8.5 where the ridge and height of the sun may be stages to Heaven and RV 1.35.6 quoted above.

Cf. the sun as Adhvapati, above, p. 187.

AsvGrS 1.1; cf. ParGrS 3.10.32, Sankh 4.15.6. Oldenberg, SBE, XXIX, p. 159, takes yihāra "carrying apart", which can also refer to the firehall, as a synonym of vītāna the term for "stretching apart" the fires.

Cf. TS 4.6.5 a, k, l, and m.

For the clay expedition see SM 11.1.12ff, Vkh 18.1.249.19ff, Mn 6.1.1.8ff, Vr 2.1.1.5ff, and Kat 6.2.1ff; for the procession which carries the first bricks for the altar see SH 11.7.2ff, Vkh 18.16:269.10ff, Mn 6.1.6.13ff, Vr 2.1.6.5ff, and Kat 17.3.17ff.

SH 11.1.22.

The myth is found in relation to the Agnyādheya in KS 8.5, in relation to the clay expedition in MS 3.1.4(a), and in relation to carrying bricks in MS 3.2.5(b) and TS 5.2.6.4-5.

I follow Keith, trans., p. 410, and Sāyaṇa here. The printed edition reads "sāmyuḥ bāṛhaspatyāṁ mēḍhā nāpanamat sā 'gnīṁ prāviṣat" while Sāyaṇa quotes "... medho nōpanamat so 'gnim. ..." One wonders if the top of the Devanāgarī 'o' can have been lost in all three places where Sāyaṇa diverges from the text. Certainly 'nōpanamat' makes more sense, and the text later refers to 'vā evā mēḍho'.

A Sāmyu Atharvaṇa is in Gopīr 1.2.18 connected with pacifying the primordial solar horse in the context of the Agnyādheya. Elsewhere Sāmyu Bāṛhaspata is mostly credited with the Sāmyuvāka of the Darşapūrṇamāsa, the health and welfare branch of sacrificial services; see TS 2.6.10, SankhBr 3.8, SBr 1.9.1.24-26.

The reason the inner part of the horse's hoof is called a "deer hoof" must be the fact that the solar horse is said to have the forelegs of a deer; see RV 1.163.1, above p. 176.

See note 62 for references.

The myth simplifies things here; for in actual practice the clay is carried on the back of an ass. But the horse is the leader of the expedition, and the ass is not present when the bricks are taken to the altar.

The latter refers to another myth in which the Yati Syūma-raśmi entered a horse in order to avoid being eaten by jackals.

Vr 1.4.3.23.
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71 SH12.5.5, Mn 6.2.5.8, Kat 18.3.19 (south of āgnīdhṛtya on the pṛsthya line). Later when the āgnīdhṛtya is built up with bricks this stone is placed on top.

72 See TBr 3.7.7.13, employed when the mahāvedi is marked off, where the "great altar" is called the cow of the gods, full of milk and well-yielding, and AV 13.1.27, used to mark off the altar (vedi) in Kauss 137.10, where the vedi is called a cow, rich in ghee. However, according to SBr 9.2.3.17 both altars and ladles are intended.

73 MS and KS read "in the ocean", which makes more sense to me as the sky is more often called an ocean than the sun. But even the KS later cites the pratīka of this verse with "samudrō"; KS 21.8.

74 vi kram: "transversed" Eggeling, SBE, XLIII, p. 197.

75 TS 4.6.3.3-4 with variants in MS 2.10.5:137:11ff, JS 18.3, KpS 28.3, and VS 17.59-60. "Sky" (duyu in the first two instances and rajas in the third) refers, I think, to everything above the earth including the middle region, of which heaven is the uppermost part.

76 vimāna egā... īty āśmānaḥ sādayati; vimāno hū asā ādityāḥ svārgasya lokasya"; see also SBr 9.2.3.14ff.

77 A similar practice is found at the Soma sacrifice where the fire is carried to the āgnīdhṛtya, which is kindled, and then on to the āhavanīya fire place; SrKos II, pp. 312ff.

78 Kat 18.5.17-18; see also SH 12.6.15-18, Mn 6.2.5.33, and SBr 9.4.1.14 with Eggeling's note, SBE, XLIII, p. 234.

79 TS 4.6.4 with variants in the other Samhitās.

80 Kat 11.1.9.

81 See also Mn 9.1.3.28 and Vṛ 3.3.3.1.

82 Above, p. 191.
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84. "asvayadhaspadam upasyati/ vajri va asvah prajapatyah/
vajreneiva parpmanah bhartvyam avakra�ati". Note that one is to think of an enemy when the horse treads in the Agnicayana; above, p. 191.

85. Dumont, op. cit., pp. 145ff (Kat 20.5.10ff), 272ff (Ap 20.16.1ff), 328f. (Baudh 15.24); SH 14.3.24ff, Mn 9.2.3.19ff, 3.4.3.25ff.

86. Heesterman, Rājasūya, pp. 129ff; the first narration is based specifically on Ap and SH, but Mn 9.1.3.25ff and Vr 3.3.2.52ff are similar.

87. Heesterman too builds his understanding of the chariot drive in the Rājasūya on the Vājapeya; op. cit., pp. 133ff.

88. TS 1.7.9.1; see SH 13.2.3, Vkh 17.14;245.16, Mn 7.1.3.4, Vr 3.1.2.16. The sacrificer's wife had previously been invited to climb the pole as well.

89. TS 1.7.8.1; for this application of the verse, see TBr 1.3.6.1 and MS 1.11.7:168.11ff.

90. The SBr, however, holds that it represents the middle region.

91. Above, pp. 193f.

92. MS 1.11.7:169.3f, KS 14.7.

93. It is not clear if the chariots, like the wheel, circle three times.

94. Heesterman raises the possibility that the Brahman's "accompaniment" in the Rājasūya also refers to his recitations but notes that Caland and the commentary on SH hold the view which we share; op. cit., p. 129.

95. See Mn 7.1.2.20; the other sūtras are not as clear.

96. SH 13.1.46.

97. "suvargā vā lokāh kāstha/ suvargām eva lokām yanti/ suvargām vā etē lokām yanti/ yā ājñam dhāvanti"; see also MS 1.11.7:168.19, KS 14.7.

98. TS 1.7.8.1; cf. MS 1.11.7 where "vājasyovjjitayai", "for the winning of vigor", is a frequent explanation of elements of this race.

99. TS 1.7.9.2
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100 See further KS 8.5, TBr 1.1.5, and MS 1.6.4 where the horse which leads the procession to the Śāhavāyiya fireplace at the Agnyādheya is said to conquer enemies.

101 op. cit., p. 135.

102 See Introd., p. 2.

103 See note 8.

104 KS 8.5, TBr 1.1.5.6, MS 1.6.4:91.16ff.

105 In KS 8.5 Agni simply does not wish to go east.

106 This is an explanation of the horse's epithet pūrvavah, "drawing for the first time" = "carrying east".

107 MS says rather that giving a horse at the Agnyādheya serves to separate the fires.
Notes to Section 11 and the Conclusion

1 See Sect. 8, p. 166.

2 This seems to be the sense of the text: "... tisrah samidha ekaiaksmii adhaanavad adadhity ahavaniye garhapatyey daksinagnau sabhavasathyo iti va sarvakarmasy esam evanupurvyam"; Vkh 1.14:15.8ff. The second alternative is not found elsewhere.

3 Concerning the types of wood here used for fuel see Sections 2 and 8, especially Sect. 2, notes 3 and 4 and Sect. 8, note 17.

4 This offering and meditation are unique to Vkh; in the other sūtras a pūrṇahuti (below) can serve as an alternative to the silent Agnihotra; see note 22 for references.

5 TBr 1.1.7.2-3; cf. MS 1.6.2:87.10ff.

6 TBr 1.1.7.3; TA 4.22-23.

7 This second recitation of these verses is unique to Vkh.

8 TBr 1.2.1.25-26.

9 An āśī is a type of subsidiary rite patterned on the Darśa-pūrṇamāsa.

10 Apparently a cow is staked but is exchanged for grain of equal value which is cooked and served; Bhar 5.12.9-10, SH 6.5:530. In Baudhā's version (next note) the cow itself is served.

11 Vkh specifies the rite of dicing only for a Rājanya, but in the other sūtras it appears to apply to any sacrificer. While the ritual dicing which follows the Agnyādheya is certainly the most interesting of the ancillary rites, it seems out of keeping with the ritual as a whole, and Heesterman, "Other Folk's Fire", is no doubt correct in interpreting it as a vestige of an earlier form of our ritual. With it is to be compared the prescription unique to Baudhā that the sacrificer and his family dice for a cow in connection with an offering to the Fathers on the day preliminary to the Agnyādheya, the Upavasā-thagavī or Gopīryaṇa as the SrKos terms it; Baudh 2.8-11, SrKos, pp. 26ff. Again as the latter is essentially a rite to the Fathers, the Abhyudaya śrāddha enjoined by Vkh (Sect. 4) as well as the commentary on Ap 5.3.1 and that on SH 3.2:287 for the preparatory day is also to be compared. Nevertheless, an examination of this material is better suited to a consideration of the predecessor of the classical establishment of the fires than to our present study and so will not be undertaken here.
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13 Vkh allows that one who is not rich may give only a cow in place of all the daksinās and notes that the gifts specified here are in addition to those mentioned throughout the ritual.

14 Vkh gives as alternative time intervals a year, season, month, fortnight, four days, three, two, one, or the same day, and the other sūtras are similar; cf. the alternative intervals from the Brahmaudāna to the establishment of the fires; Sect. 5, p. 96. As in the case of the Brahmaudāna, though shorter periods of time are allowed for practical reasons, it is a year which is symbolized. So 12 days is the preferred alternative, being as TBr 1.1.6.7 notes a symbol of the year.

15 I refer back to Sect. 1, pp. 38f for details and also the possibility that all of the rites from the establishment of the fires to the first ḍarsapūrnāmaśa may be collapsed into two days.

16 rbīsa: "matured by [the] warmth of the earth", SrKos, p. 61. The commentators seem to have had in mind something more in line with a luau, especially for use in ripening fruit, a practice still in use in Nepal for ripening plantains. Thus the commentary on Sh 6.5:531 glosses the word "gartādau sthāpiṁ phalādikam upariśtād vyavatahānenaṁ ṣaṁśe pakvam yat tad rbīsapakam", "rbīsapakam refers to fruit and the like which is placed in a hole etc. and cooked with fire indirectly from above". According to Rudradatta rbīsapakam refers to "that which is cooked with the heat of a concealed fire", "yat tirohitasyāgner ṣaṁśe pakvam ..." Still, one wonders how much faith to put in these traditional interpretations when the textual tradition itself is in doubt; for Ap 5.25.6 and Bhar 5.16.19 read rjiṣa as do two of van Gelder's mss for Mn 1.5.6.14, two others reading rjīṣa. rjiṣa usually refers to the residue left after soma is pressed, which makes little sense here.

17 The editor of KSank, p. 12 note 8, holds that "boat" here means the Agnihotra, citing the fact that the Agnihotra is called a boat to heaven in SBr 2.3.1.15. However, the commentary on Sh 6.5:532 takes "boat" in the literal sense and is of the opinion that the prohibition is against drinking water while one is in a boat as well as water which comes from the interior of a boat.

18 svakṛt irina: see Sect. 8, note 94.

19 Ap 5.25.15 extends this rule to include anyone staying in the āhitāgni's house.


21 Ap 5.25.18, Bhar 5.16.18, and Sh 6.5:531 add that the āhitāgni should have the guest eat this food. Apparently the prohibi-
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ATION has to do with giving gifts, food eaten in one's house not being considered a gift; see Rudradatta on Ap 5.25.16 and the commentary to SH 6.5.531.

22He might participate in someone else's animal sacrifice. A longer version of this recitation is found in SH 6.5.532 and Ap 5.25.20. Vows included by other sūtras but omitted by Vkh include not speaking falsehood, feeding any Brahmin who stays with him, not going to the council (āmantrana) in the morning without offering and not staying past afternoon, being meritorious (punya), and not giving silver as a dākṣinā.

The concluding portion of the Āgni-ādhyāya is found in Vkh 1.14-18; see also Ap 5.16.3-5.25.20, Bhar 5.9.11-5.16.24, SH 3.4.318-3.5.329, 6.5.529-534, Baudh 5.18-21, Mn 1.5.4.17-1.5.6.25, Vr 1.4.3.32-1.4.4.49, and Kat 4.9.21-4.10.16.

23Ap 5.16.3, Bhar 5.9.11, SH 3.4.318.

24Vkh performed these offerings for each fire as soon as it was established; see Sect. 9, p. 170, and Sect. 10, pp 175-176. The other sūtras tend to reserve these oblations until the three main fires or all of the fires have been established.

25See Sect. 9, note 25.

26Tbr 1.1.8.4 "rudrō vā eṣāḥ/ yād āgnīḥ/ sā ādhiyāmaṇa tāvarō yājamanasya paśūn hīṁsitoh".

27SH 3.4.318.

28ite yād āvāyārttā ādhiyārāṇa/ sācāyeyur yājamanam"; "sācāye yeyur" means literally "they would cause him to burn".

29The benevolent forms named in Tbr 1.1.7.2-3 are mostly personal and political power and mastery. The malevolent forms of TA 4.22-23 include such things as hunger, thirst, weariness, bad temper, and so forth.

30MS 1.6.5:95.1-11. The discussion of this topic in MS 1.6.5 and 1.6.7 is more in line with the procedure found in Mn than that of Vkh and the other Taittirīya sūtras. In Mn 1.5.3.17f three sticks of aśvattha wood, three of samī, and one of udumbara are placed on the gārhaspatya fire immediately after its establishment, while in 1.5.4.19 only three pieces of samī and one of udumbara are placed on the Āhavanīya after it has been established. This has the effect of concentrating postnatal attention on the gārhaspatya where the theme
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of birth through churning is most evident. The vikañkata stick and extra piece of śanī are not placed on either fire. The placing of these two woods along with the udumbara in other texts parallels the establishment of the fire on the ṣhavaniya altar at the Agnicayana where the same three types of wood are employed and with the same verses as at the Agnyādheya.

31 Three of these verses are employed when depositing the aśvattha fuel in all the sūtras.

32 MS gives as an alternative explanation that when Agni was created his vitality (tejas) flamed up and entered the aśvattha tree, from which it is now restored.

33 bibhā bhū l take to be imitative of the sounds of an infant much as English "babble".

34 This is the usual folk etymology of śanī from śan; see Sect. 8, p. 155.

35 Sect. 4, p. 91, TA 2.5.

36 Vkh 1.16:17.16ff, Baudh 2.20:67.8, 13f; the verses are found in TS 1.5.5.2-3.

37 SBr 2.2.1.10-12.

38 śatāyur vāi pūrusāḥ śatāvṛtyā āyur eva vṛyām āpnoti"; see KS 8.5.

39 MS 1.5.6:74.12ff "jiṛyati vā eṣā śhītaḥ ... etān eva-gnaye
dharsya havīṣi saṁvatsare saṁvatsare nirvapet tōna vā eṣā nā jiṛyati tōnainām punarnavāh karoti"; cf. TS 1.5.5.7.

40 Idem.

41 MS 1.6.8:98.12ff.

42 SBr 2.2.1.14.

43 KS 8.8, TBr 1.1.6.1-3.

44 Notice that the parallel to the Brahmanadana which we cited from the Soma sacrifice is also a Caru to Aditi; Sect. 5, pp. 99f.

45 See Ap 5.22.3f, Bhar 5.15.3f, SH 3.5:323, Mn 1.5.6.7,9.
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46. This procedure is not radically different from the normal paradigm of the anvāhārya rice at all īṣṭis; SrKos, pp. 389ff. Rather it is the insistence of our texts on these key aspects which forges a connection with the Brahmaidana.

47. See note 14.

48. Notice that in the domestic rite of birth (jātakarman) ghee is given to the newborn child prior to its mother's milk; see for example ParGrS 1.16.4,20, HirGrS 2.1.3.9, 2.1.4.3, Ap 6.15.4-5.

49. aṁtām devāh/ antarātmann ādadhata tā' imam aṁtām antarātmann ādāhāṁṛta bhūtvāstaryā bhūtvā staryān sapatnāṁ mārtvān abhyabhavaṁ tatho' evaiṣa etad aṁtām antarātmann ādhatte nāmṛtattvāsvaṁśāṁ ti sarvam āyur ety astaryo hāvā bhavati na hainām sapatnas tustūr̥ṣamānaś ca na śṛnutā tasmād yad aṁtahniś cānaḥhitāgniś ca spardhete aṁtahniś evābhibhavaty astaryo hi khālu sa tarhi bhavaty aṁtahniś.
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